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•• Preface••••
The 'Werkgemeenschap voor Informatie- en Communicatietheorie has organized the
annual Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux since 1980. This year's sym-
posium takes place in Eindhoven, The Netherlands, and is organized by the Eindhoven
University of Technology, The Netherlands.

This year we celebrate the 30th anniversary of the WIC symposia. First, and most
important, we are pleased that Prof. J. Nicholas Laneman from the University of Notre
Dame, Indiana, U.S.A, has accepted the invitation to be the guest lecturer. The title
of this talk is Communications Architecture for Wireless Relays: A Short Tutorial.

The second special event is a visit to one of the innovative and technically advanced
companies in the Eindhoven region. We are happy to offer the participants of this
symposium a choice between two excursions, namely a visit to ASML in Veldhoven
or Philips HealthCare in Best. ASML is the world's leading provider of lithography
systems for the semiconductor industry and at Philips HealthCare we will see the
advances made in medical irnaging techniques, especially in MRI.

Together with the regular presentations we are confident that this symposium will
offer you inspiration for your scientific research and strengthen your existing profes-
sional contacts and create new contacts.

••••••• Tjalling Tjalkens and Frans Willems, eo-chairs, Eindhoven, May 2009.
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• Thirtieth Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux• Communications Architecture for Wireless Relays:
A Short Tutorial•••

J. Nicholas Laneman
Dept. of Electrical Engineering

University of Notre Dame

• Abstract

In this tutorial, we overviewcommunications architecture for wireless networks
that incorporate relays, i.e., radios in the network that assist transmission among
other radios. We developmodels, summarize coding schemes, discuss cross-layer
interactions, and characterize end-to-end performance in terms of capacity and
diversity for several basic relay architectures. In particular, we focus on multi-
hop transmission, which effectivelycreates a series of shorter links used mainly
to combat path-less and improve coverage, and cooperative diversity, which es-
sentially creates parallel links used mainly to combat multipath fading and shad-
owing and improve robustness. If properly designed, analysis and experiments
suggests that both techniques offerpower savings, increased data rates, or both.
In addition to these potential benefits, we will point out practical issues such as
power constraints, bandwidth costs, and coordination requirements.

••••••• Biography

• J. Nicholas Laneman is an Associate Professor in the Department of Electrical En-
gineering at the University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN. For the 2008-2009 aca-
demic year he was the Texas Instruments Visiting Associate Professor in the Depart-
ment of Electrical and Computer Engineering at Rice University, Houston, TX. He
earned Ph.D. and M.S. degrees in Electrical Engineering from the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, in 2002 and 1997, respectively, and B.S. de-
grees in Electrical Engineering and in Computer Science from Washington University,
St. Louis, MO, in 1995. Laneman's current research interests are in communications
architecture-a combination of information theory, signal processing for communica-
tions, network protocols, and hardware design-specifically for wireless systems. He
received a PECASE and NSF CAREER Award in 2006, a ORAU Ralph E. Powe Junior
Faculty Enhancement Award in 2003, and the MIT EECS Harold L. Hazen Teaching
Award in 2001. He is a member of IEEE, ASEE, and Sigma Xi.-."
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• Extracting Biometrie Binary Strings with Optimal
Weighted Area under the FRR Curve for the

Hamming Distance Classifier•• Chun Chen Raymond Veldhuis
University of Twente

Signals and Systems Group, Electrical Engineering
P.O.Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands
c.chen@utwente.nl r.n.j.veldhuis©utwente.nl•• Abstract• Binary biometrie representations are becoming popular for their benefits in tem-

plate compression and protection. The straightforward method to extract the
binary biometrie strings is by quantization and coding the real-valued features.
Afterwards, the binary strings are compared by means of a Hamming distance
classifier (HDC). In this paper, we first give expressions for the theoretical false
acceptance rate (FAR) and false-rejection rate (FRR) of the HDC, based on the
features' bit error probability after the quantization. One of the problems of
binary biometrie representations is the allocation of quantization bits to the bio-
metric features. Therefore, we propose a bit allocation principle (WAUF-OBA)
that minimizes the exponentially weighted area under the FRR curve. We show
that this method is a generalization of the bit allocation principles that mini-
mize the area under the FRR curve (AUF-OBA), or the FRR at zero Hamming
distance threshold (DROBA).

••••••• 1 Intrad uction

• Binary biometrie representations are used in template compression and proteetion [1].
The binary strings should result in a low false acceptance rate (FAR) and false rejection
rate (FRR). Additionally, the bits should be independent and identically distributed
(i. i. d), in order to maximize the efforts of guessing the genuine template .

The common way to extract binary strings is quantizing and coding the real-valued
features: Firstly, by means of the PCA/LDA transformation, independent features are
extracted from the raw measurements. Afterwards, features are quantized individually.
The final binary string is then the concatenation of the bits extracted from every
feature. To obtain i. i. d bits, equal-probability quantizers have been proposed [2], [3],
[4]. Furthermore, independent of the quantizer design, several bit allocation principles
have been proposed to determine the number of quantization bits for every feature.
Based on the feature density distribution, a detection rate optimized bit allocation
principle (DROBA) [5]was proposed to minimize the theoretical FRR at zero Hamming
distance threshold. Unfortunately, it does not correspond to the operational points with
a FAR between 10~4 and 1O~2. Therefore, an area under the FRR curve optimized bit
allocation principle (AUF-OBA) was proposed to minimize the theoretical area under
the FRR curve for the Hamming distance classifier (HDC).

In this paper, we propose a weighted area under the FRR curve optimized bit al-
location principle (WAUF-OBA), where the area is emphasized with an exponential
weight function. We first show in Section 2 that given the features' bit error prob-
abilities after the quantization, we can predict the theoretical FAR/FRR as well as
the weighted area under the FRR curve for the HDC. Then, in Section 3, we present
the bit allocation solution that minimizes this area, and we prove that WAUF-OBA

•••••••
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is a generalization of DROBA and AUF-OBA. In Section 4, we give some simulation
results on the synthetic data and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 Hamming Distance Classifier (HDC)
Suppose asequence of L bits is extracted from D independent features, i.e. I:~lbi = L,
where bi bits are extracted from the ith feature. During the enrollment, let Sg,i denote
the bi bits generated by the genuine user for the ith feature. The entire L~bit string
for the genuine user, Sg, is then Sg = Sg,l ... Sg,D. Similarly, during the verification, let
S~,i and S;,i be the bits generated by the genuine user and the imposters, respectively,
for the ith feature, and s~ and s; be their corresponding entire L-bit strings. Then we
can define the bit error probabilities for s~ and s; for the ith feature:

<pg(k; {bd) der P{dH(Sg, S~) = k}
def<Pi(k; {b;}) P{dH(Sg, S;) = kJ, kEO, ... , L ,

(3)

(4)

•••••••••••••••
5-.,
•

Pg,i(ki; bi)

P;,i(ki; bi)

(1)

(2)

where dH is the Hamming distance between two input bit strings. Hence P. ,i and R,i
represent - for the genuine user and the imposters, respectively - the pro~ability of
having k, bits error in the bi bits extracted for the ith feature during the verification.

Regarding a totalof D features, we define:

where epg(k) and <Pi(k) represent - for the genuine user and the imposters, respectively
- the probability of having k bits error in the entire L bits extracted during the verifi-
cation. Assuming independency among the features, the error probability of the whole
feature set equals the convolution of the individual probabilities. Thus:

<Pg ( k; {bd )
<Pi( k; {bd )

(Pg,! * Pg,2 * * Pg,D)(k; {bd) ,
(R,l * P;,2 * * R,D)(k; {bi}) .

(5)
(6)

Expressions in (5) and (6) are defined as the bit error probabilities of the binary
string for the genuine user and the imposters. Based on these, we can compute the
analytical FAR and FRR performances of the HDC. Thus, the FAR (a(t; {bi}) at the
Hamming distance threshold t is:

a(t;{bd)
t

2:: epiek; {bi}) ,
k=O

'i = 1, ... ,D . (7)

Furthermore, to obtain i. i. d bits, an equal-probability quantizer [2], [31,[4], with 2-bi
probability mass for every interval, is required for the quantization at every feature.
Thus, for the ith feature, when assigned with 2bi code words, the Pi,i(ki; b,), as defined
in (2), becomes:

(8)

4 ,-
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Subject to L~1 bi = L, the FAR in (7) becomes:

cx(t; {bi}) = TL ~ ( ~ ) (9)

This expression proves that when quantized by an equal-probability quantizer, the FAR
depends on the string length L and becomes independent of the bit assignment {bd.

Similarly, the FRR ((3(t; {bi}) at the Hamming distance threshold t is:

(3(t;{bi})
def P{dH(sg, s~) > t} ,

LL <pg(k; {bi}) ,
k=t+1

i = 1, ... ,D. (10)

3 Weighted Area under the FRR Curve Optirnized
Bit Allocation (WAUF-OBA)

Given the analytical FRR performances in (10), we compute the weighted area under
the FRR curve as a criterion for the overall HDC performance. Furthermore, the area
depends on the bit assignment {bd. Therefore, in this section, we give a {bi} solution
that minimizes the weighted area under the FRR curve.

3.1 Problem Formulation
The optimization problem is user dependent. Suppose we need to extract L bits from
D independent real-valued features. For every single feature, a background probability
density function (PDF) and a genuine user PDF are known. The ith feature is quantized
into bi bits, i = 1, ... , D, bi E {O,... , bmax}. The problem is then formulated as:

L

{bn = arg JIlin L z-t(3(t; {bd), z > 0 ,
Li" bi=L t=O

(11)

where s:' is an exponential weight function. 0 < z < 1 emphasizes the FRR per-
formances in the range of large Hamming distance threshold t. Contrarily, z > 1
emphasizes the FRR performances in the range of small t.

In Appendix A, we give the solution of (11), with respect to the value of z. In the
following part of this section, we present the simplified problem, which can by solved
by a dynamic programming approach.

3.2 WAUF.OBA: 0 < z < 1 or z > 1
Let G, denote a gain factor for the ith feature when quantized into bi bits:

bi

Gi(bi) = -I log (L Z-ki Pg,i(ki, bi)) I .
ki=O

(12)

The Gi(b.;) is the logarithm of a weighted sum over the probability Pg,i(ki, bi)' There-
fore, we reformulate (11) into:

--., D

{b;} = arg JPax L Gi(bi) .
L, .. bi=L i=1

(13)

•••
5
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e
By maximizing the sum of G, over all the D features subject to L bits, we in fact ~
minimize a weighted overall probability of producing bit errors for the genuine user. .,

Computing the gain factor G, relies on the Pg,i(ki; bi), as defined in (1). Given the
real-valued genuine user PDF Pg,i as well as a quantizer, we can compute Pg,i(ki; bi) as: •

(14) •••••••••

where Q(ki; bi) indicates the quantization intervals with k;-bit error as compared to the
genuine code Sg,i' After G, is determined, a common dynamic programming procedure,
as described in [5], is applied to search for the optimal {b;} solution.

3.3 WAUF-OBA: z = 1
AUF-OBA is a particular case of WAUF-OBA when z = 1. Thus the points on the
FRR curve are treated equally. We define the gain factor Gi(b,) as:

bi

Gi(bi) = - L kiPg,i(ki, bi) .
k,=O

(15 )

With this definition, we reformulate the problem into (13). Note that WAUF-OBA
(z = 1) can also be interpreted as to minimize the expected value of the total number
of error bits.

Gi(bi) = log Pg,i(O, bi) . (16)

•e
•
e

••
C
C

•

3.4 WAUF-OBA: Z -t co
DROBA is an extreme case of WAUF-OBA when z -; 00. Thus the FRR performance
is only minimized at zero Hamming distance threshold (t = 0). We define the gain
factor G, as:

Only the Pg,i(ki; b;) with k, = 0 determines the value of the gain factor Gi, and with
this definition we reformulate the problem into (13).

4 Evaluation on Synthetic Data
In this section we test the HDC performances of the bit strings extracted with WAUF-
OBA, on randomly generated synthetic features. The background PDF of every fea-
ture is generated as a Gaussian density with zero-mean and unit-variance, i.e. Pb,i =
N(v, 0,1). Additionally, the genuine user PDF of every feature is generated as a Gaus-
sian density with user-specific mean and standard deviation, i.e. Pg,i = N(v, /-Li, O'i)'

The quantizer that we employed to compute Pg,i(ki; bi) is the user-independent equal-
probability quantizer [2], [3], [4], defined as :

Ba -00, (17)

(18)lBargB [ 'Pb,idv = 2-bi], j = 1, ... , 2b• ,

Bj' • --
6
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where (Ej_l' EjJ represents the ph quantization interval. The quantization symbols
are assigned with Gray code, and we set brnax = 3. Thus, given D features and a
predetermined length L, we search for the {bi} through the dynamic programming
process in [5J. Afterwards, we compute the theoretical FAR/FRR performances for
HDC from (9) and (10).

In the earlier work of DROBA (z ----+ (0) [5J, the FAR/FRR performances with
respect to the DIL settings have been analyzed: There exists a good choice at a
moderate length L when D is fixed. Furthermore, when L is fixed, increasing D will not
decrease the performance. Such properties are consistent in the general case (z > 0).
Therefore, in this paper, we only present the properties in terms of z values at a fixed
DIL setting, e.g. D = 50, L = 50, as seen in Fig. l. The minimized area under the
FRR curve are 0.240 for z ----+ 00, 0.236 for z = 1, and 0.261 for z = 0.2, respectively.
In general, z = 1 gives the best overall FRR curve. Additionally, Fig. l(b) shows that
z = 0.2 gives lower FRR performance at larger t. Unfortunately, z ----+ 00 does not
present a considerably lower FRR performance at smaller t.

••

•

,,' ia
-+- FRR (z->Inf) I FRR (1'."'1)

10·'
--- FRR (1'.=0.2) I FRR(z=1)

10

la"

~ '"ft:
! 10-1 'ö 6

.S!
~

10~

-+-- FRR, z->Inf
10" .........e- FRR, r-1

--- FRR, z=0.2
-e--FAR".0 25 3D

0
0 10 " ao as

Hamming distance threshold t

(a) (b)

•'.
• Figure 1: (a) The FAR/FRR performances with different z values, and (b) the ratio

of their FRR performances, at D = 50, L = 50.•• 5 Conclusion

•••••

In this paper, we first give a theoretical model of the Hamming distance classifier
(HDC), based on the features' bit error probabilities after the quantization. This
model predicts the FAR and the FRR as a function of the Hamming distance threshold.
Additionally, we introduce an exponential weight function to formalize the analytical
weighted area under the FRR curve. One of the problems in binary biometrie represen-
tations is the allocation of quantization bits to the features. Therefore, we propose a
bit-allocation principle (WAUF-OBA) that minimizes the exponentially weighted area
under the FRR curve. We show that this method is a generalization of the bit alloca-
tion principles that minimize the area under the FRR curve (AUF-OBA), or the FRR
at Hamming distance threshold zero (DROBA).

7
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A Derivation of the Optimization Problem
We first reformulate (3(t; {bi}) in (10) into the following expression:

L

(3(t; {b;}) = L u(k - (t + l))1>g(k; {b;}) ,
k=O

with
u( k) ~f { 1, k:2: 0 ,

0, k < O.

Therefore the weighted area under the FRR curve becomes:

L L

AFRR = Lz-t L 1>g(k;{bd)
t=o k=t+l
L L

L z-t L [u(k - (t + l))1>g(k; {bi})]
t=O k=O
L L

L L [z-tu(k - (t + l))4>g(k; {bi})]
t=O k=O
L L

L [1>g(k; {bi}) L z~tu(k - (t + 1))]
k=O t=O
L k-l

L [1>g(k; {bi}) Lz-t] .

k=O t=o

A.l z =1= 1, z > 0
When z cf I, z > 0, Eq. (20) becomes:

AFRR =

We know that:
L

L 1>g(k;{b;}) = 1.
k=O

Therefore, AFRR equals to:

8

(19)

•.-
e-
••.-
••e-
•.'••.'••••••
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(20)

(21 )

(22)

(23)
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Hence, the optimization problem in (ll) is reformulated as:

{

max 2:=~=0 -z-krf;g(k; {b;}), 0 < z < 1 ,

max2:=~=oz-krf;g(k;{b;}), z> 1,
(24)

The expression in (24) can be seen as the following Z-transform:

L

X(z) = Z{x[k]} = L X[kJZ-k ,
k=O

(25)

with
x[kJ = <pg(k;{b;}) .

Furthermore, we recall that in (5) we have:
(26)

<pg(k) = (Pg,1 * Pg,2 * ... * Pg,D)(k) . (27)

According to the convolution property of Z-transform, (25) can be written as:

X(z) Z{<pg(k; {b;})}
Z{(Pg,l * Pg,2 * ... * Pg,D)(k)}
Z{ Pg,l (k)} . Z{Pg,2(k)} ..... Z{ Pg,D(k)}}
D birr [LPg,;(k;,b;)z-ki] .

;=1 l<i=O

(28)

By taking the logarithm of X(z), and let Gi(bi) be a gain factor:

0<z<1,
(29)

z > 1 ,

the optimization problem then becomes:

D

{b;} = arg [pax L Gi(bi) .
Li" b,=L i=1

(30)

A.2 z = 1
When z = 1, Eq. (20) becomes:

L

L k<pg(k; {b;}) .
k=O

(31)

Hence, the area under the false-reject rate is the expected value of the number of bit
errors. Furthermore, we know that the k bits errors of a L-bit binary string are
supposed to come from D real-valued features. Thus with k; (i = 1, ... ,D) bits error

9
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L L kiPg,i(ki, bi) .
i=l ki=O

(32)
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per feature. Of course, we have that the expected value of a sum equals the sum of the
expected values. Therefore,

Let Gi(bi) be a gain factor:

bi

Gi(bi) = - L kiPg,i(ki, bi) ,
ki=O

(33)

the optimization problem then becomes (30).

A.3 z ........00
In an extreme case when z ........oo, Let Gi(bi) be a gain factor:

log Pg,i(O, bi) (34)

Therefore, the optimization problem then becomes (30).
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Abstract

The best guess of the message generated by a source is the message having
the maximum a priori probability. When some information about the message is
stored in the database, the best guess becomes the message having the maximum
a posteriori probability. If both guesses coincide and this is true for any message,
which can be generated by the source, then we claim that the system has a
perfect algorithmic secrecy: although the attacker has access to the database,
the optimum guess is always the most likely message, and the probability of
correct guess is equal to the probability that the source generated this message.
Therefore, the difference between the entropies of the a priori and a posteriori
probability distributions over the messages, which is usually considered as a
measure of secrecy of the system, can be large, but the attacker cannot include
his knowledge about the message into the guessing algorithm to increase the
probability of correct guess.

We present a numerical example of a data transmission system having the
property mentioned above. The system is designed for biometrie authentication
and called the permutation block coding scheme. Our contribution includes the
description of the scheme where the cryptographic properties are provided by a
proper choice of the probability distribution over the permutations depending
on the probability distribution over the messages. This point makes the scheme
different from the permutation scheme proposed in [IJ. We also discuss the
implementation issues that include the representation of the messages by binary
vectors of a fixed Hamming weight.

1 Introduction
Let {O,l}n be the set of biometrie vectors. Suppose that the probability distribution
over this set is given as (Prbio{ B = b}, bE {O,I}"). Denote

maxPr{B = b},
b bio (1)

(2)b* arg max Pr {B = b},
b bic

where we assume that there is only one vector, for which the maximum at the right-
hand side of (1) is attained.

Coding theory approaches can be used to construct efficient biometrie authenti-
cation schemes where information about the biometrie of a person has to be stored

'This work was partially supported by the DFG.
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in the database under the name of the person [2]. Having received another vector
bi E {O,I}" and the identity claim, the verifier has to decide whether the claim is true
or not. When the block coding scheme is used, processing of data at the enrollment
stage can be viewed as an application of the encoding function f to the pair (x, b),
where x is a vector chosen according to a uniform probability distribution over a bi-
nary block code C. The vector x is called the key codeword, which is considered as a
secret associated with the person, and the following requirement has to be satisfied:
if f(x, b), b, and C are known, then the key codeword x can be uniquely determined.
This requirement is stronger if the scheme is studied from the verifier's point of view:
the condition above has to be satisfied when b is replaced with its noisy version when
the number of errors is less than a certain threshold.

A possible solution to the storing and the verification problems is based on the block
cypher scheme. In this case, a secret vector x is added modulo 2 to the vector b at
the enrollment stage. The same vector is also added to the vector bi at the verification
stage, and the Hamming weight of the vector (x EBb) EB(x EBbi) = b EBbi = e is then
compared with the threshold. The feature of the block cypher scheme is the point that
the secret vector x has to be known to the verifier.

An extension of the block cypher scheme is known as the additive block coding
scheme [3]. In this case, the verifier only knows the value of the so-called "one-way"
hash function Hash(x). The scheme treats the biometrie vector b as an additive noise
that corrupts the transmitted codeword x, and the vector y = x EBb is stored in the
database under the name of the person. If x E C is the key codeword decoded on the
basis of (y, bi), one can check whether the value of Hash(x) is equal to Hashf x) or not.
The claimed identity of a person is then either accepted or rejected. The decoding of
the key codeword is based on the observations [3], [4]:

y = x EB b } =? { x EB e = y EBbi,
bi = b EB e x EB b = y.

~•••

~-
~-
~-

Thus, the verifier analyzes the outcomes of transmission of the key codeword x over
two parallel channels, called the observation channel, x ----? x EBe, and the biometrie
channel, x ----? x EBb, and tries to recover this vector using error-correcting capabilities
of the code, while the attacker analyzes the output of the biometrie channel.

An alternative to an additive block coding scheme is a permutation block coding
scheme proposed in [1]. The function f for a permutation scheme is defined in a non-
stationary mode, and the results of application of this function to the same pair of
vectors can give different results, but the values of random parameters, specifying a
particular mapping, are stored in the DB and they are available to the attacker. We
propose a modified version of this scheme in the present correspondence and analyze
the probability of correct decoding of the key codeword by an attacker, who knows the
content of the database and wants to present a vector bi, leading to the acceptance
decision.

•••••••
2 The permutation block coding scheme •

wt(b) i w =? Pr{B = b} = 0,
bio

••
Suppose that the biometrie vector is a binary vector b of length ti chosen by a combi-
natorial (n, w)-source, i.e.,

(3)

where wt(b) denotes the Hamming weight of the vector b, and let C denote a binary
code consisting of M different codewords of length n and weight w, i.e., C ç {O,1}~
and IC I = M, where {O,1}~ is the set consisting of binary vectors of the Hamming
weight w.

•••
,12 ••
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XEC

Figure 1: Processing the biometrie vector b at the enrollment stage.

The permutation of components of some vector x = (XI, ... , xn) E {O,1}~ is de-
termined by a vector 7T"E P in such a way that 7T"(x)= (x"j," . ,x"J, where P is the
set of all possible permutations of components of the vector (1, ... ,n). Given a vector
b E {O,l}~ and a permutation 7T"E P, let 7T"-1E P denote the inverse permutation,
i.e., 7T"-l(b) = (bil(rr),'" ,bin(rr)), where ij(7T")E {I, ... ,n} is the index determined by
the equation 7rij(rr) = j.

For all vectors x, bE {O, I};:;, let

P(x, b) ~ {7T"EP: 7T"(x)= b} (4)

denote the set of permutations that transform the vector x to the vector b. Let us
introduce the probability distribution l'x.b = (1'(7T"lx,b), 7T"EP) in such a way that
l'(7T"lx,b) can be positive only if 7T"E P(x, b). Let us also denote a uniform probability
distribution over the set P(x,b) bY;Yx.b = (;Y(7T"lx,b), 7T"EP), where ;Y(7T"lx,b)=
IP(x, b)I-1, if 7T"E P(x, b) and ;Y(7T"IX,b) = 0, if 7T"rf_ P(x, b).

Example. Let ti = 4, k = 2. The set {O,1H consists of (~) = 6 binary vectors of
length 4 having the weight 2 and P is the set consisting of 4! = 24 permutations of
components of the vector (1,2,3,4). For all x, bE {O, lH, the set P(x, b) consists of
2!2! = 4 permutations. For example, P(llOO, 1010) = {1324, 1423,2314,2413}.

The processing of a given biometrie vector b at the enrollment stage is organized
as follows (see Figure 1):

- choose a key codeword x according to a uniform probability distribution over the
code C and compute the value of Hash(x);

- given a pair of vectors (x, b) E {O, I};:; x {O, I};:;, choose a permuiatien 7T"E P
according to the probability distribution l'x,b;

- store (Hash(x), 7T")in the database.

The stored data can be used for authentication of a person, whose biometrie char-
acteristics are given by the vector b', as follows (see Figure 2):

- read the data (Hash(x), 7T")associated with the claimed person from the database;

13
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Hash(x)

DB c

bi E {O,l}n

Figure 2: Processing the vector bi at the verification stage.

- apply the inverse permutaiion 71'-1 to the vector bi and decode the key codeword
given a received vector rr-1(b/) as X7l';

- if Hash (x".) = Hash (x), then accept the identity claim (Y);
if Hash(x".) i= Hash(x), then reject the identity claim (N).

The permutation block coding scheme is oriented to the setup when the accep-
tance/rejection decision at the verifier has to be made on the basis of "the distance"
between the vectors b and bi, which is introduced as an additive function over compo-
nents. Namely, let

n

dist(b, bi) ~ L d(bt, b;).
t=1

where d\O,O) = d(l,l) = ° and d(O, 1), d(l, 0) 2: 0. If d(O, 1) = d(l,O) = 1, then
dist(b, b) is the Hamming distance between b and bi.

Suppose that T is a given threshold and that the desired verification algorithm is
as follows: if dist(b, bi) :::;T, then accept the identity claim; if dist(b, bi) > T, then
reject the identity claim. Any permutation rr-I E P, being applied to the vectors b
and bi, conserves the distance between these vectors, i.e.,

(5)

The permutation rr is chosen at the enrollment stage in such a way that b = 7r(x),
where x E C, and the equality (5) can be presented as

dist(b, bi) = dist(x, 7r-I(bl)). (6)

The vector rr-I(b/) is given to the decoder as the received word at the verification
stage, and the algorithm can be fixed as acceptance of the claim if the closest codeword
is located at distance at most T from the received vector, provided that the closest
codeword is the same as the codeword used at the enrollment stage. The latter codition
is checked by comparison of the values of hash function at these vectors.

14 ••
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3 Decoding of the key codeword by the attacker
Since Hash is assumed to be a non-invertible function whose value gives no information
about the argument, an attacker is supposed to guess a vector whose presentation leads
to the same decoded codeword as the decoded codeword for the unknown biometrie
vector b. Therefore, the general description of an attack is as follows:

- given a permuiaiioti tr EP, find a codeword x."..
- submit the vector rr(x.".) to the verifier.

Notice that if x". is the attacker's guess about the codeword used at the enrollment
stage, then he can submit an arbitrary vector bi such that dist(x"., rr-l(b')) ::; Tand
x". is the only codeword, for which this inequality is true. Both conditions are satisfied
when rr-l(b') = x"., i.e., bi = rr(x".). Moreover, the attacker can be ignorant about
the value of parameter T and about the assignment of d(O, 1) and d(l, 0).

Let I = (,x,b, x, b E {O, 1}~)) denote the list of conditional probability distri-
butions over the set P and let X stand for the indicator function: X{ S} = 1 is the
statement S is true and X{ S} = 0 otherwise. Then the probability of successful attack
is expressed as

Proposition 1. Let

IbiO(rrlx) ~ LPr{B = bh(rrlx, b).blO
b

Then
MAP 1 '\"Ach) ::; Ac b) = M L..J max'bio(rrlx),

xEC
".EP

where Ai;"AP b) is the probability of successful attack for the maximum likelihood decod-
ing when

Furthermore,
A~AP (,) 2: «:

where Qbio is defined in (1), with the equality if and only if the pmbability distributions
IX,b are assigned in such a way that

( I ) - { Qbiol(rrlx', b*), ifx' = rr-1(b*),
max,bio rr x - 0 'f I...J. -l(b*)xEC , Z X Î tt ,

(7)

If cotulitions (7) are satisfied for all permuiaiions -tt that can be stored in the database
with positive probabilitsj, then the best guess of the attacker is the presentation of the
vector b* independently of the code and the content of the database,

Notice that Qbio is the probability of success for an attacker, who does not have
access to the database and ignorant about the code. If conditions (7) are satisfied, then
this probability is not increased after the attacker receives these data, and the scheme
has a perfect algorithmic secrecy in this sense.

15
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Table 1: Conclitional probabilities ;Y(7rlx, b) x, bE {O,1}i : if the vector b is given in •
bold, then ;Y(7rIX, b) = 1/4; ifthe vector b is given in italic, then ;Y(7rIX, b) = 1/2, and
if the vector b is given in normal font, then 1'(7rIX, b) = 1. •

X
rr 1100 0110 1001

1234 1100 0110 1001
1243 1100 0101 1010
2134 1100 1010 0101
2143 1100 1001 0110
2314 1010 1100
2341 1001 1100
3214 0110 1100
3241 0101 1100
1423 1010 1100
1432 1001 1100
4123 0110 1100
4132 0101 1100

16
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4 Suboptimum assignment of the probability dis-
tribution over the set of permutations

Notice that P(x', b*), x' E C, are pairwise disjoint sets and denote their union hy
Pc ~ UX'EC P(x', b*). Introduce the probability distribution ;Yx,bby the rules:

- if Pc nP(x, b) ol (/J, then ;Yx,b specifies a uniform probability distribution over the
set Pc nP(x, b).

- if Pè nP(x, b) = (/J, then ;Yx,b specifies a uniform probability distribution over the
set P(x, b), i.e., ;Yx,b= l'x,b'

Let n = 4, w = 2, i.e., the biometrics is given by one of (~) = 6 binary vec-
tors of length 4 having the weight 2. Let the probabilities of the biometrie vectors
1100,1010, 1001,0110,0101,0011 form a decreasing sequence and Prbio{B = DOll} = O.
Suppose also that the code consists of M = 3 codewords and C = {1100, 0110, lOOI}.

There are 212! = 4 permutations that transform the most likely biometrie vector
b* = 1100 to any vector of weight 2 and M ·2!2' = 12 permutations that transform
this vector to one of codewords. We denote the set of these permutations by Pc and
show them in Table 1 where the assignment of the probability distributions ;Yx,b is also
presented. In particular, ;Y(7rIX, b") = 1/4 for all x E C and rr E Pc. We also set

1'(7r11100, 1010) { 1/2, if rr E {2314, 1423},
0, if 7r E Pè\ {2314, 1423},

;Y(7r10110,101O) { 1, if 7r = 2134,
0, if 7r E Pc\{2134},

1'(7r11001, 1010) { I, if 7r = 1243,
0, if 7r E Pè\{1243},
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Table 2: Transformation of vectors of length n = 4 and weights 0,1,3,4 to balanced
vectors, where W, ware the Hamming weights of the vectors b, b and i is the length of
the prefix of the vector b, which has to be inverted to obtain the vector b.

•••••••••

b W i b w b W i b ui

0000 0 2 1100 2 1111 4 2 0011 2
0001 1 1 1001 2 ll10 3 1 0110 2
0010 1 1 1010 2 1101 3 1 0101 2
0100 1 1 1100 2 1011 3 1 0011 2
1000 1 3 0110 2 0111 3 3 1001 2

etc. If

1
-Pr{B = 1100} > Pr{B = b}, for all b E {101O, lOOI, 01l0, 0101},4 blo bic

then NfAP(i) = Q~iO' We also remark that

8 4
Ai1AP(-y) = Qbio + - Pr{B = 101O}+ - Pr{B = lOOI},12 blo 12 blo

as it can be checked by constructing the set of 24 possible permutations.
The example above can be considered as a very artificial setup. Let us present some

more general considerations, which bring a conclusion that the secrecy of permutation
schemes can be much smaller than the secrecy of additive schemes. Suppose that n is
even and w = n/2. Notice that•••••••••••••

(8)

The expression at the left-hand side is the total number of vectors of weight n/2
generated by the following rules. Let us fix a codeword x E C and consider (n/2!)2
permutations 1T E P(x, b*) such that 1T(X) = b*. Apply these permutations to M-I
codewords Xl E C\ {x}. Then we construct (M - 1)((n/2)!) 2 vectors (many of them
can be equal to each other). Repeat the experiment for all x E C. Then the expression
at the left-hand side of (8) is the number of vectors on the list. The expression at
the right-hand side of (8) is the total number of possible biometrie vectors. Thus,
one can expect that, by choosing a certain probability distributions over the set of
permutations, we can many pairs (x, b) to the pairs whose second component is the
most likely biometrie vector b*.

5 Balancing the binary vectors
One of obstacles in implementing the permutation block coding scheme is the require-
ment that the biometrie vectors are generated in such a way that (3) holds. However,
if ui = Ln/2 J, then any binary vector can be transformed to "a balanced vector" by
inverting its prefix of a certain length [5]. The statement is presented below, and the
examples of the transformation are given in Table 2.
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Proposition 2. For any binary vector h E {O, I}", one can find an index i E

{O, ... , n} in such a way that the vector b is iransjormed to a balanced vector by the
inversion of the first i components, i.e., ••
where wand Wi denote the Hamming weight of the vector h and the Hamming weight
of the prefix of length i of the vector b, respectively.

The case when w = ln/2J can be viewed as the most interesting one meaning
the characteristics of the permutation block coding scheme. The claim of Proposition
2 shows that an additional storing of the value of parameter i used to transform an
arbitrary binary vector to a vector belonging to the set {0,1}Ln/2J makes the imple-
mentation of such a scheme possible in general case.

••••
6 Concl usion ••The mapping (x, b) --t f (x, b) can be viewed as the encryption of the message b,
which is parameterized by a key codeword x E C chosen at random. An interesting
point is the possibility of decreasing the probability of successful attack, when an
attacker tries to pass through the authentication stage with the acceptance decision,
by using a randomized mapping, although the values of additional random parameters
are public. In the permutation block coding scheme, a randomly chosen permutation
that transforms the vector x to the vector b is used for these purposes. As the set
of possible permutations has the cardinality, which is exponential in the length of the
vectors, a designer has good chances to hide many of biometrie vectors that differ from
the most likely vector b* into the information that can correspond to the vector b".
Thus, one can even reach exactly the same secrecy of the coded system as the secrecy
of the blind guessing the biometrie vector, when the attacker does not have access to
the database.

•••••
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Abstract

Many fingerprint recognition systems are based on minutiae matching. However,
the recognition accuracy of minutiae-based matching algorithms is highly depen-
dent on the fingerprint minutiae quality. Therefore, in this paper, we introduce
a quality integrated spectral minutiae algorithm, in which the minutiae quality
information is incorporated to enhance the performance of the spectral minutiae
fingerprint recognition system. In our algorithm, two types of quality data are
used. The first is the minutiae reliability, expressing the probability that a given
point is indeed a rninutia; the second is the minutiae location accuracy, quanti-
fying the error on the minutiae location. We integrate these two types of quality
information into the spectral minutiae representation algorithm and achieve a
decrease of 1% in equal error rate in the experiment.

1 Introduction
Recognition of persons by means of biometrie characteristics is gaining importance.
Among various biometrie techniques, such as face, signature and voice, the fingerprint
has one of the highest levels of distinctiveness and performance [1] and it is the most
commonly used biometrie modality. Many fingerprint recognition systems are based on
minutiae matching [2], [3]. Minutiae are the endpoints and bifurcations of fingerprint
ridges. They are known to remain unchanged over an individual's lifetime and allow
a very discriminative classification of fingerprints. The spectral minutiae representa-
tion [4], [5] is a novel method to represent a minutiae set as a fixed-length feature
vector, which is invariant to translation, and in which rotation and scaling become
translations, so that they can be easily compensated for. These characteristics enable
the combination of fingerprint recognition systems with template proteetion schemes
and allow for faster matching as well.

However, the recognition accuracy of minutiae-based matching algorithms is highly
dependent on the fingerprint minutiae quality. Reference [6] shows that minutiae-
based fingerprint recognition algorithms are less robust to the image quality degra-
dation compared with image-based algorithms. Nowadays, investigating the influence
of the fingerprint quality on the recognition performance also gains more and more
attention [7], [8].
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The study presented in [4] shows that the spurious and missing minutiae or/and

minutiae location errors can degrade the performance of the spectral minutiae recog-
nition system. To cope with the low quality fingerprints and to make the spectral
minutiae representation algorithm more robust against minutiae errors, we introduce
qualits) integrated spectral minutiae representations of fingerprints, in which the quality
information of minutiae is incorporated in the fingerprint representation to enhance
the performance of the spectral minutiae fingerprint recognition system.

This paper is organized as follows. First, a review of the spectral minutiae repre-
sentation is presented in Section 2. Next, in Section 3, the quality integrated spectral
minutiae representations are introduced. Finally, Section 4 presents the experimental
results and we draw conclusions in Section 5.

•••••
2 Background •
The spectral minutiae representation is based on the shift, scale and rotation proper-
ties of the two-dimensional continuous Fourier transform. In [4], the concept of and
algorithms for two representation methods are introduced: the location-based spectral
minutiae representation (SML) and the orientation-based spectral minutiae represem-
tation (SMO).

Assume we have a fingerprint with Z minutiae. In SML, a function m.t«, y) =
5(x - Xi, Y - Yi), i = 1, ... , Z is associated with every minutia, where (Xi, Yi) represents
the location of the i-th minutia in the fingerprint image. Then, the Fourier transform
of m;(x, y) is implemented and the magnitude of M is taken in order to make the
spectrum invariant to translation of the input. In order to reduce the sensitivity to
small variations in minutiae locations in the spatial domain, we also use a Gaussian
low-pass filter to attenuate the higher frequencies and yields

•••••
IMdWx,wy;oDI = lexp (_ w~ +~;)"texp(-j(wxx; +wYYi))I.

20'L ;=1

In SMO, the orientation (j of a minutia is incorporated by using the spatial derivative
of m(x, y) in the direction of the minutia orientation. Thus, to every minutia in a
fingerprint, a function m;(x, Y, e) is assigned being the derivative of mi(x, y) in the
direction ei. As in the SML algorithm, using a Gaussian filter and taking the magnitude
of the spectrum yields

(1) ••••
I ( w2 + w

2
) 7. IIMo(wx,wy;O'ó)1 = exp - x -2

Y 2:j(WxCOSBi+Wysin(j;).exp(-j(wxX;+WYYi))'
20'0 i=1

(2)
In order to obtain the final spectral representations, the continuous spectra (1) and

(2) are sampled on a polar-logarithmic grid. In the radial direction À, we use M = 128
samples between À\ = 0.1 and Àh = 0.6. In the angular direction (3, we use N = 256
samples uniformly distributed between (3 = 0 and (3 = rr. Because of the symmetry of
the Fourier transform for real-valued functions, using the interval between 0 and 7f is
sufficient. This polar-logarithmic sampling process is illustrated in Figures 1. For each
spectrum, the horizontal axis represents the rotation angle of the spectral magnitude
(from 0 to 7f); the vertical axis represents the frequency of the spectral magnitude (the
frequency increases from top to bottom). The resulting representation in the polar-
logarithmic domain is invariant to translation, while rotation and scaling of the input
have become translations along the polar-logarithmic coordinates.

•••••••••20 •
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Illustration of the polar-logarithmic sampling (SMO spectra). (a) the Fourier
spectrum in a Cartesian coordinate and a polar-logarithmic sampling grid; (b) the
Fourier spectrum sampled on a polar-logarithmic grid.

3 Quality Integrated Spectral Minutiae Represen-
tations

To improve the performance of the spectral minutiae representation, we incorporate
minutiae quality in the calculation of the spectral minutiae. Minutiae quality is de-
scribed by two numbers: minutiae reliability (QM), expressing the probability that a
given point is indeed a minutia, and minutiae location accuracy (QL), quantifying the
error on the minutiae location.

• 3.1 Using Quality of Minutiae Reliability (QM)

•••••••••••

The quality of minutiae reliability (QM) is used in the spectral minutiae representation
by weighing the Dirac pulse assigned to each minutia. For each minutia, the weight w
depends linearlyon the minutiae reliability quality qM. A higher qM (which means a
minutia with higher reliability) corresponds to a higher weight w. Then, SML in (1)
becomes

(3)

and SMO in (2) becomes

I ( w2 + w
2
) Z IIMo(wx, wy; O"~)I = exp - x 2 Y Lj(wx cos Bi + wy sin Bi) . Wi exp( -j(WxXi + WyYi)) .

20"0 i=1

(4)
Equations (3) and (4) are the expressions of the minutiae reliability incorporated

SML and SMO.
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3.2 Using Quality of Minutiae Location Accuracy (QL) ••The quality of minutiae location accuracy (QL) is used in the spectral minutiae rep-
resentation by adjusting the Gaussian parameters O-L and 0-0. For each minutia, the •
Gaussian parameter 0- depends linearlyon the minutiae location accuracy qL. A higher
in. (which means a minutia with lower location accuracy) corresponds to a higher 0-. •
Then, SML in (1) becomes

(7)

•••••••••••

(5)

and SMO in (2) becomes

I
Z (W2 + W2) IIMo(wx,wy)1 = Lexp - x 2Y ·j(wxcosl.li+wysinBi) .exp(-j(WxXi+WyYi)) .

i=1 20-0i

(6)
Equations (5) and (6) are the expressions of the minutiae location accuracy incor-

porated SML and SMO.

3.3 Using both QM and QL
If we incorporate both QM and QL following the algorithms presented in 3.1 and 3.2,
we obtain SML in (1) as

1

Z (w2 + w2
) IIMo(wx, wy)1= Lexp - x -2 Y . j(wx COSl.li+ wy sin l.Ii) . Wi exp( -j(WxXi + WyYi)) .

i=1 20-0.
(8)

Equations (7) and (8) are the expressions of the quality integrated SML and SMO.

4 Experiments
••

We test the quality integrated spectral minutiae representations (Equations (3) to (8)) •
in a verification setting. The matching performance of a fingerprint verification system
can be evaluated by the false acceptance rate (FAR), the false rejection rate (FRR),
and the equal error rate (EER). When the decision threshold of a biometrie security •
system is set such that the FAR and FRR are equal, the common value of FAR and
FRR is referred to as the EER. In this paper, we use FAR, EER and the genuine accept •
rate (GAR), GAR= 1-FRR, as performance indicators of our scheme.

The proposed algorithms are evaluated on the FVC2002-DB2 [9Jfingerprint database.
The minutiae sets including the minutiae quality data are extracted by a proprietary •
method. The experiment is implemented following the experimental setting and test
protocol in [4J. A correlation based matching algorithm is used and a score level sum •
rule for SML and SMO is applied. The final results are shown in Table 1 and the ROC
curves are shown in Figure 2.

From the results, we can see that the recognition performance of the spectral minu- •
tiae representation improves after incorporating the minutiae reliability (QM) quality.
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Table I: Results on the FVC2002 DB2 database-
GAR

Methods EER
FAR = 1% FAR = 0.1% FAR = 0%

No quality 4.83% 94% 9l.5% 89.2%
QM 3.94% 95.2% 9l.8% 90.2%
QL 4.83% 94.2% 9l.8% 88.8%
QM&QL 3.76% 95.2% 9l.7% 90.2%

0.98 .

2 0.96~
ë.
§ 0.94 .
C1l
Cl>c::
.~ 0.92
Cl>
<.9

0.88 .

FVC2002-DB2

0.9 . - . - . no quality
... ~ .. minutia reliability (OM)
-+- minutia location accuracy (Ql) :
-- both quality (OM & Ol) .

10-2
False accept rate

Figure 2: ROC curves.

However, the effectiveness of using minutiae location accuracy (QL) is very limited.
This may result from the low reliability of the minutiae location accuracy quality data.
By incorporating both quality data (QM and QL), we achieve a decrease of 1% in equal
error rate in the experiment.

5 Conclusions
In fingerprint recognition systems, low quality fingerprints are unavoidable. To make
the spectral minutiae representation system more robust against minutiae errors, we
incorporate minutiae quality in the calculation of the spectral minutiae representation.
In this paper, we introduce two methods to incorporate minutiae reliability (QM)
and minutiae location accuracy (QL) respectively. The experiments show that the
performance of the spectral minutiae representation can be improved by using the
minutiae quality data. The QM incorporated spectral minutiae representation shows
better results than the QL incorporated spectral minutiae representation. By using
both quality data, we achieve overall the best result.

This paper presents the advantage of incorporating quality data in the spectral
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minutiae representation system. The proposed methods only vary the minutiae rep-
resentations, while keeping the matching algorithm unchanged, so that they can be
easily integrated in the spectral minutiae recognition system. Our future work will be
the algorithm optimization of incorporating the minutiae quality data to enhance the
recognition performance.
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Abstract

Second order statistics estimates in the form of sample eigenvaluesand sample
eigenveetors give a sub optimal description of the population density. So far
only attempts have been made to reduce the bias in the sample eigenvalues.
However,because the sample eigenveetorsdiffer from the population eigenveetors
as well, the population eigenvaluesare biased estimates of the variances along the
sample eigenvectors. Therefore correction of the sample eigenvaluestowards the
population eigenvaluesis not sufficient. The experiments in this paper show that
replacing the sample eigenvalueswith the variances along the sample eigenveetors
often results in better estimates of the population density than replacing the
sample eigenvalueswith the population eigenvalues.

1 Introduetion
An important aspect in statistic learning is the modeling of data distributions. A com-
mon assumption is that the distribution of the data after some preprocessing can be
characterised by the second order statistics. The second order statistics of a multidi-
mensional distribution are described by a covariance matrix, which we denote the popu-
lation covariance matrix. The population covariance matrix is given by :E = E (R . RT),
with X = X - E(x), where EO is the expectation operator and X is a random variable
representing the data generating process.

The covariance matrix can be decomposed such that :E = E . D . ET, where E
is a rotation matrix. Each column of E is an eigenvector. Diagonal matrix D has
the eigenvalues of :E at the diagonal. The ith eigenvector points in the direction with
the largest variance after the subspace formed by the first i-I eigenvectors has been
removed. The ith eigenvalue gives the variance in this direction. As an example, the
black curve in figure 1 shows the variance of a two dimensional, zero mean distribution
with eigenvalues 2 and 1. The first eigenvector is along the vertical axis and the second
eigenvector is along the horizontal axis.

Usually, the population covariance matrix is unknown beforehand and needs to
be estimated from a set of examples, the training set. A commonly used estimator
is the sample covariance matrix: t = N~lX, XT, where each of the N columns of
X consists of a sample from the training set with the mean of the set subtracted.
The decomposition results of the sample covariance matrix are denoted by sample
eigenveetors and sample eigenvalues. As a result of the limited number of examples,
the estimates contain errors. For the sample covariance matrix, these errors have a
zero mean: the estimator is unbiased. However, the sample eigenvalues are a biased
estimate of the population eigenvalues. We have shown previously that reduction of
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Figure 1: Variance curves of approximations of an example distribution.

2 •
this bias is possible [4]. In this paper we argue that even if the entire bias in the
sample eigenvalues were removed, the combination of corrected sample eigenvalues
and uncorrected sample eigenveetors still provides a sub optimal description of the
population distribution. We present a study on another solution to correct the sample
eigenvalues. The results of the study cannot be used directly in practice because we
make extensive use of the population eigenveetors and these are usually unknown in
estimation problems. A practical approach is shown in our work in [4]. Because our
interest lies in the area of biometrics, some of the experiments use data models used
in biometrics.

The remainder of the paper is outlined as follows: in the next section we present
some analysis on the sample eigenvalues and eigenvectors, showing that besides the bias
in the eigenvalues, the inner product of the sample eigenvectors with the population
eigenvalues also shows some sort of bias. This leads to a new method of replacing the
sample eigenvalues: the variance estimate. In section 3 we compare replacement of the
sample eigenvalues with the population eigenvalues and replacement with variances
experimentally, using the Kullback Leibler divergence as an evaluation criterion in
section 3.1 and verification scores in section 3.2. We draw conclusions in section 4.

••••••••
2 Eigenvector and eigenvalue analysis •
2.1 Eigenvalue analysis
Estimators attempt to obtain parameters from a limited number of samples. As a
result, the estimate contains errors. To describe these errors, often Large Sample
Analysis (LSA) is performed on the estimator. In LSA the limit behaviour of the error
of the estimator is described under the assumption that the number of samples grows
to infinity. In LSA, the sample eigenvalues show no bias. However, in biometrics the
number of samples (N) is limited and in the same order as the number of dimensions
(p) or even lower. Therefore LSA should not be applied.

In General Statistical Analysis (GSA) another limit is considered: N,p _. 00 while
ft _. " where, is some positive constant. In this limit, the sample eigenvalues
do show a bias and a relation between the sample eigenvalues and the population
eigenvalues is given for a large class of data distributions by the Marëenko Pastur
equation [7]. The bias is such that the largest sample eigenvalue is larger than the
largest population eigenvalue and the smallest sample eigenvalue is smaller than the
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• Thirtieth Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux•• smallest population eigenvalue. In figure 1 the dotted line gives the variance estimates
if the sample eigenvalues are biased estimates and the sample eigenveetors are off as
well.

In the remainder of the article we assume that the bias can be fully compensated
for and the remaining fluctuations in the sample eigenvalues are minimal, allowing
perfect estimation of the population eigenvalues. However, combining the population
eigenvalues with the sample eigenvectors still provides an estimate of the distribution
containing significant deviations caused by deviations between sample and population
eigenvectors. In the example this is shown by the dashed curve in figure 1.

•••
•
• 2.2 General Statistical Analysis of the sample eigenvectors

"Ve expect that the sample eigenvectors are generally off compared to the population
eigenvectors as well when studied in GSA. To our knowledge there is no theory available
which describes the relation between sample eigenveetors and population eigenvectors
similar to the Marenko Pastur equation, but Anderson did derive an expression for the
distribution of the sample eigenvectors if the data is Gaussian [1]. Mestre presented
some results on the estimations of subspaces belonging to the eigenvalues in the GSA
limit in [6]. In [2] the inner product between the eigenmatrix and a random unitary
vector is considered. Our approach differs because we do not consider a random vector,
but the population eigenvectors.

To demonstrate that the sample eigenveetors are generally off compared to the
population eigenvectors, we did a synthetic eigenvector estimation experiment. In the
experiment, synthetic Gaussian data is generated with all eigenvalues chosen uniformly
between 0 and 1. The sample covariance matrix is determined, which is decomposed to
find the sample eigenvectors. We then determined the component of a sample eigenvec-
tor Ê"m in the subspace spanned by the K population eigenvectors {E"klk = 1 ... K}

with the smallest population eigenvalues, which is given by V2:f=l (Ê~mE"k)2
If we repeat this procedure for K = 0 ... p we get a function which starts at 0 and

increases to 1 for K = p. If we consider this component as a function of the largest
population eigenvalue instead of the largest index, we can describe the components as
a distribution function Bp,m P.,) given by:

••••••••• (1)

••
where u 0 is the step function and >'k is the kth element of a vector with the population
eigenvalues sorted from small to large. We hypothesize that under the GSA limit,
Bp,m (>') like the eigenvalue distributions converges to a fixed distribution function.

Figure 2a shows the distribution functions for all sample eigenvectors. In the ex-
periment p = 1000 and I =~. The sample eigenvalue index is scaled with p so it
ranges from 0 to 1. As can be seen from the figure, the smallest sample eigenvectors
are confined to the space of the smallest population eigenvectors. The largest sample
eigenveetors have a component in almost all population eigenvectors.

Figure 2b shows why we hypothesize that Bp,m (>') converges in the GSA limit,
similar to the eigenvalues. In the figure, we show the mean plus and minus a standard
deviation of the middle sample eigenvector for three different configurations: p = 100,
p = 1000 and p = 4000, all with I = ~, with the number of repetitions equal to 20,
8 and 4 respectively. The mean curves were all almost indistinguishable, while the
standard deviation curves tighten around the mean. It seems that the distribution
converges to a fixed distribution in the GSA limit.
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mfp
1 0

(a) Distribution of the component of the sample
eigenvectors in the population eigenvector sub-
space.

À

(b) Convergence example of Bp,r U,). The curves
show the mean plus and minus one standard de-
viation of BT),r (..\) based on a number of repeti-
tions per configuration.

Figure 2: Inner product example of sample eigenvector variation

••••••••••
Because the sample eigenvector is not in the same direction as the population

eigenvector, the corresponding population eigenvalue will in general be an erroneous
estimate of the variance along the sample eigenvector. We therefore propose to replace
the sample eigenvalnes with the variance along the sample eigenveetors (v., for sample
eigenvector Ê:,m):

•••
(2) •

In the example in figure 1 this correction leads to the dash-dotted curve. Since this •
is still not a perfect match with the real distribution, the question is which of the two
sample eigenvalue replacements is better: population eigenvalues or variances. •

•3 Experimental comparison between population eigen-
value substitution and variance substitution •To compare sample eigenvalue replacement by population eigenvalues with replacement

by variances a measure is required which describes how close a replacement distribution
is to the population distribution. We chose two measures: the Kullback Leibier diver-
gence and verification rates. With both measures we did an experiment on synthetic
data.

3.1 Comparison based on the Kullback Leibier divergence
The first experiment compares the replacement with population eigenvalues and the
replacement with variances by determining the Kullback Leibier divergence[5] between
the replacement distributions and the population distribution. For the experiment we
generate Gaussian distributed samples. The Kullback Leibier divergence between two
Gaussian distributions No and Ni with covariance matrices :Eo and :El respectively
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• Figure 3: Kullback Leibler divergence reduction when replacing sample eigenvalues
with variances instead of population eigenvalues. The gray bars indicate the average
improvement, while the thick black lines indicate the standard deviation.•
and equal mean is given by [8]:••••

1 ( (det ~1) (-I) )dKL (No IN)) = 2 log det ~o + tr ~I ~o - P (3)

•••

In the experiment, NI was always the population distribution and No was the re-
placement distribution Neig for replacement with population eigenvalues and Nvar for
replacement with variances.

We used three different population eigenvalue distributions:

• 2 cluster: half of the population eigenvalues have a value of 2 and the other half
have a value of 1.

• slope: the population eigenvalues are distributed uniformly between 1 and 2.
• l/f: the population eigenvalues are set to l/f, where f is the index of the eigen-

value.

••
In all configurations we generated 500 samples with a dimensionality of 100. The first
two configurations are therefore similar to the experiments by Karoui [3]. The l/f is
an eigenvalue model often used in biometrics. We repeated the experiments 100 times
for each configuration.

We determined the divergence improvement between the eigenvalue replacement
and the variance replacement by•••
Figure 3 shows the average and standard deviations of s (Neig, Nvar). In both the
2 cluster and the slope configuration the replacement with variances gives a considerable
improvement of the density estimation. Even though the improvement in the l/n
configuration is not as large, using variances instead of population eigenvalues is still
better.••••
3.2 Comparison based on verification experiments
In the second experiment we performed a verification experiment with synthetic data.
Repeating the experiment for both the replacement with population eigenvalues and
the replacement with variances gives verification rates for both methods. The objective
is to determine which method gives the best verification performance.

We designed a verification experiment based on the Linear Discrimination Analysis
(LDA) model, in which all classes are distributed with a normal distribution which
only has a different mean per class. We generated a training set with 150 classes with
2 samples per class. The class means (/-Le) have a normal distribution with zero mean•••• 29



•Thirtieth Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux •and covariance matrix ~b, the samples within class c are distributed N (J-Lc, ~tu), a
normal distribution with mean J-Lc and covariance matrix ~w.

For testing we generated a set of probe samples distributed with the same distri-
bution parameters as used for generating the training set, containing 400 classes and
2 samples per class. For enrollment we used the real class means instead of estimating
it from a number of samples. All data sets had a dimensionality of 100.

Since LDA and classification is only influenced by the ratio between the within and
the between class distributions, one of the distributions can be fixed. We therefore chose
to fix ~b at foI, where I is an identity matrix. For ~1U we can leave the eigenvector
matrix also at I and only have to chose an eigenvalue distribution. We tested four
eigenvalue distributions:

• 2 cluster: half of the eigenvalues equal to 0.5 and the other half equal to l.
• slope distribution: all eigenvalues chosen uniformly between 0.5 and l.
• l/f: the fth eigenvalue is set to 30/£.
• toeplitz: the eigenvalues of the matrix with elements 0.5Ii-jl where 'i and jare

the row and column indices respectively.
During training, instead of using averages of the class samples, we used the real class
means as estimates, so that the estimate of the between class covariance matrix does
not contain crosstalk of the within class covariance matrix caused by fluctuations in the
class mean estimates. After estimating the within class and between class covariance
matrices, we performed four corrections: in the first correction, we kept the sample
eigenvalues. In the second correction, we replaced the sample eigenvalues with the
population eigenvalues. In the third correction, we replaced the sample eigenvalues
with varianoes. In the last "correction", we used the population eigenvectors and
population eigenvalues to get the results in case of correct estimation.

In the verification experiments, we used the log likelihood ratio (equation 5) to
determine whether a sample originated from the claimed class.

L (x, c) = - (x - J-Lc)T ~;;;1(x - /-te) + (x - /-tt)T ~tl (x - /-td (5)
If the likelihood ratio for a sample x and class c combination is above a threshold, the
sample is considered to belong to class c. By changing the threshold a trade-off can be
made between the ratio of samples incorrectly accepted to a class (False Accept Rate,
FAR) and the ratio of samples erroneously rejected from a class (False Reject Rate,
FRR).

In figure 4 we show the results of the verification experiments. The curves on
the left show Detection Error Trade off (DET) curves, which plot FRR against the
corresponding FAR. In the right column we show the within class eigenvalues for the
different corrections. The between class eigenvalues are the same for the eigenvalue
correction and the variance correction, namely all frJ. In the left column we also show
the classification results when the population parameters are used, so the population
eigenvalues as well as the population eigenvectors.

In the DET curves there is a large reduction between no correction and eigenvalue
correction in all configurations. The difference between the eigenvalue correction and
the variance correction is much smaller, but as the population correction shows, the
eigenvalue correction is already much closer to the best estimate than the original
sample estimate. The variance correction gives a significant improvement in both the
2 cluster configuration and the slope configuration (also if the experiment is repeated
a number of times). The Toeplitz results also seem to have improved with the variance
correction, however the difference is too small to be significant.

The scree plots on the right show a general trend we expected: the variance cor-
rection reduces the largest eigenvalues while increasing the smallest eigenvalues. With
the l/f configuration however the modification is small. With the Toeplitz, the modi-
fication is considerable even though it has only a small effect on the verification rates.

•••••••••••••••••••••••
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Figure 4: Verification experiment results. The curves are the results as follows: dotted
= sample eigenveetors with sample eigenvalues, dash dotted = sample eigenveetors
with population eigenvalues, solid = sample eigenveetors with varianees and dashed =
population eigenvectors with population eigenvalues.•• 31



•Thirtieth Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux •4 Conclusion & discussion •The combination of population eigenvalues with sample eigenveetors does not lead to
an optimal description of the population distribution. We showed that the sample
eigenvectors will be off compared to the population eigenvectors, which makes the
population eigenvalues a biased variance estimate along the sample eigenvectors. For
example, if there is just one population eigenvalue with the maximum value, then none
of the sample eigenvectors will be along the corresponding population eigenvector and
therefore the maximum variance along a sample eigenvector will be smaller than the
maximum population eigenvalue.

We suggested to replace the sample eigenvalues with the variances along the sample
eigenvectors. In the experiments, using the variances instead of the population eigen-
values showed as good as and often better estimates of the population distribution. The
2 subset method in [4] already showed a practical implementation of using variances.

•••••
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Abstract

Three-dimensional (3D) face recognition systems have started to become popu-
lar in biometrie systems recently. This is due to several factors: i) facial shape
characteristics contain discriminative information, ii) availability of practical 3D
acquisition devices, and iii) invariance of 3D facial information to several fac-
tors such as illumination and pose changes. It has been shown that classical
texture-based 2D face classifiers have difficulties in identifying faces under such
conditions. Therefore, taking advantage of 3D facial shape information either
alone or together with 2D modality is considered to be a viable solution under
such circumstances. In this work, we propose a novel 3D face recognition system
using the combination of different individual 3D face classifiers; namely Linear
Discriminant-based (LDA) Likelihood Ratio classifier with the Iterative Closest
Point-based (ICP) matching algorithm. Both systems operate on aligned and
normalized 3D facial surfaces. Alignment phase of the proposed system carries
out absolute alignment such that all faces are in a specific position and direction,
with non-facial parts removed. LDA-based system uses absolutely aligned faces
and produce similarity scores using Likelihood ratio-based classifier. However,
the ICP-based classifier performs additional surface matching between absolutely
aligned faces, which can be considered as relative alignment. After pair-wise
alignment of gallery and probe faces, the ICP algorithm produces dissimilarity
scores, by measuring the quality of surface registration. With the use of dif-
ferent matching algorithms and different alignment methods, our approach tries
to minimize the shortcomings of each individual method. Finally, the scores ob-
tained by 3D face recognizers are fused to improve the verification accuracy. Our
prelirninary experiments conducted on the subset of FRGC v2 3D face database
show promising performance improvement in verification simulations.

1 Introduction
In recent years, three dimensional (3D) face recognition systems has caught consid-
erable attention due to their advantages over classical 2D face recognition systems.
Most importantly, 3D surface characteristics of a human face offers more discrimina-
tory information than using only 2D facial texture information. With the availability
of state-of-the-art 3D facial acquisition devices, 3D facial shape can be obtained ac-
curately. The invariance of facial shape to varying illumination conditions and it's
potential to easily compensate for in-depth rotation variations make the use of 3D
facial information attractive in many biometrics applications.
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Thirtieth Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux ••Most of the proposed solutions for 3D face recognition systems rely on i) efficient
and accurate alignment/registration of facial surfaces, and ii) surface matching tech- •
niques to infer the similarity of two faces. One of the standard techniques to achieve
these goals is to use the Iterative Closest Point [3] (ICP) algorithm to align two facial •
surfaces and to output the quality of alignment as the similarity score which then can
be used as a matching criterion. Another popular class of algorithms use the projec-
tions of the aligned surfaces into 2D images, referred to as depth or range images, e!
and then use classical image representation techniques to classify faces. Statistical fea-
ture extraction techniques such as Principal Component Analysis, Linear Discriminant •
Analysis (LDA) and Independent Component Analysis are frequently used with depth
image representations [2].

It has been shown that the most critical part of any 3D face recognition systems •
is the accurate alignment and registration of human faces. Therefore most of the
scientific research in the 3D face recognition systems has been carried out for finding •
precise alignment of faces. Since human faces resemble each other, as opposed to .
3D object identification problem where the object classes are distinctively different
from each other, transforming faces into a same coordinate system is crucial to extract •
discriminative information by the pattern classifier. In this paper, we propose a 3D face
recognition system that i) encapsulates two different registration methods, absolute and •
relative registration, and ii) uses two different powerful pattern classifiers, Likelihood
Ratio classifier and Linear Discriminant Analysis, to compute the similarity of any
given face pairs. Proposed system automatically carries out initial absolute alignment, •
i.e., transforming faces into the same coordinate system and normalizes facial surface
information, i.e., removing noise, filling incomplete data, and extracting the central •
facial region. Likelihood ratio-based classifier is used to classify absolutely aligned faces.
The cornplementary pipeline encompasses relative registration via the ICP approach
to obtain a finer registration between a given pair of facial surfaces after the absolute •
alignment phase and Linear Discriminant Analysis to extract discriminative features.
Finally, the two similarity scores obtained from these two approached are combined at •
the fusion phase to achieve better recognition rates.

2 Proposed 3D Face Recognition System •
The proposed 3D face recognition system is composed of the following steps: 1) Initial
absolute alignment of faces, 2) two different facial matchers (likelihood ration classifier
and rCP-based Linear Discriminant Analysis) working in parallel and 3) the score-level
fusion algorithm. The overall diagram of our 3D face recognition system is illustrated
in Figure 1.

••
2.1 Absolute Alignment
In the first phase, face normalization and absolute alignment, the aim is to translate,
rotate and scale facial surfaces to a canonical position. In order to achieve absolute
alignment, central vertical symmetry plane of a facial surface is automatically found
by a multi-resolution (from low to high resolution) approach. Nose tip point is also
automatically localized which enables us to translate 3D facial point cloud to the origin
of the coordinate system. Face normalization algorithm also comprises of automatic
noise removal and hole filling. Due to the acquisition sensor, 3D human facial surfaces
mostly contain perturbations such as small surface bumps and also impulse-like spikes.
Local averaging filters and median filters are used to remove such surface errors. In
most of the 3D facial sensors operating by the principle of laser beams, non-reflective
dark facial regions usually do not provide depth measurements. Due to this reason,
some parts of the acquired faces such as eyes and eyebrows contain holes. If holes

••••••••
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Input: Probe Face

Final Score

Figure 1: Overall diagram of the proposed approach.

are relatively small, they can be filled my filtering operations, such as using median
filter. However, when they are large, then filtering operations may not be sufficient.
Therefore, in our system, these type of situations are dealt with by using the facial
symmetry property. In the proposed approach, since the vertical symmetry plane is
computed automatically, we fill such large holes with the information present in the
mirror side of the facial surface. Lastly, using the automatically determined nose tip
location, we keep the central facial region by cropping out the other parts by a 3D
spherical mask. Figure 2 shows an input raw facial surface, its cropped version, and
the final facial surface after the smoothing and hole filling operations.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: a) Input face, b) cropped/normalized face, and c) smoothed and filled facial
image.

2.2 Likelihood Ratio Classifier
Biometrie verification can be considered as a two class pattern recognition problem to
separate genuine and impostor classes. Likelihood Ratio (LLR) classifier finds a linear
decision boundary under the assumption that these two classes are Gaussian[4]. During
training, each user i is modeled by his/her mean feature vector, f.li, and covarianee
matrix Ei' The impostor 'class is represented by a global mean and covariance matrix,
f.lJ and El' Using the log-likelihood ratio, the matching score d of a given test sample
x to the claimed identity i can be computed by: d = -(x - f.li)Tl~;;l(X - f.li) + (x-
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Jlff'E;ï1(x - Jlf). Given a verification threshold t, the user can either be accepted
as a genuine user or rejected as an impostor. In order to make the estimation of user
specific mean and covariance matrices easier, we assumed that all users share a common
covariance matrix and applied dimensionality reduction by the Principal Component
Analysis and Linear Discriminant Analysis methods.

•••
2.3 Linear Discriminant Analysis after the Iep Alignment
In our system, likelihood ratio classifier operates on absolutely aligned depth images.
Although absolute alignment establishes sufficient registration, i.e., correspondence
.between the related depth measurements across faces, it is also worthwhile to carry
out pairwise (relative) alignment between face pairs. The intuition here is that with
pairwise registration 3D facial surface information coming from the same identity may
align better to each other compared to the others at the expense of more computational
load. Computational load is mainly due to the need of registering the probe face to
each gallery face. However, in a typical verification scenario, only one registration
with the enrolled template is needed as opposed to identification. In our approach, we
choose to use the Iterative Closest Point algorithm for pairwise rigid registration. The
ICP algorithm finds the best rotation and translation parameters to align one surface
to the other. If the facial surfaces do not exhibit significant deformations such as
due to extreme expressions, the ICP approach performs sufficiently well. Given a test
face and the claimed identity, we use the absolutely aligned facial surfaces as inputs
to the ICP algorithm. Since both the probe and gallery face of the claimed identity
is coarsely aligned beforehand, the convergence of the ICP algorithm is usually fast.
After aligning the probe face to the gallery face, we compute the depth image and use
Linear Discriminant Analysis to extract discriminative facial features.

•••••••••
2.4 Score-Level Fusion by the Logistic Discriminant
As a fusion algorithm, we choose to use a linear discriminant-based approach, namely
the logistic discriminant. The attractive point of using a linear discriminant approach
in fusion is to bypass the estimation of posteriors of the classes[5]. It is usually suf-
ficient to estimate the parameters of the discriminant directly. Although non-linear
discriminants can also be used, we choose to employ a linear decision boundary be-
cause of its effectiveness and simplicity. In logistic discrimination, the ratio of the
class-conditional densities are are modeled, specifically, it is assumed that the log like-
lihood ratio is linear. The parameters of the logistic discriminant are learned by a
gradient-descent mechanism. In a verification setting, the two classes to be separated
correspond to the genuine and impostor cases. At the training phase, a linear separat-
ing line is learned by a training set of impostor and genuine scores. At the verification
phase, the output of the logistic discriminant measures how likely a given test face is
coming from the genuine and impostor classes. A typical decision line learned by the
logistic discriminant is shown in Figure 4.

•••••••
3 Experimental Results •
We have tested our algorithm on a subset of the FRGC v.2 3D face database [6]. In the •
FRGC v.2 database, there are 4,007 face scans of 465 subjects. 3D shape data contains
30,000 to 40,000 3D coordinates. Although the quality of the scanned data is high,
there are two types of noise affecting 3D faces: small protrusions and impulse noise-like •
jumps. In our experiments, we have used the Spring 2003 part of the FRGC dataset
for the training of the Likelihood ratio classifier and Linear Discriminant Analysis- •
based classifier. Spring 2003 part of the FRGC database contains 943 3D scans of 275
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subjects. An independent test, having 977 scans of the 100 subjects, is used to test the
verification accuracy of the proposed 3D verification system. We have compared every
possible pair of facial images in the test set, producing 476,776 comparisons. There are
6,092 genuine and 470,684 impostor comparisons in our experimental protocol.

Figure 3 shows the score distributions obtained by the LLR and ICP-based match-
ers. Figure 3(a) LLR and ICP scores are shown together in a 2D plot for genuine (red
dots) and impostor (blue dots) comparisons. In order to better visualize the overlap-
ping regions of the genuine and impostor distributions, score distributions of the LLR
and ICP matchers are shown independently in Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c), respectively.
Corresponding to this experimental setug, the Equal Error Rates (EER) obtained by
the LLR and ICP-based system are 4.45 ra and 2.71%, respectively. Based on this re-
sults, it is seen that improving the alignment by the ICP-based relative registration
improves the accuracy of the verification system.

ICP Scont

(a)
'.,--- -- - --- -~,

"

"1
,I

(b) (c)

Figure 3: a) LLR and ICP scores in two dimensions, b) LLR scores, and c) ICP scores.

In the second part of our experiments, we investigate the effect of score-level fusion
of LLR and ICP-based matchers. Since the logistic discriminant-based fusion algo-
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rithm needs training before the fusion at the verification phase, we have formed two
independent sets from the test part of the FRGC v.2 experiments. To train the fu-
sion algorithm, we have used half of the genuine and impostor comparisons, i.e., 3,046
genuine and 235,342 comparisons are used for that purpose. The remaining genuine
and impostor comparisons are used to test the fusion accuracy. In this particular fu-
sion experimental protocol, LLR and ICP-based matchers obtained 4.40% and 2.62%
EER which are similar to the EERs obtained by using whole genuine and impostor
comparisons. The LLR and ICP scores for this experiment together with the decision
line found by the logistic discriminant-based fusion algorithm (black line) are shown
in Figure 4. As seen from Figure 4, decision line better separates the genuine and
impostor classes compared to using each mateher alone. This results is confirmed by
the EER obtained by the fusion system which is l.54%. In order to analyze the perfor-
mance of the proposed scheme under different operating points, i.e., at different FAR
and FRR points, it is better to look at the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curves of the verification algorithms. In Figure 5, the ROC curves of the LLR, ICP,
and the fusion algorithm are shown. Visual inspection of the ROC curve reveals that
in all operating regions, fusion algorithm improves the performance of both LLR and
ICP-based systems.

••••••••••••••
ICPSc.ooJ

•••Figure 4: Decision line found by the fusion algorithm. •
4 Conclusion •
In this paper, fusion of two different 3D face recognition methods has been proposed. •
The first matching engine employs Likelihood Ratio classifier where the 3D facial sur-
faces are represented as depth images. Prior to verification, an automatic facial surface •
alignment method is used to transform faces into a canonical position. This absolute
alignment step together with the use of LLR classifier has shown to be very effective
in the verification experiments conducted on a subset of the FRGC v.2 database, ob- •
taining 4.45% EER. The second matching engine further improves the registration of
facial image pairs by the ICP algorithm and employs LDA-based classifier to compute •
the similarity scores. Experimental findings showed that the second matching engine

•
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'"'"

Figure 5: ROC curves for the LLR (blue), ICP (green) and the fusion system (red).

performs accurately by achieving an EER of 2.71%. Combining the two matchers at
the score level by a linear discriminant-based approach finally produces the best veri-
fication accuracy on the FRGC v.2 database, producing an EER of 1.54%. As future
work, it is worthwhile to investigate other fusion mechanisms different than the linear
discriminants.
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Abstract

The paper proposes a resource (i.e. power and subcanier) allocation algorithm for
orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)-based wireless mesh networks
(WMNs). It targets a proportionally fair capacity distribution among the communicat-
ing nodes while optimizing the overall network capacity. The knowledge of the total
channel gain information at the coordinating node of the network is not required. In
order to avoid computationally expensive algorithms, the problem is decomposed into
sub-problems and treated hierchically. The method is based upon iterative exchanges of
subcarriers between the links.

1 Introduetion
Wireless access to information is becoming nowadays part of our daily life. The constantly
increasing demand for capacity and quality-of-service triggers an active research in the field.
Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) have been proposed as a new technology to improve the
capacity and coverage of existing wireless communication systems [I). The main principle
is to enable the terminals to exchange directly information without requiring the presence of
a central base station in the network. Unfortunately the level of interference is significantly
increased in the network since all terminals may potentially communicate at any time [2]. To
solve this problem, it has been proposed to divide the overall frequency spectrum in subbands
(the subcarriers) based on the orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) tech-
nique and to share the set of subbands/subcarriers between the different links of the network.
A few algorithms have been proposed in the literature to perform the subcarrier allocation,
and two scientific contributions are particularly interesting.

Paper [3] studies how to maximize the total transmit rate under power, number of avail-
able subcarriers and proportional fairness constraints. It proposes a hierarchical solution: the
subcarrier allocation and the power allocation are performed independently. Consequently,
the solution is suboptimal but a closed-form solution can be found. The algorithm is corn-
putationally inexpensive. Paper [4], on the contrary, performs a joint subcarrier and power
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Figure 1: Ca)Wireless mesh network (b) Overall rate as a function of number of iterations of
level 3 and 4: unilateral advantage ••allocation optimization. The optimal solution is iterative and relies on exchanges of chan-
nel gain inforrnation at each iteration, which is clearly impractical in a real wireless system
due to the limited capacity of the control channel. Moreover the subcarriers are stili finally
assigned to the links suboptimally.

In both cases, the sub carriers are assigned randomly to the different links and the allo-
cation remains static over the time, which is a clearly suboptimal choice. The main goal
of the proposed algorithm is to carry out the subcarrier allocation and the power alloca-
tion fairly, under terminal power and number of subcarrier contraints. We take the limited
knowledge of channel gain information at the different nodes of the network into account
and define a new hierarchy in the network based on which a closed form solution for an
initial power/subcarrier configuration can be obtained. We propose afterwards to perform
exchanges of the subcarriers between the different links allowing the system to dynamically
improve the initial allocation. The subcarrier exchanges can be performed to improve the
capacity of the individual nodes or of the overall network. Spatial reuse is finally enabled
in the network to improve the overall rate. Subcarriers will be shared between links if their
interference is negligible. We validate numerically our approach for a simplified Mesh net-
work composed of one coordinator node connected to the Internet and of seven additional
nodes.

••••••••••••
2 Description of the multihop network
Figure lea) illustrates a simplified OFDMA-based mesh network. Any OFDMA-based mesh
network consists of one coordinator node (0) with direct (wired) access to Internet, N client
nodes and L links. Only the wired node can deliver the traffic from the client nodes to the
Internet. Consequently, routes need to be created in the network on which the clients can
communicate. Depending on its routing, one client can possibly operate on several routes.
Some clients can only access Internet through multiple hops, forcing clients to forward traffic
from others.
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The nodes are denoted by s, s EL ...S, the links are denoted by l, lEL ...L. P,
is the power delivered by node s, and P{l) is the power delivered on link l. Q is the total
number of subcarriers available in the network. The number of subcarriers assigned to link
l is given by Q(l). The power on link l on subcarrier q is denoted by p(il' The group of
subcarriers assigned to link l is K(l), the group of links leaving node s is T(s), the group of
links arriving at node s is R( s).

3 Definition of the problem to solve
The primary goal of a network algorithm is to maximize the total transmission rate given by
the sum of the transmission rates of all nodes x s , taking into account the system constraints,
i.e. the maximum power of the nodes Ps as well as the maximum capacity of the links Xl.

However, the results of [3] show that this sort of problem formulation results in a highly
unfair scenario, letting starve the nodes having lower gain links. On the contrary, a strictly
fair algorithm has been showed to be highly inefficient, not exploiting the full potentialof
the network. Rather than maximizing the sum of the rates:

max LX .. (1)

we take the sum of the logarithms of the rates:

max L log(xs) (2)

which has been proved to achieve proportional fairness (good compromise between user
fairness and overall rate) [3]. Note that paper [4] considers fairness among the routes instead
of fairness among the users, a scenario which would favor the nodes which possess several
routes to deliver their traffic.

We are now able to formulate the general optimization problem: we have to assign the
Q available subcarriers to the different links, and to set the power p(~) on each subcarrier,
in order to maximize the overall rate, subject to capacity and power constraints. The rate of
node s is given by the sum of rates x, of outgoing links (T( s) minus the sum of the rates Xl"

on ingoing links (R(s).

L log( L Xl - L Xl") (3)

••••••••

$=1...8 IET(s) l'ER(s)

subject to:

L L p(j):S r,
IET(s) qEK(I)

Vs (4)

where the capacity Xl of channell is given by [4]:

c: pq
Xl = L Wlog2(1 + (~(l))

qEK(I)

(5)
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where C(l) is the link l gain on subcarrier q, N is the noise power and W is the bandwidth.
Two obstacles prevent us from directly solving this problem: first, it is far too complicated to
find an analytical solution in one step. Therefore, the aim will be to develop a near-optimal
two-step algorithm. Whereas [3] proposes the determination of the number of subcarriers
per terminal as a first step we will go further and allocate the number of subcarriers on a link
as well as the link powers Pel)' Step 1 concerns the network as a whole and is carried out by
the coordinator node. The second step optimally allocates the subcarrier powers Pe~)" It can
be solved locally link by link by the transmitter of the concerned link.

The second obstacle concerns information availability. In fact, complete knowledge of
the channel gains Ci is very difficult to obtain at the coordinator node. We solve this problem
by considering that only an average channel gain Cl per link is available at the coordinator
node during the first step, whereas the total channel gain information is available locally at
each node of the concerned link. The fact that we have only partial information at step one
confirms the suboptimal approach.

(6)

••••••••••••••

4 Hierarchical algorithm
The proposed algorithm can be summarized in five steps. As in many other publications, we
suppose that the routing has been established previously by existing algorithms. Levels 1
and 2 represent the first step of the suboptimal power allocation algorithm discussed above.
Level3 solves the second step. Level4 proposes a novel approach to subcarrier reallocation.
And finally level 5 exploits the spatial reuse.

4.1 Level1: the "network level"
The inputs of level one are routing information, power limits of the nodes and the number of
subcarriers available. The outputs are the number of subcarriers per link as well as the link
powers Pel)' It solves the problem of maximizing an approximate objective function under
power and number of subcarrier constraints:

subject to:

L Pel):S r,
IET(s)

LQ(l):S Q

(7)

(8)

Given the fact that total channel gain information (ct) is not available at the wired node, the
user rate Xl is approximated by:

(9) •••••

where C(l) is the average channel gain of link l.
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For simplification, we further suppose that, for each link l, the number of subcarriers
assigned Q(l) is proportional to the Dumber of connections traversing the link [4]. Therefore
the number of subcarriers assigned to the different links can be precomputed. If Q(l) is not
an integer number, the decimal part is not taken into account. All the links will be placed
a certain number of subcarriers, more or less in a random way, and once this approach is
finished, the group of subcarriers left will be placed in the links with larger flows. We assume
that the number of subcarriers is larger than the number of connections traversing the set of
links and so one subcarrier at least will be placed in each link.

The optimization problem becomes:

maxp.t• L log( L Xl - L Xl")

lET(s) lER(s)

(l0)

subject to:
(11)

where
G(l)P(l)

x, ~ W.Q(l) log2(1 + -N Q )
. (I)

If we compose tbe lagrangian of the system, defining A(l)

(12)

~::: log2 (1 + NGicJ:,. ) for sim-
. Pol_

plicity:

L (13)
lET(s) l"ER(s)

(14)

Employing KKT conditions yields:

aL 1
L:1ET(tt) A(l)P(l) - L:/"ER(tt) A(l")P(l")

1
(15)

••••••••

L:lET("t) A(l)P(l) - L:l"ER{rt) A(l")P(l")

À - Àtt = 0

L Pil) - r, = 0 \;j S

lET(s)

(16)

where ti denotes the transmitter of link l and Tl the receiver of link l.
This rather complicated system of equations has been simplified by calculating the num-

ber of subcarriers in each link before the resolution of the system. In this particular case, our
topology in Figure I (a), bas become a two equation system instead of a ten equation system.

4.2 Level2
As total information is not available at the wired node, the subcarriers are assigned randomly.
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The inputs of level 3 are the routing, the link results of level I, P(l) and Q(I). This level is
solved by the transmitter of each link separately so that total channel information C(I) can be •
supposed. It solves the following problem: maximize the total transmission rate on this link
given the total power Pel) on the link. •

max
pq
·1·

(17) •••subject to:

L p(~)::; Pel)
qEK(I)

(18)

•The formulation of this problem is similar to problem (P3) in [3] where Ti
Therefore, the closed-form solution is given by:

1 \::I j.

q. _ ( 1 ( "'""' N) N)+P(l) - -Q Pel) + c: cq - cq \::Iq E 1
(I) qEl (I) (I)

(19)

••••••••••

4.4 Level 4: subcarrier exchange
The goal of level 4 is the exchange of one couple of subcarriers in order to increase the
objective function of level 1, ~s log( xs); given the routing, the current subcarrier allocation,
and the resulting p(j)'s of level 3.

Let us assume that two links 11 and l2 exchange two subcarriers and define OX{ as the
resulting increase of data rate for any link l due to the carrier exchange, the "optimum ex-
change" then solves the following optimization problem:

maXl1,12L log( L (Xl + OXl) - L (X; + OX;)) (20)
lET(s) l"ER(s)

4.4.1 The first exchange algorithm: unilateral advantage

The algorithm may consist in making the coordinator node solve (20) directly, if channel
gains of all links were available at the coordinator node. In order to avoid this unrealistic
assumption, let us consider the following strategy. The transmitter of a link solves the prob-
lem consisting in finding the optimal couple of subcarriers: one to absorb, and one to reject.
As a second step, the transmitter sends the chosen exchange to the coordinator node, in the
form of a "demand". Next, the coordinator node will have to send a message to the second
link involved in the exchange: the exchange will only be carried out if transmission rate of
the second link is not decreased by the exchange. During each application of level4, another
link is allowed to formulate a demand. In fact, the general algorithm iterates over levels 3
and 4 in order to reoptimize the power allocation given the each new subcarrier distribution.

•••••••46 •
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••
A more efficient solution for the choice of subcarriers would consist in taking into account
the increase of capacity of the passive link. The transmitter of the considered link then
formulates a list of demands consisting in the best exchanges to operate.

4.S LevelS: shared subcarriers• In this level, we seek to increase the overall rate by sharing subcarriers between links with a
weak interference. This interference will become more important as we allocate the shared
subcarriers in links close to each other. We define Gim as the channel gain from the transmit-
ter node of link m to the receiver node of link 1on subcarrier q. The capacity x, of channel 1
can be written as [4]:

••• (21)

•• In order to determine whether two links have an important interference between each
other, we have defined a boolean matrix called interference matrix 1(1, I), which contains all
the links and their capacity to interfere with the others. A threshold E has been set in order to
fix whether a link can share their subcarriers with another one or not.•• 1(1, m) = 0 ~ Gim/Gil ~ E

1(1, m) = 1 ~ Gim/Gil ;;::,E (22)••
The algorithm verifies if a certain subcarrier is used in a link. If it is the case, the coordinator
node will determine, thanks to the interference matrix, which links are suitable to share
this subcarrier. Once the subcarrier has been shared, the algorithm iterates over levels 3
and 5, calculating the new overall power rate of the system. The level 5 ends when all the
subcarriers of the system have been checked and shared if possible.•• 5 Numerical results• We consider a WNM including 7 terminals, linked as shown in Figure lea). The maximum
power of a node is 50 mW and the average channel gain is Gl = -80 dB/lOO m. The links
have a 300 m length. The channel noise N is given by:•• 0-2N = - . 1.5

10g(5.EER)
(23)

•• with a 10-3 EER of and a thermal noise 0- = 10-11.
A uniformly distributed link power and random subcarrier distribution is first assumed.

Figure 1(b) shows the percentage of overall rate increase as a function of the number of level
3 and 4 iterations for the unilateral advantage case. The results are shown by considering that
the channels are frequency selective (the channel gain variations range from 0 to 30 dB). For a
variation of 30 dB, the improvement of overall rate attains 160 percents of increase. Although
the results become stable after about one hundred iterations, we observe fluctuations. In fact,

•••• 47
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Figure 2: (a) Overall rate rate as a function of number of iterations: comparison between
global and unilateral advantage with and without spatial reuse (b) Overall rate rate as a
function of number of iterations: dependance of e for the global advantage with spatial
reuse

the algorithm increases individually the channel rates, which can may appear negatively in
the overall rateL: .•(L:lET(s) x; - L:lET(s) Xl')'

Figure 2(a) compares the performance of unilateral and global advantage algorithms
when spatial reuse is enabled. The channel gain variations are again equal to 10 dB. The
transmission rate increases considerably when the spatial reuse is exploited and is even
more effective in the global advantage algorithm. Figure 2(b) shows the impact of e in the
overall rate increase. Very small values of E correspond to the case where no spatial reuse
is exploited. The figure shows that the maximum overall rate increase is achieved when
f=0.2 - 0.4. As expected, when the spatial reuse is exploited more aggressively, the inter-
ference caused by using the same subcarrier between two links will become very important
and the overall rate will decrease.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose an enhanced ARQ scheme for OFDM systems exploit-
ing frequency and signal space diversities through sub carrier reassignment (SR)
and constellation rearrangement (CR), respectively. The proposed SR scheme
utilizes the channel state information to exploit frequency selectivity of the chan-
nel more effectively than the cyclic sub carrier shift based SR. Additionally, CR
schemes may be used to improve the reliability of reception further.

1 Introduction
There is an increasing demand for reliable high data rate wireless services. Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is an attractive transmission scheme for
wireless systems to achieve high data rates due to its high spectrum efficiency and
robustness against multipath fading with a simple one-tap equalization [1]. Hence, it is
being adopted as a transmission scheme for most of the high data rate wireless systems
such as IEEE 802.lla/g/n, IEEE 802.16, DVB-T/H/SH etc.

Automatic Repeat request (ARQ) is one of the popular techniques to maintain the
required level of reliability in wireless systems. In conventional ARQ scheme [2],when
a packet is received with error, the receiver requests the transmitter to retransmit the
same packet. Thus, the conventional ARQ technique provides only an SNR improve-
ment if the channel remains the same during the retransmission. In [3], using a cyclic
sub carrier shift based subcarrier reassignment (SR) scheme of the data symbols to the
OFDM subcarriers is proposed to exploit the frequency selectivity in the channel. By
using a cyclic subcarrier shift larger than the channel coherence bandwidth, the data is
retransmitted through subcarriers with uncorrelated channel gains which leads to sec-
ond order diversity, thus, an improved SER performance with respect to conventional
ARQ schemes. Another method to improve the reliability in ARQ schemes or multi
channel transmission is to use constellation rearrangement (CR) or in other words us-
ing different constellation labeling for retransmission to exploit signal space diversity in
the modulation constellations [4]. In [5], it is shown that CR scheme improves the min-
imum product distance which determines the average error probability upper bound in
case of independent Rician/Rayleigh fading channel assignments during the multiple
transmissions. [6] investigated the effect of CR on the transmit diversity to average the
variations in the bit reliabilities. In [7], both frequency and constellation diversities are
exploited via using different bit interleaving patterns in different transmissions. [4]-[7]
are all effective methods to improve the reliability of the transmissions, However, they
do not exploit the channel state information (CSI) which is already available at the
receiver side to adapt the retransmission scheme.

In this paper, an enhanced ARQ scheme is proposed for OFDM systems by using a
CSI-based SR and CR. Hence, the scheme takes advantage of the frequency and signal
space diversities. By using the CSI, the proposed SR scheme exploits the frequency
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selectivity of the channel more efficiently than conventional schemes. The basic princi- •
pie of the proposed SR scheme is that thesymbols that were transmitted through the
sub carriers with poor channel gains in the first transmission are retransmitted through •
the sub carriers with better channel gains in the second transmission. Together with
the new CSI based SR, one may opt to use CR. schemes as in [7J. In [5J,modulation •
constellations that achieve the highest minimum product distances are found by rotat-
ing the conventional QAM constellations. In this paper, we propose to use a simplified
form of the optimum constellation in [5Jto further improve the reliability of AR.Q-based •
OFDM retransmission without requiring to increase the computational complexity of
the decoding process much. The proposed constellations for CR. provides better min-
imum product distance than the ones in [4J, thus, provides improvement in reliability •
of the ARQ transmission. •2 System Description •We consider an OFDM system as in Figure 2 where N complex symbols, [SI, 82, ... , SN],
are modulated onto N orthogonal subcarriers by using an N-point IFFT. We assume
that a cyclic prefix longer than the length of the channel impulse response is inserted
to the signal to prevent inter-block-interference. The transmitted signal goes through
a multipath channel consisting of uncorrelated paths with complex attenuations {hd
and delays of {Tl} with an impulse response of h( T) = LL=~l hlo( T - Tl), where L is the
number of multipath components. We assume that the cEannel is constant during the
first transmission, and also in the retransmission if ARQ is requested. The baseband
received signal in time domain y(t) can be expressed as

•••
N~l

y(t) = L Hmej2rrmj,tsm + n(t),
m=O

••(1)

where Rm = L{~~lhle~j2rrrnf,T, is the channel frequency response of subcarrier m, i,
is the subcarrier spacing and n(t) is the AWGN with variance No. After sampling
the received signal, appropriate windowing and FFT operation, the baseband received
signal for the kth data symbol, Tk (1), is

•••T (I) = H(l) S(l) + 19(1)
k k k k' (2) ••where 't9il) is the additive white Gaussian noise term at the subcarrier kth data symbol

is allocated. The index of (1) at each parameter in (2) indicates that the parameters
are for the first transmission of a data. After the first transmission, the receiver checks ••50 •
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if the packet is received with errors or not by a simple CRC check. If the packet is
received with errors, the receiver requests the transmitter to retransmit the packet.
During the retransrnission, a SR scheme can be used to exploit the frequency diversity
in the channel. In addition to the frequency diversity, it is also possible to exploit the
signal space diversity by using a CR scheme for the retransmission. Thus, the received
symbol rf) of the retransmission for the kth data symbol is given by,

(2)_ H(2) (2)+ _0(2)rk - k Sk "Uk' (3)

where HlJ) may not be equal to Hl2) when SR is used, and s~!) =I S~2) when CR is used
in the retransmission. Note that the index of (2) at each parameter in (3) indicates that
the parameters are for the retransmission part. At the receiver, both of rij) and ri2)
should be used jointly to detect the transmitted data optimally. The received signal
for the kth data symbol can expressed in a vector form as

(4)

For the sake of clarity of presentation, we drop k terms in the parameters, and just focus
on the detection of kth symbol in the sequel. The corresponding optimum receiver, i.e.,
maximum likelihood receiver (MLR) can be expressed as

2

S = arg minL Ilr(i) - H(i)SY)II~ = Ilr - HSjll~·
Sj i=l

(5)

When CR is not used, the MLR can be simplified. In this case, the transmitted symbol
values at each transmission are the same, e.g., s(1) = S(2) = Sj. Hence, (5) reduces to
a single symbol detection of a maximum ratio combined signal as

H(1)' 1'(1) + H(2)* 1'(2)

s = args;ninll IH(1)12+ IH(2)12 - sjll~ (6)

For the 2-dimensional constellation, with M equiprobable points, the average prob-
ability of symbol detection error is upper bounded as in [4]

2

P(Sj -t smlH) < IT exp{ -IH(i)nsY) - S~124~ }
i=l 0

(7)

where Es/2No is the symbol energy-to-noise spectral ratio.
When the channel gains in two observations are equal to each other, e.g., n»

H(2) = H, the error probability can be upper bounded considering the worst case as

P(errorIH) < exp{ - 4~ IHI24,min};
o

(8)

where dE min is the minimum Euclidian distance achieved by the CR scheme.
When' the channel gains are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), the

error probability upper bound can be averaged over {H(i)} as [5]

2 1
P(error) < IT «",-. b d~,Tnin 1

,=1 No 4(1+K)

(9)
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the power in the reflected path, and dP,min is the minimum product distance. Note
that (K = 0) represents the Rayleigh fading case. At high SNR, the upper bound on
symbol detection error asymptotically varies with the minimum product distance. •

When the SR scheme is used, each data symbol will be allocated to different subcar-
riers. The channel gains of these subcarriers in one extreme can be totally correlated, •
i.e., channel gains will be the same, on the other extreme case, they can be totally
independent. The minimum Euclidian and product distances defined in (8) and (9),
represent design criterion for these cases. Thus, these metrics should be considered in •
design of the CR scheme that will be used in the proposed ARQ scheme.

•3 CSI-based Subcarrier Reassignment •In OFDM systems, each sub carrier experiences a different channel gain due to frequency
selectivity of the channel. This provides a potential source of diversity which can be
exploited by the AR.Q schemes using SR in the retransmitted packet. In [3], a SR.
scheme based on a simple cyclic shift of sub carriers is proposed to exploit the frequency
diversity, and it is shown that the obtained diversity can improve the reliability of the
reception significantly. However, a more efficient subcarrier reassignment scheme can
be obtained by exploiting the eSI of the subcarriers. Since the receiver has already
done a channel estimation for equalization of the first transmission, eSI is already
available at the receiver side. In the original transmission, the bits transmitted over
the subcarriers with low channel gains are likely to be received with errors whereas
the ones transmitted over high channel gains are likely to be received correctly. Thus,
one can assume that the packet detection error is more likely due to the former bits,
and if one can improve the reliability of those bits, the packet can be recovered. Using
this simple observation, one may simply derive a better SR scheme by first sorting the
subcarriers in ascending or descending order with respect to their channel gains in the
first transmission, and then swapping the subcarrier assignment of data symbols in the
reverse order during the retransmission.

Without losing generality, we assume that the data symbols are indexed according
to their channel gains, i.e., the data symbols \Sl' S2, ... , SN] are assigned to subcarr~ers
[1,2, ...,N] with channel gams of IH11 > IH2 > ... > IHkl > ... > IHNI III the first
transmission. For the retransmission, SR for the symbols [Sl, S2, ... , SN] would be in
the reverse order as [N, N - I, N - 2, ..., 1]. Due to this SR method, every data is
transmitted over two sub carriers with somewhat balanced channel gains, e.g., for the
kth symbol, there will be two observations through the sub carriers with channel gains as
IHkl and IHN-k+11· Notice that for k:::; N/2, IHkl ;::: IHN/21 > IHN-k+1I, for k > N/2,
IHkl < IHN/21 :::; IHN-k+t!. Thus, for each symbol, the receiver will have an observation
through a sub carrier with a channel gain better than or equal to IHN/21. One can use
this observation to derive an upper bound for the symbol-error-rate (SER.) of the new
SR. based AR.Q scheme. Since in uncoded or very high rate coded transmissions, the
SER is dependent on the worst case, IHN/21 can be used as the worst case scenario for
a simple receiver based on selection diversity of the two transmissions. To investigate
the distribution of (N/2Yh largest term over N realizations of a rayleigh fading random
variable, one can use order statistics. For the sake of simplicity of analysis, we assume
that the N realizations are independent and identically distributed. In OFDM systems,
the channel gains of the subcarriers are correlated. However, one can always partition
the sub carrier set into subsets according to the coherence band to obtain subsets of
sub carriers with uncorrelated channel gains. The distribution of the kth smallest term

••••••••••••••••••52 •
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Figure 2: Probability distribution functions for N=1,2,4,16,64

over N realizations of a random variable in an increasing order can be expressed [8] as

g(x, N) = (k _ 1)~~ _ k)! (F(X))k-l(1 - F(X))N-k f(x) (10)

where f(x) and F(x) are the probability distribution function and cumulative distribu-
tion function of the random variable x, respectively. By using the rayleigh probability
distribution function and k = N/2 + 1, the probability distribution of IHN/21 becomes

_ N! N/2 x
g(x, N) - (N/2)!(N/2 _ l)!C (T2 (ll)

where C = (exp( _x2 /2(T2))(1 - exp( _x2 /2(T2)) ~ 0.25. To show the effect of choosing
N/2th largest term over N realizations of a rayleigh fading random variable, probability
distribution g(x) with different values of N = 2,4,16,64 and (T2 = 1 are shown in
Figure 2 together with the distribution of a rayleigh random variable. We observe that
as N increases, the probability distribution function becomes more localized in both
directions, i.e., both very low channel gains and very high channel gains become less
likely to occur, and this leads to improved SER performance since the worst case is
improved significantly. To find the limit of g(x, N) as N gets larger, a simple observation
can be used as increasing N to N + 2. In such a case g(x, N + 2, (T2) becomes

(N + 2)(N + 1)C
g(x, N + 2) = (N/2 + 1)(N/2) g(x, N) = 4C(1 + l/N)g(x, N) (12)

If C < 1/4, g(x, N) gets smaller as N increases and converges to O. If only C = 1/4, in
other words x = Xmedian = (T..jln[4) ~ 1.774(T, it converges to a non-zero term. Thus,

lim g(x, N) = ó(x - (T~)
n-e-co

(13)

We can also observe such kind of convergence as N increases as in Figure 3. The same
result can be found by intuition. As N gets larger, the sample set will have a very large
set of realizations that is close to the probability distribution function. The (N/2)th
largest term in such kind of a sample sethas to have N /2 - 1 samples larger than its
value, and N/2 samples lower than its value which should be very close to the median
value of the distribution as found in (13).
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Table 1: Signal Values to be used in CR Schemes for 2 bits / dimension

In ormation Symbols s, 8, '3 s4
Kerpee -3 -1 1
Method -1 3 -3

Proposed -. -1
Method -1 -4

••••Table 2: Signal Values to be used in CR Schemes for 4 bits / dimension
.l nform atio n Symbols 8, 8, 83 84 ·5 8S ·7 8. So ·'0 811 312 813 8'4 'i5 8'6

Kt'lrpaz .. ' -15 -13 -11 -9 -7 -5 -3 -1 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15
Method 3 -9 -1 7 15 -11 -3 5 13 -13 -5 3 11 -15 -7 -1 9
Proposed s_\" -12 -9 -7 -ij -4 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3 4 6 7 9 12
Met.ho d ., 3 -2 6 -7 1 -12 9 -. 4 -9 12 -1 7 -6 2 -.1 •

4 Constellation Rearrangement •
Constellation rearrangement. or in other words using different data labeling for each
transmission is an effective way of exploiting signal space diversity. In [4], Kerpez pro-
posed an L-dimensional constellation with M points for multichannel transmission in
non-fading channels based on conventional M-QAM constellations. The proposed CR
scheme maximizes the minimum Euclidean distance among the constellation points,
and improves the minimum product distance which determines the SER performance
in i.i.d. multichannels as shown in (9). In [5], optimum signal constellations are gen-
erated by rotating conventional M-QAM constellations with an optimum angle. These
constellations maximize the minimum product distance while preserving the minimum
Euclidean distances. The resulting signal constellations are therefore better than the
ones in [4]. Since the retransmission of the data in ARQ schemes create a similar sce-
nario, we propose to use CR schemes to further enhance the performance of the new
ARQ scheme we propose. CR scheme proposed in [4] is quite suitable for ARQ see-
narios since the constellations used are M-QAM constellations, and it does not require
any change in the first transmission. The constellations found in [5] are optimum in
the sense that they maximize the minimum product distance. However, it requires to
change the constellation in the first transmission. Thus, if the transmitter expects a
retransmission request before the transmission, it may opt to use the constellations in
[5] to optirnize its first and second transmission jointly. Otherwise, it may just use the
CR in [4] One drawback of the constellations in [5] is that the values of the points in
the optimum constellation, unlike those of the Kerpez [4], are not integer multiples of
each other. Rather, it provides irrational numbers which need higher precision quan-
tizat ion to represent them. Thus, in this paper, a modified CR scheme using integer
approximations of the points in optimum constellations is proposed as shown in Tables
1 and 2. Note that since the in-phase and quadrature components of the modulations
are orthogonal, it is sufficient to focus on one component for the CR. and the sa.me
conclusions apply to the other. Thus, the values in Tables 1 and 2 are per in-phase or
quadrature components.

For 2-bit information / real dimension constellations in Table 1, the constellations
should be normalized by JP, erpez = v'1O and J PProposed = vT7 to maintain the
average power of the complex data symbol as 1. After scaling, both Kerpez and
proposed constellations provide minimum Euclidian distance of v'2. Note that ordinary
repetition without Co-Re achieves a minimum Euclidian distance of 2v'2/ v'1O = 2/ VS
which is lower than both of the CR schemes. Thus, when the channel gains at first
and second transmission are the same, both constellations achieve the same BER, and
they outperform the ordinary repetition based ARQ schemes. For 2-bit information
/ real dimension Kerpez constellations' minimum product distance is 0.8, whereas
proposed constellation achieves a minimum product distance around 15/17 ~ 0.88.
The difference between the minimum product distances is not large. The ordinary
repetition based ARQ scheme will achieve a minimum product distance of 0.4 which
is only around half of the CR schemes can provide. Thus, if the channels at first
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(a) Channel Model A (b) Channel Model B
Figure 3: SR based ARQ Schemes

and second transmission are independent, Kerpez and proposed CR schemes will have
similar performances while outperforming the ordinary repetition based ARQ schemes.

For 4-bit information / real dimension constellations in Table 2, the constellations
should be normalized by .JPKerpez = VI70 and .JPProposed = v'85 to maintain the av-
erage power of the complex data symbol as l. Both Kerpez and proposed constellations
provide minimum Euclidian distance of fi75 whereas the ordinary repetition based
ARQ scheme can achieve a minimum Euclidian distance of only 2/ v'85. The differ-
ence in minimum product distances becomes more significant in larger constellations,
e.g., Kerpez constellation achieves a minimum product distance of 16/170 whereas pro-
posed constellations provides 13/85. Note that both of the CR schemes outperform
ordinary repetition based ARQ scheme which achieve a minimum product distance of
4/170. The benefits of achieving higher minimum Euclidian and product distance will
be more apparent in the simulation results.

••••••••••••• 5 Simulation Results and Conclusions
In this section, we present simulation results comparing the SER performance of the
proposed ARQ scheme with the existing schemes. We consider an uncoded OFDM
transmission system using an IFFT size of 64. The simulations are performed in time-
invariant frequency-selective fading channels A and B defined by ETSI BRAN channel
models [9] which have Rayleigh distributed tapped delay lines with an exponentially
decaying power-delay profiles with 50ns and lOOnsRMS. The SER rates are averaged
over 1000 channel realizations.

In Figure 3 (a) and (b), we compare the performances of ARQ schemes with (i)
no SR, (ii) cyclic subcarrier shift based SR and (iii) the CSI-based SR without CR
in channel models A and B, respectively. We also compare the performances with the
reliability of the first transmission and the performance in AWGN channel. We observe
that conventional ARQ scheme without SR provides a 3 dB enhancement with respect
to the first transmission. As expected, there is no diversity gain but only an SNR
improvement. Cyclic sub carrier shift based SR provides a diversity gain of 2, thus, a
significant improvement in the reliability. However, the CSI-based SR outperforms all
others, and provides the highest diversity gain. Its SER performance is quite close to
the performance in AWGN channel. The observations hold for both channel A and B.
Even if the delay spread is lower than the channel models defined in [9] , the frequency
diversity in the channel is still quite rich, and can be exploited by the new SR scheme.

In addition to the diversity gain, coding gain can be increased when CR is incorpo-
rated to both the cyclic shift and CSI-based SR schemes as shown in Figures 4 (a) and
(b) for 2 bit and 4 bit / real dimension constellations in channel model A, respectively.
This is due to the fact that the CR schemes improve both the minimum Euclidean and
product distances, which determine the pair-wise error probability in fading channel.
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(a) 2 bit / real dimension (b) 4 bit / real dimension
Figure 4: SR and CR based ARQ in Channel Model A

Despite the difference in Kerpez and the proposed constellations, they have almost the
same SER performance for 2 bit j real dimension constellation. This is because they
have nearly the same minimum product distances. For higher order modulations like
4 bit j real dimension constellation, however, the difference in the minimum product
distance becomes larger. Thus, in higher order modulations, a significant performance
enhancement is achieved by the proposed CR over the Kerpez CR, as in Figure 4 (b).

An enhanced ARQ scheme, which combines a CSI-based sub carrier reassignment
and constellation rearrangement, is proposed for OFDM systems in order to take ad-
vantage of both the frequency and signal space diversities. CSI-based subcarrier reas-
signment exploits the available frequency diversity in the channel very efficiently, and
provides a diversity gain which is much better than that of both the conventional and
the cyclic shift SR based ARQ schemes. Furthermore, the proposed SR based ARQ
scheme can be combined by CR schemes to improve the coding gain of the retransmis-
sion together with the diversity gain.
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Abstract

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) with a small number
of subcarriers (~ 64) is an attractive solution for difficult communications en-
vironments such as in narrowband power line communications (PLC) and high
frequency (HF) transmission. Although many authors studied the performance
of the OFDM systems under the impulsive noise, their considerations are mostly
restricted to the systems with a large number of sub carriers. In that case, dis-
crete Fourier transform (DFT) spreads the impulsive noise in such a way that its
distribution in the frequency domain can be approximated as Gaussian. If the
number of sub carriers is small, these methods can be hardly used. We describe
an algorithm for correcting the impulsive noise errors for the OFDM transmission
with a small number of subcarriers. The algorithm can also be used for clipping
noise errors. Simulation results for a 16-0FDM-QPSK and 64-0FDM-QPSK
systems show that the influence of impulsive noise can be essentially reduced.

The basic idea of OFDM consists of dividing the available spectrum in r: different
orthogonal subcarriers (subchannels) where data are transmitted in parallel. Using
a small number of sub carriers is attractive because of the limited bandwidth in the
transmission channel and the low complexity in designing interleaver and channel cod-
ing schemes (due to the short OFDM frame). A 16-0FDM-QPSK system has been
successfully implemented in Multicarrier OFDM modems for the HF transmission [5],
and 16- and 64-0FDM based narrowband PLC modems are proposed in [3].

(~ 64)-OFDM has some difficulties. (i) The powerful impulsive noise caused by the
presence of different switching devices in PLC is one of the main channel disturbances.
(ii) Its large peak-to-average power (PAP) ratio must be reduced due to the restrietion
on the maximum allowed transmitter output voltage in narrowband PLC. Clipping is
one of the simplest techniques. However, it introduces additional clipping noise that
degrades the system performance. Although many authors studied the performance of
the OFDM systems under the impulsive noise [6] and clipping noise [7], their consider-
ations are mostly restricted to OFDM systems with a large number of subcarriers (11: ~
128). In that case, discrete Fourier transform (DFT) spreads the noise in such a way
that its distribution in the frequency domain can be approximated as Gaussian (due
to the central-limit theorem). If the number of sub carriers is small, these methods can
be hardly used.

In this paper, we study an OFDM transmission, where the DFT of the transmitted
OFDM symbol contains a small number of consecutive zeros. In practice, not all
sub carriers are used to carry information. Some subcarriers are set to known data
(pilot symbols) or zeros for different purposes. Our approach consists in the use this
redundancy to reduce the effect of impulsive noise.

To cancel the influence of impulsive noise, Wolf [8] examined the relationship be-
tween the DFT and Reed-Solomon (RS) codes. When a zero-padded frequency domain
signal is modulated by an inverse DFT (IDFT), impulsive noise can be removed byob-
serving the zero frequency components in the original data sequence. However, the
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method was only presented for a single impulsive error correction. In [4], the impulsive
noise error correction procedure using the redundancy is generalized to the case when
syndromes are scattered among the transmitted sequence. However, the impulsive
noise error correction capacity is conditioned by the position of the pilot tones in the
transmitted sequence.

Those quoted references consider a small number of impulsive noise error correction
which is mainly restricted by the amount of redundancy (in [4], 2 impulsive noise errors
can be corrected using five redundant carriers). To increase the impulsive noise error
correction capacity, we suggest to observe not only the redundant carriers but also
the information conveying carriers. Contrary to the above mentioned approaches, our
impulsive noise error correction capacity is not limited by the amount of redundancy.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section I, we determine the encoding pro-
cedure and review the Vandermonde matrices corresponding to the DFT. Section 2
introduces the impulsive noise channel model. Section 3 addresses the impulsive noise
error correction algorithm. In Section 4, we simulate the BER performance of the
16-0FDM-QPSK.

••••••••
1 OFDM Encoder •
Without loss of generality, consider an OFDM system with K, subcarriers. Let q sub- •
carriers carry information and let the remaining consecutive K, - q carriers be set to
zero (virtual carriers). The input of the OFDM transmitter is the information vector
Q = (Co, ... , Cq-1Y with symbols CA' E X, where X is the set, of point.s of the QPSK •
signal constellation. Then, the transmitted OFDM signal £ = (co, ... , C"._l)T can be
~~as •w-I C (1)f. = /"\'xq-'

where

(; 1 1 ).-I 1 w W(q-l) ~
W",xq = ~ 'W = eK; ,

" K.
WCI<-l) W(I<-I)(q-I)

•••
and W;}q is the submatrix of the IDFT matrix containing the first q columns. The •
IDFT or DFT matrix is a Vandermonde matrix, where w is a root of unity. The
important point to note here is the similarity between Reed-Solomen (RS) and OFDM
encoders. An OFDM symbol can be seen as a complex-valued (K" q) RS code with a •
minimum distance dmin = K, - q + 1.
Property 1: Any submatrix of W;}" with t consecutive columns (rows), has rank t. •
Property 1 easily follows from the fact that the selection of t consecutive columns
also has the form of a Vandermonde matrix. In Section 3, we demonstrate the use of
Property 1 for correcting impulsive noise errors. •

2 Two-state Impulsive Noise channel Model •
We consider two-state impulsive noise channel based on Middleton class-A noise model •
[IJ. Since the AWGN noise is present in almost any receiver, the memoryless a.dditive
two-sta.te impulsive channel model combines the impulsive and the Gaussian noise. •
The received vector is given as

[= £ + 11, (2) •••58 •
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where Q is the noise vector consists of the impulsive noise vector i with symbols ik,
and the Gaussian noise vector 9 with symbols gk, i.e. 11= i+ g. In particular, the nk's
are independent and identically-distributed (i.i.d.] complex Gaussian random variables
with the variance

(3)

where m is the channel state (CS), see Fig. l. For m = 0, only background noise is
present with variance a;. The probability density function (PDF) of the channel noise
nk is given by•••••••••'.••••••••••••

(4)

where A is the impulsive noise index and defines the probability of being in impulsive
state, i.e. P(m = 1) = A. For A = 0.1, the channel is highly impulsive, since 10%
of the samples are corrupted by the impulsive noise. Let r = O"~ / a.; be defined as the
signal-to-impulsive noise power ratio.
After transmission over the AWCN channel, the DFT for the vector r. is computed,

i.e.
B. = W"x"r., (5)

where W"x~. is the DFT matrix. Its elements are the complex conjugate of the elements
of W"-),,. Substituting (2) in (5), we obtain

B. W"x,,_ç + W"x,,11
C+N,

where N are the DFT of 11,respectively.
From the discussion of the OFDM encoder, we assumed that the last I'C - q carriers

are set to zero. Therefore, the last I'C - q elements of B. and (N) are identical. These
consecutive K - q elements define a syndrome vector !i = (So, ... , SI<_Q_l)T and give
information about the errors in the received vector r.. By using the similarity between
RS and OFDM encoder, we can note the following property.
Property 2: Any:S (K - q)/2 errors or any :S (K - q) erasures of a RS code can always
be corrected. In the following section, we present a decoding strategy to estimate the
impulsive noise vector i in the presence of Gaussian noise 2.:

gk

m=O
gk

~
m=l

Figure 1: Two-state Impulsive Noise channel Model
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Ik = "if W-(!t-l)k 0 < k < K, - 1
~ l ,- - , (6)
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3 Decoding Algorithm
From fi, the whole vector i. has to be reconstructed and subtracted from the vector ï: to
cancel the influence of impulsive noise. The impulsive noise vector i. = ('ia, ... , 'i"'_l)T,
has t; :::::r: non-zero locations (positions where m = 1). Since 1 = Wx:.xx:.l, the vector 1
is formed as a linear combination of ç columns of W",x",' Thus, the elements of 1are
expressed as

l=O

where ft, lE{ 0, ... ,ç - I} are the elements of the vector t, containing the non-zero
locations of i. The decoding problem can be reduced to the estimation of the vector f
and corresponding amplitudes in the presence of g. Our decoding algorithm operatëS
as follows. (A) The channel state information (CS!), containing the number t; and the
location vector f of impulsive noise errors, is estimated by a threshold-based procedure.
(B) Based on p-;:;:rtA, the vector i. is reconstructed and subtracted from r_, see Fig. 2.

Ck + gk; 0::::: k :::::K, - 1
Ck+ik+gk; O.:::::k:::::Ko-l,

(7)
(8)

••••••••••

3.1 Estimation of Channel State Information
This subsection briefly describes the threshold-based procedure to estimate the impul-
sive noise error positions. In the following considerations, ~ and the vector J represent
the estimation of ç and the vector i, respectively. Let us consider the following hy-
potheses testing problem: -

i.e. the received sample rk may consist of Gaussian noise or it may consist of the sum
of Gaussian noise and impulsive noise. For simplicity, the OFDM signal Ck distribution
is approximated as Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance C7ï. A threshold
is used to decide which hypothesis in (7,8) is more probable. To calculate the threshold
we consicler the following conditional pdf's. The impulse is assumed if the conditional
pdf p(hl I Ht) is larger than the conditional pdf of p(hl I Ho), where the hi's are
Rayleigh distributed. A suitable threshold can be chosen such that the conditional
pdfs are equal. The vector 1= (Jo, Tt, ... , Ji-l)' containing the estimated impulsive
noise error positions, follows immediately,
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3.2 Correcting the Impulsive Noise Errors
To simplify the explanation of the proposed algorithm, let us first assume that 9 = 0,
i.e. no background noise. Then the (K. - q) syndrome components are solely based on
the ç impulsive noise errors. Using (6), the syndrome vector {i can be written as

(9)

where••••••••••••••••••••••

1
W(I<-q)xç = fo

(

w-!o(q-l)

w-!o(l<-l)
(10)

with w = e~ and 1= (i!o,i!Il'" ,i!(~_l)T. By Property 2, if ç :S (K. - q) and the
positions of the impulsive noise errors are estimated correctly, we can uniquely recon-
struct 1. However, correction capacity is limited by the small number of zeros, and all
samples are corrupted by the Gaussian noise. In the following, we propose to use the
part of information to extend the correction capacity.

(i) Choose the last J.l = e + (K. - q) positions in R. Here, the last (K. - q) positions,
{i, contain information about the channel noise, where as the rest e positions define
the vector P = (Po, ... , P8-1)T containing noisy signal. (2) For each of the element
in p, subtract all possible combinations of QPSK signal constellation to generate 48
syn-drome candidates, where 4 is the constellation size of the QPSK modulation scheme,
i.e.

(11)

3) Since we observe e additional frequency components, the matrix in (10) can be
rewritten as

-f - (,,-/-,-1))... w «-I)

. .. .. .
W-!(~-l)(I<-l)

with w = e~. Since W/-,x{ has rank ç, it is equivalent to assume that we know the
last e components of Q_. Note that we can limit the impulsive noise error correction
capability of our decoder by setting 12 to a fixed value to avoid higher complexity. As
a result, more than J.l errors cannot be corrected.

-k
For each possible extended syndrome matrix {i , the estimated impulsive noise vector
can be calculated by applying a Moore-Penrose Matrix Inverse [9] of W1LX{

(12)

The estimated impulsive noise amplitudes are subtracted from the vector r. to cancel
the influence of impulsive noise. The resulted vectors r! are further processed by the
FFT and demodulated. The decoder then computes the Euclidean metric W as

q-I

Wk = "Ir - 2'12j(]"2Z:: l l nl'
l=O

(13)
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min metric ••kc ••••

Figure 3: Block diagram of the algorithm for correction of impulsive noise errors
•••where ç" is the estimated codeword vector in time domain. The codeword, which gives

the minimum metric in (13), is selected as the most likely transmitted codeword 'Ç, see
Fig. 3.

The tolerance of the decoding strategy against the background noise is limited by
the number of observed frequency components. One additional step to increase the
quality of the final estimation is added.

L = L; it=l
repeat until stop-criterion

r.([) = 'Ç([)

•••
B. = W",x",I:
-(it) -
Q = QPSK detection(B.)

c= w-1 C(it)
- I'\.X""-

it=it+1;
end repeat

•••
Since we are only interested in increasing the quality of the ç positions, the recon-

structed time samples in 'Ç are placed in L only at the locations of estimated impulsive
noise errors. Samples that are not distorted with impulsive noise, are kept the same as

-(it+1) -(it)
they were received. The algorithm is terminated when C = Q is valid for the
first time.

•••
4 Simulation Results

••
This section investigates the error performance of OFDM systems with K, = 16 and 64
subcarriers. QPSK is selected as modulation scheme. It should be noted that for small
K" the performance loss in the decoding error probability occurs due to the DFT matrix
structure [2]. To avoid the loss we introduce the rotation matrix /'::,.= diag(À1, ... , Àn),
Àk = eT.f. For the IDFT matrix, this yields W;;", = W;;",/'::,.. For more information
about the rotation, please refer to [2].

•••
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• Figure 4: SER performance of the proposed decoder for 16-0FDM and 64-0FDM
transmission over the impulsive noise channel model. Simulation results are obtained
with parameters A = 0.1 and r = a~/a; = 10-3•••

Fig. 4 shows the symbol-error rate (SER) performance of the proposed decoder as a
function of Es/a; for 16- and 64-0FDM transmission over the impulsive noise channel
model. We assume that (/'l, - q) = 2 consecutive zeros are available to correct impulsive
noise errors. The SER performance improvement due to the proposed decoder is very
significant for 16- and 64-0FDM. If the SNR is larger than 15 dB, a reduced improve-
ment can be observed due to the condition on the number of correctable impulsive
noise errors. It should be noted that in the simulations () is limited to 4 to have an
acceptable low complexity. When an OFDM frame is corrupted by 6 impulses, we are
still able to correct it by generating 44 = 256 candidate syndrome vectors. Increasing
() increases the performance of the decoder, since we can correct more impulsive noise
errors. However, the decoding complexity also increases exponentially with B.

In Fig. 5, the SER performance of the proposed decoder for A=0.05 is plotted. It is
apparent that our proposed decoder structure is advantageous in terms of SER Here,
we also restrict () to 4.

••••••
5 Conclusion

••
We investigated an iterative impulsive noise error correction scheme for OFDM trans-
mission with a small number of subcarriers. Our approach is based on the use of the
redundancy to reduce the effect of impulsive noise. Our decoder is divided into two
main parts. 1) The number and their locations of impulsive noise errors are estimated
by a threshold-based procedure. 2) The detected impulsive noise errors are corrected
by using the properties of the Vandermonde matrix of the DFT.
Simulation results for a 16-0FDM-QPSK and 64-0FDM-QPSK systems show that the
influence of impulsive noise can be essentially reduced. Furthermore, pilot sub carriers
can also be used in our proposed decoding algorithm, since they convey known data.
We have no additional complexity if we detect low syndrome values and no impulse.
Last but not least, clipping noise can also be corrected by using syndromes for error
correction. In that case, the number of correctable clipping noise errors is conditioned
by the error correcting capability of the OFDM code instead of erasure correcting
capability.
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Figure 5: SER performance of the proposed decoder for 16-0FDM and 64-0FDM
transmission over the impulsive noise channel model. Simulation results are obtained
with parameters A = 0.05 and r = a-;j a; = 10-3
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Abstract

Staggered multitone (SMT) is sensitive to the carrier frequency offset (CFO).Differ-
ent from orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), in SMT systems, CFO
causes both intercarrier interference (ICI) and intersymbol interference (ISI). In this
paper, we study the sensitivity of SMT to the phase offset. We derive a relationship be-
tween the total interference and the phase offset. We show that, without CFO, the total
interference power due to the phase offset is a sinusoidal function. In the presence of
CFO, the phase offset changes from symbol to symbol and the total interference power.
is different for different SMT symbols. We use computer simulations to compare the
sensitivity of SMT and OFDM systems to the phase and carrier frequency offset. The
results show SMT experiences bigger interference power than OFDM.

1 Introduetion
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is the most widely used multicarrier
communication systems in wireless communications due to its robustness to frequency-
selective fading channels. However, there are a few drawbacks for OFDM systems. Firstly,
OFDM uses a rectangular pulse shape and this causes overlapping sine-shaped spectra among
different subcarriers in the frequency domain. Due to the large sidelobes of sine function,
carrier frequency offset (CFO) causes large intercarrier interference (ICI) in OFDM systems.
Secondly, OFDM uses cyclic prefix (CP) before transmission to avoid intersymbol interfer-
ence (ISI) in frequency-selective channel. This reduces the transmission efficiency as the CP
does not carry any useful data. These weaknesses have shifted researchers interest to other
multicarrier communication systems [1].

Recently, multicarrier filter bank (MCFB) systems attract increasing interest in both
wired and wireless communications. In [2], Chang investigated the possibility of a spectrum
overlapping multichannel transmission systems and Saltzberg [3] was the first to propose a
filterbank multicarrier communication system, in which the base band data are transmitted
by orthogonally multiplexed offset-QAM channels. It can be shown that by proper design of
pulse shaping filter and by introducing half a symbol interval time offset between in-phase
and quadrature components, it is possible to recover transmitted symbols free of ISI and ICI
[4, 5]. Both works lead to the introduetion of Staggered multitone (SMT), also known as
OFDM-offset QAM (OFDMlOQAM) systems [5]. Further progress was made by Hirosaki
[6], who showed that SMT can be implemented by polyphase components. SMT uses pulse
shaping filters with duration longer than one symbol interval.
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X(t) = {; I~OO a7h(t - IT) + jb1h(t -IT - ~) ejke;t+~) (1)
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Like OFDM, MCFB systems are sensitive to frequency synchronization errors like CFO
and phase offset [1, 7, 8,9, 10, 11]. CFO is caused by the Doppler shift in wireless channels,
and also by differences between transmitter and receiver oscillators [11]. Remvik [7, 8] com-
pared SMT and OFDM systems. He showed in systems, like cognitive radio (CR), where
minimum out-af-band sidelobe power is an important issue, the OFDM must use a lot of
subcarriers because of high sidelobe level, while the SMT system needs a fraction of that
number of subcarriers to achieve the same out of band energy. It means SMT with small
subcarriers tolerate larger CFO than OFDM systems. Fusco [9] investigated the sensitivity
of multiuser MCFB systems to CFO, phase offset and timing offset in the uplink and down-
link transmissions. She showed MCFB systems are more robust than OFDMA in uplink to
misalignments among users. These advantages of SMT comes at a cost of higher complexity
than its OFDM counterpart. For example, SMT is implemented by a polyphase network and
uses equalizer against multipath channel rather than CP [1].

To our best knowledge, the sensitivity of SMT to the phase offset has received less at-
tention in the literatures. CFO causes only ICI in OFDM systems [10]. It produces also ISI
in addition to ICI in SMT systems. Phase offset doesn't cause any additional interference
in OFDM systems, but SMT is highly sensitive to phase offset. In this paper we study the
effect of phase offset. we express the received symbols in the presence of CFO and phase
offset in AWGN channel. We then calculate the interference power as a function of phase
offset. Simulation were performed to compare the sensitivity of SMT to phase and carrier
frequency offset with OFDM. Simulation results show that SMT has more total interference
power and different symbols have different interference power in the presence of CFO.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the system
model. Using this model we derive the interference power as a function of phase offset in the
presence of CFO in Section 3. Section 4 gives simulation results and finally the conclusion
is drawn in Section 5.

2 System Model
The baseband equivalent of an SMT transceiver with N subcarriers is illustrated in Figure 1
[4, 5]. At each subcarrier in transmitter section, real and imaginary parts of the symbol are
separated and then passed to pulse shaping filter h( t). Time staggering by half of symbol
spacing T is done by time shifting of h(t) in real and imaginary branches. Data stream is
modulated by ejke;t+~) in kth subcanier whose carrier frequency is liT apart from adja-
cent subcarriers. By the way, adjacent subcarriers have tt /2 phase difference. Pulse shaping
filter h(t) is bandlimited [-liT, l/T] that causes only adjacent subcarriers overlap together.
Phase difference and time staggering with proper design of pulse shaping filter guarantee or-
thogonality between subcarriers. In the receiver section, after demodulation, real and imag-
inary parts are separated by R{-} and ':S{-} and then pass through matched filters. The
baseband SMT modulated signal is defined as [4, 5]:

where a~ and b~ are the real and imaginary parts of the signal on the kth subcarrier in the lth
SMT symbol. We assume that the real and imaginary parts a1 and b~ are independent and
identically distributed. Also, E{an = E{bf} = 0 and E{laW} = E{lb712} = 1/2.

The base band received signal in the presence of CFO and phase offset may be written as
(assuming an ideal channel with gain of unity):

r(t) = X(t)~(2""t+t/» + n(t) (2)
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Figure 1: SMT transcieverwithN subcarriers

where x(t) is the transmitted SMT signal and n(t) is white Gaussian noise with zero mean
and variance of (J"2. The carrier frequency offset and the phase offset are e , <prespectively.
When there is no CFO and phase offset, the output of the receiver is obtained as:

{
a;;:' = R{x(t)e-jmeT'+~) * h(t)lt=nT}

b;;:, = SS{x(t)e-jmeT'+~) * h(t + T/2)lt=nT} (3)

where * denote convolution. In an ideal channel, received symbols are equal to [4, 5]:

+00 N-l {OO { ((2 t ))
a~'= 1];00 t;}-00 a~+nh(t - lT)h(t) cos (k - m) ; + i

-b~+nh(t - lT - T /2)h(t) sin ((k - m) (2;t + i) ) } dt (4)

and b: is obtained analogously as:

+00 N-l {OO { ( (2 t ))b;;:,="L "LJ_ b~+nh(t-lT-T/2)h(t-T/2)cos (k-m) ;' +i
1=-00k=O 00

+a~+nh(t -lT)h(t - T/2) sin ((k - m) C;t + i)) } dt (5)

If h(t) is chosen to be real and even with root-Nyquist property [12], it can be shown that
the second terms in (4) , (5) are equal to zero. The first terms are non zero only for k = m
and l = O. It means the received and transmitted symbols are equal in an ideal transmission
channel [4,5].

3 Effect of Phase Offset in SMT Systems
In the presence of CFO and phase offset, The received symbol, on subcarrier m in nth SMT
symbol ,8: = a: + j b;;:" can be obtained according to (3) as:

+00 N-l8: = "L "L {atn(c, <p)a~n+ j/3tn(c, <p)b~+n}+ n,:
1=-00 k=O

(6)
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{
a.7n(c,cp) = J~oo het -lT) {het) cos(iIi(t)) + jh(t - T/2) sin (iIi(t))} dt,
f3fn(c, cp)= J~oo het - lT - T/2) {-h(t) sin (iIi(t)) dt + jh(t - T/2) cos (iIi(t))} dt

where lJi(t) = (k - m)e;t +~) + 27rI':(t+ nT) + 1). According to (6), we have:

(8)
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where n;::':

{
. (2~'+rr) } . { . (h'+rr) T }n;::' =)R n(t)e-Jm 7' 2 * h(t) + jSS n(t)e-J71l 7' 2 * h(t + "2) It=nT (7)

is complex Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance (72. The complex-valued parameteres
a.7n(-)' f3tn(-) are related to h(t), E, and rjJ:, ,

(9)

where S;;:d is the desired signal:

(l0)

and I~n is the total interference consisting both ISI and ICI due to CFO and phase offset given
by:

N-l +00 N-l

I~n = L {a.~,n(E, (f;)a~ + j{3i,n(E, rf;)b~} + L L {C'~n(E, rf;)a7+n + j{31~n(E, rjJ)bt+n}
k = ü I = -00 k=O
kim liD

ICI 151
(l1)

It can be shown the total interference power are the same for all subcarriers. Then the
interference power for desired subcarrier can be expressed as:

1 +00

PIJE, rjJ)= E{II:'12} = 2 L
1=-00

N-l

L {1!Y~n(E, rf;W + l,Bl~n(E, rjJW}
k=D

kimVliO

(12)

where E denotes statistical expectation. As mentioned before, only adjacent subcarriers may
interfere with each other. By this condition and after some algebrie manipulations, (12) can
be written as:

+=
Pln(E,rf;)= L {-yl(E) +Çl(E).sin2(rjJ+27rwT) +),I(E).sin(2(rjJ+27rwT))} (13)

1=-=

where 'Yl(é), (I(E) and ),1(E) are related to h(t) and E (see Appendix). Equation (13) shows •
that the interference of the nth symbol interval is closely related to the phase offset rjJ+27rEnT
which rjJis initial phase offset and 27rEnT is the phase offset due to CFO. If we only consider •
the phase offset rjJ,according to (2) the received signal is multiply by eN. Real and imaginary
separation in the receiver causes desired signal attenuated by factor cos( rjJ)and there is an
additional interference proportional to sin( rjJ). Then the interference power is proportional •
with sin2( rf;). It means the interference power is maximum when rjJ= 7r/2, 37r/2. If we look
at the (13), when the CFO E = 0 causes 'Yl(E) and ),1(E) go to zero (See Appendix) and then •
interference power is proportional to sin2(rjJ) that verify previous intuitive explanation. CFO ••68 •
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Figure 2: Total interference power in the presence of phase offset when CFO is 0

••
produces additional phase offset 27rE:nT for nth symbol interval. This means different SMT
symbols suffer from different interference power. This result is different from OFDM where
phase offset does not cause any additional interference [10]. This is because in OFDM, any
phase rotation can be readily compensated by the frequency domain equalizers that are added
to the output of FFT block at the receiver. The use of such equalizers at the outputs of SMT
is not able to compensate for the phase offset. Any compensation has to be done prior to the
signal separation in real and imaginary paths.••••••

4 Simulation Results
In this section the sensitivity of SMT to phase offset is assessed via computer simulations
and compared with that of OFDM systems. Simulations were performed under the foUowi ng
conditions:

• The number of subcarriers is set to N = 64 for both systems.

• The SMT pulse-shaping filter h(t) is a square-root raised-cosine (SRRC) filter with
length 8N and roll-off-factor Cl' = l.

• The transmitted data symbols are i.i.d and belong to QPSK constellation.

• Interference power is considered for Oth SMT symbol (unless otherwise stated).

Figure 2 shows the interference power in the presence of phase offset when CFO is zero.
As shown in this figure, SMT is highly sensitive to phase offset and experiences maximum
interference at cP = tt /2, 37r/2. Figure 3 shows ICI in SMT systems due to CFO for dif-
ferent phase offsets in comparison with that of an OFDM system. It can be seen that SMT
has smaller ICI power in some phases. Non zero phase offsets cause bigger ICI. The total
interference power (ISI+ICI) due to CFO for different phase offsets is shown in Figure 4. In
this case OFDM has a smaller interference compared to SMT. Finally, Figure 5 shows the
total interference power for different SMT symbols in comparison with that of an OFDM
system(dashed lines). As different symbols have different phase offsets (cP + 27rênT), they
experience different interference powers.

•••••••••• 69
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• 5 Conclusion

••••••••••••••••

In this paper, we studied the sensitivity of SMT systems to the phase offset in the presence of
CFO. Firstly, we modeled the received signal and found the interference power as a function
of phase offset. From the study, we showed, SMT is very sensitive to phase offset. Secondly,
we used computer simulations to study the sensitivity of SMT and OFDM to CFO and phase
offset. Simulation results showed SMT had smaller ICI in some phases in comparison with
that in OFDM, but SMT had more total interference than OFDM. Also, simulation showed
that different SMT symbols experience different total interference power due to CFO.
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6 Appendix
We define the following expressions:

Al = J h(t)h(t - iT) sin(81(t))dt
A2 = J h(t)h(t - iT) sin(82(t))dt

A3 = J h(t)h(t -iT - T/2) sin(81 (t))dt
A4 = J h(t)h(t - L'1' - '1'/2) sin(82(t))dt
A5 = J h(t - T/2)h(t -LT) sin(81 (t))dt
A6 = J h(t - T /2)h(t - iT) sin(82(t))dt

A7 = I h(t - T/2)h(t -iT - T/2) sin(81(t))dt
As = I h(t - T/2)h(t -iT - T/2) sin(82(t))dt

Ag = I h(t)h(t -LT) sin(27rct)dt
AlO = I h(t - T /2)h(t - iT) sin(27rE.t)dt
All = J h(t)h(t -iT - T/2)sin(2nét)dt

A12 = I h(t - T /2)h(t - iT - T /2) sin(2nE.t)dt

BI = J h(t)h(t - LT) cos(81(t))dt •
B2 = J h(t)h(t -iT) cos(82(t))dt

B3 = J h(t)h(t -iT - T/2) cos(BI(t)).
B4 = J h(t)h(t -iT - T/2) cos(82(t))P
Bs = J h(t - T/2)h(t -LT) COS(el(t))~
B6 = J h(t - T/2)h(t -iT) cos(B2(t)).

B7 = J h(t - T/2)h(t -iT - T/2) cos(81(t})d
Bs = J h(t - T/2)h(t -iT - T/2) cos(82(.d

e, = I h(t)h(t -iT) cos(27rE.t)dt
BlO = I h(t - T/2)h(t -iT) cos(27rEt)A
B11 = I h.(t)h(t -IT - TI'?) Co.S('?7fFt);r'f'

B12 = J h(t - T/2)h(t - LT - T/2) cos(27r~d
(14) •

where 81(t) = 2;t + 27rE.t,82 (t) = - 2;t + 27rE.t.The total interference power is equal to:
+00

PIJE,1» = 2....:: {rl(E) + ~1(E). sin2(1) + 27rE;nT) + Àl(E). sin(2C1> + 27fEnT))} •(15)

where CPn = cp + 27rEnT and:

(E) _ { teAr + A~ + B1 + BJ + Bg + B~ + A~ + AD,
/1 - 2(AI + A~ + B1 + BJ + Bg + Bl + A~ + A~ + B6 + AIo +AIl + Bf2)'

1 = 0;
1#0, (16)

••••

1=-00

(17)

{

AIBI + A2B2 - A3B3 - A4B4 - AsBs - A6B6 + A7B7 + A8B8, 1=0; •
Àl(é) = AIBI + A2B2 - A3B3 - A4B4 - AsBs - A6B6 + A7B7 (18)

+A8B8 - AgBg + AlOBlO + AllBn + AI2B12' 1 # O. •

For e = 0, it can be shown that AI, A2, B3, B4, Bs, BB, A7, As, Ag, AlO, A11, A12 are equal
to zero. Also, Bg = B12 = Ol because of Nyquist property of h(t). Then in E.= 0, 1'1(E.)= •
ÀI(E.)= O.
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••• Abstract

• Recent years have shown a growing interest in the concept of Cognitive Radios (CR),
able to access portions of the electromagnetic spectrum in an opportunistic operating way.
Such systems require efficient detectors able to work in low SNR environments, with little
or no information about the signals they are trying to detect. Energy detectors are widely
used to perform such blind detection tasks, but quickly reach so-called SNR walls below
which detection becomes impossible. As an alternative, many researches lead to the use of
cyclostationary detectors, that exploit hidden periodicities that can be found in man-made
signals, but are absent in noise. Such detectors use quadratic transformations ofthe signals
to extract the hidden sine-waves. A generalization of this theory makes use of nth-order
transformations of the signals and is called the Higher-Order Cyclostationarity theory
(HOCS). This work is about a 4th order algorithm that seems to perform as well as 2nd order
ones, while being simpler. It relates the reasoning that lead to this algorithm, through
reviews of relevant aspects of the cyclostationary theory, HOCS theory and corresponding
detectors. Performances comparisons between 4th order, 2nd order and energy detectors
were derived using MATLAB simulations.

•••••••••
Introduetion

• Many studies have shown that the static frequency allocation for wireless
communication systems is responsible for an inefficient use of the spectrum. This is so
because the systems are not continuously transmitting. Cognitive Radios (CR) networks try
to make use of the gaps that can be found in the spectrum at a given time. This
opportunistic behavior categorizes CR as "secondary users" of a given frequency band, by
contrast with the systems that were permanently assigned this band ("primary users").••• For the CR concept to be viable, it is required that it does not interfere with the primary
user services. It means that the system must have the ability to quickly detect primary user
signals in a low SNR environments. Different scenarios are being tried out to meet this
requirement, such as cooperating networks, (i.e. terminals would communicate among them
to cope with the shadowing effects that could prevent detection,[ 1D. Aside from these
cooperative scenarios, efforts are being made to improve detectors performances.

••• The detectors used for primary user terminals know the features ofthe signalofinterest
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(modulation type, preambles, symbol rate, etc), which allows to derive optimum detectors
for that particular type of signal. For a CR detector, using this method would require an
extensive database regrouping the characteristics of every primary user signals that could
be detected. Another approach, being the total opposite of the previous one, is called the
General Search Problem (GSP) and is focused on the detection of completely unknown
signals in a given frequency band. In general, most scenarios are in-between situations
where some basic information about the signal is known, in order to reduce the complexity
of the detector ([3 ],[4]).

•••••
A radiometer (also called energy detector) can be used for any scenario, even though it

would not reach optimum performances. It is historically the most ancient and simplest
detector, and it achieves good performances when the SNR is strong enough. Unfortunately,
since it is based on an estimation of the in-band noise's PSD, it is affected by the noise level
uncertainty (due to measurement errors or a changing environment), especially at low SNR
[6], were it reaches an absolute limit with regards to its performances called the SNR wall.
An another type of detector is based on the spectral redundancy present in almost every
man-made signal. It is called a cyclic-feature detector and will be the subject of this work.

•••
Cyclic feature detectors make use of the cyclostationarity theory [2], which can be

divided in two main sections: the second-order cyclostationarity (SOCS) and the higher-
order cyclostationarity (HOCS) r3l,f4l The SOCS uses quadratic nonlinearities to extract
sine-waves from a signal, whereas the HOCS is based on nth-order nonlinearities. The idea
behind this theory is that man-made signals possess hidden periodicities such as the carrier
frequency, the symbol rate or the chirp rate, that can be regenerated by a sine-wave
extraction operation which produces features at frequencies that depend on these hidden
periodicities (hence called cyclic features and cycle frequencies respectively).

••••
It has been shown that the second-order detectors are performing better than the energy

detectors in low SNR environments [6], and their computational complexity is becoming
manageable. Higher-order detectors are generally much more complex, and since the SNR
of the features decreases when the order rises, it is advised to use the second-order
whenever possible (i.e. when the signal exhibits strong 2nd order features). We shall see that
it is possible to derive 4th order detectors that have comparable efficiency while being
simpler to implement.

•••••The guideline for this work is to compare fourth-order and second-order detectors. It
will include a mathematical analysis of the detection algorithm, the effects of each of its
parameters and its computational complexity. Performances will be derived through
MATLAB simulations.

•
At first, we will briefly review the basic notions of cyclostationarity theory, in order to

understand how second-order detectors work and evaluate their limitations. Afterwards, we
will move on to HOCS theory, and present its most relevant aspects, which are going to be
used to derive an algorithm that may be used for signal detection of complex PAM signals.
We will conclude by a comparison of this detector's performances with second-order
detectors and energy detectors.

•••••
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• 1.1 Spectral Redundancy & temporal periodicity

••••••••••••••••••

Two approaches are used in the literature to introduce the notion of cyclostationarity.
One is quite intuitive, and based on graphical representations of spectral redundancy, while
the other introduces the temporal features of cyclostationary signals. Since both approaches
lead to the same conclusion, we will start with the intuitive one.

Let x(t) be a signal which Fourier Transform is expressed as X(f) (fig!). The degree of
spectral redundancy between a frequency f-a/2 and f+al2 (a being called the cyclic
frequency) can be measured by the correlation between two frequency bins centered on f-o/
2 and f+al2 when their width tends toward zero [7].

I-~ f t j.!f

_+21.

Illustration I: Spectral correlation (left), SeD plane (right)

By extending the procedure to the entire signal spectrum for a given a, we obtain the
spectral correlation density (SCD). Since the SCD depends on f and a, it can be graphed as
a surface over the bifrequency plane (f, a). When a = 0, the SCD reduces to the PSD.

A wide-sense cyclostationary signal exhibits a periodic autocorrelation function'(it is
therefore nota stationarysignal) : Rx{t,T)=Rx{t+To.T) .

Since Rx(t;r) is periodic, it can be decomposed in a Fourier Series [2]:

(1)

The coefficient R~(T) is called the cyclic autocorrelation function, and represents
the Fourier coefficients of the series. Each coefficient is a temporal feature of
cyclostationary signals. Their Fourier Transform (over r) yields the SCD. We notice that the
only cycle frequencies a for which the SCD will not be null are the ones corresponding to
the Fourier coefficients.

1.2 Second-order detectors

•••

Cyclic-feature detectors compute an approximate value of the SCD and compare it to a
threshold, to determine the presence or absence of the transmitted signal. Whatever the
algorithm, the method used to approximate the spectral correlation density (SCD) is always
the same: it is based on the averaging of the cyclic periodogram, which is used to evaluate
the correlation between two frequency components of a signal, at frequencies f-al2 and
f+al2:

1) R is periodic in t, not in 'to
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(2)

••••Where XT(t,f) denotes the short-time Fourier transfonn of a signal, which in practice is
given by its FFT.

The following equation is the algorithm that will be used for subsequent comparisons
with higher-order detectors. An input signalof length N is split into K blocs of length N',
(with no overlap) .We compute the cyclic periodogram of each bloc and evaluate the
average over F frequency bins. The frequency-smoothed periodograms are then averaged
all together.

1.3 Performance evaluation of cyclic-features detectors

•••
(3) •••The performances of the cyclic-features detectors will first depend on the strength of

the features they are trying to detect. The two most common features exploited in these
systems are linked with the symbol rate and the carrier frequency.

The symbol rate feature arises from the sampling rate at the emitter, which makes the
spectrum periodic. If the pulse shaping filter does not totally cut off the frequency
components that are greater than half the symbol rate, some frequencies will be correlated,
as shown in table 1. The carrier frequency feature is based on the symmetry of the
spectrum, and it is much stronger than the previous feature (it is as strong as the PSD).
Since it depends on the symmetry of the spectrum of the baseband signal, it only exists if
the modulation used has no quadrature components, as is the case tor BPSK modulation.
On the other hand, if a QPSK modulation scheme is used, the carrier feature vanishes, as
was demonstrated by William A. Gardner in [2], and illustrated in the table below.

•••••
SCD cycle frequency pblne ••••••••••

.eo ......
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sen .....

Table 1: (top) symbol rate feature, (middle) carrier feature, (bottom) no carrier feature for
QPSK

Since complex symmetrical modulations are quite common, it would not be possible to
implement a cyclic-feature detector for CR radios based on the carrier frequency feature.
On the other hand, the symbol rate feature solely depends on the pulse shaping filter.
Provided that there is some excess bandwidth, it will exist whatever the modulation.
Unfortunately, that feature is relatively small and the performances are not really appealing.
We can therefore ask ourselves if it would not be possible to find greater features using a 4 th

order detector.

2 Higher-Order Cyclostationarity (HOCS)

The theory of Higher-Order Cyclostationarity (HOCS) was mostly laid out by Chad. M
Spooner, in his ph.D thesis during the years 1988-1992. It is a generalization of the
cyclostationarity theory, which only deals with second-order moments, to nth-order
moments. It is closely related to the theory of Higher-Order Statistics (HOS), by ways of
statistical moments and cumulants and it makes use of the fraction-of-time (FOT)
probability framework introduced by Gardner in [2]. We will now try to extract the most
relevant parts of a quite complex theory its most relevant parts. The following explanations
will be mainly derived from sources [3] [4] & [5].

2.1 From order 2 to n

We must always keep in mind that the goal of this theory is to extract sine-waves
components from a signal, in which they are hidden by random phenomenons. To extract,
or regenerate, these frequencies, a non-linear operation must be called upon. The second-
order theory uses the time-delay product: L(t) = x(t).x(t-,). which will be transformed in
the autocorrelation after averaging. A natural and intuitive generalization of this operation
to the order n is called the lag-product and can be expressed as:

n

= IT X(t+Tj)
je I

(4)

If the signal possesses a nth-order sine-wave of frequency a, then the averaging of the
lag-product, multiplied by a complex exponential of frequency a, must be different from
zero:
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R"'(-) = 1· L f L(t -) -j2rrIX'dtx T n irn ,T ne
T~oo T -T12

(5) ••••
Obviously, R~ Cr)u is a generalization ofthe cyclic autocorrelation function described

in equation 1). It is called the nth-order Cyclic Temporal Moment Function (CTMF). The
sum of the CTMFs over frequency a is called the Temporal Moment Function (TMF) and is
a generalization of the autocorrelation function:

(6) •
As can be shown in [3], it is generally preferred to use the Reduced Dimension CTMF

(RD_CTMF), to ensure that some constraint over the integrability of the CTMF are met.
The RD_CTMF is simply obtained by forcing the nth element of the lag vector to be zero:

Tu = [u 0] .

•
2.2 Fourth-order cyclic-features

•••The stronger feature of a baseband QPSK signal lies at the zero cycle frequency, but
unlike the corresponding second-order feature, this one remains equal to zero when the
input signal is just noise (if no conjugation was used in the lag-product). As a consequence,
it is no more affected by the noise uncertainty than other cyclic features, and there is no
counter-indication to its use in a detector. The discrete implementation of 5) when a is
equal to zero is simply:

I Tv-max f ii)

R~(ü)4 = - L L(t,ü)4
T +minf ü]

(7)

•••••••••••••

It is an asymptotically unbiased estimator of the RD_CTMF. The fourth-order cyclic
feature at cf = 0 computed with equation 7) is displayed on figure 2).

The fourth-order detector uses equation 7) and compares the absolute value of the
RD_CTMF to a threshold 'Y, which is is set according to the desired probability of false
alarm (Pfa). According to the Central-Limit theorem, the output distribution of the noise is
a complex Gaussian. Therefore, the absolute value of the RD_CTMF takes on the form of a
Rayleigh distribution and the threshold level is given by: y = -v( - V.ln (Pfa)) Where
V is the noise variance at the output of the detector:

2 8-u
T
24 8-u
T

(8)

This variance depends on the value ofthe lag vector T.
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Illustration 2: (left) RD_CTMF feature, (right) Output noise distribution• We may now take a look at the various performances of the detectors. The following
figure displays the Pmd curves as a function of
the SNR for all detectors under consideration.

Illustration 3' 2nd 4th and energyWe see that in this sub-optimal situation, .
the 4th order detector is not as efficient as the detectors Pmdcurves
z= order one, but not overly so. Besides, we
must take into consideration that the 4th order
detector is totally blind to the signal parameters, whereas the z= order detectors "knows"
what symbol rate is used. Moreover, the 4th order detector has a complexity proportional to
N while the 2nd order is proportional to K N'Iog, N' (see equ 3).

This study first explained the need for robust detectors able to work in low SNR
environments. Itwas followed by a brief review about 2nd order cyclostationarity and 2nd

order cyclic-feature detectors. It exposed the pros and cons of such detectors and explained
the motivation that lead to the study of higher-order cyclostationarity. The most relevant
aspects of HOeS theory were then analyzed and we moved on to practical considerations
regarding the implementation of a 4th order detector. Such a detector was implemented for
the detection of QPSK signals (as a special case ofPAM signals for which the theory would
be applicable), and compared to energy and 2nd order detectors.

The results have shown that the 4th and 2nd order cyclic feature detectors behave
comparatively, and benefit of the same immunity to noise uncertainty. What the 4th order

•••
These curves were obtained using a

sample frequency equal to twice the symbol
rate with a lag vector equal to zero. This
places the 4tl1 order detector in the worst
possible configuration regarding the noise
variance at the output, but it allows to reduce
the sampling frequency to a minimum,
therefore increasing the input SNR. The
optimal choice for these parameters has yet to
be found.

•••••••• Conclusions

••••••••
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does not reach in performances is compensated by a lower complexity. Considering that
theoretical computations of the output SNR for both detectors are still under work, which
resulted in the use of sub-optimum parameters for the simulations, it is obvious that we
cannot at this time designate which detector works best. However, this work has shown that
4th order detectors may prove to be competitive with 2nd order ones.

Further work should be focused on the analytical formulas of the output SNR, or their
numeric computation if they prove to be mathematically intractable. Also of interest are
these detectors sensitivity to imperfections of the communication system (such as SCO,
CFO, etc).
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Abstract

In this paper, we consider cooperative spectrum sensing based on energy de-
tection in cognitive radio networks. We first investigate the impact of control
channel noise on the performance of the detection when traditional soft combi-
nation schemes are used. A new optimal combination scheme that takes into
account the control channel noise is then presented in the case of unequal control
channel noise powers. The weights that define this scheme must be computed nu-
merically. Therefore, we derive an approximated analytical expression for these
weights. The formula is valid in presence of a low SNR, for low control channel
noise powers and for a large observation window.

1 Introduction
Wireless system designers are currently facing the continuously increasing demand for
capacity and mobility required by the new user applications. The scarcity of the radio
spectrum, densely allocated by the regulators, is a major bottleneck in the deployment
of new wireless services that makes it unlikely that the requirements of the emerg-
ing technologies can be met. However, actual measurements show that the scarcity
of the spectrum does not result from an increasing demand in terms of bandwidth,
but rather from the inefficient static frequency allocation used (for historical reasons)
by the regulators [1]. Cognitive radios have been proposed as a new technology to
counteract this issue [2]. In cognitive radios, the sparse assigned frequency bands are
opened to secondary users, provided that interference induced on the primary licensees
is negligible.

2 Previous work and Contribution
One of the main issues faced by wireless communication systems is the fading phe-
nomenon. It is an attenuation of the received power due to destructive interferences
between the multiple interactions of the emitted wave with the environment. Emerging
wireless communication systems will integrate multiple antennas both at the service
provider and user premises in order to tackle the fading problem. Multiple antennas
enable a significant reliability gain because several independent replicas of the same
signal can be received at the same time [3]. Cooperative networks are seen as a natural
extension of the multiple antenna technologies. Indeed, when the users cooperate to
convey their information to the final destination, they create a virtual array of antennas
where each user acts as an antenna of the array. Therefore, this technique improves
the overall system reliability [4], [5].

The use of multiple antennas terminals in cognitive radios systems has led to signif-
icant performance enhancement for the sensing of the primary network in the presence
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radio network cooperate to detect the presence of a primary transmitter, the perfor-
mance of the sensing system can be largely improved [7]. In this case, the secondary
nodes send the results of their individual observations to a coordinator node. Two
approaches exist for the final decision. First, each node performs a hard decision in
which it decides locally if a primary transmitter is present 01' not. It then reports its
decision as a onebit value to the coordinator node [8]. On the other end, each node
can send a soft metric which is typically a measure of the received signal energy at
the node level [9]. In both approaches, several fusion rules can be implemented at the
coordinator node [10], [11]. Furthermore, the choice of the metrics as well as the choice
of a fusion rule must take into account the characteristics of the control channel, i.e,
the limited bandwidth and the noisy links. The effect of the noisy communication links
on the performance of the decision has already been studied in [12] in the specific case
of hard decisions.

In this paper, we study the effect of noisy control channels on the sensing perfor-
mance for such a cooperative cognitive radio network when soft metrics (e.g., signal
strength) are sent to the coordinator node. Our contribution is twofold. One the one
hand, we show that the traditional soft combination schemes are sensitive to control
channel noise. One the other hand, we propose a new combination scheme that takes
into account the control channel noise and improves the performance of the detection
in this scenario.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 3, we formulate the problem
of primary signal distributed detection. Then, in Section 4, we analyze soft combination
when the control channels are subject to additive Gaussian noise. In Section 5, we
determine the impact of that noise on the performance of traditional combination
schemes and we finally propose a new combination scheme that compensates the effect
of control channel noise in Section 6.

•••••••••••
3 Problem Formulation •••
We consider a cognitive radio network made of N nodes plus a central coordinator
node. Each node performs an energy detection of the received signal using M samples
[13], [14]. The observed energy value at the ph node is given by the random variable:

Y. _ { L~l n;i' under Ho
J - M 2Li=1 (Sj; + nj;), under Hl

where Sj; and nj; denote the received primary signal and additive white noise at the •
ith sample of the ph cognitive radio, respectively (1 < j < N, 1 < i < M); Ho and HI
represent the hypotheses associated to primary signal absence and presence, respec- •
tively. In the distributed detection problem, the coodinator node receives information
from each of the Nnodes (e.g., an estimation of Yj) and must decide between the two •
hypotheses.

We assume that the instantaneous noise at each node nj; can be modeled as a
zero-mean Gaussian random variable with unit variance. Let "Ij be the SNR computed •
at the ph node, defined as "Ij = iJ L~lsJ;. In this paper, we assume that the ph
flat fading channel gain, denoted as hj is constant on an observation block of length •
M. We thus have "Ij = h; (iJ L~lur) where Ui denotes the instantaneous signal sent
by the primary transmitter. We also assume that the total energy of the sent signal •
L~lur is constant on every observation interval so that "ïi represents the power of the
ph channel gain. •

Since nji r--;» N(O, I), the random variable Yj can be expressed as

•
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y: {xÏ1, under Ho
i ~ xÏ1(>\j), under HI

where À· = M,,/j is the non-centrality parameter associated with a chi-square distribu-
tion with M degrees of freedom. Furthermore, ifM is large, the Central Limit Theorem
gives: :

y {N(M,2M),
i ~ N (M(l + "/j), 2M(1 + 2,,/j)) ,

under Ho
under HI (1)

4 Soft Combination with Noisy Control Channels
For soft combination schemes, the coordinator node makes his decision by comparing a
test statistics Y to a threshold T. Following [15],we will assume that Y is determined
by summing the normalized energies received by the secondary nodes Yj multiplied by
weights Wj :

N

Y = LWjYj.
j=1

In this paper, we assume that the control channels are noisy and wemodel the noise
on the ph control channel as a zero-mean Gaussian variable added to the normalized
energy Yj. The sources of control channel noise can be various (Yj quantization noise,
amplifier noise or even channel fading) and assuming an additive Gaussian noise is a
first general hypothesis that will have to be reconsidered in future studies. The noisy
test statistics at the coordinator node is denoted Y and can be expressed as

N

Y = L Wj(Yj + ej),
j=l

(2)

where ej is a zero-mean Gaussian variable of variance O'j. The nodes are assumed to
be far enough from each other so that Yj 's are independent for a given hypothesis.
Therefore, by using (1) and (2), one has :

under Ho

under Hl
(3)

According to the Neyman-Pearson criterion [16], the optimal decision will be made
at the coordinator node if the detection probability PD = Pr{Y > TJHo} is maximized
for a given false alarme probability Pp = Pr{Y > TJHtJ. From (3), it can be shown
that

(4)
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and

where Q(x) = r: vke-~dt. By combining equations (4) and (5), the detection
probability can be expressed with respect to the false alarm probability: •

Ilwll = I, 0 < Wj ::; l. (7)

•••••••••••••••••••••

(

Q_l(PFhl2:/:=l w;(1 + ;}r) -j¥ 2:~1 Wilj)
PD = Q 2'

V2:;=1 w;(1 + 27j + ;!vr)
where Q-l(X) is the inverse function of Q(x). Relation (6) does not depend on the
norm of the weight vector, defined as Ilwll = V2:~1 w; and we can therefore impose

(6)

5 Impact of Noisy Control Channels on Traditional
Combination Schemes

Traditional combination schemes are obtained by setting O"j = 0 in (6), which gives:

(
Q-l(PF) -j¥ 2:~1 Wilj)

PD =Q .
V2:;=1 10;(1 + 27j)

The Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) scheme assumes that the detection occurs
at low SNR (7j « 1). The maximum detection probability is thus obtained by choosing
the weight vector w that minimizes the numerator of equation (8). With the constraint
expressed in (7), this leads to

(8)

7j
Wj,MRC = 1< j < N.

V2:~=17~'
The Equal Gain Combining (EGC) scheme is another classical scheme which is

simpler but less performant than MRC. It consists into choosing the same weight value
for each node:

1Wj,EGC = VN' 1::; j < N.

Finally, it is also possible for the coordinator node to only take into account the
energy value sent by the node whose SNR is the biggest. This is the Selection Processing
(SP) scheme:

Wj,SP = { ~ if 7j = maxkE{I, ...,N} 7k
else ' 1 < j < N.
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••••••• Pi

••
Figure 1: Effect of control channel noise on
ROC curves for traditional soft combina-
tion schemes. Continuous curves are com-
puted assuming perfect control channels.
Dotted curves are computed for noisy con-
trol channels characterized by a weighted
average noise power IJ"~ = L:;:lW;IJ"; equal
to 4. The channels are i.i.d. Rayleigh
channels with an average SNR of OdB,
M = 6 and N = 2.

••••••••••• Figure 2: Effect of control channel noise
on detection probability for traditional
soft combination schemes when false alarm
probability is 10-2. The channels are i.i.d.
Rayleigh channels with an average SNR of
OdB, M = 6 and N = 2.

••••••

Figure 3: Relative improvement of PD for
different values of IJ"~ when using a com-
bination scheme that takes into account
the control channel noise, compared to the
MRC scheme. The two channels are i.i.d.
Rayleigh channels with an average SNR of
OdB, the false alarm probability is 10-2,
M = 6 and the first control channel is as-
sumed perfect (lJ"i = 0).
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is only affected by the weighted aueraqe control channel noise power defined as •••

N

2 '" 2 2(Je=«:Wj(Jj'j=1
Figure 1 shows the effect of (J~ on the Receiver- Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve
of the detector for i.i.d. Rayleigh channels with an average SNR of 0 dB. The figure
indicates that traditional combination schemes suffer from control channel noise. Figure
2 shows how the probability detection decreases as a function of (J~ for a false alarm
probability of 10-2 and an average SNR of 0 dB.

••
6 Derivation of a new Optimal Combination Scheme •
6.1 Equal Control Channel Noise Powers
The analysis of (6) shows that it is possible to derive a new optimal combination scheme
in presence of control channel noise. More precisely, let us assume that every control
channel is characterized by the same noise variance: (JJ = (J~Vj E {I, ... ,N}. Then
the equation (6) simplifies to

••••
(9) •

We see that under the low SNR assumption, the denominator and the first numera-
tor term in equation (9) are independent of Wj and the MRC scheme is still the optimal
scheme.

••
6.2 Unequal Control Channel Noise Powers
In case of unequal control channel noise powers, the weights that maximize the proba-
bility detection in equation (6) must be found numerically, e.g., by means of a Lagrange
multipliers method. (6) can therefore be expressed as a system of N + 1 equations that
can be solved numerically. Figure 3 shows how this new scheme improves PD com-
pared to the MRC scheme for a two nodes system with only one noisy control channel
(JI = 0, (J~ =1= 0). The improvement is very limited when the second control channel
noise power is much smaller than the sensing noise power (J~ « 1) and the new scheme
becomes more interesting to use for very large channel noise powers (J~ » 1).

In cases where "Ij « 1 and (tb) 2 « 1, (6) can be simplified as

•••

Po ~ Q (Q-l(PF) - ff (1- 2::4:~(J~) ~Wj~j) ,
and the system of equations given by the Lagrange multipliers method becomes:

•••••••
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(10)

• As (~) 2 « 1, it is reasonable to assume that the optimal weights are not very
different from the ones given by the MRC scheme. Therefore, Wj can be expressed as•••••••••••••••••••••

(ll)

where r is defined as r = VL-:=l )'; and ej are the new optimization variables such
that

(ey «(r-1'j)2, 1::; j < N
eiej « r-2),i1j, 1 ::; i ::;N, 1::; j ::;N.

By replacing (Ll ) in (10) and after using the approximations expressed in (6.2), the
following solutions are found for the particular case of a N = 2 nodes system:

7 Conclusion and Future Works
We have investigated the impact of control channel noise on the performance of a
cognitive radio network when a soft combination scheme is used by the coordinator
node. It has been shown that every traditional soft combination scheme suffers from
control channel noise. In the case of unequal control channel noise powers, a new
optimal combination scheme has been presented. The weights associated to this scheme
must be found numerically. The performance improvement allowed by the new scheme
is very limited when the control channel noise power is inferior to the sensing noise
power and there is a small gain of performance when working under a large control
channel noise power. Finally, we derived an approximated analytical expression for the
weights of the new scheme. The formula is valid in presence of a low SNR, for low
control channel noise powers and for a large observation window.

The control channel noise has been modeled as additive Gaussian noise. Future
works might investigate more realistic models that would take into account channel
fading or quantization of the energy values.
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Abstract
This paper aims to perform an analysis on the security of the new wireless stan-
dards such that Wimedia MAC and PRY layers. We describe the security layer of
these standards and expose some flaws and critics about this layer, anel also sug-
gest a way to correct them. This analysis is useful to avoid the costs of a correction
and an hardening of the market against this technology.

1 Introduetion
The Wimedia MAC and PRY layers described in [6] and [7] are the standards

of a new technology for short-range wireless communications. The purpose of this
technology at long or short term, is to replace cables by wireless connections with high
data rates. Like the Wifi, the Wimedia has security constraints that we cannot neglect
today. This technology is not yet marketed, but it seems a good idea to prospect it to
eliminate some fuzzy variables.

To eliminate these fuzzy variables, we must analyze the security aspects of these
standards. These aspects are in one hand the cryptographic primitives used and their
imbrication, and on the other hand the processes used by the standards to provide
a secure environment for using in the primitives. The standards which define the
technologies are available at [6] and [7]. They are recent and complete.

This paper will go through the security process of the Wimedia MAC layer to make
an analysis of the security. The next section will introduce the processes used by the
Wimedia technology. The third section will detail the cryptographic primitives and
will make a summary of each component. The fourth section will present a criticism
of some aspects of the system, but also some flaws in the use of the cryptographic
primitives in the processes. The fourth section will also explain how to extend one of
the principal flaw of the security to enhance in order the theoretical attack. At the
end of the section, we will give a way to correct easily the definition of the processes
to improve the future implementations. On the last section, we will give a conclusion
on the actual development of the security layer in the Wimedia technology.

2 The Wimedia security layer processes
The security layer processes are decomposed in two main processes, both have been

designed to insure the security needs for the Wimedia. The first process is the key
derivation process that creates the nonce key for the sessions. The second process, the
main process, is the secure communication itself, where the operations of encryption
and decryption are made on the transmitted packets. These processes can be decom-
posed in smaller subprocesses which correspond in the cryptographic primitives for
many of them. The following figure presents the main processes and their interactions
with the cryptographic primitives:
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Figure 1: Communication using the secure processes •

The security processes come in two flavors: the first one considers a complete use •
of the security, including both encrypting and authentication of the packets. The
second one is an open listening transmission, but with authentication code to ensure •
the integrity of the messages.

We have mainly analyzed the security of the standard in two steps, first the cryp-
tographic primitives taken independently and then, in a interconnected situation. We •
have chosen a top-down approach starting from the 4-way handshake protocol and fin-
ishing with the cryptographic primitives and finishing, used in particular for encryption •
and authentication. This analysis will be covered within the next section.

3 The cryptographic aspects •
In this section, we make an analysis of each processes that are cut in subprocesses. ••The key session generation and the authentication process We review the

entire first main process in the security layer: the key session generation and the
authentication of the session process. The purpose of that process is to generate the
key session used by both parts to secure their communication. The protocol is often
the weakest point of the security, because it must be protected against the known
protocol's vulnerabilities.

In the Wimedia security layer, the engineer have designed a "4-way handshake"
protocol, based on four messages exchanged to generate the key for the session and
to authenticate each other. To resolve the authentication and generate keys without
giving any information to the attacker, the protocol is based on a secret shared by
the two devices implied in the session key generation. This shared secret is called the
Master Key (MK) and can be identified by the Master Key ldentifiant (MKID). With
this shared secret, the two parts of the communication can exchange safe information
without compromising of the key.

In fact, the protocol makes a derivation of two keys. The first key is named Pairwise
Temporal Key (or more briefly PTK), and is the session key used for the encryption
and authentication of the communication. The second key is named the Key Cotijir-
mation Key (or KCK), and is the key used to authenticate the second, third and fourth
messages exchanged during the protocol. The two latter are used also as a challenge
for the protocol to authenticate the devices. Indeed, to derive the key you shall know
the secret that both parts have in common, else even with the information exchanged,
the attacker cannot derive the two keys.

••••••••
Let's see, now, how the protocol makes the derivation of the two keys from the

Master Key. The scheme, which is presented bellow in figure 2, describes the protocol
and the informations exchanged.
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1------- [message3) ------~.\,.
Lelt nonce, MIC( PTK [message 3] )

1+------ [message4)-------
Right nonce, MIC( PTK [message 4] )

1-------- [message1)-------r;
Temporal Key ID, lelt nonce, Master Key ID

.1------- [message2)--------f;;:;.
Right nonce, status code, MIC( PTK [message 2] )

Figure 2: The 4-way handshake protocol

••

Step 1. In the first message, the device 1 sends the largest part of the configuration
to generate the session key and the confirmatsion key. The first information is a
proposition of Temporal Key Identifier (TKID) that represents the Identifier of the
session. The unique constraint on the TKID is the following : not being used by the
second device for an another session between device 2 and any other device. You could
notice that the TKID is chosen firstly by device 1 without any assent. If the TKID is
already in use, device 2 choses an another one and proposes it.

The second Information is the left-nonce that represents the device l's contribution
on the keys' generation.

The third information is the Master Key Identifier (or MKID) which is the identifier
of the secret key shared by the two devices which wants establish a communicat.ion.

When device 2 receives the first message, it will chose the right part of the nonce,
used for the derivation of the key and called the right-nonce, and will combine it with
the left-nonce. After that, device 2 computes the two keys and prepare the information
for the second message. The device also computes the Message Integrity Code (MIC)
of the second message with the Key Confirmation Key (KCK).

We give here also the fingerprint [6] of the call to the pseudo-random function
which generates 256 bits of the keys, 128 for the PTK and 128 for the KCK. The
key length comes from the function used, which computes pseudo-random numbers
and the MICs. This function uses CBC-MAC· to compute pseudo-random numbers
from random samples, but also to compute the MIC of the messages. CBC-MAC
must be used with a symmetric encryption algorithm, which is here AES-128. So, we
must provide 128 bits length key to CBC-MAC. The 11 operator is the concatenation
operator.

••••• PRF-256 (master key, InitatorAddressl IresponderAdressl ITKIDI Izeros,
"Pair-wise keys", left II right nonce, 32)•• Step 2. Before anything else, Device 1 checks the status code, if, for example, the

Temporal Key ID is not usable. When Device 1 receives and has checked the status of
the second message, it recovers the right-nonce, from the received message, to generate
also the session key. From the KCK generated, it computes the Message Integrity Code
(MIC) from the message received. If the MIC computed is the same that the MIC sent,
Device 1 sends a message, on the one hand, to confirm he is who he is, and on the
other hand, to check if the sender of the second message is who it pretends to be.

To make this kind of confirmation and checking, Device 1 must send a message
with again hisleft nonce, and a MIC computed on the PTK message with the number
of the message in the protocol (here 3). The PTK messages are in fact the standard

•••••
*. CBC-MAC is a function derived from the Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode of operatien.

This function computes the message authentication coele (MAC) from a plaintext and a secret key.
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1 message number: 1 1 status code: 1 1 PTKID: 31 reserved: 11 1 MKID: 16 1 right or left nonce: 16 1 MIC: 8 I •Figure 3: The scheme of a PTK Message ••packet sent during the protocol. They are shaped, with the length of each parameters
given in bytes [6].

Step 3. Again, Device 2 checks the MIC of the message 3. If Device 2 actually
pretends what it means to be, it can check the MIC and sends a confirmation through
a fourth message. The fourth message is sent by Device 2. This message is identical
as the second one, but it has changed the message number "3" by "4" in the PTK
message.

•••Step 4. Device 1 checks also again the MIC, if it is equal to the MIC of the mes-
sage, then this confirms that Device 2 is actually what it means to be. So, the two
parts have well performed the protocol and then the y install the PTK and begin the
communication.

•
- The first message is never authenticated, so anyone can send the first message

with the TKID of his own choice and choose any MKID which has been prob-
ably listened over the air (we remind that it is a protocol designed for wireless
communications). Worst, the left nonce can also be chosen and we can analyze
the behaviour of the second device and how the second device chooses its right
nonce during the protocol.

••••
The protocol seems well designed, but we notice the following flaws:

- The second aspect that makes us think that the protocol is defective, is the rela-
tive underlying strong dependency between the pseudo-random function and the
protocol. Indeed, if we do not take a look at the pseudo-random function and how
the devices compute the two keys, we cannot be sure of that the protocol is secure.

•
The third aspect is the relative silence around the formal proof of the protocol.
Indeed, the protocol 'is not proven secure against any attacker on any model. To
be sure of the strength of the protocol, we should investigate more deeply the
underlying cryptographic primitives used to perform the protocol.

••
The Pseudo-random Function for the generation of the keys In this section,
we are going investigate the pseudo-random function which is the core of the systems.
Indeed, the pseudo-random function create the nonces from random samples, and com-
putes the derivation of the keys from the two nonces, computes the MIC of the PTK
messages.

Before to give the function, we give the algorithm that initializes the seed and that
is used to create pseudo-random numbers from random samples to generate nonces.
The pseudo-code of the initialization given here have been corrected, because, in the
initial version [6]of the algorithm, Nonce was incremented whereas LoopCounter don't.
As Nonce is changed during the algorithm, we have thought there was an error in the
pseudo-code given in [6Jpage 250. Here is the corrected version:
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm of the seed's initialization
InitPseudo-RandomGenerator()
Result <--- 0, Nonce <--- 0, LoopCounter <--- 0
while LoopCounter < 32 do

Result <--- PRF-128(0,Nonce, "InitRandomSeed" ,
DevAddr 11 Temps 11 Result 11 LoopCounter , data length of the fourth parameter)
LoopCounter <--- LoopCounter+ 1
Result <--- Result 11 <random samples>

end while
GlobalSeed = PRF-128(0,Nonce , "InitRandomSeed" ,
DevAddr 11 Temps 11 Result 11 LoopCounter , data length of the fourth parameter)

The main critic here, it is the freshness of the seed. In the standards [6], the
Wimedia alliance gives nowhere any clue about when and how we must refresh the
seed (at every connection or each time the device is plugged to the alimentation, ...).
It is not clearly specified.

The seed is now initialized as previously seen. Now, we present the random nonce
generator used to create right and left nonce:

Algorithm 2 Nonce generator
RandomNonceGeneration()
Result <--- 0
N <--- InitDevAddr 11 RespDevAddr 11 zeros

collect random samples
Result <--- PRF-128(GlobalSeed, N, "Random Number", <random sample>,
length of the sample)
return Result

The matter with this generator comes from randomness itself. As we can see, the
randomness of the nonce comes only from the random samples. The random samples
are briefly described in [6]. Moreover, no recommendation is made about how to take
good samples. This is again, in appearance, a minor flaw in the security of the standard.

We give now the code of the pseudo-random function:

Algorithm 3 The pseudo-random function
Pseudo-RandomFunction(Key, Data, Action, Block, BlockLength, Length)
Resultat <--- Ij)

for i = 1 to (Length+63)j64 do
Result <--- Result 11 CCM-MAC-FUNCTION(Key, Data, Action, Block,
BlockLength)
Data <--- Data+ 1

end for
return L(Result) /* = the Length most significant bits of Result* j

As said previously, the pseudo-random function uses the CBC-MAC function from
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the CCM', which is an authenticated encryption mode of operation[5]. When looking
at the pseudo-code, we see that, the function is only a function that computes message
authentication codes.

For different reasons, the algorithms 1 and 2 above use a function called PRF-128(. . .).
This function calls a pseudo-random function to generate 128 pseudo-random bits. The
pseudo-random function can be called through 3 different interfaces:

1. PRF-64(K, D, A, B, BL) equivalent to PRF(K, D, A ,B, BL, 64)
2. PRF-128(K, D, A, B, BL) equivalent to PRF(K, D, A ,B, BL, 128)
3. PRF-256(K, D, A, B, BL) equivalent to PRF(K, D, A ,B, BL, 256)

where K is the key, D the data, A the action, B the block and BL the Block Length. ••We have already seen when PRF-128 and PRF-256 are used in the security layer,
but not yet PRF-64. It is the Message Integrity Code function used to authenticate
the PTK messages during the protocol. Although CCM-MAC produces 128 bits of
authentication code, only the first 64 bits are used. It comes from the restrietion given
by Bellare and Roggaway [10] about the usage of CBC-MAC for authentication. If we
have a n bits block encryption algorithm, then with CBC-MAC 2¥ known text-MIC
pairs and a single chosen text are needed to forge a false MIC [1] [91.

At the end, it remains the CBC-MAC function from CCM [6]:

•••
CCM-MAC-FUNCTION(Key, Data, Action, Block, BlockLength)

•••
Algorithm 4 CCM-MAC-FUNCTIONO

Form authentication block B-O from flags Ox59, Data et L(m)=O
Form authentication block B-1 from L(a) = 14 + BlockLength and Action
Form additional authentication blocks from Block (with last block zero padded as
needed)
Form encryption block A_O à from flags OxOl, Data et Counter_O = °

Figure 4: The scheme of CBC-MAC

••••••••••

Result <-- Message Integrity Code (Key, B_O, B_1, .... , A_G)
return Result

t. Counter Cipher Mode (or CCM) is the combination of the counter mode of operation (CTR
mode) for encryption with the CBC-MAC function for authentication. ••94 •
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data (AEAD) used in the security layer is the Counter Cipher Mode (CCM)[5j, which
is only the combination of the counter mode for encryption and CBC-MAC for au-
thentication. This mode have already been analyzed and criticized by Roggaway and
Wagner[10]. The aspects that we have retained are that CBC-MAC is not so secure
as it seems. The authors have proposed an other scheme named EAX in [2] to replace
CCM. The main difference between the two scheme is the replacement of CBC-MAC
by OMAC, which is, mainly, a replacement of the zero padding of the CBC-MAC by a
more secure particular padding.

•••••
The encryption algorithm The Wimedia group uses AES with 128 bits length
keys to cipher the message's blocks. They are no practical attacks on AES, and even
if the 2100 operations of the the theoretical XSL attack [4] were computable, it could
not be realistic on the scale of wireless communication.

• 4 Criticisms and flaws• Security proof in the protocol As said earlier, the protocol is not proven on any
model. It will be interesting to design the protocol to be sure against known models of
attacks. The 4-way handshake protocol is often presented but it still unrelated works
about the security of this protocol.•• The random sample The information on how is made the random sampling is poor.
In the document, it is never said how long must be the random sample, what is a good
sample, what are good sources. Even if the reference given by the WUSB specifiation
is a known RFC [8], the using of the random sample depends on the context.

For instance, one of the first examples to make random sampling is often noise on
RF· . The matter with this source is that an attacker can widespread noise on the air
to generate a bias, or even manipulate the sampling. It means that devices will be
blindly abused. In combination with the attack, described below, we will be able to
build fuzzing or denial of services attacks.

••••• The flaw in the first message ofthe protocol The protocol must now be assessed.
The first message is never authenticated in the system. Its main purpose is to initialize
the challenge. It is not the only matter with the protocol, as we can see [6] the choice
of the temporal key identifier is let in priority to the initiator of the communication,
like the left nonce. The combination can let any attacker to make an analysis of the
random sampling. Because of these flaws, the attacked device answers to the initiator
by the right nonce, which is made from its random samples and its own GlobalSeed.
As said above, there is also a miss of information about the frequency of the refresh of
the GlobalSeed.

•••• The attack We can make a simple hypothesis due to the miss of information about
the random samples. This hypothesis is the following: the random sampling is biased
and the refresh of the GlobalSeed is made at the reset of the device.

Discover this bias is not difficult thanks to the first message and response of the
4-way handshake protocol. If we discover in this bias regularly a replay of the same
right nonce, then we can replay old packets from preceding sessions. With this method,
we don't only pass through the protocol without computing anything, but also replay
whole old scenarios. It opens the door on denial of services attacks, or on building of

••••
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fuzzers which can analyze the behavior of the devices. If the random samples are made
badly, this attack wiJl not only be theoretical, but effective.

The easiest way to avoid this attack, it is to concatenate the random samples with
a data constantly updated, for instance the time of the device, but also specify the
information on the refresh of the GlobalSeed. This data can index the random samples
even when they are biased to ensure the unicity of the samples. We think it wiJl be fine
to precise what means a good random sample for the Wimedia technology in [6]. We
think it will be clever to add a way to authenticate the first message in the protocol.

The authenticated-encryption scheme The authenticated-encryption mode is
CCM. This mode has already been criticized by Roggeway and Wagner [10]. A cur-
rent article have been also published by Bellare and Namprempre [3], which perform a
theoretical analysis on the security of the authenticated-encryption scheme against dif-
ferent attacks. The authenticated encryption scheme [5] that CCM uses is an encrypt
and authenticate with the same key method, which in the analysis is considered from
Bellare and Namprempre [3] poorer than the encrypt and then authenticate method.

5 Conclusion
•••••

In conclusion, we think that the flaws can be easily corrected with minor changes,
and the signal will be given to be vigilant to the future of this technology. Indeed, we
think that this technology have good perspectives, but the leaks in the security will
give a bad reputation that it doesn't deserve the technology.
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Abstract

This paper introduces a new type of cryptanalysis against block ciphers, de-
noted as algebraic side-channel attacks. In these attacks, we first write the target
block cipher as a system of low degree equations. But since directly solving this
system is generally hard, we additionally provide it with physical information.
As a consequence, the algebraic cryptanalysis that was previously conjectured
can be experimented and turns out to be very efficient to break block ciphers in
practice. The proposed attacks differ from most previously known side-channel
attacks in a number of interesting aspects. Namely they have a significantly re-
duced data complexity, the possibility to exploit the information of all the cipher
rounds in an unknown plaintext Zciphertext scenario and different requirements
for countermeasures. As an illustration, we apply them to the implementations
of two block ciphers using a single leakage trace and discuss their specificities.

1 Introduction
Classical cryptanalysis generally considers adversaries getting black box access to the
cryptographic primitives they target, e.g. the inputs and outputs of a block cipher.
However, this ideal case is not always realistic because the actual implementations of a
cryptosystem can leak physical information (like variations in the power consumption,
electromagnetic emissions, ... ) that can be measured by an adversary. These physical
leakages generally contain indications on the successive states of a device and provide
insights on the data and operations processed. Attacks exploiting them, e.g. in order
to recover the secret key of a block cipher, are called side-channel attacks.

Side-channel attacks like the Differentlal Power Analysis (DPA) can lead to very
efficient key recoveries, as demonstrated by Kocher et al. in 1999 [14]. In practice, they
usually target the first (or last) rounds of a cryptosystem (where the diffusion is low)
and try to recover the cipher key with a divide-and-conquer strategy. As these phys-
ical attacks directly target key bits, they are self-sufficient: once enough key bits are
recovered with the side-channels, a simple exhaustive search can conclude the attack.
The question we tackle in this work is whether it is possible to significantly reduce the
amount of measurements to perform a key recovery by combining side-channel attacks
with advanced cryptanalysis techniques. We answer this question positively and show
that the algebraic cryptanalysis introduced by Courtois and Pieprzyk in 2002 [8Jcan
exploit any kind of physical information leakages in a very natural and efficient manner.

Our attack is motivated by the idea of adapting the target of a side-channel attack
to the leakage model of the device it exploits. On the one hand, the target of a physical
attack is the information that we try to recover at the end of this attack. It can be
very precise, like the secret key for standard DPA - or less precise, like the Hamming
weights of some intermediate values in the case of our algebraic side-channel attacks.
On the other hand, the leakage model is the type of dependencies that an adversary
expects to observe in his physical measurements - hence, it is highly device dependent.
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For example, with a Hamming weight leakage model (e.g. used in [3]) we assume
that the inforrnation leakages will be correlated with the Hamming weight of the data
processed in a device. Intuitively, the target directly deterrnines the informativeness of
a side-channel attack, i.e. the quantity of information gained thanks to the leakages.
And of course, an informative target is always desirable. Our observation is that
less informative targets may lead to more robust attacks if they closely correspond
to the leakage model. That is, they can be recovered with high confidence using less
measurements. As a consequence, if this information is still sufficient to perform a
key recovery, e.g. using advanced cryptanalysis, it can be used to design attacks with
reduced data complexity. The algebraic attacks introduced in this paper exactly exploit
this intuition. They trade a less informative online measurement phase with a more
powerful offiine cryptanalysis phase. In practice, the question is then to determine if a
high success rate can be reached both for the online and the offline phases (or to find
the smallest amount of information that is required for the offline phase to be feasible).

In order to prove the validity of our approach, we performed exemplary attacks
against the block ciphers PRESENT [4] and AES Rijndael. These experiments high-
light a number of interesting features. First, our attacks potentially exploit the leakage
of all the cipher rounds - classical DPA generallyexploits the first or last rounds only.
Second, they can succeed in an unknown plaintextjciphertext adversarial context - clas-
sical DPA usually requires the knowledge of either the plaintexts or the ciphertexts. In
common implementation contexts (e.g. assuming a Hamming weight leakage model),
they recover the block cipher keys after the observation of a single encryption. Eventu-
ally, they can deal with block ciphers protected with countermeasures such as boolean
masking. We mention that our experiments exploit a Hamming weight leakage model
and target but in theory, any type of physical dependencies could be exploited. Of
course, these attacks also have drawbacks. Mainly and as discussed later in the paper,
they assume a strong adversarial context and require a precise profiling of the leakages.

Related works. Algebraic side-channel attacks can be related to several axes of
research. First, their online phase exploits template attacks (e.g. [9, 18]). Second, their
offline phase is directly derived from the algebraic cryptanalysis proposed by Courtois
and Pieprzyk in [8]. Inspired from [2, 6], we use a SAT solver in order to process the
system of equations and recover block cipher keys. Eventually, several other recent
attacks combine side-channel information with classical cryptanalysis. We mention
collision-based side-channel attacks, e.g. [15, 19, 20], techniques based on square at-
tacks [7] and differential cryptanalysis [13]. These attacks have objectives similar to
ours. They usually try to exploit the information leakages for more than the first block
cipher rounds with advanced cryptarialysis. The goal is to break implementations for
which only those rounds would be protected against side-channel attacks or to reduce
the number of measurements required to perform a key recovery. We finally men-
tion the recent and very efficient collision-based attacks of [5] that also use algebraic
techniques in a more specific context and therefore closely connect to our proposal.

••••••••••••••••
2 Description of the attack

••
Algebraic side-channel attacks are made of three separate steps. Due to space con-
straints, this paper only provides a high level description of these different phases. A
more detailed technical description will follow in subsequent contributions.

••
2.1 Offline phase 1: algebraic description of the cryptosystem
The idea behind algebraic attacks is to describe a cryptosystem as a big system of low
degree boolean equations. In this system, the main unknowns are the key bits so that
solving the system is equivalent to finding the secret key. The system of equations can

•••
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••
be huge (thousands of equations and variables) but is often very sparse: the number of
monomials in each equation is low. As an illustration, the AES Rijndael with 128-bit
plaintext and key results in a system of approximately 18 000 equations in 10 000
variables (27 000 monomials). And the system for 31-round PRESENT corresponds
to approximately 40 000 equations in 7000 variables (50 000 monomials). Note that
the translation into a system of equations is not unique and the way we convert the
cryptosystem into equations can greatly influence the efficiency of its solving.

•
• 2.2 Online measurement phase

•
The goal of this phase is to extract the side-channel information that is needed in order
to solve the system of equations built during the previous phase. In our experiments,
we considered implementations of PRESENT and the AES Rijndael on an 8-bit PlC
micro controller . The physical leakages of this device are typically correlated to the
Hamming weight of the data transiting on the device bus, as shown in figure 1 (the
bold traces represent the mean traces for the different Hamming weight values, and
the grey traces are single measurements). As a consequence and as an illustration, we
decided to use these Hamming weights as targets of our online phase.

In practice, a high success rate for the measurement phase is crucial for our attack
to succeed. Indeed, one drawback of the algebraic cryptanalysis is its intolerance to
erroneous information. That is, introducing even one error in our system of equations
will generally cause the following offline solving phase to fail, without being able to
point out the incorrect data. So we need to prevent such errors in the system.

To reach a high success rate, we first used a strong profiling of the leakages. This
profiling consists in measuring several power traces for known plaintexts and keys on a
device of the same type that the one we want to attack. With enough sample traces and
with a good knowledge of the physical implementation, we can build a classification
model using a maximum likelihood criteria. In other words, we can build templates in
the sense of [9, 18]. And in order to perfectly adapt the target and the model in our
attacks, these templates were built for every Hamming weight of a data transiting on
the PlC bus. That is, we built 9 templates corresponding to 9 Hamming weight values.
This strong profiling allowed us to recover the Hamming weight of a data transiting on
the PlC bus with very high confidence. The success rate in recovering a single Hamming
weight is close to 100%. Unfortunately, a. single Hamming weight is not a. sufficient
information for our algebraic side-channel attacks to succeed. In fact, what we need
is to recover the Hamming weights of as many intermediate data computed during a
block cipher encryption as possible. But even if the probability of correctly assigning
one Hamming weight is very high, the probability of correctly assigning several of them
drops very rapidly, as shown in the right part of figure l. Hence, we need solutions to
further improve the success rate of the online phase and ensure that we can recover a
sufficient number of Hamming weights with high success rate.

One solution is to simply drop the leakages with the highest probability of mistake,
hoping that the algebraic side-channel attack can succeed with a fraction of the total
leakages available. This is what is denoted as Likelihood Rating (LR) in the right part
of Figure l. It can be combined with simple Error Detection (ED) techniques, rejecting
the Hamming weights that obviously lead to incompatible patterns in the equations.
Another simple solution is to increase the number ofmeasurements q (Figure 1 considers
q = 1,2). Clearly, such simple solutions are sufficient to reach high success rates in
recovering the Hamming weights of multiple intermediate bytes during an encryption
process. Finally, a more elaborated idea is to exploit less informative targets in case
of dubious leakages. For example, if we cannot state the correct value of some weight
WI-l(:ri) with enough probability, we can still use its corresponding leakage and recover
a simpler target. For example, if Pr[WI-l(xi) = 3] ~ 93% and Pr[WI-l(xi) = 4] ~ 7%,
we can add to the system the information: Pr[WH(xi) = 3 or 4] ~ 100%.

•
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Figure 1: Leakage traces, mean leakage traces and multiple byte success rate.

2.3 Offline phase 2: SAT solving
Eventually, in the third phase of the attack, we first add the side-channel information
recovered in Section 2.2 to the system of equations of Section 2.1. This is quite simple
since any target (e.g. the Hamming weights in our context) can be viewed as a surjective
function of the intermediate values in a block cipher encryption of which the output is
known. Then, we try solving the resulting system. This solving can be done in many
different ways, e.g. using the XSL technique [8], Gröbner basis-based methods [1] or
using a SAT solver as in [6]. We selected this last solution.

For this purpose, we need to transform our system of equations into a satisfiability
problem that can be stated as follows: given a boolean formula containing literals (x),
negations of literals (x), ANDs (/\) and ORs (v), is it possible to find an assignment of
the literals so that the whole formula is equal to true. The satisfiability problem is the
standard NP-complete problem, and is thus widely studied. Modern SAT solvers are
more and more powerful (see [l l ] for a survey) and are able to efficiently solve a wide
range of problems, even if they are not specifically designed for these problems. Meth-
ods for carrying out the translation of our problem into a SAT instance are described in
[2]. Again, the conversion of a system of equations into a SAT instance is not unique.
As shown in [12], the minimal conversion (i. e. the Olle using the shortest formula) is
not always the best one in terms of solving time. A SAT solver often works better
with useful redundancy in the formula. By useful redundancy, we mean the explicit
description of internal properties that could be derived from the rest of the formula.

The success rate of the offiine computation phase depends heavily on the quantity
of information we can provide to the SAT solver. If we do not provide enough side-
channel information, the solver will have difficulties to find a solution in a tractable
time. By contrast, the solving time can be very short if we have enough information.
There is thus a tradeoff between the complexity of the online measurement phase
and the offiine computation phase. A very demanding measurement phase (trying to
gather very precise side-channel information) increases the number of measurements
to perform, but in general, it facilitates the computation phase. In theory, the optimal
target for our measurement phase should be the simplest target which still provides
enough information to the solver. But of course, this notion of "enough information"
essentially depends on how long one wants the SAT solver to run before considering
that the experiment has failed (because it has not find a valid assignment, or detected
an internal conflict that proves the formula unsatisfiable). Hence, we need to impose
a time limit to the SAT solver. In our experiments, we assumed all the attacks that
take over 1 hour of computation to be failures. This limit allowed us to evaluate the
success rate of the offiine computation phase as detailed in the next section.

100
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3 Experimental results
We implemented various algebraic side-channel attacks on the block cipher PRESENT
and the AES Rijndael with a l28-bit key. In both cases, we considered an implemen-
tation on an 8-bit micro controller from which the Hamming weights of (possibly) all
the intermediate computations could be recovered. Then, using a solving time limit of
one hour, we computed the success rate of the offline phase in function of the amount
of correct Hamming weights recovered by the adversary. As an illustration, an imple-
mentation of the AES in an 8-bit device usually exploits table-based substitution boxes
and a MixColumn layer composed of several small operations, as described in [IOJ. For
one round of the AES, we can consequently target a maximum of:

• 16 table lookups for the substitution layer,

• 36 XOR operations and 16 table lookups for the MixColumn layer,

• 16 XOR operations for the round key addition.

This amounts to a totalof 84 Hamming weights leaked from one round, and 804 Ham-
ming weights leaked from the whole 10-round AES'. Using this maximum amount of
leakages (and similarly constructed bounds for PRESENT), we first performed exper-
imental attacks in a known plaintextjciphertext scenario, using only one power trace.
For this purpose, we considered three possible contexts:

l. Knowledge of consecutive Hamming weights only, i. e. we assume that all the
Hamming weights of consecutive rounds are known to the adversary, starting
from the middle rounds (e.g. 3 rounds of WH information mean that we know all
the weights from rounds 4 to 7 in the AES). This is the most artificial situation
since it prevents using the likelihood rating technique described in Section 2.2.

2. Knowledge of randomly distributed Hamming weights only, i. e. a more realistic
context in which the Hamming weights obtained by the adversary correspond to
intermediate values with randomly distributed positions in the cipher rounds.

3. Knowledge of randomly distributed Hamming weights + pairs of weights for the
rest of the bytes, i.e. the same as (2), but we additionally assume the knowledge
of a pair of weights including the correct one for the unknown weights.

Assuming the knowledge of all the Hamming weights, the success rate is 100% for a
32-round PRESENT, with an average solving time of 2 seconds and 97% for a 10-round
AES, with an average solving time of 344 seconds. This clearly emphasizes the simpler
algebraic structure of PRESENT compared to the AES Rijndael. It also shows that
a higher algebraic complexity is not sufficient to prevent an algebraic cryptanalysis
exploiting side-channel leakages. More interesting are the contexts with only partial
information provided to the adversary for which the success rates are given in Figure 2.
As expected, the success rate increases with the number of weights recovered by the
adversary. It is worth noticing that a small number of consecutive weights in the central
rounds (e.g. 3 rounds of Hamming weights for the AES, 4 for PRESENT) is sufficient to
perform very effective attacks. Also, the success rate drops more rapidly when random
weights are inserted in the system (compared to consecutive ones). Eventually, the
additional knowledge of pairs of Hamming weights (i. e. context (3), experimented for
the AES only) significantly improves the success rate. It highlights that any (even
small) piece of information that can be learned with high confidence from the physics
can be exploited - a useful observation since this scenario is frequent in practice.

'The last round has no MixColumn layer but one more round key addition.
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Unknown plaintext/ciphertext. The high success rate when exploiting consec-
utive information in the central rounds of a cipher suggests that an unknown plain-
text/ ciphertext scenario should not significantly affect the effectiveness of an algebraic
cryptanalysis in this context. This is confirmed by Figure 2. By contrast, it has a
significant impact on the success rate when attacking PRESENT with randomly dis-
tributed side-channel information. This difference between the two ciphers in this case
is assumably due to the fact that for the AES, the information needed by the solver
mainly comes from the MixColumn operation: provided we get enough leakages from
it, the resolution succeeds regardless of the knowledge of the plaintext or ciphertext.
By contrast, PRESENT has no such diffusion layer and its global algebraic structure
is simpler: this allow successful resolutions with a smaller proportion of leakages, but
the impact of the knowledge of Pand C on the success rate is also stronger.

Usual countermeasures against side-channel attacks intend to decrease the amount of
information provided by the leakages. The goal is (as far as possible) to have the
physical measurements independent of the data processed in a cryptographic device.
Various ideas can be used for this purpose, including the addition of noise, the use
of time and data randomizations, the design of logic styles with data-independent
power consumption, ... Of course, countermeasures against side-channel attacks do
not come for free and they generally imply a significant performance penalty, either in
code size (or gate count), or in throughput. A central consequence of algebraic side-
channel attacks is that they can exploit the leakage of any cycle in an implementation.
Hence, more clock cycles generally imply more information leakages. This means that
a countermeasure requiring a significant increase of clock cycles for performing an
encryption could in fact decrease the security against algebraic cryptanalysis. This is
in strong contrast with classical DPA attacks that only target the first/last round of a
block cipher. In this section, we discuss this intuition in the context of masking and
suggest generic countermeasures against algebraic side-channel attacks.

Masking is a well-known countermeasure designed to prevent certain types of side-
channel attacks. It aims at de-correlating the power consumption of a device from the
intermediate values it computes. For this purpose, any intermediate value that appears
in a device is masked with a random value (unknown to the adversary). Overall, instead
of computing the encryption of a plaintext p, one computes the encryption of a random-
ized plaintext p EB m and tracks the evolution of the mask m through the block cipher
execution. Hence, it requires a more complex implementation in order to propagate

4 Countermeasures
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• the mask through the cryptosystem so that the mask can eventually be removed from
the ciphertext. In practice, there exists numerous masking schemes published in the
open literature, providing various tradeoffs between performance penalty and expected
security improvement. We investigated two popular ones for the AES. The first one,
presented in [16], uses the same 48-bit mask at each round to mask the data transiting
on the bus. Hence, it can be implemented quite efficiently in an 8-bit controller, with
only a reasonable increase of the number of clock cycles per encryption. The second
masking scheme we considered was developed in [17]. It aims to increase the security
of the countermeasure by increasing the number of random mask bits. In order to keep
the memory requirements of the implementation reasonable, this solution implies the
computation of numerous small operations (more than 10 XORs and 10 table lookups
for each S-box). Therefore, while this additional performance penalty is supposed to
increase the security against classical side-channel attacks, adding more masking bits
actually decreases the security against algebraic ones. In fact, the implementation
of [17] even turned out to be easier to break than an unprotected one.

As a consequence, while countermeasures against classical side-channel attacks
mainly focus on reducing the amount of information leakage per clock cycle, preventing
algebraic cryptanalysis additionally requires to limit the number of leaking cycles as
much as possible. In addition to this new guideline, generic countermeasures include
the use of block ciphers with high algebraic complexity and the use of implementations
of which the leakages have high algebraic complexity (e.g. using large data buses like
in FPGAs, time randomizations or noise addition, typically).

•••••••••• 5 Conclusion and perspectives

•
This paper introduced algebraic side-channel attacks that trade a strong profiling phase
for an optimized data complexity in the online extraction of physical information from
cryptographic devices. We experimented first successful key recoveries against the
block cipher PRESENT and the AES Rijndael, using the leakage corresponding to a
single encrypted plaintext. These experiments imply a new understanding of certain
countermeasures against side-channel attacks, like masking. They also highlight that
the security against physical attacks cannot be understood independently of classical
cryptanalysis issues. Eventually, this work raises several open problems. Determining
the best tradeoff between the robustness of a leakage model and the informativeness of
a target in a side-channel attack would allow to optimize the overall complexities of the
combined online and offline phases in an algebraic cryptanalysis. The power of these
attacks is also dependent on the quality of the SAT solver (or any other tool) to solve
large systems of equations. Hence, finding the best solution with this respect would
allow determining the limits of what a powerful side-channel adversary can achieve.
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Abstract

In this paper * we analyse with respect to algebraic attacks a small-scale version
of the stream cipher Lex. We base it on a small-scale version of the block cipher
AES with 16-bit state and 16-bit key. We represent the small-scale Lex and its
key schedule in two alternative ways: as a system of cubic boolean equations and
as a system of quadratic boolean equations. We use Gröbner bases to solve the
two systems for different number of rounds and sizes of the leak. We obtain the
best results for the quadratic representation of the cipher. For this case we are
able to recover the secret key in time less than 2 minutes by solving a system of
374 quadratic boolean equations in 208 unknowns resulting from 5 rounds of the
cipher.

1 Introduction
Lex is a 128-bit key stream cipher proposed by Alex Biryukov in [1]. Lex was selected
for phase 3 of the eSTREAM competition [13]. It was not chosen for the eSTREAM
portfolio. Lex is based on the notion of "leak extraction" which is defined in [1].

The motivation for the current work is the following citation from the design of Lex
[1, Section 3.3]: "Applicability of these [algebraic attacks] to LEX is to be carefully
investigated. If one could write a non-linear equation in terms of the outputs and the
key - that could lead to an attack." .

Three attacks on Lex have been published so far [2, 3, 4]. None of them exploits
the algebraic structure of the cipher. With the presented work we try to make a small
step towards filling this gap.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview of the existing
attacks on Lex. In Section 3 we give a short description of stream cipher Lex. In
Section 4 we propose Lex(2,2,4) - a small-scale version of Lex. In Section 5 we represent
Lex(2,2,4) and its key schedule as a system of cubic and quadratic boolean equations.
In Section 6 we describe a modification of the Gröbner bases attack algorithm presented
in [7] which we apply for a key recovery attack 011 Lex(2,2,4). In Section 7 we give
information on the experimental setting in which we perform our experiments. In
Section 8 we describe our results and in Section 9 we conclude.

'This work was supported in part by the Concerted Research Action (GOA) Ambiorics 2005/11
of the Flemish Government, by the lAP Programme P6/26 BCRYPT of the Belgian State (Belgian
Science Policy), and in part by the European Commission through the 1ST Programme under Contract
IST-2002-507932 ECRYPT. The first author is funded by a DB OF fellowship of K.V.Leuven.
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2 Previous work ••In [2]Wu and Preneel presented a slide attack on the original version of Lex [1]. The
attack exploits the initialization phase of the cipher. It requires 500 x 320 bits of key •
stream, each generated from 260.8 different IVs under the same key. As a result of
finding three collisions in the output key stream, 96 bits of the key can be recovered. •
The remaining 32 bits of the key are recovered by exhaustive search. Subsequently Lex
was tweaked to resist the attack by using a full AES encryption during initialization
(instead of the modified version of AES used before). N0 change was made to the •
stream generation.

In [3] Johansson it. al present an attack on Lex in which it is possible to decrypt
some ciphertext without recovering the key. Th.e attack r~~uires 265.66 key s.tream bits •
produced by one IV and the first approx. 320 bits from 260. 6 other IVs. This attack IS
not applicable to the tweaked version of Lex [1], where the maximum number of IVs •
used under the same key is required to be 232.

The most recent attack on Lex is the one proposed by Dunkelman and Keller [4].
The attack identifies special states in two AES encryptions which satisfy a certain •
difference pattern. The secret key is retrievedin time of 2112 operations using 236.3
bytes of key stream produced by the same key. The attack is applicable also to the •
tweaked version of Lex. •3 Lex
In this Section we give a short overview of stream cipher Lex. From now on whenever
we refer to Lex we shall mean its 128-bit version - Lex-128.

Lex is based on the block eipher AES [5]. It has 128-bit key and 128-bit IV. During
initialization the key of Lex is expanded into 11 round keys by a standard AES key
schedule. Next the IV is encrypted with AES-128, the first round key is exor-ed with the
output and the result becomes the input to the first round of Lex. The input to every
round of Lex is transformed to the output by the AES round transformation circularly
using the first 10 of the 11 round keys. After every round, four bytes of the output (the
"leaks") are extracted as four bytes of the key stream produced by Lex. At odd rounds
the four bytes of the leak are extracted at positions (0, 0), (0,2), (2, 0), (2,2); at even
rounds the four bytes of the leak are extracted at positions (0,1), (0,3), (2, 1), (2, 3).
The output of every round is fed as the input to the next round. The operation of Lex
is shown in Figl1re 1.

••••••••••••
Figure 1: Lex: R is the round transformation of AES-128, i 2: 1 •••106 •
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4 Lex(2,2,4)
With Lex(2,2,4) we designate a small-scale version of stream cipher Lex based on
the block cipher SR(10,2,2,4). SR(1O,2,2,4) is one of the small-scale versions of AES
proposed in [6]. Lex(2,2,4) has a state of 2 x 2 words of size 4 bits each. Thus Lex(2,2,4)
has 16-bit state and 16-bit key. At every round Lex(2,2,4) leaks 4 bits, which is ~-th
of the whole state as is also the case for Lex. At odd rounds the byte of the leak is
extracted at position (0,0); at even rounds the byte of the leak is extracted at position
(0,1). The operation of Lex(2,2,4) is identical to the one of Lex and is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Lex(2,2,4): R is the round transformation of SR(10,2,2,4) , i :::::1

5 Constructing Equations for Lex(2,2,4)
In this Section we describe a representation of Lex(2,2,4) and its key schedule as a sys-
tem of boolean equations. The polynomials composing the equations are in the ring of
boolean polynomials GF(24) == GF(2)[z]/ < Z4 + z + 1 >. We use two alternative rep-
resentations of Lex(2,2,4): as a system of cubic equations and as a system of quadratic
equations. We base our second representation on the quadratic equations representa-
tion of Rijndael described in [10]. The information in this section is summarized in
Table 1.

5.1 Cubic Equations
The system of cubic equations representing Lex(2,2,4) is composed of two sets of equa-
tions: cipher equations and key schedule equations. The variables composing the cipher
equations for one round are the input and output bits of the round. Note that the out-
put bits of one round are also the input bits for the next round. Thus for one round
there are 32 variables. For every additional round 16 new variables are added. The
variables composing the key schedule equations are the bits of the round keys. For two
round keys there are 32 key variables. A complete system of cubic equations for one
round and two round keys is composed of 36 equations in 64 variables (see Table 1).

• 5.2 Quadratic Equations
In [10] the cipher Rijndael is represented as a system of multivariate quadratic equa-
tions. This representation uses the fact that each Rijndael S-box is completely defined•••• 107
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by a system of 23 quadratic equations [9]. In a similar way we construct a system
of multivariate quadratic equations representing one round of Lex(2,2,4) and its key
schedule for two round keys. We describe each 4-bit S-box of Lex(2,2,4) as a sys-
tem of 11 quadratic equations. Similarly to the cubic case, the complete system of
quadratic equations representing Lex(2,2,4) is composed of two sets of equations: ci-
pher equations and key schedule equations. The variables of the cipher equations are
the input and output bits of the S-boxes. There are four 4-bit S-boxes in one roundof
Lex(2,2,4). The cipher equations for one round include the input and output bits of
the four S-boxes of the round plus the input bits to the four S-boxes of the next round.
Thus there are 48 variables in the cipher equations for one round. The variables of the
key schedule equations are the bits of the initial key and the input and output bits
of the S-boxes in the key schedule. There are two 4-bit S-boxes in the key schedule
for two round keys (where the second key is derived from the first). Thus there are
32 variables in the key schedule equations for two round keys. A complete system of
quadratic equations for one round and two round keys is composed of 94 equations in
80 variables (see Table 1).

Lex(2,2,4) Cubic Quadratic
Cipher Variables 32 48

Linear eqs. 4 20
Nonlinear eqs. 16 44

Key schedule Variables 32 32
Linear p(}s. 8 8

Nonlinear eqs. 8 22
Total Variables 64 80

Equations 36 94

Table 1: Equations for one round of Lex(2,2,4) and two keys

6 Key recovery attack on Lex(2,2,4) using Gröbner
bases

In [7] is presented a general Gröbner bases attack algorithm. It is applied for key
recovery attacks on instances of block ciphers FLURRY and CURRY. This algorithm
is also discussed in [8]. In this Section we adapt the algorithm from [7] for the case of
Lex(2,2,4). We describe the modified algorithm next.

1. Set up a polynomial system E = {ei = O} for R rounds of Lex(2,2,4), starting
from round 1 (so that we can use the bits of the leak after round 0). The equa-
tions {ei = O} are obtained for each round as discussed in Section 5. The system
E consists of cipher equations, key schedule equations and leak equations.

2. Set the number of bits L which are guessed at the output of every round (it is
possible that L = 0). In this way the total number of leaked bits per round be-
comes 4+ L. Because we have constructed [ starting from round l,for R rounds
we have (R + 1) leaks of size (4+ L) bits each. The total number of guessed bits
for R rounds is (R + I)L.
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3. For all possible 2(R+l)L values of all guessed bits do:

3a. Let the current value of the guessed bits to be lo,ll'" . ,l(R+l)(L-l)' Compose
the system D = {di = O} of (R + 1)L additional linear equations arising
from the guessed bits:

XbO) + lo = 0
(0)

Xl + h = 0

(R)
XL_1 + l(R+IHL-l) = 0,

where x;r) , 0 :S T :S R, 0 :S i :S L - 1 are the variables corresponding to the
guessed bits from the leak after round T. Let I be the ideal generated by
the set of polynomials P = (Ui ei) U (Ui di)' Following the terminology of
[7]we call I the key recovery ideal.

3b. Compute the dimension dim (I) of I. If dirn(I)
solutions exist) then do:

o (a finite number of

3bi. Compute a degree-reverse lexicographic Gröbner basis G of I.

3bii. Compute the variety V of G. V contains the solutions to the system
Eu D, including the key bits. Store the key bits of the solutions in a
list T of possible key candidates.

4. For all entries ti in T do: use ti as a key for Lex(2,2,4) and produce output for
T > R rounds. Compare the outputs from the last T - R rounds with the output
for the same rounds produced by Lex(2,2,4) under the secret key. If the outputs
match, then ti is the secret key - store it in k and go to next step.

5. Return k and terminate.

7 Experimental setting
We have performed our experiments using the open-source computer algebra system
Sage [11] on a machine with 2.2 GHz CPU AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 275 and 4
GB RAM with OS GNUjLinux. For computation of Gröbner bases in the boolean
polynomial ring Sage uses the open-source library PolyBoRi [12].

8 Results
For different number of rounds and sizes of the leak we construct a system of equa-
tions as discussed in Section 5. We solve the system using the algorithm described in
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Section 6. The results from our experiments are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. Each
row of Tables 2 and 3 gives information on constructing and solving the system of
equations resulting from Lex(2,2,4) for a given number of rounds and a given size of
the leak after each round. The fact that the system resulting from a certain size of the
leak cannot be solved is indicated by the abbreviation "n/a" (not available) in the last
three columns of the tables. The rest of the information in the tables is the following:

••••R. Number of rounds for which equations are generated: between 1 and 6. We chose
to limit our experiments to the first 6 rounds because at round 5 (for the quadratic
case) we are already able to recover the key without guessing any bits from the leaks.
Leak. The number of bits which are leaked after every round. Four bits of every leak
are known by design. The remaining bits of the leak (if any) are guessed.
Guess. Total number of guessed bits for the specified number of rounds and size of
the leak.
Eqs. The number of equations in one system resulting for the specific number of
rounds and leaks.
Var. The number of variables participating in the equations in one system.
Odef. A measure of the extent to which the algebraic system is over-defined. This
value is obtained by dividing the number of equations by the number of variables.
Sol. Number of solutions to the given system.
Gb. The time (in seconds) necessary for the computation of the Gröbner basis of the
polynomials composing the given system.
Variety. The time (in seconds) necessary for the computation of the algebraic variety
of the given system.

•••••••From the data in Table 2 and Table 3 it can be seen that the best result is obtained
for the quadratic representation of Lex(2,2,4) (Table 3) for 5 rounds and 4-bit leak
(bold row). In this case we solve a system of 374 equations in 208 variables. We
obtain one solution which contains the bits of the secret key. The times necessary
for the computation of the Gröbner basis and the variety are 1.024 sec and 85.01 sec
respectively. Given the fact that those are the two most computationally expensive
operations we can estimate the total timing of the attack to be less than 2 minutes.

•••
9 Conclusion •
In this paper we presented algebraic cryptanalysis of a small-scale version of the stream •
cipher Lex lIJ. We were able to recover the secret key of the small-scale cipher in time
less than 2 minutes by solving a system of 374 quadratic boolean equations in 208 •
unknowns resulting from 5 rounds of the cipher. Although mathematically successful,
this result cannot be classified as an attack in the cryptographic sense. The reason is •
that in our experimental environment exhaustive search on 216 values was measured
to take 0.248 seconds. Nevertheless our results indicate that our approach may be
successful when applied to the full-scale version of LEX, in which case exhaustive key •
search is not a trivial task. This is a possible direction for future work.

•10 Acknowledgements ••The authors would like to thank Martin Albrecht for proofreading and insightful com-
ments on the preliminary draft as well as for his extremely helpful suggestions for
improving the efficiency of the Gröbner basis computation in Sage.
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r leak guess eqs var ader sol gb, sec variety, sec
1 16 24 64 64 1.000 1 0.144 0.35

15 22 62 64 0.969 4 0.144 0.60
14 20 60 64 0.937 n/a n/a n/a

2 12 24 84 80 1.050 1 0.200 0.730
11 21 81 80 1.012 1 0.212 0.730
10 18 78 80 0.975 5 0.228 1.460
9 15 75 80 0.938 n/a n/a n/a

3 11 28 108 96 1.125 1 0.260 1.450
10 24 104 96 1.083 1 0.276 1.450
9 20 100 96 1.041 1 0.256 1.480
8 16 96 96 1 n/a n/a n/a

4 10 30 130 112 1.160 1 0.336 2.880
9 25 125 112 1.116 1 0.328 2.800
8 20 120 112 1.071 1 0.328 2.810
7 15 115 112 1.027 n/a n/a n/a

5 9 30 150 128 1.171 1 0.424 8.52
8 24 144 128 1.125 1 0.436 10.55
7 18 138 128 1.078 1 0.412 10.63
6 12 132 128 1.031 n/a n/a n/a

6 9 35 175 144 1.215 1 0.512 18.71
8 28 168 144 1.166 1 0.508 19.08
7 21 161 144 1.118 1 0.536 19.28
6 14 154 144 1.069 n/a n/a n/a

Table 2: Cubic equations for Lex(2,2,4)
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Abstract

In this paper we propose a new voting scheme that provides a receipt to each
voters. The receipt is build in a way that prevents that the vote can be revealed
to third entities other than a judge. The scheme is based on the concept of strong
designated verifier signature scheme and threshold RSA signatures. The signing
key size remains bounded by the size of a RSA modulus. The computational
cost for each participant is very low, in addition to the computation of a classical
RSA signature, the signature generation of our scheme needs only one modular
multiplication; the verification process in our scheme remains the same than a
classical RSA signature verification.

1 Introduction
Electronic voting is a reality in companies, national ballot, etc. The existing mecha-
nisms take different forms from automated voting system to vote through networks.
Problems arise when trying to combine voting privacy with the ability for the voter
to check the correctness of his own voting by the mean of a receipt. On the basis of
voting receipts a dishonest third party may possibly force a voter to reveal his vote. To
avoid this weakness, some works [1, 4, 6, 7] propose receipt-free voting protocols but
in that case, the main problem becomes the difficulty for the voter to be sure his vote
is taken into account. Some schemes have been proposed to manage this problem, but
at the price of important amount of data transmissions and computations [8, 6, 4] or
by assuming that the voters have to trust the polling office to behave honestly [6].

This paper proposes a new voting scheme where the voter receives a receipt of his
vote that cannot be used to reveal the vote to someone else. This feature allows the
voters to verify their own vote, but also to complain if necessary, while it forbids an
attacker buy the votes. The scheme, based on a designated verifier signature scheme
such as [5, 9, 10, 3], allows the polling office to sign a vote in such a way that only a
designated verifier will be able to check its validity. Moreover the designated verifier
will not be able to convince other entities that the signature is valid. The designated
verifier scheme is used to create the voting receipts and the voters are the designated
verifiers. We propose a voting scheme based on the designated verifier signature scheme
introduced in [3]where a trusted judge can intervene in case of conflicts between voters
and the polling office.

To summarize, Alice, the voter, wants to cast a ballot by sending it to Bob, the
polling office. Alice wishes that her vote remains confidential as well as the ability to
check the correctness of her own vote by the mean of a receipt signed by Bob. But
most of the time, being in possession of such a receipt implies that a dishonest third
party might coerce the voter. To avoid this situation, thanks to the designated verifier
property of the signature scheme, Bob will sign the receipt in such a way that Alice
cannot use it to reveal her vote to someone else. In order to achieve this property,
our scheme relies on the help of Cecile who is trusted to sign any message coming
from Alice or Bob. Thus, to make such a signature, Alice, Bob and Cecile obtain a
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key. Therefore, in order to submit the receipt, Bob blinds his receipt and sends it to
Cecile who signs the message with her key-share and sends the result to Bob. Bob
unblinds the signed receipt, signs the original receipt with his key-share and combines
the result with the unblinded receipt signed by Cecile. By doing so, Bob obtains a valid
signature on his receipt, signature computed on the basis of the whole secret signature
key. Bob can now send the signed receipt to Alice who will assert the validity of the
signature with the verification key. The designated verifier scheme is designed in such
a way that Alice could have followed the same protocol with Cecile and obtain the
same signature. Therefore, on the basis of the signed receipt, if the communications
of Alice are not monitored or are scrambled, Alice cannot convince anyone that the
received receipt was signed by Bob.

••••
2 The voting scheme

••
In this section, we describe our voting protocol during which the voter V, after being
identified by an identification authority I, submits a vote (yes/rio, names, etc.) to a
polling officeP under the authority of a unique judge J. In this protocol, we trust the
judge to cooperate with a signer by signing the messages he receives, to keep secret
his private signing key and to be honest during the procedure dedicated to resolving
conflicts ' .

We use the following notations:

•
• A ---> B :m: the transmission of a message m from A to B

• blindSign(): a blind signature

• blind(): a blinding function related to blindSign()

• unblind(): the corresponding unblinding function

••••
• A ~ B: the mutual authentication of the entities A and B

••
• TV,b: a receipt T created from the ballot b casted by V

• (JP,rv,,,: the partial signature of P on the receipt r

• (Jrv,b: the signature on the receipt r

••••• alb : the concatenation of a and b

2.1 Initialization
On the basis of the designated verifier signature scheme [3] used in the protocol, the
following values and keys are computed and distributed to the entities: ••• n = pq where pand q are two large primes

• e and d such that ed = 1 mod 1;(n)

• dl, d2a, d2b and d3 such that dl + d2a = d2b + d3 = d mod n

• eUI and' dUI such that eU1 dUI = 1 mod cp( n)

•
'This can be assured by appropriate laws and concrete measures.

•••
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The keys and values (e,n),d],e"l,d"l> d2a,d2b,d3, e"3' d"3' lAl and IA3 are dis-
tributed from the entity generating them to each participant:

• (d],eul,dulln,IAI) is transmitted to the signer P,

• (d2a,d2b,IA3,n) to the contributor J,

• (e,n,d3,e"3,d,L3,IA3) to the designated verifier V.

We suppose that the transmissions are done via secure channels.

2.2 Voters identification
We have to make sure that the vote remains anonymous, even for the voting authorities.
Therefore, each voter has to obtain a voting ticket, i.e. a random number signed from
an identification authority that will allow the voter to send anonymously his vote to
the polling office. The identification authority must be distinct from the polling office'.

The authority keeps a list of all the already registered voters (i.e. voters that have
already obtained a voting ticket). When a voter asks for a voting ticket, he starts a
mutual authentication protocol with the identification authority that also checks in its
list if this voter already appears. If not, the voter is allowed to submit to the authority
a blinded random value r (using a blinding operator of a blind signature scheme such
as described in [2]) to be signed by the authority. The voter will unblind the received
signature in order to recover the signature of the identification authority on the original
random value.

2. The voter chooses a random number a and computes blind(a)
V ----7 I: blind(a)

3. I ----7 V : O'blindJ = blindSign(blind(a))

4. The voter computes a la = unblind( eTblindI)

Once unblinded, the signature on r is used as a random and untraceable identifica-
tion number for the voter.

2.3 Vote
The voter sends his ballot and his voting ticket (the random value signed by the
identification authority) to the polling office that keeps a list ofthe voting ticket already
submitted. The polling office verifies the validity of the signature of the voting ticket
and checks in its list to be sure that the voter has not already voted. If the checks
succeed, the polling office replies with a designated verifier signature on a receipt for
the received vote.

tAs for the judge, the role of the identification authority could be divided into several parts and
handled by different identification authorities.
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1. The voter fills in his ballot b

V --> P: b,a,ala

2. The polling office checks whether a was not previously submitted and verifies the
validity of a}", the signature of the identification authority on a.

3. If the previous checks succeed, the polling office records the vote b and the value
a.

•••
4. The polling office creates a receipt TV,b = (alalalb) and computes, with the help

of the judge, a,.v b' the designated verifier signature [3] on the receipt: ••(a) P --> J :m' = TV,beUI mod n

(b) J --> P : s' = m·d2• = ajeU,.1 mod n
I V,b •••Using his secret key e the voter checks if the receipt and his signature matches his

vote by verifying if: TV,b = (alalalb) and a;Vb = TV,b

Notice that this verification can be made even without using e since the voter can
collaborate with the judge in order to generate a same signature a'V,b' : ••••If thereceipt is incorrect, the voter cancels his vote by asking the judge to vote
on his name. The loss of anonymity is not a problem as the judge is supposed to
behave honestly when resolving conflicts, therefore, the blinding part is not necessary
anymore. This procedure is achieved by the following steps: •

1. The voter fills in his ballot b
V --> J: b,a,ala

•••••
2. J --> P : b, a, ala

3. The polling office checks whether a was not previously submitted and verifies the
validity of a Ia' the signature of the identification authority on a.

4. If the previous checks succeed, the polling office records the vote b and the value
a.

5. The polling office creates a receipt TV,b = (alalalb) and computes arv,.' the desig-
nated verifier signature on the receipt, with the help of the judge:

(a) P --> J : ap,rV,b = 7'v,bdl mod n

(b) J V . - T d2am' IAln m d n--> . a rv.e - a P,rV,b V,b 0

••
tIn practice, since the voter is able to realize the verification offiine (by using e), there is no need

to involve the judge.
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• Using rus secret key e the voter checks if the receipt and his signature matches his
vote by verifying if: rV,b = (alaI.lb) and a;Vb = rV,b

If the receipt or the signature provided by the polling office is incorrect, the voter
contacts the judge and collaborates with him to verify together the validity of the
forwarded signature by checking: rV,b = (ala/alb), a;Vb = rV,b after having computed
a - md3 mod - d2b d d - ' .' /A3n dV,TV,b - ri, a J,TV,b - m mo ti an aTV,b - aV,TV,ba J,Tv,b r V,b mo n.

Since the judge recorded aTVb before sending it to the voter, he knows the signature
comes from the polling office and by revealing e to the judge, the voter cannot cheat
him by using a fake d3 to wrongly accuse the polling office. If it appears that the voter
is honest, the judge contacts this polling office to resolve the problem, possibly using
appropriate legal procedures.

••••
• 2.4 Results publication and possible complaints

••••

Before closing the vote, a delay is left to the voters in order to complain if the trans-
mitted receipt was incorrect. This delay is supposed long enough to prevent course
problems. The polling office then publishes a list of all the votes, each associated with
the corresponding random number. The voter checks if his vote is correct and contacts
the judge in case of problem.

If a vote is corrupted or lost, the corresponding voter authenticates with the judge
and provides him with TV,b, aTV,b' aV,rV,b and e. The judge verifies the receipt, using
his secret key d2b, by verifying if rV,b = (ala/alb), a;Vb = TV,b after having computed

- d2b d d - . /A3n d'aJ,7V,b - m, mo ti an aTV,b - aV,TV,baJ,7·V.brV,b mo ti.

• 3 Conclusion••
We have introduced an efficient voting system based on a designated verifier scheme,
which allows the voter, and only him, to check his voting, and possibly complain
about it. In case of problem during the voting protocol, a trusted judge can help to
acknowledge a vote, or point out that a vote has been miscounted. The aim of our
voting protocol is to ensure anonymity while being resistant against impersonalization,
dishonest voters and dishormest polling office.••• References
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Abstract

The cryptographic hash function Maraca was submitted to the NIST SHA-3
competition [4]by Jenkins [3]. In this work, we show a practical preimage attack
on Maraca. Our attack has been implemented and verified experimentally. This
shows that Maraca does not achieve several important security properties which
a secure cryptographic hash function is expected to offer.

1 Introduction
Cryptographic hash functions are easy to compute, deterministic functions that map
an input message of arbitrary length to a short, fixed-length digest. They are impor-
tant building blocks in many cryptographic applications. Secure cryptographic hash
functions are required to have several security properties, such as collision resistance
and preimage resistance. In this work, we focus on the latter, preimage resistance. In-
formally, this notion means that, given a hash function output y, it should be difficult
to find an input message x hashing to this output.

As recent cryptanalytic advances have raised serious concerns regarding the security
of several widely used hash functions, such as MD5 and SHA-l, the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) has recently started a public competition, the SHA-3
competition [4]. This competition aims to develop a new cryptographic hash function
standard. Maraca is a hash function proposal that was submitted as a candidate to
this SHA-3 competition by Jenkins [3], but it was not selected for round 1 of the
competition.

Canteaut and Naya-Plasencia [1] analysed the security of Maraca with respect to
collision attacks, and constructed a theoretical collision attack, requiring 2237 calls to
the compression function and a memory of 2230.5 bits.

In this work, we propose a practical preimage attack on Maraca. After a one-time
precomputation, our attack can find many (first) preimages for any hash output in
just a few seconds on an average PC. We have implemented our attack, and verified it
experimentally. Of course, this attack can also be used to construct collisions or second
preimages for Maraca.

This paper is organised as follows. First, a description of the Maraca hash function
is given in Sect. 2. The basic ideas used in our attack are presented in Sect. 3. Section 4
focuses on a component of Maraca, the Maraca S-box, as an important weakness in
this component will be exploited in our attack. Section 5 puts everything together,
resulting in a practical preimage attack on the Maraca hash function. The practical
aspects of this attack are discussed in Sect. 6. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes.

*F.W.O. Research Assistant, Fund for Scientific Research - Flanders (Belgium).
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round 0 round 1 ••Figure 1: The Maraca Hash Function •2 Description of Maraca •••

Maraca is a cryptographic hash function proposed by Jenkins [3]as a SHA-3 candidate.
It supports digest sizes of up to 1024bits, and can optionally use a key. For simplicity,
we only describe the unkeyed mode of Maraca here. Hashing a message with Maraca
consists of three phases: message padding, message processing and digest generation.

First, the input message is padded to a multiple of 1024bits as follows. If the
message ends in a fractional byte, this byte is filled with zero bits. Then, a 16-bit tag
containing the number of zero padding bits used, is appended to the message. Finally,
zero bytes are used to further pad the message to an integer number of 1024-bit blocks.
Note that, unlike many other hash functions, the message length is not included in the
padding.

The operation of the Maraca hash function is shown in Fig. 1. Maraca has an inter-
nal state of 1024 bits, which is initialised to zero. For each 1024-bit message block Wi,
a round is performed. A round consists of the following sequence of operations. First,
the message block W; is XORed into the internal state. Next, a 1024-bit permuta-
tion, which will be described in detail in Sect. 2.1, is applied once. Then, up to three
message blocks are selected from a window consisting of the past 47 message blocks,
where message blocks with a negative index are defined to be all zeroes. This selection
of blocks is done in a way that ensures that each message block is used four times in
total. Each of these three message blocks is subjected to a different fixed rotation and
combined into the accumulator Acci using XOR. The 1024-bit quantity Ace; is then
XORed into the internal state. Finally, the same 1024-bit permutation, see Sect. 2.1,
is applied twice,

After all message blocks have been processed, 47 blank rounds are performed, These
are rounds where no new message blocks are used. Note that in these blank rounds,
the 47last message blocks are still reused via the accumulators ACCi, even though there
are no new message blocks. Finally, the Maraca permutation, see Sect, 2.1, is applied
28 more times. The output digest is then found by truncating the final internal state
to the desired length. Thus, digest lengths of up to 1024bits can be obtained.

••••••••
2.1 The Maraca Permutation

••
The Maraca permutation is a fixed, nonlinear permutation operating on 1024bits. It
is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The input to this permutation is the 1024-bit internal
state of Maraca, which is arranged as 16 words of 64 bits. First, the same nonlinear
bijective 8 x 8 bit substitution box (S-box) is applied 128 times in parallel. Each S-box
takes a single bit from eight distinct words as its input bits, as is shown in Fig. 2, and
performs a table lookup as defined in Table 1. This arrangement is intended to allow
for a simple bitsliced implementation of Maraca.

•••
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Figure 2: The Maraca Permutation

•••
••••• After the S-box layer, constants are XORed to six words. Then, the bits in each

word are rotated by a fixed amount, which is different for each word. Finally, the words
are shuffled, i.e., their order is changed. Note that only the S-box layer is nonlinear.
Everything that comes after the S-box layer is just an XOR with constants, followed
by a reordering of the 1024 bits, i.e., a bit permutation. This is clearly linear, or more
precisely as there are constants, affine.

•••• 3 Basic Attack Idea

• Consider a hypothetical hash function with an n-bit output which, for a certain fixed
message length I, is a linear or an affine function over GF(2). Clearly, any such function
can be written as

••
[ylnx1 = [Alnxl' [xllx1 EB [blnx1 . (1)

••

Here, x is a binary column vector containing the 1 bits of the input message and
similarly, y holds the n-bit output digest. The binary matrix A and the binary vector b
allow to express any linear or affine function over GF(2). In the remainder of this paper,
we will drop the distinction between a linear and an affine function, and refer to both
as linear.

Note that finding preimages for such a linear hash function is easy. Given any
output y, it is easy to find a value for the message x such that h(x) = y. Indeed, all
messages x for which h(x) = y are simply the solutions of the system of linear equations
over GF(2) given by:

A·x=yEBb. (2)• Such a system of equations can be solved easily, for instance using Gaussian elimination.
Even though Maraca is clearly not a linear function, it is in essence this method

that will be used to construct preimages for Maraca. In the remainder of this work, we
will show that by restricting the input messages in a carefully chosen way, it is possible
to turn the Maraca hash function into a linear function over GF(2).
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O_ DD 41 26 4f 92 b3 94 bd Oe 47 28 49 ge b5 9a bb
1- 8d a4 8b a2 Ir 56 39 50 83 aa 85 ac 11 58 37 5e
2- 17 76 31 78 a5 84 a3 8a 19 70 3f 7e ab 82 ad 8e
S- ba 93 be 95 08 61 2. 67 b4 9d b2 9b 06 6f 20 69
4_ 98 dl be d7 4a e3 -tc e5 96 df bO d9 44 ed 42 eb
5_ 55 f4 53 fa 87 46 al 48 5b [2 5d fe 89 40 af 4e
6_ 8f e6 a9 eO 6d e4 6b c2 81 e8 a7 ee 63 ca 65 cc
1- 72 d3 74 dd 90 71 b6 ts 7e d5 7a db ge 77 b8 79
B- 91 10 b7 le 43 e2 45 ee 9f 16 b9 18 4d e4 4b ea
9_ 5c f5 5a f3 8e 07 a8 01 52 fb 54 fd 80 09 a6 Of
a_ 86 27 aD 29 64 c5 62 eb 88 21 ae 2f 6a c3 6e cd
b_ 7b d2 7d d4 99 30 bf 36 75 dc 73 da 97 3e bI 38
c_ c9 cO ef e6 Ib 32 Id 34 c7 ce el c8 15 3e 13 3a
d_ 04 25 02 2b d6 57 fO 59 Oa 23 Dc 2d d8 51 fe sr
e_ de f7 f8 f1 2c 05 2. 03 dO f9 f6 ff 22 Ob 24 Od
f_ 33 12 35 le el 60 e7 6e 3d 14 3b la ef 66 e9 68

••••••Table 1: The Maraca S-box (hexadecimal).

4 Linearising the Maraca S-box ••••
The only component in Maraca which is not linear is the S-box, which is given in
Table 1. However, as was noted by Canteaut and Naya-Plasencia [1], three of the eight
output bits are linear functions of the input bits.

Our aim is to linearise the Maraca S-box completely, i.e., to turn it into a linear
function. The idea is to choose a linear approximation for the nonlinear S-box, and
restrict the inputs to those for which the approximation holds. A trivial example of
this approach is to choose any two input values to the S-box. A linear function which
maps these two input values to the correct outputs can be found easily.

More concretely, the inputs of the S-box are restricted to some affine space. The
reason is that such restrictions can be incorporated easily in the system of linear equa-
tions in (2). If every component of Maraca is replaced by a linear approximation, then
every intermediate bit is found as a linear combination of input bits and possibly a
constant. Restricting a set of intermediate bits to some affine space thus corresponds
to adding a number of linear equations to the system (2).

An exhaustive search through all possible affine input spaces was performed. For
each such space, it was tested whether the Maraca S-box becomes a linear function
when its inputs are restricted to this space. To keep the search complexity low, the
problem was reformulated as a tree search, where new restrictions are added at every
level of the tree. An early abort strategy was used to accelerate the search. Also,
care was taken to avoid duplicate work arising from equivalent representations of the
same affine spaces. Such duplicate work can be avoided by only investigating sets of
conditions in reduced echelon form. The search takes just a few seconds on an average
desktop PC.

The results are remarkable in the sense that imposing just three linear conditions
on the input bits of the Maraca S-box can already linearise it. For comparison, at least
six conditions are required for the AES [2] S-box, which is also an 8 x 8 bit S-box.
An example of a set of conditions which linearises the Maraca S-box, is the following,
where X7, ... , Xo denote the eight input bits:

•••••••••
{

X2 EB ~~ : ~
X7 = 0

Many such sets of three or more linear conditions which linearise the Maraca S-
box were found. Actually, due to the completeness of the search algorithm used, it is
guaranteed that all of them are found.
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5 A Preimage Attack on Maraca

••
Recall from Sect. 4 that, in Maraca, imposing just three linear conditions on the input
bits of an S-box can already be sufficient to turn it into a linear function. As a first
attempt, consider linearising every S-box in this way, thereby linearising the entire
hash function. Clearly, this will not work, as there are 3· 128 S-boxes in each round,
thus requiring a totalof 1152 conditions per round. But there are only 1024 degrees
of freedom available in each round, which arise from the 1024-bit message block. In
other words, for each round, many more equations than unknowns would be added to
the system of equations in (2). As it is very unlikely that, by accident, enough of these
equations would be linearly dependent, the system of equations is not expected to have
any solutions. ,

••
• 5.1 Making Conditions Dependent

••
A way to overcome this problem is to make use of the fact that there are many ways
to linearise the Maraca S-box. By carefully choosing how to linearise each S-box, an
attempt can be made to make as many conditions as possible dependent on each other.

Recall the structure of a Maraca round, see Fig. l. It consists of three calls to the
Maraca perrnutation, which was introduced in Sect 2.l. Before the first permutation,
a message block W; is XORed into the internal state. Also, after the first permutation,
a combination of message blocks denoted by Acc; is XORed into the state. But in
between the second and the third permutation, no additional inputs are added to the
state. Investigating the linear part of the Maraca permutation leads to the observation
that all eight output bits of an S-box in the second permutation of a round are input
to different S-boxes in the third permutation of that rounel. Since conditions on the
bits of a single S-box are required in order to linearise it, only conditions involving a
single bit are useful as they apply to a single S-box in both the second and the third
permutation of a round.

We propose the following approach. The S-boxes in the first permutation of a
round are linea.rised using three conditions per S-box, for instance using (3). The S-
boxes in the second permutation are linearised using a set of four conditions per S-box.
Depending on the constants and whether the S-box is even or odd-numbered, one of
the following two sets of linearising conditions is used:

•••••••••
{

Xl EB X3

X2 EB X5

X4 EB X5

·7:6 EB X7

o
o
1
o

or
{

Xl EB X3

X2 EB X5

X4 EB X5

X6 EB X7

o
1
o
o

(4)

•
Again, X7 to Xo denote the S-box input bits. While at first it may seem counter-
productive to use more than three conditions per S-box, the advantage is that as much
as four S-box output bits are also fixed to a particular value by these conditions.

For the S-boxes in the third permutation, either a set of three or a set of five
linearising conditions is used, again depending on the position of the S-box. However,
because of the way the S-boxes of the second permutation were linearised, most of these
conditions are satisfied automatically. Only one additional condition needs to be added
for the even-numbered S-boxes, i.e., just half of the S-boxes in the third permutation.
Thus, the total number of conditions per round is now 128·3 + 128·4 + 64 . 1 = 960.
As there are 1024 degrees of freedom available in each round, 64 degrees of freedom
are expected to remain per round.
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Thirtieth Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux ••5.2 Maraca's Finalisation Phase •The last message block contains an amount of padding, which cannot be chosen by an
adversary. However, by choosing an appropriate message length, this padding overhead
can be reduced to just 16bits whose value will be fixed and known a priori. This has
the effect of reducing the available degrees of freedom in the last message block slightly,
which does not cause any problems.

After all message blocks have been processed, Maraca performs 47 blank rounds.
The Ssboxes in these rounds also have to be linearised, but no new degrees of freedom
are available. This problem can be overcome by building up enough degrees of freedom
before the start of the finalisation phase. A simple estimate learns that about 47·960 =
45120 degrees of freedom are required for the finalisation phase. Each normal round
yields on average 64 extra degrees of freedom. Thus, after 705 rounds, the required
number of degrees of freedom could be achieved. In our experiments, 750 rounds were
used, to provide for a reasonable margin of error.

Finally, there are 28 consecutive calls to the Maraca permutation. Note that these
do not contribute to the security of Maraca in any way, as they are invertible. Indeed,
each of the operations shown in Fig. 2 can be inverted easily. Note that the Maraca
S-box is bijective. Starting from a Maraca digest, one first reverts the final trunca-
tion by adding arbitrary bits. Then, the final 28 permutations can be inverted in a
straightforward way.

Another improvement is to not linearise the S-boxes in the 47 blank rounds, but
instead fix the last 47 message blocks to some known value. Then, the 47 blank rounds
can be inverted, as all the message blocks used in Acci in those rounds are now known.
This can also be seen as moving the blank rounds 47 rounds towards the beginning,
which may seem pointless at first. However, now the (fixed) message bits used in these
"blank rounds" can be chosen, instead of being fixed to zeroes. Note that this principle
can also be used to extend the attack to the keyed mode of Maraca. The key appears
both at the beginning and the end of the padded message. For a fixed key, it is possible
to remove the first and the last message block, which contain the key, and proceed as
before.

••••••••••••5.3 Dealing with Contradictions
Up to now, it was silently assumed that none of the additional conditions that are
imposed cause any contradictions. It turns out that this is mostly the case, but very
sporadically, contradictions do occur. Even though they are rare, they constitute an
important issue, as even a single contradiction suffices to make the entire approach fail.

However, it is possible to work around these unfortunate events at the cost of some
degrees of freedom. When a contradiction is detected, one can just choose a different
linearisation for the problematic S-box. For instance, a triviallinearisation using seven
conditions, which is always possible, can be used. As contradictions only occur rarely,
the overall impact of this procedure on the available degrees of freedom is close to being
negligible.

••••
6 Practical Aspects

••
Conceptually, our preimage attack on Maraca corresponds to building a system of
linear equations over GF(2), and solving this system of equations. There are some
small complications, such as efficiently detecting contradictions, and modifying the
system of equations to circumvent them, as was discussed in Sect. 5.3. However, the
most important practical obstacle is the large dimension of the system. For 750 rounds,
the system of equations has more than 760000 equations in about as many unknowns.
This amounts to a memory requirement of over 67GB just to store the system. Also, for

•••
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• such a large system, the cubic time complexity of straightforward Gaussian elimination
is prohibitively large.

Note however that the system of equations has a block triangular structure. This
is explained by the simple observation that a message block can not affect the rounds
before the first use of this message block. Because of the ample diffusion in Maraca,
the equations are dense otherwise. Furthermore, in order to be able to efficiently detect
contradictions and work around them, it is advantageous to combine the building and
the solving the system. This has the additional advantage of limiting the memory
usage.

Our implementation of the attack consists of two distinct phases. First, there is
a precomputation phase, which has to be done only once, and an online phase which
generates a preimage. All complexity is concentrated in the precomputation phase.

••••••••

6.1 The Precomputation Phase
The following approach, which is based on straightforward Gaussian elimination, was
used to build and solve the system of equations simultaneously. Rather than storing
equations, the solution space itself is continuously tracked throughout the rounds of
Maraca. As this is an affine space, it can be represented by a single displacement
vector and a set of basis vectors. These vectors contain a message of a fixed length of
750 message blocks, as well as the 1024-bit internal state at the current position. The
solution space is continuously updated as follows.

1. A new message block is added. This corresponds to adding 1024 vectors to the
solution space. Each contains a message with a single "1" bit in the current
message block and zeroes otherwise. Then, the internal state is updated in every
vector to include the XOR with the new message block.

2. Conditions on the internal state bits are imposed in order to linearise the S-
boxes of the first permutation of the round. This step corresponds to performing
a Gaussian elimination step on several of the internal state bits, and removing
certain vectors from the solution space. Note that at this point it is easy to
doteet any contradictions, and to choose a different linearisation for the S-box in
question.

•••••••••

3. Now, the internal state in each of the vectors can be updated to include the
(linearised) first permutation of the round. Also, the XOR with Acei, which is a
combination of previous message blocks, can be performed.

4. In a similar way, the conditions for linearising the S-boxes in the second and third
permutation of the round are imposed, further reducing the solution space.

This procedure is repeated until all rounds have been processed. After a single round,
the dimension of the solution space has been increased by 64, on average, as 1024
new degrees of freedom were introduced, but only 960 conditions were added. As
explained in Sect. 5.2, the 47 last message blocks are set to a fixed value so that the
blank rounds can be inverted. This corresponds to another Gaussian elimination step
in these rounds, which further reduces the solution space.

In the end, an affine message space is found for which the Maraca hash function,
omitting the blank rounds and the final permutations, is linear. Then, it is checked
if this solution space allows to reach any value for the internal state before the blank
rounds. If not, the number of rounds needs to be increased. Our experiments show
that, with 750 message blocks, any state can be reached.

The precomputation phase was implemented to run distributed on a cluster of
computers. Each node keeps a part of the basis vectors in memory, and most of
the computations can be carried out in parallel. Running the precomputation phase
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Opteren nodes. The result of the precomputation is a data file of 94MB. This is the
only data that is required by the online phase.

6.2 The Online Phase

•••The online phase constructs arbitrary preimages using the data from the precomputa-
tion phase. The target digest is first extended to 1024bits by adding arbitrary bits.
Then, the 28 final permutations and the 47 blank rounds are inverted, to retrieve the
correct internal state before the start of the blank rounds. Finally, the appropriate
basis vectors from the data file are combined using XOR to reach the desired internal
state. This entire process takes just a few seconds on an average desktop PC.

As any internal state before the blank rounds can be obtained, our attack is guaran-
teed to succeed for any given digest value. By extending the target digest to 1024bits
in different ways, it is possible to find multiple messages hashing to a given digest,
i.e., multi-preimages. Of course, our attack can also be used to construct collisions or
second preimages for Maraca.

•••
7 Conclusion

•••••
In this work, we have shown a practical preimage attack on the hash function proposal
Maraca. The main weakness that we exploit lies within the Maraca S-box. We have
shown that the Maraca S-box can be linearised successfully by imposing additional
linear constraints on the S-box inputs. In this way, the Maraca hash function can be
turned into a linear function, for which it is easy to construct preimages. Our attack
has been implemented and verified experimentally. This clearly shows that Maraca is
not preimage resistant nor collision resistant, and hence should not be considered to
be a secure cryptographic hash function. ••Acknowledgements
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Abstract

Jump controlled linear finite state machines are introduced in [1, 2, 3J. These
constructions have found their way in concrete stream cipher designs. The bias in
the distribution oflinear relations of low degree is important for the cryptographic
strength of these stream ciphers. In [6J an algorithm is given to determine this
bias. In this paper a new algorithm is introduced, that makes use of the properties
of jump registers. It is shown that this algorithm has lower order in time and
memory than the previous one and can handle characteristic polynomials of
degrees 100 and higher.
Keywords: Linear finite state machine, linear relation, characteristic polyno-
mial, linear equivalence bias, jump register, irregular clocking.

1 Introduction
As is discussed in [5], the bias in the distribution of linear relations of low degree is
important for the cryptographic strength of stream ciphers based on irregularly jumping
linear finite state machines (LFSMs). If this bias is too high, a key recovery attack
could be feasible, hence breaking the cipher. Research has shown that this Linear
Equivalence Bias (LEB) depends solely on the characteristic polynomial of the LFSM.
In [6] an efficient algorithm is given to determine the LEB for polynomials of degrees
up to 30. This limit comes from the exponential memory usage of the algorithm.
Although the described algorithm has proved its usefulness in practice, the quest for a
more efficient algorithm has led to a new algorithm. The basis fOTthis new algorithm
is formed by the fact that in a jump controlled LFSM the coefficients of the linear
relations in the output stream produced turn out to be symmetric Boolean functions
(SBFs) of the jump control bits. It has been observed in [7] that the functions of the
jump control signals in the matrices, given by Eqs. (5) and (8) in [6] are symmetric
in their variables. These symmetries make evaluation of these functions quite simple
and, hence, avoid the necessity of storing long truth table vectors. Hence, it turns
out to be feasible to find short descriptions of the linear relation coefficients in terms
of symmetric Boolean functions represented by i-bit vectors for each coefficient ai.
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These symmetry properties and their consequences are shown in [7]. Exploiting specific
properties of these SBFs and jump controlled LFSMs paves the way for an extremely
efficient algorithm to determine the LEB of polynomials of degrees 100 and higher in
a matter of seconds.

In this paper we describe the new algorithm and illustrate that its time and memory
orders are low enough to process polynomials of high degree. Concrete performance
figures will demonstrate the usefulness of the new algorithm. Section 2 recaps the main
results of [7]. The efficient algorithm to determine the LEB is developed in Section 3
and the paper ends with some conclusions in Section 4.

2 Linear Relation Coefficients and Symmetric
Boolean Functions

A symmetric boolean function, SBF for short, is a function defined here as follows.

Definition 1 Let Sn(Xl, X2, ... , xn) be a function of n binary variables Xl, ... , Xn!

mapping binary n-tuples to a binary output value and let 7r denote a permuiatien on n
elements. The function Sn is called symmetr'ic if and only if

In [7] it is shown that the coefficients of the linear relations that occur in the output
stream of jump controlled linear finite state machines are symmetric functions of their
two-valued jump control variables. As the most important consequence, a table sim-
ilar to Table 1 of [6] is now constructed. In stead of hexadecimal representations of
truth tables in each entry, it suffices to place some representation of the SBF in each
entry as shown in Table 1. In this table the SBFs are represented by their vectors
(1j;i+l, ... ,1/'1, ?jiO) as hexadecimal integers r = 1(;0+ 21/J1 + ... + 2i+11/Ji+1 The series
of column entries 1,2,6, ... is easily calculated. In the column of coefficient ai let
fo = 1, fi = 2, then I; = (2fk. 1 mod 2i+2) EBfk• l' for k > 1, where EBdenotes bitwise
modulo 2 addition (XOR). For a given characteristic polynomial of degree L and co-
efficients co, Cl, ... , CL the linear relation coefficients are calculated by taking a linear
combination of the SBFs, as given by Eq. (1).

3 Calculating the LEB using SBFs
A result of the previous section is that the huge tables introduced in Section 3 of [6] •
are not needed to calculate the linear relation coefficients. But how does this affect
the calculation of the LEB? At first sight, one might think that only i + 2 values of •
ai need to be calculated, as the values of SBFs depend only on the weight of their
arguments. However, the LEB is defined as the number of the most often occurring •
linear relation. Does this mean that we still have to go through all 2L combinations of
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ao al a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 as a9
Co 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cl 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
C3 2 6 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
C4 2 2 6 2 1 0 0 0 0
Cs 2 6 A 6 2 1 0 0 0
c6 2 2 E A 6 2 1 0 0
C7 2 6 2 lE A 6 2 1 0
Cs 2 2 6 2 lE A 6 2 1
Cg 2 6 A 6 22 lE A 6 2 ...
CID 2 2 E A 26 22 lE A 6

Cll 2 6 2 lE 2A 66 22 lE A

c!2 2 2 6 2 3E 2A 66 22 lE
C13 2 6 A 6 2 7E AA 66 22

CI4 2 2 E A 6 2 FE AA 66

CI5 2 6 2 lE A 6 2 lFE AA

CIG 2 2 6 2 lE A 6 2 lFE
cl7 2 6 A 6 22 lE A 6 202

CIS 2 2 E A 26 22 lE A 206

:

Table 1: Linear Relation Coefficients expressed as Symmetric Boolean Functions

jump control variables, evaluate all SBFs and count the occurrences of all (L + I)-bit
patterns? No, we can do much better by traversing the Binary Weight Triangle (BWT),
a matrix structure that contains the values of the SBFs representing the linear relation
coefficients aD, al, ... , ac, which are SBFs of 1,2, ... , L + 1 variables respectively, as
given by (2). The notation a;(w) is used to denote the value of a; for argument vectors
with Hamming weight w.

Weight aD al ... ac- 2 ai- I aL
0 ao(O) aI(O) ... alo' 2 (0) alo' 1(0) 1
1 ao(l) al(l) ... aL' 2(1) aL' 1(1) 1
2 al (2) ... ai- 2(2) alo' 1(2) 1

L-l ac- 2(L - 1) aL' I(L - 1) 1
L alo' I (L) 1

(2)

The BWT is computed directly from the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial
of degree L using Table l. The computational effort is of order L2

. Clearly, the BWT
contains alllinear relations by its definition. For the explanation of the BWT traversing
algorithm, the following definitions are given.

Weight Set: A weight set Ei = {WO,WI," .}, i = O,I, ... ,L - l. A set of all weights
uu; (k is an enumeration variable) of argument vectors, where argument vectors
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weights in a set result in the same value of a linear relation coefficient ai' In
general, weight sets do not contain all weights that result in the same value of a
coefficient ai'

•
Ensemble of Weight Sets: [i = {Ef, El, ... }, i = 0,1, ... ,L - l. A set of all sets

Et, with k an enumeration variable.

••
Extended Weight Set: El = {wd U {Wk + I} = El U (El + 1). The union of the

set of weights {wd and the same set with all its weights increased by one. This
extension arises when an additional argument variable is considered going from
ai to ai+l, implying that weights stay the same if this variable has the value 0,
and weights are increased by one otherwise.

Conditional Splitting Extended Weight Sets Ei are split into two successor sets E;+1
and E;~I' one with weights resulting in aHI = 0 and one with weights resulting
in aHI = 1, according to the values in the BWT. If for all weights in some El,
the corresponding ai+! assumes only one value, then EI+l = El, else two disjoint
sets Ef+l and Ef~lresult.

••••••
Multiplicity Set A multiplicity set Mi = (rna, mI," .), i = 0,1, ... ,L - l. A set of

multiplicities mk, where k is an enumeration variable, corresponding to weights
of argument vectors. In order to determine the LEB, which is the multiplicity
of the linear relation that occurs most, the tru; count the number of argument
vectors that result in one and the same linear relation with a coefficient ai of
some binary value for all weights given by its weight set Ei' The multiplicity of
a weight Wk in a set E;+1 is equal to the sum of the multiplicities of weights io;

and Wk - 1 of the preceding weight set El. The sum of all multiplicities in all
multiplicity sets corresponding to the weight sets in an ensemble sum up to 2i+l,
the total number of value combinations of the (i + 1) jump control variables

•••••
1. Extending all weight sets in the ensemble

2. Conditionally splitting all weight sets in the ensemble using the values of
the coefficients aHl(k) in the BWT and adding the resulting sets to [HI

3. Update the multiplicities in the corresponding multiplicity sets

•••••

Traversing the BWT Starting with i = 0 and proceeding from left to right in the
Binary Weight Triangle until i = L - 1, successive ensembles [i are determined
recursively by the three steps:

From the above definitions it is clear that the number of weight sets in [Hl can be
any number ranging from the number of weight sets in [i up to twice that number.
However, a doubling of weight sets only occurs if and only if some ai is a linear or affine
function of all its variables, which does not occur, except for at» I. Also, the number of
weights sets stays the same if and only if some ai is a constant function, which occurs
for az: Next, consider the weight sets in all ensembles as nodes in a directed graph, and
drawedges between nodes if and only if the corresponding weight sets are related by
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••••
set extension and conditional splitting. The resulting graph is an (incomplete) binary
tree containing all linear relations that occur for the characteristic polynomial, used to
construct the BWT. The following algorithm is now evident.

Algorithm 1

• 1. Calculate the BWT of C(x)
2. Traverse the BWT
3. Create a binary tree with linear relations••• Algorithm 1 was applied to the polynomial X14+x13 +X12 +Xll + x9 +x7 +x5 +x3 +x2 +

x + 1, 752670 in octal notation, used in version 2 of the Pomaranch stream cipher [5].
From this exercise two conclusions could be drawn. First, it was observed that the
order of the algorithm is quadratic with the number of linear relations, and therefore
grows exponentially. Secondly, multiple copies of weight sets occurred in ensembles.

A dramatic improvement of the algorithm is achieved if we apply the convention is
that weight sets occur only once in an ensemble. However, in order to count the number
of linear relations a Linear Relations Counter (LRC) is maintained for each weight set
in an ensemble. Moreover, as a result of this weight set unicity the processing of the
multiplicity sets needs to be changed, because identical copies of weight sets may have
different multiplicity sets associated with them. Finally, weight sets can have more
than one predecessor sets in this case, making it necessary to select one out of several
multiplicity sets.

•••••• Linear Relations Counter A linear relations counter R; is the value that indicates
the number of linear relations associated with a weight set Ei, Splitting an
extended set results in two sets with identical LRC values. Also, if a weight
set Ei+! has more than one preceding weight sets E;!, E;2, ... , the resulting
LRC value is the sum of the corresponding preceding LRC values, i.e. R;+1 =
R7! + R72 + .. -, In this way the total number of Linear Relations is the sum of all
LR.Cs in CL. By keeping track of which set originates from a preceding set with
ai(wd = 0 and ai(wk) = I, the actual values of the linear relation coefficients are
obtained.

••••• Multiplicity Set The previous definition is modified as follows. The multiplicity of a
weight Wk in a set E1+1 is equal to the sum of the multiplicities of weights Wk and
Wk - 1 of the preceding weight set El. If more than one weight set precede the
current weight set, then the multiplicities of the weight set with the highest total
multiplicity over all weights in the weight set are taken. This is allowed, because
only the highest total multiplicity is of interest for the LEB. By examining all
weight sets for i = L the weight set with the highest total provides the LEB.

•••••
The following algorithm shows the steps resulting from Algorithm 1 with the weight
set unicity modifications discussed above.

• 131•



1. Calculate the BWT of C(x)
2. Traverse the BWT with modified update of multiplicities
3. Remove multiple copies of weight sets
4. Create a graph with weight sets as nodes and extension relations as edges

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Algorithm 2

Figures 1 and 2 show the resulting graph for the polynomial 752670 up to £L. 2. Taking
the maximum over all sums of multiplicities in multiplicity sets in £12 identifies the value
124 (= 93+31) as the LEB. Summing up all all LRC values in this ensemble yields 544
linear relations at that stage, in agreement with the total of 1088. Backtracking through
the graph reveals the linear relations 1000011000100(01) and 1000011000100(11) that
occur 124 times.

It is not straightforward to assess the order of the described algorithm. This is
due to the fact that it is unclear how the number of weights in a weight set and the
number of weight sets in an ensemble grow with increasing L. However, practical
experiments with L up to 61 seem to indicate that the algorithm order behaves like
O(L3) with a memory requirement of O(L2). As a further improvement, if the degree
of the characteristic polynomial is L, then ai. = 1 and need not be considered in
calculating the LEB. Taking L > 1 irreducible polynomials implies that Co = 1 and
also =ei = 1, so that ao = l. Also, from the Doubling Rule (see [5]) it follows that
linear relations with aL. 1 = 0 and aL. 1 = 1 occur equally often. Consequently, at..
aL. 1 and ao need not be considered.

4 Conclusions

This paper presents a new approach to solving the problem of finding the linear equiv-
alence bias of jump controlled linear finite state machines. In particular, implementing
Algorithm 2 in software on a PC to calculate the linear equivalence bias of high degree
polynomials is quite straightforward.

Future research includes generalizations in two directions: 1) general clock control
in stead of jumping, and 2) extended linear relation, i.e. linear relations of length
greater than the degree of the characteristic polynomial.
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Figure 1: Algorithm 2 output stages 0-6 for polynomial 75267
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••••••Figure 2: Algorithm 2 output stages 6-12 for polynomial 75267
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We propose Beta Weighting as a simple linear weighting scheme for combining
different models in data compression. Suppose we are given a finite number of
models. Under the assumption that with a given a priori probability distribution
one of the models is the best - but we do not know which one and we do not
have further knowledge about the models - Beta Weighting is optimal in the
sense that it yields minimum redundancy. Every single update of each weight
requires only a constant number of arithmetic operations.

••••• 1 Introduction

• One can divide compression algorithms into two classes. First, there are combinatorial
algorithms. These algorithms are using combinatorial ideas such as substituting repe-
titions by efficient encodings or applying some compression enhancing transforms. The
second class are statistical algorithms. They are one of the main focuses of this paper.
Online algorithms from this second class usually consist of two cornponents, the model
and the encoder [9]. The model reads the input and successively generates a probabil-
ity distribution for the next symbol. The encoder uses this probability distribution for
generating a "code word" for the next symbol. See standard text books such as [1,11]
for more detailed information about this paradigm. Many combinatorial compression
schemes do have (time efficient) statistical equivalents, see e.g. [4, 5, 8].

For encoders, there already exist solutions which are considered as optimal [18].
On the model side, the number of possibilities is infinite, and each one has its own
advantages and disadvantages. The idea behind combining several models is to have
the advantages of different worlds while the disadvantages do not add up. A lot of
state-of-the-art compression schemes are based on combinations of several models (this
approach is often called context mixing), see e.g. [6]. Typically, existing programs are
mixing several models by using ad-hoc techniques or neural networks; a theoretically
sound approach is the Switching Method [12].

As already mentioned, in data compression, a model is a device which assigns to
each string x a probability distribution for the potential next symbols (J". In information
theory, a source is a device which emits symbols. At every point, its output depends
on some probability distribution over the alphabet. This probability distribution, in
turn, depends on the sequence of symbols which has been emitted so far.
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Thirtieth Symposium on lriformation Theory in the Benelux ••On the one hand, models are reading some input whereas sources are generating
outputs; on the other hand, at their core they are doing the very same thing: to each
sequence x they are assigning a probability distribution over the alphabet.

One of the main ideas in data compression is that the best model for compressing
some input x is the source S which generated x as an output. Typically, one does
not know S and one tries to approximate it. In practice, a lot of compression schemes
approximate Markov sources, i.e., the source is a finite order Markov chain. In contrast,
the Context Tree Weighting (CTW) compression scheme is optimal for another large
class of sources: It yields minimum redundancy for the family of tree sources [15].

Different schemes could yield the best compression ratio, depending on the source
S which has been used for generation of the input. This is the main motivation for
the Beta Weighting algorithm, which tries to find the best model for S starting form
a given finite set of models.

Another benefit of combining different models comes from the following idea. Sup-
pose some input x = ,TjX2 is generated by two sources: Sj has generated Xj and X2 has
been generated by another source S2. Let MI be a good approximation of Sj and let
M2 be a good approximation of S2. Now, if the scheme which combines MI and M2

adapts fast enough, then this might yield better compression on x than using only one
of the models MI or M2· On a higher level, this means that a combination of different
models yields a better and more general model, In the above example, the combination
of ]../[I and M2 can be seen as a single model. This new models is better than each of
MI or M2, since it is a good approximation scheme for both SI and S2.

The most important impulse for the development of Beta Weighting comes from
an implementation technique (called "betas") of the CTW compression scheme [10,
16]. Efficient implementations of CTW rely on this method. But then again, it has
been shown repeatedly that betas are part of a general concept and not only a clever
implementation trick [14, 17]. Our weighting approach continues this line of work.

•••••••••••••
2 Preliminaries •
First, we fix some notation. In this paper, ~ is a finite alphabet. We will frequently use
(J for symbols in ~ and x for sequences over ~. The empty sequence is denoted by À

and the set of all sequences is ~*. Probabilities are denoted by PC) and for conditional
probabilities we use the standard notation PCI')'

A reappearing idea is to combine an arbitrary compression scheme with the strength
of Lempel-Ziv based algorithms on long repetitions. One possible approach for this
task is to use a match model (also called match predietors. The idea is to ignore
the behavior on short repetitions. One only stores factors of a given length, say 8. All
longer repetitions also contain a repetition of length 8. Best compression improvements
can be obtained by using sophisticated data structures which are often based on suffix
trees. A simple way of implementing a match model relies on hash tables. For every 8
symbols one can compute a hash value h and in an array a at position h one stores the
position of the last occurrence of these 8 symbols (in fact, one can only guarantee that
the 8 symbols do have the same hash value). We say that a repetition is met, if h is the
hash value of the last eight symbols of the input and a[h] points to a position which
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corresponds to the same 8 symbols. If indeed a repetition is met, then, as reading
of the input continues, one compares the current symbols with those following the 8
symbols at position a[h]. As long as they are equal we have a match. The length C
of a match is the number of symbols which coincide (in our case: f. 2: 8). Now, with
probability (f. - 1)/ f. the match model assumes that the next symbol of the input is
the one which follows the previous repetition and only with probability 1/ f. it assumes
that one of the other symbols occurs. If we have no match, then in the match model
assigns the same probability I/IEl to every symbol a E E. We will use this idea of a
match model later in this paper in order to evaluate the Beta Weighting algorithm.

3 Beta Weighting
Let Ml, ... ,Mn be models and assume that we can compute the probability P(xIMi)

for each input sequence x E E* and every model Mi. Here, P(xIMi) denotes the
probability for x under the model Mi. We also use the notation P(alx, Mi) for the
probability of the symbol a under the model Mi after the input x occurred. Our task
will be to find the model which fits the input best. We are given an a priori probability
P(Mi) for each model being the best one. Every model could be the best but we do
not know which one. Initially, we have IlO information about the input and hence,
we have no better choice than using the probabilities P(Mi) as weights !3i, but as we
continue to read the input, some models might become more probable whereas others
could turn out to be very improbable. In order to capture this behavior, one needs
to update the weights. In our approach, right after reading the prefix al ... aj of the
input, we are using the weights

where p is the weighted probability which has been assigned to al ... aj by the Beta
Weighting algorithm. Since P("£a) = P(x) . P(alx), we obtain a simple update proce-
dure of the weights using conditional probabilities only.

3.1 The algorithm
In the following, we sketch Beta Weighting as program code. For every model Mi we
introduce a weight (J;. An input x = al ... am is processed as follows.

for i := 1 to n do (3i := P(Mi); end for;
for j := 1 to m do

n

i=l

output(p);
for i := 1 to n do

P(alal,,·a 1 M)(3i := (3i . J J-' ';

P
end for;

end for;
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t» ( I ) = Pw(w)
'tv U X Pw(x)

L~l P(xuIMi)P(Mi)

Pw(x)

= ~ P(xIMi)P(Mi) P( I M)
L P. (x) u x, ,
i=l w
n

=L tli(x)P(ulx, Mi)
i-I

••••••••••••

The sequence of probabilities which are output by the algorithm can be used by the
encoder for-compressing x. Moreover, the computation of the probability of an arbi-
trary symbol u after reading UI ... Uj-l does not rely on the knowledge which symbol
comes next. Hence, essentially the very same algorithm can be used for decompression.
Note that for decoding, the probability prediction for every symbol u E 2:: is required
(as usual, some "largest probabilities go first" heuristic can be applied).

3.2 Optirnality
As before, we are given sources MI, ... ,Mn with a priori probabilities P(NIi) for 1 :S
i :S n. In our setting, we have P(x) = P(xIMi) for some Mi E {MI, ... ,Mn} and in
this case we say that Mi has won. The probability that Mi wins is P(Mi). We do
not know which Mi has won and we do not have any further knowledge on how the
sources Mi determine their probabilities. Therefore, the best we can do is to work with
the probability Pw(x) = L7=1 P(xIMi)P(Mi) instead of P(x). Here, the index w is for
weighted. It is well-known that ?'w(x) yields minimum redundancy for P(x), see e.g.
[3, Theorem 13.1.1]. Having this in mind, we see that

••
w~re •

(./.() = P(M)P(xIMi)
iJ, X 'Pw(x) •

It suffices to assign a single weight tli to each source Mi' These weights are used for
combining the model predictions P(ulx, NIi) in order to obtain the weighted prediction •
Pw(ulx) as a linear combination. By definition, the initial value of the weights is
tli(À) = P(Mi). An update of the weights iji can be computed as follows •

r:I.(. ) = r:I.( ) P(ulx, Mi) •
IJ, XU IJ, x Pw(ulx)

This shows that Beta Weighting yields minimum redundancy when trying to find the •
winning source.

3.3 Discussion •••Suppose we have just read the last symbol u of the input xa and consider the update of
the weight (J;. If the prediction P(ulx, Mi) of the model Mi for the symbol u is better
than the weighted prediction Pw(ulx), then the weight tli is increased, otherwise it is
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• decreased. Here, a probability p is better than q if it yields shorter code lengths, which
- by monotonicity of the logarithm - is equivalent to saying that p > q. Therefore,
each weight (3i is a natural measure for the success of the model Mi in compressing the
input. Another indication for this naturalness is that log (3i is the difference between
the code lengths generated by the combined model and the model Mi (plus some cost
10gP(Mi) for choosing the model Mi).

Another point of view is the following. We assign one bit bi E {O, I} to each model
Mi for 1 :s: i :s: n. This bit bi is 1 if and only if Mi is the winning model. Essentially,
when computing its weight (3i, every model Mi tries to learn whether bi = 1 or bi = 0
as fast as possible. (This situation is similar to the use of betas in the CTW algorithm;
there they determine whether a node in a tree is a leaf or an inner node, which is
an unknown information of one bit [10, 14, 16, 17].) Of course, there exist better
weighting schemes which result from more general settings. For example, one could
assign arbitrary positive real numbers to the bi such that Li bi = 1. Again, every model
can try to learn its weight bi. To the best of our knowledge, for this more general setting,
until now (albeit not stated explicitly) there only exist efficient optimal weighting
schemes for n = 2, see [12]. They require a linear amount of additional memory and
every single update takes linear time. Since this is not satisfactory for applications in
data compression, the usual approach is to approximate these weighting schemes. One
such approximation is the Snake Algorithm [12, 13]. Another approximation approach
relies on neural networks [7]. Although highly successful in practice, it is not clear
which kind of setting neural networks are approximating. Often, they are computing
non-linear combinations of the input probabilities.

We also want to emphasize that Beta Weighting is a one-pass method and that it
works with any number of models. The complexity of every update only depends on
the number of models and not on the length of the input. A lot of existing schemes
are designed for two models only; combinations of more than two models are done by
successively combining two models.

Due to its low computational complexity, one can think of a huge variety of ap-
plications other than mixing on the outer most level of the compression schemes. For
instance, one could use Beta Weighting in order to combine different probability esti-
mations within the states of an arbitrary compression algorithm.

••••••••••••••• 3.4 Implementation details•• Tests have shown that the weights adapt very quickly. Since floating point numbers do
not allow arbitrary precision, they cannot follow this fast adaption. Hence, underflows
and rounding errors can happen. As a consequence, we cannot guarantee that the sum
of the weights is 1. Moreover, single weights can grow beyond 1. Therefore, we need to
restrict the size of the weights. Good values for the upper and the lower bounds on the
weights depend on the number of models. A positive effect of the application of upper
and lower bounds is that the Beta Weighting algorithm adapts even faster to changes
in the input. Moreover, we have to normalize the weights, i.e., we need to employ the
weights (3; = (3i / (Lj (3j).

Another small implementation detail is the following. After reading one symbol
from the input each model is updated. This gives three possibilities for the updates
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of the weights. First, one could use the probability distributions of the old models
or second, one could use the probability distributions of the updated models and the
"old" weighted probability. Third, one could use the updated models and a recomputed
"new" weighted probability. Surprisingly, it turns out that - for all files of the Calgary
Corpus except pie - using the second possibility yields best compression ratios.

4 Test results
In order to evaluate the Beta Weighting algorithm we chose Dynamic Markov Compres-
sion (DMC) as a base algorithm [2]. The main benefit for our purpose is that different
parameters (i.e., cloning thresholds and initial automata) yield different models. In
addition, our tests involve a bitwise match model (see Section 2). For tests, we also
used a slightly extended version of Beta Weighting where we employed a weight for
every single state of the model. This state-based variant is indicated by the exponent
's' whereas 'rn' marks the model-based approach. Best results on the Calgary corpus
have been obtained using the state-based extension, see Figure 1. The numbers are in
bits per character (bpc). On an intuitive level, the effect of mixing DMC automata
with different cloning thresholds is comparable to blending in Prediction by Partial
Matching (PPM) compression schemes [1].

•••
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File Mi M2 M3 M4 M5 M4+5 Mm MS Mm MS1..5 1..5 1..25 1..25

bib 2.727 4.162 2.387 2.364 4.945 2.176 2.106 2.027 2.024 1.967
bookl 2.623 3.606 2.500 2.505 7.132 2.505 2.366 2.325 2.288 2.249
book2 2.493 3.742 2.279 2.294 5.848 2.234 2.103 2.031 2.014 1.946
geo 5.418 3.976 5.702 4.637 7.774 4.612 4.009 3.869 3.811 3.781
news 3.285 4.341 2.957 2.910 5.803 2.671 2.561 2.507 2.449 2.408
obj 1 5.026 5.388 4.653 4.428 6.020 4.145 3.970 3.938 3.840 3.814
obj2 3.544 3.590 3.255 2.988 5.028 2.656 2.544 2.466 2.395 2.272
paperl 3.449 4.467 2.941 2.943 6.218 2.793 2.667 2.577 2.543 2.484
paper2 3.048 4.065 2.712 2.739 6.534 2.686 2.554 2.476 2.438 2.386
pie 0.788 0.843 0.790 0.758 1.474 0.736 0.684 0.676 0.690 0.684
progc 3.675 4.715 3.036 3.020 5.968 2.825 2.702 2.606 2,583 2.51.1
progl 2.558 3.868 2.175 2.229 4.082 1.887 1.794 1.737 1.724 1.676
progp 2.736 4.011 2.242 2.269 4.100 1.894 1.806 1.764 1.718 1.698
trans 2.687 4.306 2.178 2.232 3.155 1.584 1.529 1.489 1.478 1.455

avg bpe 3.147 3.934 2843 2.737 5.291 2.529 2.385 2.321 2.285 2.240

Figure 1: Models: MI single state automaton, M2 bi-chain 32, M3 tree 216, M4 braid
8 x 256, NI5 match model; Nh.25: 25 different variations of MI to M5'

We believe that replacing most of the ad-hoc mixing schemes with Beta Weighting
will yield better cornpression. Tests have shown that the weights {3i adapt very fast, if
they are limited within a fixed interval; Therefore, we expect that this approach will
yield results similar to the Snake Algorithm, which is conceptually more complex and
restricted to two models only.
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Figure 2: Weight of the match model in M,H_S on input file news from the Calgary
Corpus (fragment between bits 1812600 and 1814550)

••••••••••••••••

Figure 2 shows the value pattern of a weight (3 during the run of the Beta Weighting
algorithm. The input file is news and the combined models are M4 and the match
model Ms. The (bounded and normalized) weight (3 is taken from the match model.
The weight of M4 is 1 - (3. Active phases of the match model (i.e., the match model
does not return bit probabilities of 0.5) are indicated by 1-------1. In average, the weight of
the match predietor requires slightly more than three bytes (~ 25 bits) for recognizing
the beginning of a match and less than one byte (~4 bits) for recognizing its end. This
test is for pointing out the fast adaption of the Beta Weighting algorithm to changes
in the input. Of course, in this particular case faster adaption could be achieved by
immediately switching between the models at the boundaries of each match, but this
approach not only relies on the probability distributions but also on "knowledge" about
the models.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
We introduced Beta Weighting as a new method for combining different models in
data compression. It relies on a technique known as betas which is used in CTW
implementations. Beta Weighting has the following three good properties. First, it
is extremely simple. Second, it is provably optimal for a natural setting. Third, the
weights in the algorithm rapidly adapt to changes in the input.

Betas are a good indicator for the success of a model. In particular, tests have
shown that this idea carries over to state-based combinations, i.e., we assign a beta
to every single state of each model. We still lack of a sound theoretical basis for this
effect. Nevertheless, it seems promising to combine and extend the CTW algorithm
with state-based Beta Weighting.

An interesting group of open problems is finding and evaluating (approximation
approaches for) combinations which are based on more general settings. Another open
question is whether and how it is possible to use knowledge about the models. A first
step towards a uniform answer could be the appropriate modeling of such knowledge.

Acknowledgment. We would like to thank Thomas Giricz for providing us with his
implementation of a match model.
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I. PRELIMINARIES• Let {PB I {3E [ca,,} be a I-dimensional exponential family

• iven in a canonical pararneterization,

dPf3 _ 1 f3:r.
dQ - Z({3) e ,

• where Z is the partition function Z({3) I exp({3x) dQx,
and [can := {{3 I Z({3) < oo} is the canonical parameter

apace. We let {3sup = sup{/3 1/3 E [can}, and /3inI likewise.
The elements of the exponential family are also parame-

.rized by their mean value 1". We write /-',9 for the mean
value corresponding to the canonical parameter /3 and fJ,.. for
the canonical parameter corresponding la the mean value /-t .

• or any x the maximum likelihood distribution is Pf3 •. The
Shtarkov integral S is defined as• S - J 1 f3.x Q- Z(fJx) e d x.

• The variance function V is the function that maps I" E
M into the variance of Pi". The Fisher information of an

~~ponential family in its canonical parametrization is [f3 =
.v (1"f3) and the Fisher information of the exponential family

in its mean value parametrization is [1" = (V (11))-1. The
.'eifrrys integral) is defined as

) = r !~/2 dfJ = r ([1,)1/2 dl".
Jrr.-Jn JM•More on Fisher information can be found in [2].

•
As first established by [3], if the parameter space is re-

stricted to a compact subset of the interior of the parameter
space with non-empty interior (called an ineccsi set in [2]),

.hen the minimax regret is finite and equal to the logarithm of
the Shtarkov integral, which in turn is equal to

1 n
-log - + log) + 0(1).
2 21T•It thus becomes quite relevant to investigate whether the same

• hing still holds if the parameter spaces are not restricted to an
ineccsi set. Whether or not this is so is discussed at length and

.osed as an open problem in [2, Chapter 11, Section I 1.1].

11. RESULTS

• Theorem J: For a l-dimensional left-truncated exponential
family, the following statements are all equivalent:

• I) The Shtarkov integral is finite.
2) The minimax individual-sequence regret is finite.
3) The minimax expected redundancy is finite.••••

(I)

4) The exponential family has a dominating distribu-
tion Quam in terms of infonnation divergence, i.e.
SUpf3Ef'a, D(P/lIIQdam) < 00 .

5) There is distribution Pf3 with /3 c [can that dominates the
exponential family in terms of information divergence.

6) The information channel fJ _, Pil has finite capacity .
7) There exists /30 E [can such that

lim D(/3ollfJ) < 00 or lim D(/3II/3o) < 00.
/lT/l,,,p /lr/i,up

Most ofthe equivalences between (1)-(6) are quite straight-
forward. The surprising part is the fact that statements (1)-(6)
are also equivalent to (7).

Theorem 2: Let (f~·n, Q) represent a left-truncated expo-
nential family. If the Shtarkov integral is infinite, then the
Jeffreys integral is infinite.

The converse does not hold in general.
Theorem 3: Let (foon, Q) represent a left-truncated expo-

nential family such that fJsup = 0 and Q admits a density q
either with respect to Lebesgue measure or counting measure.
If q(x) = O(l/xH") for some a > 0, then the Jeffreys
integral IJ I b)1/2 d-y is finite.

In most cases finite Shtarkov implies finite Jeffreys .
Theorem 4: Let Q be a measure on the real line with

support J. Assume that I"inf is the left end point of J. If Q
has density f (x) = (x - l"inf)"-l 9 (x) in an interval just to
the right of a where 9 is an analytic function and 9 (I"inf) > 0
then the left end of the interval J gives a finite contribution
to Jeffrey's integral if and only if Q has a point mass in a.

If Y is a Cauchy distributed random variable then X =
exp (Y) has density

(2)

(3)

(4)

1 1
:;;::1: (1 + log2 (x)) .

A probability measure Q is defined as a 1/2 and 1/2 mixture
of a point mass in 0 and an exponentiated Cauchy distribution.
The exponential family based on Q has redundancy upper
bounded by 1 bit but the Jeffreys integral is infinite .

For exponential families in more dimensions the analysis
becomes more more involved and one may even have expo-
nential families with finite redundancy and infinite regret.
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Abstract
The theory of compressed sensing shows that sparsity pattern (or support) of a
sparse signal can be recovered from a small number of appropriate linear projec-
tions (samples). Unfortunately, as soon as noise is added, the number of required
samples exceeds the full signal dimension, rendering compressed sensing ineffec-
tive. In recent work, we have shown that this can be fixed if a small distortion
is allowed in the signal recovery. The present paper extends our results to a
simplified estimator.

1 Introduction
Estimation of sparse vectors from a limited number of noisy measurements is a prob-
lem that arises in many areas such as compressive sensing, subset selection in linear
regression, graphical model selection, sparse approximation, and signal denoising. In
these problems, an unknown vector x = [Xl,'" Xn] is known a priori to be sparse in
the sense that it has a relatively small number of non-zero elements. However, the
locations and values of the non-zero elements are unknown and must be inferred from
a set of noisy linear projections (or samples) of the form

Yi = ((p;,x) +Wi, for i = 1,'" ,rn (1)

where {1;;}~1 is a set of sampling vectors and Wi is an error term. Of particular interest
is the setting where the number of samples rn is much less than the ambient signal
dimension n and hence the error-free measurements constitute an under-constrained
set of linear equations. A large body of work has analyzed this problem under a
variety of assumptions and recovery tasks, and results typically consist of conditions
on the sparsity of x, the sampling vectors {1;i}, and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
guaranteeing the success or failure of various algorithms.

The focus in this paper is on the task of sparsity pattern recovery (also known
simply as sparsity or support recovery) which is to determine which elements of x are
non-zero. In the noiseless setting, tri = k + 1 samples are sufficient for recovery using an
NP hard combinatorial search, and a fundamental result from the field of compressed
sensing by Donoho [11 and Candès, Romberg, and Tao [2,3] is that m = O(klog(n/k))
measurements are sufficient to recover the entire signal x, and hence it support, using
linear programming. Here, the extra factor log( n/ k) represents the additional sampling
"cost" associated using efficient algorithms.

Unfortunately, in the presence of any measurement noise, m = 8(klog(n - k))
samples are needed [4-6]. Here, the factor log(n - k) represents the fundamental
sampling "cost" of measurement error. When k = 8(n) this cost is significant because

*Also with Delft University of Technology, Faculty of EEMCS, Dept. of Mediarnatics, Inforrnation
and Cornrnunication Theory Group, Delft, The Netherlands.
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Perfect Recovery Approximate Recovery ••klogk k
Necessary m> k + C f(SNR) m> Clk + C2 f(SNR)

(Any Algorithm)
Wei et al [6],Fletcher et al [5] Reeves & Gastpar [10]

klogk k
Achievable for GML m> k + C f(SNR) m> k + C f(SNR)

(Combinatorial Search)
Wainwright [4] Reeves & Castpar [10]

Achievable for MC m> k + Cklogk rn> Ck
(Thresholding) Fletcher et. al [5] This paper

••••Table 1: Summary of scaling results for k = ern) and finite SNR. The dependence on
the sparsity rate kin and the bound on the fraction of errors is not shown. Constants
are denoted by C and any increasing nonasymptotic function is denoted by f. ••
it means that recovery is not possible with m < n samples [7]. Alternatively, if only
m = e(k) samples are available and the noise is due to quantization error, this means
that an unbounded rate (in bits) per sample is required.

These negative results have prompted our investigation of approximate support
recovery for which positive results can be given [7-11]. When k = ern), we showed
in [10] that m = e(k) samples are necessary and sufficient to upper bound the fraction
of errors in the estimated support. Hence, for the "cost" of a relatively small number
of errors, it is possible to attain the same scalings as in the noiseless cases, This means
that if some small fraction of errors (greater than zero) is allowed, and if the SNR is
sufficiently large, then recovery is possible using a fixed sampling rate p = mln that
is much less then one. Furthermore, if noise is due to quantization error, this means
that it is possible to have both m «n and a fixed rate per sample.

For perfect recovery from noisy samples, Wainwright [4]showed achievability of the
scaling m = e(klog(n - kj) for a generalized maximum likelihood (GML) estimator
that requires solving a combinatorial optimization problem. More recently Fletcher et
al [5] showed that the same scaling result can also be achieved by a computationally
simple thresholding algorithm termed maximum correlation (MC). The main difference
in performance between these two algorithms is that the number of samples needed by
GML estimation decreases as the SNR increases (eventually m = k + 1 is sufficient as
SNR --+ 00) but the number of samples needed for MC estimation asymptotes. Hence,
the "cost" of the computational efficiency gained by the MC estimator is the inability
to capitalize on large SNR.

The contribution of this paper is to generalize the performance of the MC algorithm
to the problem of approximate sparsity patter recovery. The achievability results for
approximate recovery given in [10] correspond to the same computationally expensive
GML estimator investigated by Wainwright [4]. The results in this paper complete
the picture by determining the complementary performance of the MC estimator. We
show that MC estimation achieves the same approximate recovery scalings as the GML
estimator. Also, as was the case for perfect recovery, our results show that the "cost"
associated with MC estimation is that, unlike the GML estimator, the sufficient number
of samples does not decrease with large SNR. This result is meaningful because it is
the first one to give (bounded error) performance guarantees on sparsity recovery for
a computationally simple algorithm in the setting where m «n. Table 1 shows the
results of this paper in the context of the previous work for the setting k = ern).
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2 Problem Formulation

2.1 Notation
We use capitalletters such as X and Y to denote random variables and lower case letters
for their realizations X and y. Vectors such as the random vector X = (XI, ... , Xn) or
its realization x = (Xl,' .. , Xn) are denoted with boldface. Any subset of the integers
such as the random subset K or its realization k are denoted with an underscore. We
also use a boldface capital letter to denote a random matrix such as A and a regular
capital letter for its realization A. The transpose of a matrix A is denoted by AT.
For any vector x and set of integers k the notation Xk denotes the vector of elements
indexed by k. Likewise for a matrix A the notation Ak denotes the submatrix formed
by concatenating the columns of A indexed by k. Assume throughout that logarithms
are natural.•

• 2.2 Sampling Rate and Distortion

•••••••

We consider estimation of a si_gnalx E IRn where x is known a priori to be exactly
k-sparse but the support s > ti E {I,··· ,n} : Xi =I- O}anel the values of the non-zero
elements indexed by k are unknown. It is assumed that x is sampled using m random
measurement vectors <Pj, ... , <Pm E IRn where <Pi are i.i.d. Gaussian N(O, ~ [nxn). The
resulting observations Y E IRm have the form

Y=Ax+W (2)

where A is the m x n matrix with rows <Pi and W is additive white Gaussian noise
N(O, [mxm). It is also assumed that the true support is a random variable K distributed
uniformly over all G) supports of size k. Under these assumptions, the per-sample SNR
is proportional to the average power of x

._ IE(<Pi' X)2 _ ~ 11 112SNR ._ lEW2 _ n x ., (3)

• Given the sampling matrix A and the samples Y the goal is to estimate the support
K. It is important to observe that there are two different error events: for each index
i E {I,··· ,n} a "missed detection" occurs if z, =I- 0 but i is not included in the
estimated support and a "false alarm" occurs if x, = 0 but i is included in the estimated
support. In this paper, the goal is to minimize the maximum number of each error
type and we use the distortion••••

(4)

••

Since k is known, minimization of the above metric may equivalently be viewed as
minimizing the total number of errors subject to the constraint that there are an
equal number of each error type. For a given estimator f an error is said to occur
if d(K, f(Y)) > ak where the distortion exE [0,1] is the allowable fraction of errors
(ex= 0 corresponds to perfect recovery).
It is also important to observe that the performance of any algorithm depends

on the non-zero values of x. These values are referred to as the sparsity coefficients
and are denoted by the vector s := Xk E IRk Both deterministic and stochastic
assumptions for the sparsity coefficients are considered. Under deterministic assump-
tions, s is constrained to some subset of IRk and the probability of error p~n)(ex) =•••• 147
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sUPs lP'(d(K, f(Y)) > ak) corresponds to the worst case. Under stochastic assump-
tions, S is a random vector and the probability of error p~n)(a) =lEslP' (d(K, f(Y)) > ak)
corresponds to the average error with respect to the probability measure on S.

We view the problem of support recovery from a sampling perspective where the
goal is to determine how many samples m are needed as a function of the parameters
k, n, a and the assumptions on the sparsity coefficients. We proceed by considering a
sequence of problems indexed by the dimension n and characterize the behavior of the
problem in the limit as ti ---7 00. It is assumed throughout that k = 0,n where the
spar-sity rate 0, E (0,1) measures the degrees of freedom per dimension of x and is
analogous to the "bandwidth" of a signal.

We use p = rnf ri to denote the sampling rate and the compressed sensing setting
corresponds to p < 1. A sampling rate distortion pair (p, a) is said to be achievable
for an estimator f if p~n) (a) ---7 0 as n -t 00 for a sequence of problems with sampling
rate p. Moreover, the sampling rate function P!(o.) is the infimum of rates p such that
(p, a) is achievable using f, and p(o.) = inf! P!(o.) denotes the best possible sampling
rate function using any algorithm.

••••••
2.3 Estimators

••••••
The design and analysis of estimators depends on several factors such as the degree
of prior information about the sparsity coefficients, the loss function that is mini-
mized, and computational constraints. Given a target distortion bound a and set of
assumptions on the sparsity coefficients (either deterministic or stochastic), the optimal
estimator is the one that minimizes our loss function, that is

1* = inf PJo.).! ."

Hence the sampling rate function Pr (a) = p(o.) gives a baseline measure of the best
performance (i.e. lowest sampling rate) that is achievable for any estimator. A lower
bound on p( a) is given in [11] for various assumptions on the sparsity coefficients,

In contrast to optimal estimation, the estimators considered thus far in the literature
for achievability results do not utilize any information about the sparsity coefficients
or the distortion a, For instance, the estimator analyzed for perfect recovery in [4] and
approximate recovery in [10] corresponds to the maximum likelihood estimated in the
special case where there is there is uniform prior on the sparsity coefficients and a = O.
Hence, we refer to it as the generalized maximum likelihood estimate targeting zero
distortion, or simply GML-O, This estimator is computationally expensive because it
requires a search through all possible sparsity patterns and can be expressed as

fGML.o(Y) = arg max { sup PYIK(yIK = k)}
!i sElRk

= argmin II(Imxm - Ak(ArAk)-IAk)yll,!i - - - -

•••••
An upper bound on PGML-O(o.) is given in [11] for various assumptions on the sparsity
coefficients.

The MC estimator analyzed previously for perfect recovery in [5] and in this paper
for approximate recovery provides a computationally efficient alternative to GML-O
estimation. The MC estimate corresponds to the k largest (in magnitude) elements
of the n-dimensional vector AT y. Although such estimation amounts to sorting the
elements of AT Y, it may be equivalently represented as an optimization over supports
as

••••••••148 •
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3 Results
The results in the paper are the characterization of the sampling rate function PMC(a)
for various assumptions on the sparsity coefficients. Our first result applies to any
setting where the empirical distribution of the sparsity coefficients converges to a non-
random limit.
Theorem 1. For each n, let the empirical distribution function of the squared value of
the sparsity coefficients be given by Fn (u) = i 2::7=1 1(st :::;u). If Fn --t F where F is
a distribution function with IR udF(u) = P < 00, then PMc(a) is given by the solution
to

fIR'G ( PMC(a) Q-l ( aD )) dF( ) =JI> 1+ DP u, 2(1 _ D) u a

where G(J-l,t) = 1 - Q(t - J-l)- Q(t + J-l) and Q(x) = fxoo vh exp( _x2 /2).

In the above theorem, the quantity P corresponds to the average power of each
sparsity coefficient Si and hence SNR = np. The following corollary addresses the
setting where the limiting distribution is Gaussian.
Corollary 1 (Gaussian Sparsity Coefficients). If the sparsity coefficients are i. i. d. zero
mean Gaussian with variance P then PMc(a) is given by

(5)

( ) _ 1+DP [(Q-l (~))2 _]
PMC a - P Q-l (1;") 1. (6)

••••••••••••••

We remark that the above result clearly illustrates the dependence on the SNR:
The sampling rate function scales like l/SNR for small values and asymptotes for large
values.

Our next result applies to any setting in which the sparsity coefficients are known
to be bounded.
Theorem 2 (Bounded Sparsity Coefficients). For each ti, assume that the sparsity
coefficients obey the elementwise constraints 0 < B :::;S7 :::; C < 00. Then PMc(a) is
given by the solution to

PMc(a) u o:' ( aD )) dF(u) = a
1+ npp , 2(1 - D)

(7)

where the supremum is over all distribution functions supported on the interval [B, Cl
and Pp = fIR udF(u).

In the above theorem the quantity Pp corresponding to the maximizing distribution
F is the average power of the sparsity coefficients (in the worst case). Although this
value may be hard to compute it general, it is clear that B :::;Pp :::;C a.nd hence the
SNR is bounded. The following corollary gives a simplified, and necessarily wea.ker,
sufficient condition.
Corollary 2. Under the same assumptions as Theorem 2, any sampling rate distortion
pair (p, a) is achievable usinq MC estimation 'if p > pt.rç(a) where

+ () l+DC (Q-l() -1( an ))2PMC a = B a + Q 2(1-n)

> 8(1 + DC) log (1 - D)
- B aD

(8)

(9)
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Thirtieth Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux ••4 Illustration of Results ••This section illustrates the sampling rate functions for MC estimation characterized
in Corollaries 1 and 2. These results are compared with the corresponding results for
optimal and GML-O estimation from [11].

Vvefirst consider the setting of Corollary 1 in which the sparsity coefficients are
zero mean Gaussian with variance P. Figure 1 shows the sampling rate functions for
both high and low SNR, and Figure 2 shows the sampling rates as a function of the SNR
for fixed distortion ex= 0.2. In the low SNR setting we see that the MC rate improves
on the GML-O upper bound. This does not necessarily mean that MC estimation
performs better than GML-Oestimation but it does provide a tighter upper bound all
optimal estimation. In the high SNR setting, we see that GML-O estimation attains
near optimal performance but the MC estimator has essentially the same performance
as in the low SNR setting.

••••
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Figure 1: Characterization of sampling rate functions for high and lowSNR when the sparsity
coefficientsare i.i.d. N(O, P), the sparsity rate is !1 = 10-4, and SNR = !1P.
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when the sparsity coefficientsare i.i.d. N(O, P) and the sparsity rate is !1= 10-4. ••
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• Thirtieth Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux•• Next, we consider the deterministic setting of Corollary 2 in which the sparsity
coefficients obey the elementwise constraint B ::::s; ::::C. Figure 3 shows the sampling
rate functions for both high and low SNR, and Figure 4 shows the sampling rates as a
function of the SNR for fixed distortion Q = 0.01. All plots correspond to the bounds
B = Cj2 with SNR = DB. As in the Gaussian setting, we see that MC estimation
provides a tighter bound on ML estimation in low SNR but does not improve as the
SNR increases.
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Figure 3: Characterization of sampling rate functions for high and low SNR when the sparsity
coefficients are bounded B ::;s~ ::; 2B, the sparsity rate is 0 ~ 10-4, and SNR = OB.
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Abstract

We consider the problem of bounding the absolute value of the difference between
the mutual information functions I(X; Y) and I(X'; Y') of two pairs of discrete
random variables (X, Y) and (X', yl

) via the variational distance between the
probability distributions of these pairs. This problem includes that of bounding
I(X; Y) via the variational distance, which is dual to Pinsker's inequality. Several
upper and lower bounds on the maximum of II(X; Y) - I(X'; yl)1 are obtained,
which coincide in special cases.

1 Introduction
Let X and Y be two finite discrete random variables with joint distribution PXY
{Pxy(i,j): i = 1,"·,M;j = 1,"·,N}, and marginal distributions Px = {Px(i):
i = 1,"', M} and Py = {Py(j) : j = 1,"', N}, respectively. The Shannon en-
tropies H(X), H(Y) and H(X, Y) are then well-defined (cf [2]), as well as the mu-
tual information I(X; Y) = H(X) + H(Y) - H(X, Y) and the conditional entropy
H(XIY) = H(X, Y) - H(Y). Furthermore, let Px ® Py = {Px(i)Py(j) : i =
1, ... ,M; j = 1, ... , N} be the product distribution of Px and Pç .
The total variation (or Kolmogorov distance) between PXY and Px ® Py is defined as

M N
TX0Y = V(PXy, Px ® Py) =L L IPxy(i,j) - Px('i)Py(j)I·

i=1 j=1

(1)

Clearly, 0 S; TX0Y S; 2. Pinsker's well-known inequality [1] [2], which relates the
relative entropy (divergence) and total variation between two distributions Pand Q,
takes the following form in the case of the comparison of the joint distribution PXY
and the product distribution Px ® Pç-:

T~0Y S; 2I(X; Y). (2)

Inequality (2) has proved to be very useful in information theory and statistics. It is
also interesting to investigate whether there exists a reverse to inequality (2). A first
dual inequality was obtained in [2] and [3], namely,

M
I(X; Y) S; TX0Y log --, M 2: 4.

TX0Y
(3)

Generally, the value of I(X; Y) cannot be upperbounded through the distance TX0Y
only, because I(X; Y) can be arbitrarily large for any given value of TX0Y' Therefore,

'Research of V.V. Prelov was partially supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research,
Project no. 06-01-00226.
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Pinsker [4] investigated this problem subject to fixing the marginal distribution Py , •
and thus provided a refinement of (3), using both the distance TXOY and the marginal
distribution Pv . Denoting by Py1X the conditional distribution of Y given X, Pinsker
[4] introduced for a given distribution Px the function: •

Ir(X) = sup I(X; Y).
pY'.1<,.-,TX· y:S;r

(4)

and that (5) is the best possible upper bound on I(X; Y) in terms of the distribution
Px and the variation distance TX0Y > O. Pinsker [4] investigated the function Ir(X)
in detail. Prelov [5] continued these investigations and proved the following result:

I(X; Y) < TX0Y log 2Me, for 0< TX0Y < 2 - 2/M.
2 TX0Y

(6)

•••••••••••••

He observed that, for given Px and arbitrary PylX,

(5)

Inspired by [4], and probably unaware of [5J, Zhang [6]proved the inequality

I(X; Y) < TX
2
0Y log(M N - 1) + h(X;Y) (7)

where h(p) = -p log p - (1 - p) log(1 - p) is the binary entropy function. Inequality
(7) is however in most cases (namely if N > e + (I/iV!)) weaker than (6). In proving
(7) Zhang introduced a probabilistic coupling technique, according to which, for two
given marginal distributions Px and Py with M = N, one can always find a joint
distribution PXY with these marginals such that P{X i= Y} = rx~.y, where

M

TXIIY = V(PX' Py) = 2..:: IPx(1) - Py('i)l·
,=1

(8)

In addition, Zhang established the following simple inequality:

IH(X) - H(Y)I:::: TX~IY 10g(M -1) + h(X~IY), M 2: 2 (9)

which is similar to Fano's inequality [2],which states that for two random variables X •
and Y with the same range {1, .. " M}

H(XIY) ::::P{X i= Y}log(M - 1) + h(P{X i= Y}). (10) •••••••••

2 Bounding the difference between two mutual In-
formations via variational distance

Zhang [6] also investigated the problem of bounding the absolute value of the differ-
ence between two mutual inforrnation functions I(X; Y) and I(X'; Y") of two pairs of
random variables (X, Y) and (X', yl

) via the variational distance between the prob-
ability distributions of these pairs. Let (X, Y) and (X', Y') be two pairs of random
variables each taking values in the same range {1,· . " M} x {1,· .. ,N}, with probabil-
ity distributions PXY = {Pxy(i,j) = Pr{X = i,Y = j},i = 1,"',M;j = 1,···,N}
and Px'Y' = {Px·y·(i,j) = Pr{X' = i,Y' = j},i = 1,"',M;j = 1, .. ·,N}. The
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variational distance of interest now is the variational distance between PXy and PX'Y'
given by

M N

T' = TXYlIX'Y' = V(PXY, Px+) = L L IPxy(i,j) - PX'Y·(i,j)l· (11)
i=l j=l

Zhang proved that for sufficiently small T' (T' ~ 2 - 2/(MN))

II(X; Y) -I(X'; yl)1 ~ ~TllOg(MN - 1) + 3h(~). (12)

Note that estimate (12) is nontrivial only if M and N are finite numbers. The aim
of our paper is to derive upper and lower bounds on sup II(X; Y) -I(X'; yl)1 via the
variational distance V(PXy, px·y·) under various restrictions on the probability dis-
tributions PXY and PX'Y" We remark that the problem of estimating SUPy I(X; Y)
via the variational distance TX0Y considered in [4] and [5] (as described in the Intro-
duction) is a special case of the problem of estimating sup II(X; Y) - I(X'; yl)1 via
the variational distance V(PXY, px·y·) considered here, if we introduce the additional
condition that X' and Y' are independent and X cv X' and Y rv Y'. Namely, under
this condition V(PXY, px·y·) reduces to V(PXY, Px 0Py) and sup II(X; Y) -I(X'; yl)1
becomes sup II(X; Y)I·

3 Formulation of our results
As mentioned in the previous section, we are interested in finding upper and lower
bounds on supII(X;Y) - I(X';Y')I under the condition that V(PXY'Px'y,) ~ T.
Since otherwise sup II(X; Y) - I(X'; yl)1 may be 00 for any fixed T, we assume that
the probability distribution of at least one random variable among X, Y, X', Y' (for
example X) is fixed. Let for fixed Px

JAX) = sup II(X; Y) -I(X'; yl)l, (13)

where the supremum is taken over all conditional distributions PylX and joint distri-
butions PX'Y' such that lX'I = IXl,lyl1 = IYI and

TXYIIX'Y' ~ T, (14)

where lyll = IYI can be infinity. Define also

J~M) = sup Jr(X).
X:IXI=M

(15)

If we add to the definition of (13) the condition that X' and Y' are independent
and X rv X' and Y cv Y', we arrive at the quantities

Ir(X) = sup I(X; Y) = sup I(X; Y)
Y:TXyooX'y·:$T Py.x"x. y::;T

(16)

and
I~M)= sup Ir(X). (17)

X:IXI=M

The quantities Ir(X) and I~M) were investigated in [4] and [5]. It is easy to see that
I~M) = logM if T 2: 2(1 - 1/M). Therefore, for studying I~M), one can restrict oneself
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Thirtieth Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux ••to the case where T < 2(1 - I/M), We begin with a recent result on I~M), which •
improves on previous results,

Theorem 1. For any T, 0:::;T < 2(1 - I/M), and M 2: 2, one has •

I~M) :::; ~ log(M - 1) + h(~), (18) •
Estimate (18) shows that in inequality (7) the factor N can be removed, It can also •

be shown that inequality (18) is always better than inequality (6),

Theorem 2, Let X be a rv taking values 1," ',Ivf, where 2 :::;M < 00, Then the •
following relations are valid:

{
'/ if Fx(-i)::::: 2(tvT-=ï.)' i-I", M,

f=TX= 2p(M-I) if p=miniPx(i)<2(tJ_l)' (23)

••••••••'.•••••••••••

(a) JT(X) = log M iff T 2: Tf, (19)

where
tIt 1

Tf=2[I---Px(t+I)(I--2:-, )]
M M ;=1 PX(2)

and t is the integer satisfying the inequalities

(20)

t 1
2: F (,') < M and
i=1 x t

t+l 1
2: p (') > M
i=1 X 2

(21)

under the assumption that the probabilities Px (i), i = 1, ' , , , M, are ordered such that
Px(I) 2: Px(2) 2: '" 2: Px(M),

(b) (22)

where

(c) 2: { T:H(X),
I1(X),

0:::; T::; TX,
r 2::. TX,

(24)

where
M

TX = 22: Px(i)(1 - Px(i)), (25)
;=1

Theorem 3, The quantity J~M) satisfies for 2 ::;M < 00 the relations

J~M) = logM iff T 2: TO, (26)
where

TO=minTo =2[1- LVMJ _ (1- LVMJ)2]
x x M M' (27)

and

if 0:::; T < TO, (28)
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Recall that for fixed Px

Jr(X) = sup II(X; Y) - I(X'; Y')I, (29)

where the supremum is taken over all conditional distributions Py1X and joint distri-
butions Px"Y" such that IX'I = IXI,IY'I = IYI and TXYllx"Y" ::; T.

We now specialize the functions Jr(X) and J~M) in two different ways. If in the
definition of Jr(X) and J~M) we add the condition that X ~ X', we denote Jr(X) by
Jr(X), and J~M) by J~M). If we add the two extra conditions X ~ X' and Y ~ Y',
then these quantities are denoted by Jr(X) and J~M), respectively. We then have:

Theorem 4. The following relations are valid for Jr(X) and Jr(X):

(a) JT(X) = H(X) iff T 2: 2(1 - maxPx(i)),
t

(30)

and the lower bound (22) and first lower bound in (24) remain correct for Jr(X);

(b) Jr(X) = H(X) iff T 2: TX, (31)

and the first lower bound in (24) remains correct for JT(X) as T < TX;

(c) J~M) = J$M) = log M iff T 2: 2(1 - 1jM); (32)

(d) ~log(M-l)+h(~)::;J;M)::;~logM+h(~), O::;T::;2(1-1jM); (33)

(e) J$M) = ~ log(M - 1) + h(~), 0::; T ::; 2(1 - 1jM). (34)

As can be seen from Theorems 2 and 3, we cannot, in general, obtain the exact
expression for Jr(X) and J~M). However, there exists another quantity JyVl,N) for which
we can give the exact asymptotics as T -> O. For a given joint distribution PXY let

Jr(X, Y) = sup II(X; Y) - I(X'; Y')I, (35)
where the supremum is taken over all joint distributions px·y· such that IX'I =
IXI,IY'I = IYI and

TXYIIXOY· ::; T, (36)
Let

J$M,N) = sup JT(X, Y).
(X,Y):IXI=M,IYI=N

(37)

• We then have:

•••••••

Theorem 5. For any finite numbers M and N,

J$M,N) = ~ log ~ + O(T), T -> 0, (38)

and moreover,
T 1

JT(X, Y) = 2log -:;:+ O(T), T -> 0,

if there exists at least one pair (i,j) such that Pr{X = i, Y = j} = O.

(39)
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Px(z) 2: M-I' i = 1···M and

1
O<À<I--- - M (42)
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4 Proofs
For detailed proofs of Theorems 1-5 we refer to [7]. An interesting ingredient in these
proofs is the following supplement to Fano's inequality (cf. (10) above):

Lemma. Let X and Y be random variables taking values 1,"', M, where 2 <
M < 00. Let P; = Pr{X =1= Y}.Then
(a) For any given random variable Y and any real number À, 0 S À S 1, we have

max H(XIY) = À log(M - 1) + h(À);
X:Pe=À

(40)

(b) For any given random variable X, we have

max H(XIY) = Àlog(M - 1) + h(À)
Y:Pe=À

(41)

if

or if
. ÀPV('i) <--~ - M-I' i = 1··· M and

1
l--<À<l.M - - (43)

For a proof of this lemma, see also [7].

5 Some comments on tx and r~
The function

!vI

TX = 2L Px(i)(l - Px(i)), (44)
i=1

given in (25), played an important role in [4] and [5]. Pinsker [4] showed that, for a
given Px,

!vI

SUPTX0Y = TX = 2 - 2LP;(i).
Y i=1

(45)

Pinsker [41 allowed the random variable X to take on countably many values. Most of
our results can also be extended to countably-valued random variables. It is interest-
ing to observe that the function TX occurs also in other areas of information theory.
Ahlswede [8] investigated the identification entropy HI (Px) of a discrete memoryless
source (X, Px) and found (with M = lXI) for its characterization

!vI

HI(px) = 2(1- LP;(i))
i=l

(46)

which is the same expression. Ahlswede [8] proved several properties of HI (Px) = TX.
Furthermore, TX is related to the Tsallis entropy considered by Topsoe [9]. In fact,
TX = 2S2(P), where S2(P) is the Tsallis entropy of order 2.

In Theorems 2 and 3 the functions TX and T~., with T1 defined in (19), take their
values in the segments [0,2(1 - l/M)] and [TO, 2(1 - I/M)], respectively, where TO is
defined in (27). In most cases, T1 2: TX, but if the distribution of X is sufficiently close
to the uniform distribution than T1 can be less than TX.
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•• Abstract

•
First Distributed Video Coding (DVC) architectures appeared in 2002, moving the computational complexity from
the encoder to the decoder: In DVC, the motion estimation is done at the decoder and source coding is replaced by
channel coding. But without reference information at the decoder, both the motion estimation itself, as well as the
channel modeling sufferfrom inaccuracies.• In this paper we investigate the applicability of an unsupervised motion learning scheme fram literature to channel
modeling. Our own previous work has already shown that it is beneficia! to use more than one channel model in
DVC. We can then use motion learning to locate prediction errors and generate a novel motion learning maskfor
these regions. In combination with a global motion mask, already introduced in earlier work, we can generate a
more distinctive 3 levels mask.

••• Experimental results show a 0.45 dB gain of the motion learning mask over a stationary channel. The 3 level
mask then provides an additional 0.2 dB gain. And finally, combining the 3 level mask with the motion learning
procedure in an online process improves the performance by another 0.4 dB. These numbers hold for channel
model parameters extractedfrom the reference frame. For a practical system we would have to use parameters
extracted from the previously decoded frame instead, losing decoding performance for all approaches.•• 1 Introduetion••
State-of-the-art efficient video coding systems such as H.264 [I] have an asymmetrie complexity partitioning be-
tween encoder and decoder. A device that can easily run a video decoder in real-time, may not be able to do so with
a video encoder. In recent years, distributed video coding (DVe) - also referred to as Wyner-Ziv coding [2, 3]
- has emerged as a method for reversing the complexity between encoder and decoder. This new DVe paradigm
moves the motion estimation from the encoder to the decoder. Analysis of the Wyner-Ziv coding approach indi-
cates that a complexity constrained device may be able to run an encoder that is bit rate competitive with respect
to current efficient video coding systems.•• There is however still a significant performance gap in terms of compression efficiency between current DVe
approaches and conventional video codecs. DVe literature mainly focuses on improving two components to close
this gap. First, DVe does motion estimation without access to the reference frame [4]. Second, channel codes
are used on video data [S]. The performance of state-of-the-art channel coders is highly dependent on an accurate
channel model [6]. But the prediction errors between the reference frame and the motion compensated prediction
are non-stationary and very difficult to predict without access to the reference frame.

••• In [7], Varodayan et.a!. tried to replace the motion estimation at the decoder side with an unsupervised motion
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learning scheme, blending motion estimation and channel decoding into one procedure. However, the improve-
ment of motion learning over motion estimation was negligible. We propose to employ the motion learning next
to the motion estimation, rather than replacing it.

••
In tbis paper we investigate the applicability of motion learning to another problem. In previous work [6] we
have seen that it is beneficial to use more than one cbannel model in DYC. The main problem was how to assign
different models to the correct regions [8]. Here, we propose to use motion learning to locate the prediction errors.
Tbat way it is possible to use partial reference information from the already received channel coding syndromes.
We then propose to combine the mask of erroneous regions, found with motion learning, with the global motion
based mask from [8]. Thus, we get a finer distinction between prediction errors.

•••The resulting structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 focuses on the employed motion learning scheme
and its properties. Furthermore we revisit earlier work in channel modeling. The actual masking approaches
will be investigated in Section 3. Section 4 shows how the derived masks help to improve Rate-distortion (RD)
performance. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.

••2 Previous Work •In this section we give a brief overviewover previous related work. First we describe the unsupervised motion
learning from [7]. After that we shortly revisit earlier work on channel modeling in DYe. •2.1 Unsupervised Motion learning

The unsupervised motion learning, introduced in [7], uses the syndrome bitstream of a Wyner-Ziv frame to
learn the motion vectors. Figure I shows the flow diagram for the decoding process. The algorithm iteratively
updates the probability distribution of the motion, piVv {M}. At first this motion distribution is initialized with a
default setting. Together with the previous decoded frame and its Yirtual Dependency Channel (YDC) information,
the algorithm is able to generate the soft side information 1/1(t). The YDC describes the correlation between the
reference frame and the predicted frame, called side information (SI). The YDC will be dealt with in more detail
later in this section.

•••
The LDPC decoder then generates e», an improved soft estimate ofthe WZ frame based on 1/1(') and already re- •

y ••••
Figure I: Unsupervised motion learning. •

ceived error correcting syndromes. Since (J(t) is a better estimation of the reference frame, the algorithm can update
the probability distribution of the motion. This is done by performing a soft motion search between the previous
decoded frame and (J(t). The algorithm iteratively repeats itselfuntil the hard estimate of (J satisfies the syndrome S.

••
The a posteriori probability distribution ofthe motion can be seen as an iterative Expectation-Maximization (EM)
algorithm. During the E-step, the decoder updates the motion field distribution M. Once the distribution of the
motion field has been updated, in the M-step, the decoder proceeds to maximize the likelihood of Y and the syn-
drome S. The algorithm iterates between the E-step and the M-step, learning the motion vectors and improving
the quality of the soft side estimate (J.

••
For further details about the motion learning we refer to the original authors work [7], where motion learning ••
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• was employed to replace the motion estimation. Their motion learning implementation is available at [9]. In this
paper we will instead focus on finding prediction errors.• 2.2 Virtual Dependency Channel modeling••••• Figure 2: Stationary channel model - whole frame.•• The VDe models the errors between the side information and the original frame. In a stationary channel model
a single probability mass function (PMF) then models the whole frame. An example for such a PMF is shown in
Figure 2. But the errors in the side information are not distributed uniformly in a frame. They are highly non-
stationary and concentrated in for instance occluded and uncovering areas.•
As already shown in [6] it is beneficial to use 2 different channel models, one model for well predicted areas••••• (a)• Figure 3: Non-stationary channel model- Well predicted (a) and noisy (b) regions.

(b)

••
and the other exclusively for badly predicted or noisy areas. As shown in Figure 3 the respective PMFs show
significant differences. Tn [8] we investigated two methods to automatically generate a mask, that provides such
clear distinction between the two models. However the main problem is the missing reference information. With-
out it the generated masks are not accurate enough. Therefore, in this paper we look to employ partial reference
information. For that purpose we consider the motion learning procedure as introduced above.•• 3 Masking approaches

• In this section we introduce a novel motion learning mask. Further, we combine it with a modified global motion
mask to get a better distinction between errors in a 3 level mask. In previous work [8] the masks were generated
during the motion estimation/compensation step. As this step only uses past frames there is a lack of information
to get a reliable distinction, yielding an inaccurate non-stationary channel model. With the motion learning we
extract extra information about the reliability of the SJ from the Wyner-Ziv bitstream.•••••
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Figure 4: Generation of Motion Learning mask. ••3.1 Motion Learning mask

The main idea behind the Motion learning mask is the following: lfthe algorithm is able to find motion between
the SI and the Wyner-Ziv frame that indicates errors in the MEIMC. The procedure offinding the mask is as follows
(see also Figure 4).

(1) Use previously decoded frames Xk-1 arid Xk-2 for motion compensated extrapolation.

(2) Use resulting SJ as input for the motion learning.

(3) Check the probability distribution ofthe motion field.

••••(4) Repeat for a certain number of Motion learning iterations.

(5) Generate Motion learning mask - blocks with 'leftover' motion marked as unreliable. •(6) Commence regular Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) decoding, employing the mask. ••••
Figure 5: Example of first motion field distribution update (fltr: PMF initialization, well predicted block, block
with errors. •
An example of how the motion field distribution can behave is given in Figure 5. The initialization highly favors
zero motion. Tf the SJ is then without errors, the distribution will be peaked at zero motion. If there are still errors,
the distribution will show peaks at different positions. Thus it is possible to identify a block with errors.

•
However, in case of homogeneous areas the motion learning could yield false motion vectors, thus indicating
well predicted blocks as unreliable. To prevent this a simple motion filtering step has been introduced, taking the
Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) between blocks into account. Only if there is motion left after filtering the
block is labeled as unreliable.

•••
3.2 Global Motion mask •The pixel based Global motion mask has already been introduced in [8j. It is based on a global motion estima-
tion procedure with a parametrie model. During the estimation 20% ofthe pixels are excluded from the estimation
after a number of iterations. These are the pixels giving the highest errors compared to the global motion. We used
these pixels to generate the global motion mask. The highest errors are found on edges and in detailed areas with
individual motion. In principle the mask works as an edge detector, taking motion into account.

••
Going from a pixel based mask to a block based mask can be done by setting a threshold. We chose a high
sensitivity - already 2 unreliable pixels in a 8x8 block make this block unreliable. As a result we get a good
indication of very well predicted areas. •••164 •
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3.3 3 Level mask

Looking at the properties of the 2 masks we can see a complementary behavior. While the motion learning
mask gives a good indication of areas with high errors, the global motion mask gives a good indication of well
predicted areas. Combining these two yields the novel 3 level mask, which is derived as follows.

Very unreliable regions Motion learning AND Global motion mask.

Relatively unreliable regions Global motion mask BUT NOT Motion learning mask.

Reliable regions NEITHER ofthe two masks.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Fltr: Global motion mask, Motion learning mask, 3 level mask for (a) Foreman and (b) Hall.

An example for two natural sequences is given in Figure 6. The global mask is quite accurate in detecting the
edges in the image. The motion learning mask shows errors mostly in the boundaries of the moving objects. For
the rightmost 3 level mask, white blocks are highly unreliable, black blocks are relatively unreliable and the re-
maining blocks are reliable. The benefits of the two other masks are combined in the 3 level mask. Based on it,
each region of the sr can be treated independently, thus allowing a more accurate channel model ing.

It is also possible to use the 3 level mask as an online process during the motion learning based decoding. This
approach combines the benefits of both, Motion learning and non-stationary channel modeling. As the decoding
progresses and more syndrome information becomes available, also the mask becomes more accurate.

• 4 Experimental Results

••••••

In this section we will investigate the RD performance of the proposed masking schemes. We focus only on the
Wyner-Ziv frames. The QCIF resolution sequences we use are Foreman and Hall monitor at 30Hz. For Foreman
we used frames 48 to 96 and for Hall monitor the first SO frames.

Not only the quality of the mask itself, but also the derived parameters for the different classes, influence the
RD-performance. At first we exclude this influence by calculating the variance between original and sr on the
original data. This is an ideal case and in practice not possible. Later we also show how the results change if we
extract the channel model parameters from the previous frame.
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As we use motion learning between the SI and the reference frame we identify errors in the SI. But given the

2SO ;3S0 150 200 lSO 300 :350 400 4500 500 '·SO

rate(Kbps'
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Figure 7: Impact of Motion Learning when applied to SI.

new infonnation, employed by motion learning, the performance does still increase. Figure 7 shows that motion
learning provides a 0.4 dB gain over the regular decoder in Foreman. For the low motion Hall monitor sequence
there is no gain.

For the basic masking approaches, we compare the respective improvements in Figure 8. We observe a 0.45
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Figure 8: Performance ofthe 2 level masking approaches.

dB gain from both, the global motion and the motion learning mask, over the stationary channel model. Further we
show an 'ideal' 2 level mask, based on the actual SAD between reference frame and SI. Taking an ideal mask into
account the practical masks only lose 0.2 dB. The ideal mask uses experimentally chosen SAD thresholds, ranging
from 5 to 20, depending on the quantization.

Figure 9 includes the previous results for comparison and adds two 3 level mask approaches. The 3 level mask
uses regular decoding with the non-stationary modeling. In addition, the ML with 3 levels mask uses motion learn-
ing during the decoding. We observe that the 3 levels mask provides a 0.2 dB gain over the 2 level masks. Adding
a 3 levels mask to motion learning improves the performance by about 0.4-0.5 dB over motion learning. The
benefit from using motion learning itself is sequence dependent. For the low motion hall sequence the prediction
is already very good. As a result motion learning does not improve the RD performance. By contrast, if there are
motion artifacts in the sequence, like in Foreman, motion learning can help to reduce those. In this case, combining
motion learning with the 3 levels mask is performing best. If however there are little or no motion artifacts the 3
level mask with motion learning can become unstable, as it becomes mostly noise driven. This effect can be seen
for the hall sequence (Figure 9).

As motion learning takes place at the decoder it does not affect the crucial encoder complexity. However, the
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complexity increase at the decoder is significant. Figure 10 shows that the two approaches with motion learning
during decoding are about four times as complex as the approaches using just the regular LDPC decoder.•• Finally, if we do not take the variance from the current frame, but extract it from the previous one, all mask-
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• Figure 11: 3 level masking approaches using channel parameters extracted from previous frame.•
ing approaches lose in performance. As shown in Figure 11, the 3 level mask does not provide a noticeable
improvement anymore. With its higher precision it is also most sensitive towards inaccurate modeling. As such it
is not feasible to go beyond 2 models in a practical situation.•••• 167
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5 Conclusions •

In this paper we have shown that the performance of a transform-based Dve scheme can be improved by
modeling the VDe as non-stationary. We present multiple approaches based on creating masks, the novelones
employing unsupervised motion learning. The motion learning by itself does already offer an improvement over
a regular decoder, at the cost of a significant increase in decoder complexity. Using the motion learning only for
generating an additional mask however does not incur a significant complexity increase.

•••Looking at the motion learning mask and the global motion mask independently shows that they are almost equiva-
lent in their RD performance. But the low experimental thresholds for the ideal2 level mask indicate that preferably
a masking approach should concentrate on giving a good indication about the well predicted areas. Going to an
even finer distinction with the 3 level mask does only yield a small gain in practice, that is without accurate channel
parameters. If these stay stable over the sequence the 3 level mask does still provide a gain.

••
A more sophisticated extrapolation of the channel model parameters, by for instance analyzing the behavior in
previous frames, would increase this gain and the performance gain from masking in general. It is also possible to
greatly reduce the complexity afmation learning by for instance only performing the soft motion search for some
iterations of the decoding process.
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Abstract

In this paper we address the comparison of two feature matching techniques
which can be integrated in the HMAX framework. This comparison involves the
originally proposed MAX technique and the histogram technique originating from
Bag-of-Words literature. We have found that each of these techniques have their
own field of operation. The histogram technique clearly outperforms the MAX
technique with 5-15% for small dictionaries up to 500-1,000 features. A second
investigation concentrates on comparing the often used hard vector quantization
technique and a soft matching score technique for the histogram creation. It
was found that the difference in performance is not significant and the scores are
often within their standard deviations. Aiming at an embedded implementation
such as in a surveillance system, computation power and memory (number of
dictionary features) are intrinsically limited, so that the histogram technique is
favored over the MAX technique.

1 Introduction
With the increased usage of surveillance cameras, the amount of video data processed
by a security operator has become so large that analysis tools are required for the
support of scene understanding. The understanding starts with motion analysis and
tracking of objects of interest. A further step is to classify objects in a number of
predetermined categories.

Given a set of object classes and an image containing one object, the task of object
categorization is to determine the correct object-class label of the visualized object.
The operation of object categorization systems is divided in two phases: training and
testing. During training, the system learns from the training set, consisting of a number
of example images for each object class. The performance of the algorithm is deter-
mined as the percentage of correctly labeled objects from the test set, averaged over
all object classes.

For object categorization, the Bag-of- Words (Ba W) model was first adopted from
text-recognition literature by Csurka et al. in [1], and has received much attention [2, 3].
The feature vector stores a histogram containing the number of appearances for each
visual feature in a visual dictionary. A different system for object categorization was in-
troduced by Riesenhuber and Poggio [4]. Their biologically plausible object-recognition
framework HMAX was recently optimized by Serre et al. [5]. Conceptually, the system
works in a comparable way to the BoW model. However, instead of storing a histogram
of occurrences of the dictionary features, the best matching score is stored for each fea-
ture. Where BoW models typically consider image points selected by Interest Point
Operators (IPOs), the HMAX model considers all image points. The dimensionality of
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the final feature vector is, in both the BoW and the HMAX model, equal to the number
of visual words. Although both methods have been presented and analyzed separately,
an absolute comparison for the same dataset has not been published. The purpose of
our comparison is to identify the best technique and consider relevant system aspects.

In this paper, we consider an object categorization system based on a visual dictio-
nary of local features. Two methods for feature vector generation are compared. We
show that each method has a preferred field of operation, depending on the dictionary
size. Aiming at an embedded implementation with limited computation power, the
gain in performance goes up to 15% for a similar dictionary size and computational
complexity.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the categorization
system and the two compared feature matching methods. We present results on the
comparison of the MAX and histogram methods in Section 3. Conclusions and recom-
mendations for future work are given in Section 4.

••••••
2 System Description

•••The categorization system consists of several steps which are depicted in Figure 1.
During the training stage, images from the training set (la in Figure 1) are processed
by an Interest Point Operator (IPO) (block 2) to obtain characteristic locations in the
image. Typically, IPOs find points that correspond to corner-points or blob-like struc-
tures. Several operators have been compared and evaluated in [6, 7]. Next, descriptions
of the local regions around the interest points are generated in step (3). These local
image descriptions are called features. A dictionary is created by selecting appropriate
features (4) and storing them in the visual dictionary (5). After creating the visual
dictionary, it is matched with each training image (6) to generate a feature vector. This
matching stage is referred to as the feature matching stage. Finally, a classifier (7)
uses these vectors for the trainmgjtest Images to lêarnjdetermme the true object class.

••••••••Interest point
detection

Description
generation

Dictionary
matching Classification •

Figure 1: System overview. •

This paper concentrates particularlyon the feature matching stage and evaluates
two techniques for creation of the feature vector: the MAX and the histogram tech- •
niques. The MAX technique originates from the HMAX system, which is an over-
all framework for object categorization. Within this framework, we vary the feature •
matching technique applied and replace the original MAX technique with the histogram
technique from the BoW models. Let us first describe the HMAX framework. •
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• 2.1 HMAX Framework

••
Since humans are good at object classification, it is reasonable to look into biological
and neurological findings. Based on results from Hubel and Wiesel [8], Riesenhuber
and Poggio have developed the "HMAX" model [9] that has been extended recently
by Serre [10], [5] and optimized by Mutch and Lowe [11]. We have implemented the
model proposed by Serre up to the second processing layer. For completeness, we will
address the working of the HMAX algorithm in the following.

The algorithm is based on the concept of a feed-forward architecture, alternating
between simple and complex layers, in line with the findings of Hubel and Wiesel [8].
The first layer implements simple edge-detectors by filtering the gray-level input image
with Gabor filters of several sizes to obtain scale-invariance. The filters are normalized
to have zero mean and a unity sum of squares. At each scale, the image is filtered with
filters of multiple orientations, resulting in so-called SI features. For our experiments,
we used the parameters as proposed by Serre et al. [5].

Next, the edge-filtered images are processed in the Cl layer to obtain invariance
in local neighborhoods. This invariance will be created in both the spatial dimensions
and in the dimension of scale. In order to obtain spatial invariance, the maximum is
taken over a local spatial neighborhood around each pixel and the resulting image is
sub-sampled. Because of the down-sampling, the number of resulting Cl features is
much lower than the number of SI features. As au illustration, the resulting SI and Cl
feature maps for the input image of a car at low-filtering scale are shown in Figure 2.

•••••••••• Input image 51 Response (90 deg) Cl Response (90 deg)

• Figure 2: HMAX feature space example.

•••
The next layer in the processing chain of the model matches stored dictionary Cl

features with the Cl feature maps. The resulting matching scores are stored in the S2
feature map. The dictionary features are extracted from training images at a random
scale and spatial location, at the Cl level (see Figure 3). This is in accordance with
Serre's [12] findings and has been confirmed by the authors [13]. Each feature contains
all four orientations. Serre proposes to extract features at four different sizes: 4 x 4,
8 x 8, 12 x 12 and 16 x 16 elements. In our implementation, we use only 5 x 5 features.•••• tnput Image 90 degrees 45 degrees o degrees -45 degrees

• Figure 3: HMAX feature extraction example.
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Thirtieth Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux ••Finally, in the C2 layer, for each dictionary feature, the most relevant response
is extracted from the S2 feature map and stored in the final feature vector. This
is done by taking the maximum S2 feature response over all scales and all spatial
locations. Therefore, the final feature vector has a dimensionality equal to the number
of dictionary features used.

The described HMAX framework is now compared to the context of the system
overview of Figure l. In Block 2 involving interest point detection, all image positions
at all scales are considered and referred to as the AllPoints IPQ. In the description
generation step (Block 3), the SI and Cl feature maps are calculated. The dictionary
matching stage (6) computes the resulting S2 and C2 feature responses.

•••••
2.2 Bag-of- Words System: Histograms
Several systems for object recognition employ the Bag-of- Words (Ba W) model using
local features. SIFT features [14] are broadly accepted [1, 2, 3]. The system is based
on a dictionary of visual features (like the HMAX Cl features). The feature vector
stores a histogram containing the number of appearances for each visual feature in the
dictionary.

As already explained in the previous subsection, the HMAX system stores the
maximum matching score of each Cl dictionary feature over the input image (referred
to as the C2 score, which is the maximum of all S2 features). Conceptually, the HMAX
system works in a comparable way to the BoW model. However, instead of storing a
histogram of occurrences of the dictionary features in the BoW case, the best matching
score for each feature is stored. The dimensionality of the final feature vector is, as in
the BoW case, equal to the number of visual words.

As applied in literature [1, 2, 3], each considered position in the input image is
compared to each dictionary feature and is Vector Q1wntized (VQ) to the most similar
dictionary feature. The resulting feature vector stores the histogram value for each
feature, representing the number of appearances for that feature, normalized to the
total number of considered image points. Hence, the dimensionality of the feature
vector is similar to the number of dictionary features.

Because not every local image description is similar to a local feature in the visual
dictionary, the vector quantization can result in a coarse quantization. This leads to
noise in the feature vector, which is an inherently known degradation, as the local
image description has a low matching score to every dictionary feature. Therefore, we
propose a slightly different histogram method. Instead of applying a hard quantization,
we propose a more soft quantization, where increasing the histogram value of the
most similar dictionary feature with unity is replaced by increasing the value by the
corresponding matching score. Therefore, the negative influence of image points that
are not similar to any dictionary feature is reduced. In the upcoming comparison,
we refer to this technique as the Matching Score (MS), in contrast to the original
Vector-Quositizatioti (VQ).

•••••••••••••••
3 Comparison Results ••Three different categorization datasets have been processed using the categorization
system as presented in Section 2: a low-resolution dataset extracted from an hour ••172 •
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• of surveillance video (Wi)"nhoven2006, 13 classes), a synthetic traffic dataset (Wijn-
hoven2008, 5 classes), and the Caltech-5 dataset' (5 classes) containing faces, cars,
leafs, planes and motorbikes. See Figure 4 for a visual overview.•••

IlIiit 11
11111 ili

••••• Figure 4: Example images from datasets Caltech 5 (top-left), Wijnhoven2008 (top-
right) and Wijnhoven2006 (bottom).

••
The visual dictionary was created as follows. We extracted HMAX features from the

training set, around random image points. To generate the visual dictionary, a fixed
number of features was randomly extracted from this initial set. Feature matching
was applied with the techniques as discussed in Section 2: MAX and histogram. A
Nearest Neiqhbor (NN) classifier was used for the final classification. During training,
the feature vectors of all training samples are stored in memory. During testing, an
unknown sample is compared to each training sample and the determined output class
is the class from the most similar training sample, using the Euclidean distance. The
NN method is preferred for its limited training complexity (simply storing all training
samples).

Results are visualized in Figure 5. It can be seen that for small dictionaries of up
to 500 features, the histogram technique outperforms the MAX technique and obtains
a gain of 10-15% in classification performance. For dictionaries larger than 500-1,000
features, MAX outperforms the histogram technique, depending on the dataset con-
sidered. Considering a given classification quality, the saving in computational power
by applying the histogram technique is a significant factor of about 4.

The differences in performance can be explained by considering that the histogram
technique stores the distribution of features over the image, whereas MAX only stores
the best response. This makes the MAX technique very sensitive to variations in the
maximum feature appearances. Moreover, when making histograms for large dictio-
naries, the number of dictionary features approaches the number of image positions,
resulting in sparse, noisy histograms.

.http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/-vgg/data/data-cats.html
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4 Conclusions•••
This paper addresses the comparison of two feature matching techniques which can be
integrated in the HMAX framework. This comparison involves the originally proposed
MAX technique and the histogram technique originating from Bag-of- Words literature.
The applied techniques are used for feature vector creation. We have found that each
of these techniques have their own field of operation. The histogram technique clearly
outperforms the MAX technique with 5-15% for small dictionaries up to 500-1,000
features. For larger feature sets, the MAX method takes over and has superior perfor-
mance. The computational complexity of both the MAX and the histogram technique
is linear to the number of dictionary features and the number of matched image points
(interest points). Aiming at an embedded implementation such as in a surveillance sys-
tem, computation power and memory (number of dictionary features) are intrinsically
limited, so that the histogram technique is favored over the MAX technique.

As a second result, we have compared both the often used hard vector quantization
technique and the soft matching score technique for the histogram creation. The dif-
ference in performance is not significant and the scores are often within their standard
deviations. Therefore, based on these measurements, no preference for the applied
quantization method can be given, although this has surprised the authors. It was
expected that with a small amount of features, the effects of quantization of features
would be more influential.

There are several aspects we will investigate as future work. First, as shown in
previous work of the authors [13], creation of the dictionary is best implemented by
random selection of features. This statement holds for the MAX method, but its
validity is not known for the histogram case. Second, we will compare the application
of interest point operators in the feature matching stage. In [13] we showed that the
loss in classification performance is very small compared to the savings of computation
power by comparing less image points. Third, we will investigate the combination of the
MAX and histogram methods together with feature selection techniques as investigated
by the authors in [15].
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Abstract

This paper describes the application of a Gaussian Mixture Probability Hypoth-
esis Density (GM-PHD) filter for tracking objects in surveillance video. Clark et
al. have proposed a point-based GM-PHD filter designed for track label consis-
tency. However, this cannot be used for track consistency when using rectangles
covering an object. The proposed solution modifies this filter to increase tracking
performance when objects split and overlap. Results on synthetic data and real
data show that the number of false detections is slightly lower using the rectan-
gle GM-PHD, for the same error distance. The advantage is that split objects
are better handled (10%-20% lower error distance) by the rectangle GM-PHD
filter. We conclude that the overall performance is slightly better of the proposed
rectangle tracker, but improvements in occlusion handling are required.

1 Introduction
Video-content analysis applications are increasingly embedded in security cameras to
reduce the required network and storage capacity, and the number of security guards
monitoring the cameras. A trade-off has to be made between required resources and the
performance. First, the analysis should have a high reliability. High-quality analysis
results are normally achieved by the execution of multiple complementary object de-
tection and tracking tasks. Second, the limited camera resources constrain the number
of tasks which can be executed in real-time.

In contrast with single-target tracking techniques, such as Mean-Shift and Conden-
sation, Multiple-Target Tracking (MTT) techniques have capabilities to intrinsically
handle birth and death of targets, and false or missing detections. During the last
decades, numerous techniques for multiple target tracking have been proposed. The
most well-known techniques include the Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) filter [4J
and the Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filter (JPDAF). Unfortunately, both fil-
ters have a high computational complexity when tracking more than a few targets.

Mahler proposed the Probability Hypothesis Density (PHD) filter [6], which prop-
agates the first-order moment of the multi-target posterior instead of the complete
distribution. However, the PHD has no general closed-form solution such that approx-
imation methods are required. Similar to the Kalman Filter, Vo and Ma [9J proposed
the Gaussian-Mixture PHD (GM-PHD) filter, which is based on a closed-form recursive
updating scheme.

Since radar target-tracking applications have successfully employed the GM-PHD
filter and because applying video surveillance to embedded platforms requires robust
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low-complexity trackers, we explore the use of the GM-PHD filter and evaluate its
performance.

In literature on video-object tracking, the use of the PHD and GM-PHD filter has
been reported. Maggio et al. [5J employ the PHD filter to track two-dimensional
objects. They use state-dependent variances to handle the objects' sizes, resulting in a
nonlinear update equation. The update step is realized with a particle filter and par-
ticle clustering. Wang et al. [10Jevaluate the performance of tracking object centers
using the GM-PHD. They tackle the overlapping rectangle problem by defining a group
of objects as a single object, and employ the Wasserstein distance as a performance
metric. The Wasserstein metric combines the distance of the measured position from
the real position with a penalty for an incorrect number of targets, but does not take
into account track continuity. Pharn et al. [7J integrate the usage of color measure-
ments in the GM-PHD filter using a particle filter. The particle filter is known as a
computationally intensive technique, but complexity constraints were not addressed in
the paper.

In this paper, we explore the use of a GM-PHD filter and concentrate on improving
the tracking performance during splits and overlap of objects. First, objects that seem
to be occluding each other are assumed to move according to a special dynamic model
to better handle overlap. Second, in the merging step we use Fisher's criterion as a
distance measure with the rectangle size as variance instead of the Euclidean distance,
to avoid very small distances and improve the association of targets to other targets.
Third, we propose an algorithm to manage targets composed of other targets.

In Section 2, the GM-PHD filter is introduced such that we can describe the pro-
posed extensions in Section 3. The results of experiments on synthetic and real video
surveillance data are given in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5.

2 GM-PHD Filter
In this section, we explain a basic GM-PHD filter designed for track continuity [3J. •
The GM-PHD assumes a simple linear dynamic model similar to the Kalman filter
with state vector x[nJ of length Ns, observation z[n], state transition matrix F[n], •
observation matrix H[n], process noise vF[n] r--;» N( vAnJ I 0, Q[n]) and observation
noise v[n] ~ N( v[nJ I 0, R[n]). The state space equations are •

x[n] = F[nJ· x[n - IJ + vdn],
z[n] = H[n]· x[n] + v[n].

(1)
(2) •••••••••

In point-tracking applications, a constant velocity model (Ns = 4) is typically used.
The number of targets is l[nJ and each target j = 1,2, ... ,1[nJ has state x(j). Table 1
explains some background parameters of the GM-PHD filter. Like other smoothing
filters, the GM-PHD filter works in two steps: predict and update. The predicted and
the updated state variables are marked with a "hat" (ÎJ) and a "bar" (D), respectively.
The predicted PHD ÎJ is computed using

J[n-lj

D[x, nJ = -y[x, n] + Ps L w(j)[n - lJN( x I p,Ul[n - 1], pUl [n - 1] ),
j=1

(3)
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where fl and P are the state mean and covariance predicted by the Kalman prediction.
After the object detection has finished, the set of detections Z[n] is available. The
state is updated using

J[n-l)

D[x,n] = (1- PD)D[x,n] + L L wU)[z,n]N( x 1 j:ï(j)[z,n], pU)[n]), (4)
zEZ[n) j=1

where

w(j)[z, n]

q(j)[z,n]
j:ï(j)[z, n]
p(j)[z,nJ

PD'ÛJU) [nJqU) [z, nJ,
(5)

K:(z) + I:{!~)'ÛJ(l)[nJq{l)[z,n],

N( z 1 H[nJfl(j)[n], R[nJ + H[nJp(j) [nJH[nf ),
fl(j)[nJ + K(j)[nJ(z - H[nJfl(j) [nJ),
(I - K(j) [n]H[n]) p(j)[n],

(6)
(7)

(8)

where K(j)[nJ is the Kalman gain and 1 the identity matrix of size Ns x Ns.
Note that D[x, nJ is a mixture of J[nJ = J[n - I](1Z[nJI + 1) Gaussian components.

This means that each time step, the number of components increases exponentially
with the number of measurements. For this reason, we need to prune and/or merge
the least probable components (see Algorithm 1). Since the algorithm is applied to
the target states after the update step, the time indices are omitted. To discriminate
between realobjects and noise, the target is accepted as an object, once wU)[nJ > TA.

Description
Prune threshold
Clutter density
Maximal number of objects
Threshold for acceptance as an object

Parameter Parameter Description
Probability of detection Tp
Probability of survival
Birth density
Merge threshold

Table 1: Detail parameters for the GM-PHD filter.

3 Proposed Extensions
First, we extend the basic technique to process rectangles instead of point-based pro-
cessing. To this end, the state vector has two additional states, width and height,
to represent the bounding box. The dynamic model of the bounding box is described
with parameters F and G, assuming constant speed and constant size. The observation
vector z is also extended with the width and the height of the detected rectangle.

In the first extension, we change the filter operation for overlapping objects, in par-
ticular with respect to the prediction. More specifically, we propose that the elements
on the diagonal of the observation noise covariance matrix R increase with a factor 4.
This means that the GM-PHD filter will rely less on new measurements and more on
the predicted state, so that the tracking consistency improves.
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm for pruning and merging mixture components.
••••••••••

Input: {w(j), JLU), pU)}, the set of j = 1, ... , J mixture components
Output: ITp M, the pruned and merged set of mixture components
II Select all objects with weights above the prune threshold

1 lp .......{i=l, ... Jlw(i»Tp};
If Compute normalization factor

2 ap = (z=f=1 w{i») I (I:jE! P w(j) ) ;
If While there are too many objects, merge similar objects

3 lPM {i=l, ... ,JliElp};
4 ITpM 0;
5 while lPM oF 0 do
6 j=argrnaxiE!PMw(i);
7 L {i E lPM I (JL(i) - JL(j») (p(i»)-1 (JL(i) - p.(j»)T :s: TM)};
8 w' I:1EL c,pW(I);

9 p.' ;;];.L1EL o.pw(l) p.(l);
10 P' <- ;;];.I:1EL o.pw(l) (p(l) + (p.' _ p.(l»)(p.' _ p.(l»)T);
11 ITpM ITpMU{W',JL',P'};
12 lp/vI lPJ,~ \ L tcp*[f]Remove L from lPM ;
13 end •••••

The second modification involves the use of a better distance measure to correctly
merge rectangles. Instead of using the Mahalanobis distance for merging (Algorithm 1
Line 7), we adopt Fisher's criterion. This is required to correctly merge rectangles of
the different sizes. For example, a merge of a small rectangle and a large rectangle is
more likely than a merge of two small rectangles if the distance between their centers
is equal. For an obi eet state vector Il = lp"" Pv, W, HF, this entails

(9)

The third extension provides a way to improve the tracking of the rectangles during
overlap of multiple targets. After the prediction step, a composed target is initialized
for targets that are predicted to overlap each other. The composed target still contains
references to the targets it originates from. While the targets do still occur, their states
are predicted and updated for the composed target and the original targets, according
to the procedure described in Section 2. The algorithm for managing composed targets
(see Algorithm 2) is executed directly after Algorithm 1 has completed. It removes a
target from the set of composed targets, if they are too far apart. If less than two
targets are left in the c:omposed target, the algorithm removes the composed target.
Finally, the algorithm merges the targets irreversibly when the weight of the composed
target is larger than the combined weight of the individual targets from which it was
composed.

••••••••••180 •
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Algorithm 2: Algorithm for management of composed targets.
Input: ITThe input set of mixture components
Output: IT' The output set of mixture components

1 IT'+- IT;
2 foreach {7riE IT'!7ri·GetAIIChilderenO =f 0} do
3 le +- 7ri.GetAliChilderenO ; I I For each composed target
4 foreach j E Ic do
5 if F(/1-1, /1-j) > Ts \;f 1E le \ j then
6 I le +- le \ j ; I I Remove original targets
7 end
8 end
9 if !Ic!:S 1 then IT' +- IT' \ 7ri;

II If weight of composed target is larger than of the original
targets

if "'. I w(j) < w(i) thenwJE c
foreach 1E Ic do

I
IT' +- IT' \ 7rl;

Ic +- Ic \ I;
end

10

II Store set of indices of children

11

12
13

14
end
7ri.SetAliChilderen(Ic) ;

15

16

17 end

4 Experiments
We have evaluated the algorithm performance in experiments using both synthetic data
and real video surveillance data. To evaluate the tracking performance, we compute
the distance similar to the Wasserstein distance between the set of real object positions
Z and the set of estimated object states Z for accepted targets. The applied distance
is computed with the Wasserstein distance extended with a penalty cost, giving

d~ (Z, Z) = igf 2 L L Gijd2(Zi, Zj) + Pen(C),
ziEZ %jEZ

(10)

where Gij E {O,I} and Pen(C) adds a penalty for each column or row containing
only zeros. In all cases, we have empirically set the penalty for an all-zero row or
column to 20. To ma.ke a fair comparison between rectangles and points, we define the
center of the rectangle to compute the object position. In addition, we compute the
error between the real number of objects and the estimated number of objects.

4.1 Synthetic Data
For each scenario, we have generated a sequence of 200 time-consistent events of syn-
thetic data. The first scenario (SI) comprises four objects moving through the scene
without overlap. In the second scenario (82) and third scenario (83), two objects move
towards each other a.nd overlap. The standard deviation of the observation noise varies
between 0 and 16. In 81, 82 and 83, the number of clutter points/ rectangles is 12,
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Figure 1: The error distance (a) and the error in the number of targets (b) for synthetic
data as a function of the standard deviation of the observation noise. Each line repre-
sents either of the two (point or rectangle) possible techniques tracking the objects in
one of the three scenarios.

•••
14 and 14, respectively. For both point and rectangle tracking, we measure possible
overlap and thus combined rectangles. However, for point tracking, the list of measured
rectangles is converted to a list of center points.

Figure 1 shows the cumulative error of the above-defined distance and the cumu-
lative error in the number of targets as functions of the standard deviation of the
observation noise for each scenario and both tracking techniques. For all scenarios,
the error distance when tracking points is smaller than tracking rectangles. However,
tracking rectangles leads to a lower number of false targets.

•••
4.2 Real Video Data

•••For our experiments on real surveillance video sequences, we apply blob extraction on
the mask generated using multi-modal mean [1] background segmentation and some
post-processing. The post-processing includes the application of a 5 x 5 multi-pixel
significanee test and three passes over the image of pixel-wise energy minimization to
solve a simple Markov random field model. The first 512 frames of the each video
sequence are used to train the background.

Three sequences from the Caviar dataset [2] are used for tracking evaluation: On-
eStopMoveEnterlfront, ThreePastShoplfront, and ThreePastShop2front abbreviated
by Caviar-L, Caviar-2 and Caviar-3 respectively. Table 2 contains the results for these
sequences for both the application of the GM-PHD filter using points or rectangles.

•••••Table 2: Results for real world video data. The same cumulative error distance and
cumulative error in the number of targets are used as for synthetic data.

Technique Sequence Error Distance Error No. Targets No. Frames
Point Caviar-I 56859 1027 1078
Point Caviar-2 21705 560 1138
Point Caviar-3 13873 289 1009
Rectangle Caviat-I 43683 1137 1078
Rectangle Caviar-2 16373 511 1138
Rectangle Caviar-3 11434 181 1009

••••••182 •
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Example of a split object that is better handled by the rectangle GM-PHD.
(a) Results with point tracking, (b) with rectangle tracking.

The results show that the rectangle GM-PHD filter has a lower error distance (10-
20%), and in two cases a lower error in the estimated number of targets. However,
when superimposing the results of both trackers onto the corresponding video frames,
the subjective difference between the two tracking filters is small.

In addition to the three Caviar sequences, we also obtained results for the two PETS
2006 [8] sequences, Sl- T1-C3 and Sl- TI-C4, which contain the video feeds from two
train station security cameras. Despite the fact that ground-truth data is not available
for these sequences, we have observed that a large number of split objects occur, which
can be better handled by the rectangle tracker (see Fig. 2). However, both trackers
still have problems with occlusion, e.g. the distance between the overlapping rectangle
and a sub-object is too large.

In this paper, we have studied the problem of converting a point-based GM-PHD
tracker with proven performance to a rectangle-based tracker which is suited for surveil-
lance applications. Rectangles are required to model overlapping and splitting of ob-
jects. To handle these two cases, we have proposed an algorithm that synthesizes a
new, composed target from individual targets, such that merging and splitting of ob-
jects can be appropriately handled. We have also replaced the Mahalanobis distance by
Fisher's criterion for a better definition of the distance between rectangles, especially
in cases where the rectangle sizes are unequal.

Results illustrate that the number of false detections for the proposed technique is
lower, but the accuracy is also lower for synthetic data. For real video data, the error
distance of the rectangle GM-PHD is 10-20% lower. However, a subjective comparison
does not show a large difference between the performance of point tracking GM-PHD or
rectangle GM-PHD. The results obtained using the PETS 2006 benchmark data show
that the rectangle GM-PHD tracks split objects better. In all cases, overlap of objects
is the most important problem which still generates many errors for both techniques.

Therefore, we conclude that the proposed technique is better than the point tracking

••••••••••••••

5 Conclusions
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technique by Clark et al. [3] in cases where split objects occur frequently, and similar
in other cases. Future work should focus on track continuity during overlap. Provided
that extensions of the GM-PHD filter can improve these shortcomings while keeping
a low computational complexity, the GM-PHD filter will be a favorable alternative to
state-of-the-art algorithms for embedded vision.
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Abstract

In 1999 Juels and Wattenberg introduced the fuzzy commitment scheme. Fuzzy
commitment is a particular realization of a binary biometrie secrecy system with
a chosen secret key. Three cases of biometrie sources are considered, i.e. memory-
less and totally-symmetric biometrie sources, memoryless and input-symmetric
biometrie sources, and memoryless biometrie sources. It is shown that fuzzy
commitment is only optimal for memoryless totally-symmetric biometrie sources
and only at the maximum secret-key rate. Moreover, it is demonstrated that for
memoryless biometrie sources, which are not input-symmetric, the fuzzy com-
mitment scheme leaks information on both the secret key and the biometrie data.

1 Introduction
Fuzzy commitment, introduced by Juels and Wattenberg [1], is a particular realization
of a binary biometrie secrecy system with chosen secret keys. In fuzzy commitment the
helper data are constructed as a codeword from an error-correcting code, used to encode
a chosen secret, masked with the biometrie sequence observed during enrollment. The
scheme is primarily designed for binary uniform memoryless biometrie sequences.

The scheme became a popular technique for designing biometrie secrecy systems,
since it is convenient and easy to implement using standard error-correcting codes. Its
implementation for different biometrie modalities can be found in Kevenaar et al. [2]
(faces), Hao et al. [3] (irises), etc. In practice, however, biometrie data are rarely
uniform. Biometrie data used in fuzzy commitment based systems, e.g. in the liter-
ature mentioned above, do not satisfy the criteria of being uniform and memoryless.
Nevertheless, it is assumed that these systems are secure. Also the privacy properties
of these systems are hardly investigated. In Smith [4], though, it was observed that in
fuzzy commitment the helper data leak information on the secret if the biometrie data
are non-uniform, and that they must also leak some information about the biomet-
ric data. The privacy leakage corresponding to the maximum secret-key rate for the
original uniform memory Iess setting was also determined by Tuyls and Goseling [5].

In this paper we investigate the properties of fuzzy commitment when the biometrie
data statistic is memoryless and totally-symmetric, mernoryless and input-symmetric,
and memoryless. We show that the fuzzy commitment scheme is only optimal for the
totally-symmetric memoryless case and only if the scheme operates at the maximum
secret-key rate. Moreover, we show that for the general memoryless case the scheme
reveals information on both the secret and biometrie data.

2 The Fuzzy Commitment Scheme

2.1 Description
We start with description of biometrie sources. A fuzzy commitment scheme pro-
cesses a binary biometrie enrollment sequence xN = {z,, X2,· .. ,XN} with symbols
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xn E {O, I} for n = 1,2, ... ,N and a binary biometrie authentication sequence yN =
{Yl, Y2, ... ,YN} with symbols Yn E {O,I} for n = 1,2, ... ,N. The sequences are
generated by a biometrie source according to some distribution {Q(xN, yN), xN E
{O, I}N, yN E {O,I}N}. We distinguish between the following cases, i.e. the totally-
symme-tric memoryless case, the input-symmetric memoryless case, and the memory-
less case.

1. The Totally-Symmetric Memoryless Case. We assume that
N

Pr{XN = XN'yN = yN} = IT Q(xn,y,,), (1)

•••••.'•••••••••••••••••

n=l

for some joint probability distribution {Q(x, y), xE {O,I}, yE {O,I}}, satisfying
Q(O,O) = Q(l, 1) = (1 - q)/2, and Q(O, 1) = Q(I, 0) = q/2, where 0 ::; q ::; 1/2.
Here the parameter q is called crossover probability.

2. The Input-Symmetric Memoryless Case. We assume that (1) holds for some joint
probability distribution {Q(x,y),x E {O,I},y E {O,I}} that satisfies Q(I,O) +
Q(I, 1) = 1/2. The crossover probability is defined as q ~ Q(O, 1) + Q(I, 0).

3. The Memoryless Case. Now we assume that (1) holds for an arbitrary joint
probability distribution {Q(x, y), x E {O,I}, Y E {O,I}}. Again the crossover
probability is defined as q ~ Q(O, 1)+ Q(I, 0). Now also the probability that X is
equal to 1 becomes an important parameter, and we define p ~ Q(I, 0) + Q(I, 1).

enrollrnent authentication

Figure 1: A fuzzy commitment scheme.

Now consider the fuzzy commitment scheme, presented in Fig. 1. In this scheme a
secret key k from alphabet {I, 2, ... , IKI} is chosen uniformly at random independently
of biometrie data, hence Pr{J< = k} = 1/IKI for all k E {I, 2, ... , IKI}. The chosen
secret key k is observed at the enrollment side together with a biometrie enrollment
sequence x'". The secret key k is encoded into a binary codeword cN = (Cl, C2, ... , CN)

with en E {O,I} for n = 1,2, ... ,N. We write cN = e(k), where e(-) is the encoding
function. Then the biometrie enrollment sequence is added modulo 2 to the codeword.
This results in the sequence ZN = (Zl' Z2, ... ,ZN) with Zn E {O,I} for n = 1,2, ... ,N,
hence ZN = cN EB.'EN = e(k) EBxN. This sequence is referred to as helper data and is
public. The helper data are released to the authentication side.

During authentication, a biometrie authentication sequence yN is observed and
added modulo 2 to the received helper data ZN, resulting in a binary sum rN = zN EB
yN = e(k)EBxN EByN This sum TN = {Tl, T2, ... ,rN} with Tn E {O,I} for n = 1,2, ... ,N
can be seen as the codeword cN to which a noise sequence xN EByN is added. This
codeword rN is then decoded, hence the estimate k of the secret key k is determined
as k = d(rN) = d(e(k) EB(xN EByN)), where d(-) is the decoding function.

Now we require the scheme to be such that the error probability Pr{K =1= K} is as
small as possible, while the number of secret keys IKI should be as large as possible.
Moreover, we want the amount of information that the helper data leak about the
secret I(K; ZN) and about the biometrie data I(XN; ZN) to be as small as possible.
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Definition 2.1 For fuzzy commitment a rate - leakage triple (R, L"" Lx) with R 2: 0
is achievable if for all 11 > 0 and for all N large enough, there exist encoders eO and
decoders d(·) such that

Pr{K i= K} :::; 5,
R+5 2: log IKIIN > R-6,

I(K; ZN)IN < Lk + 5,
I(XN; ZN)IN < i; +5. (2)

Moreover, we define Rfc to be the region of all achievable rate - leakage triples fOT
a fuzzy commitment scheme. We also define the secret-key vs. priuacu-leakaqe rate
region RfclLk = 0 ~ {(R, Lx) : (R, 0, Lx) E Rfc}, for the zero secrecy-leakage case.

In the next sections we will investigate the properties of the region of achievable
rate-leakage triples for each of the three biometrie statistics cases described before.

First, however, note that the secrecy and privacy leakage can be rewritten as

I(K; ZN) H(ZN) - H(CN E9 XNIK) = H(ZN) - H(XN),
I(XN; ZN) = H(ZN) - H(XN E9 CNIXN) = H(ZN) - H(CN).

(3)
(4)

3 The Totally-Symmetric Memoryless Case

3.1 Statement of Results, Discussion
We have a complete result for the totally-symmetric memoryless case.

Theorem 3.1 For fuzzy commitment in the totally-symmetric memoryless case with
crossover probability q, the achievable region Rfc is given by

Rfc = {(R, t.; Lx) : 0:::; R:::; 1 - h(q),
t., 2: 0,
L; 2: 1- R }. (5)

Here h(a) = -alog(a) - (1- a)log(l- a) is the binary entropy function.
Moreover, if we restrict ourselves to the secrecy leakage Lk = 0 in Thm. 3.1, then

RfclLk = 0 = {(R, Lx) : 0:::; R :::;1 - h(q),

i; 2: 1- R }. (6)
This result can be compared to the corresponding secret-key vs. privacy-leakage rate
region R~k in a biometrie model with a transmitted (chosen) key, where we do not
restrict ourselves to fuzzy commitment. This region was determined in [6]. Although
the achievable regions Rfcl Lk = 0 and R~k are defined slightly different, the general
region R~ also provides for a given secret-key rate the corresponding minimum privacy
leakage. Thus we can compare regions RfclLk = 0 and R~k for given secret-key rates.

Region R~k can be stated for the totally-symmetric memoryless case as

R~'k = {(R,Lx) : 0:::; R:::; 1- h(q*p),
Lx 2: h(q * p) - h(p),
for some 0 < p < 1/2}, (7)
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where p * q ~ p(1 - q) + (1 - p)q. Now it follows that for the privacy leakage for fuzzy •
commitment we obtain

Lx 2: 1- R = h(q) 2: h(q * p) - h(p). (8) •The last inequality follows from the observation that h(q * p) - h(p) H(UIY) -
H(UIX) = I(U; XIY) ~ H(XIY) = h(q), where Markov condition U ----> X ----> Y holds •
and the "channel" between X and U is binary symmetric with crossover probability p.
Equality in (8) can only be established if R = 1-h(q). Hence for rates strictly smaller
than 1-h(q) the privacy leakage of fuzzy commitment is strictly larger than necessary. •
The coding methods proposed in [6] achieve smaller privacy leakage.

N

IT Pr{Rn = Tnlen = en},
n=l

(9)

•••••••••••••••••••••

- e - optimal, chosen keys (q=O.05)
---+- fuzzy commitment (q=O.05)
- B - optimal. chosen 1!;1Iy&(q=O.15)
~ luuy commitment (q;:O.15)

0.9
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~ 0.6
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Figure 2: Secret-key vs. privacy-leakage rate regions for two values of q.
In Fig. 2 we have depicted (marked with "a" and "0") the boundary of the optimal

rate-leakage region R~k for two values of the crossover probability, i.e. for q = 0.05
and q = 0.15. Moreover, we have plotted in both figures the boundary of the fuzzy-
commitment region RfclLk = 0 (marked with "*,, and "x"). From Fig. 2 it is clear
that the privacy leakage of the fuzzy commitment scheme, even in the totally-symmetric
memoryless case, is much larger than necessary for secret-key rates smaller than the
maximum rate 1 - h(q). This is the main conclusion of this section.

3.2 Proof of Thm. 3.1
Achievability proof: In the memory Iess case we can write for the transition proba-
bilities of the "channel" from eN to RN that

where for all n = 1,2, ... ,N

Therefore, see Fig. 3, the channel between er and RN is a binary symmetric chan-
nel (BSC) with crossover probability Q(I, 0)+Q(O, 1). By definition for all memoryless
cases we have for the crossover probability Q(I, 0) + Q(O, 1) = q.

The capacity of BSC with crossover probability q is 1 - h(q) (see e.g. Gallager [7],
p. 146). In other words, for 0 ~ R ~ 1 - h(q), for all E > 0 and all N large enough,
there exist encoders e(·) and decoders d(·) such that

R + e 2: log IKIIN > R - E, (10)

Pr{K =f K} < E. (11)
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o 1 - q 0

CNXRN
1 1 _ q 1

Figure 3: In the memoryless cases the channel between CN and RN is a binary sym-
metric channel with crossover probability q = Q(O, 1) + Q(l, 0).

EB J----__+{

Using an expurgation argument, see e.g. Gallager [7], p. 151, we may assume that this
code does not contain two identical codewords, and then H(CN) = log IKf.

We concentrate on such codes. Consider the secrecy leakage first. From (3) we get

I(K; ZN) = H(CN E9XN) - H(XN) = 0 ::; e.

Next for the privacy leakage we write

(12)

I(XN; ZN) Cj H(CN EB XN) - H(CN) ~ N -log IKI ~ N(l- R + c), (13)

where step (a) follows from (4), step (b) holds, since the code does not contain identical
codewords, and (c) follows form (10). Then letting N -t 00 and e 1 0, we conclude
from (11)-(13), that the triple (R,O, 1- R) is achievable for 0::; R::; 1- h(q).
Converse: Assume that for the fuzzy commitment scheme the triple (R, Lk, Lx) is
achievable. Consider first the entropy of the secret, note that H(K) = log IKI, then

log IKf = I(K; RN) + H(KIRN) ::; H(CN E9XN E9yN) - H(CN E9XN E9yNIK)
~ (a) (b)

+H(KIK) ::; N - H(XN E9yN) + ó log IKI + 1 ::; N - Nh(q) + 510g IKf + 1,(14)

here (a) holds, since CN is a function of K, (XN, yN) a.re independent of K, since for
achievable triples (R, Lk, Lx) we have Pr{K =1= R} ::; 5 and due to Fano's inequality,
and (b) holds, since XN EB yN is a sequence of i.i.d. pairs with crossover probability q.

From the above expression we obtain for achievable triples (R, Lk, Lx) that

R - 5 :s log IKI/N :s 1/(1 - 5)(1 - h(q) + l/N).

Next we consider the secrecy leakage and, using (3), we get

(15)

Lk + 52: I(K; ZN)/N = (H(CN E9XN) - H(XN))/N = (N - N)/N = O. (16)

For the privacy leakage we obtain using (4) that

(17)

here (a) holds, since H(CN) ::; log IK!, and (b) since for achievable triples (R, Lk, Lx) :
10g1Kl::; N(R+ 5). Letting N -t 00 and 51 0, the converse follows from (15)-(17).

4 The Input-Symmetric Memoryless Case

4.1 Statement of Results, Discussion
In this section we present the result obtained for the input-symmetric memoryless case.
The proof of this result is identical to the proof of Thm. 3.1, and therefore is omitted.
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case with crossover probability q, the achievable region Rfc is given by

}. (18) ••••
Now if we again restrict the secrecy leakage to be Lk = 0 in Thm. 4.1, then

RfcJLk = 0 = {(R, Lx) : 0::; R ::; 1 - h(q),

i; 2: 1- R }. (19)

As before, we can compare the resulting zero secrecy-leakage region RfcJLk = 0 to the
region R~k for the input-symmetric case when we do not restrict ourselves to fuzzy •
commitment. In [6] it was shown that

R~k = {(R, Lx) : 0::; R::; I(U; Y),
i; 2: I(U; X) - I(U; Y),
for some P(u,x,y) = Q(x,y)P(uJx)}.

••(20)

The maximum secret-key rate that is achievable in the optimal case is I(X; Y), if
we take U == X, see Ahlswede-Csiszár [8]. Note that

••I(X; Y) = H(X) - H(XJY) = 1- H(X EB YJY) 2: 1 - H(X EBY) = 1- h(q), (21)

i; 2: 1 - R 2: h(q) = H(X EBY) 2: H(XJY) 2: I(U; X) - I(U; Y), (22)

•••••••••

where 1 - h(q) is the maximum secret-key rate achievable with fuzzy commitment.
Therefore fuzzy commitment is suboptimal if X EOY is not independent of Y.

It is easy to see that independenee can only occur for I(X; Y) > 0, if in addition
to input-symmetric the source is totally-symmetnc. Conclusion IS that in the input-
symmetric case, when the source is not totally-symmetric, with fuzzy commitment we
cannot achieve a positive maximum rate I(X; Y).

Looking at the privacy leakage of fuzzy commitment we can say that

for all U -t X -+ Y. For I(X; Y) > 0, equality in the above expression is only possible
if the biometrie source is totally-symmetric and if in addition R = 1 - h(q). Thus we
may conclude that in the input-symmetric case, when I(X; Y) > 0 and the source is
not totally-symmetric, with fuzzy commitment we cannot achieve a privacy leakage
which is optimal in the sense of results in [6].

5 The Memoryless Case

5.1 Statement of Results, Discussion
We do not have a complete result for the memoryless case in general. What we do have •
is an outer bound on the achievable region.

First we define the inverse of the binary entropy function h(·) for 0 ::; a ::;1 as
h-1(a) ~ a, if 0::; a ::; 1/2 and h(a) = o , •
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Theorem 5.1 For fuzzy commitment in the memoryless case with crossover probability
q and probability Pr{X = I} = p, we obtain for the achievable region Rfc

Rfc < {(R,Lk,Lx) : o s R:S 1- h(q),

Lk 2: h[p * h-1(R)]- h(p),
i; 2: h[p * h-1(R)]- R }. (23)

Moreover, there exist codes with rates up to 1- h( q).

Note that the maximum achievable rate 1 - h(q) for fuzzy commitment can be
either smaller, equal, or larger than I(X; Y). In Section 4 we have seen that for the
general input-symmetric case I(X; Y) > 1- h(q), see (21). On the other hand, for the
general memoryless case for which X EBY is independent of Y we obtain

I(X; Y) = H(X) - H(XIY) = H(X) - H(X EBYIY) :s 1 - H(X EBY) = 1 - h(q),(24)

hence also I(X; Y) < 1 - h(q) is possible. Ahlswede-Csiszár [8] result implies that for
rates larger than I(X; Y) it is not possible to achieve non-zero secrecy leakage. Indeed,

H(K) I(K; RN) + H(KIRN) < I(K; ZN, RN) + H(KIK)
I(K; ZN) + H(yNIZN) - H(yNIZN, K, XN) + H(KIK)

< I(K; ZN) + H(yN) - H(yNIXN) + 0 log IKI + 1
I(K; ZN) + N I(X; Y) + 0 log IKI + 1, (25)

This demonstrates that a secret-key rate which is 6. larger than I(X; Y) results in a
secrecy leakage of at least 6..

Observe also that Thm. 5.1 implies that zero secrecy leakage is only possible if
R = 0 or p = 1/2, and zero privacy leakage is only possible if p = 0 or R = 1. These
cases are of no interest, though.

Moreover, observe that for non-trivial cases for I(X; Y) 2: 1 - h(q) the privacy
leakage in fuzzy commitment is larger than necessary. Indeed, if R > 0, then

h[p * h-1(R)]- R > h(p) - (1 - h(q)) 2: H(XIY) 2: I(U; XIY) = I(U; X) - I(U; Y),

where I(U; X) - I(U; Y) is the privacy leakage that is achieved in the optimal setting.

5.2 Proof of Thm. 5.1
The statement that there exist codes with rates up to 1 - h(q) follows directly from
the capacity theorem for the BSC. Therefore we continue with the converse part.

We will use Mrs. Gerber's lemma of Wyner and Ziv [9] to proof our results.
Assume that the rate-leakage triple (R, Lk, Lx) is achievable. Then in the same way

as (15), we obtain for achievable triples (R, Lk, Lx) that

R - 8 :s log IKI/N :s 1/(1 - 8)(1 - h(q) + I/N). (26)

Next we consider the secrecy and privacy leakage. First we show that

where (a) follows from the data-processing inequality, from the fact that for achievable
triples (R, Li; Lx) we have that Pr{K ol K} :s 0, and (b) from Fano's inequality.
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Using (27), we may conclude that for achievable triples (R, Lç, Lx) it holds that

H(CN)/N 2: ((1 - 5) log IKI -l)/N 2: R - 5 - 5R - 1/N. (28)
For the secrecy leakage we can write, using Mrs. Gerber's lemma and (3), that

Lk+8 2: I(K;ZN)/N2:h[p*h-1(R-5-5R-1/N)]-h(p). (29)

In a similar manner we find for the privacy leakage that
(~ (~

Lx + 5 2: (H(CN EB XN) -log IKI)/N 2: h[p * h-1(R - 8 - 5R - l/N)]- R - 8. (30)
where step (a) follows from (4) and the fact that H(CN) ::; log IKI, and (b) follows
from the definition of achievable rates, since then log IK I ::; N (R + 8).

Now Thm. 5.1 follows from (26), (29) and (30), if we let 510, and N --> 00.

6 Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated secrecy and privacy leakage properties of fuzzy
commitment. Our analysis has shown that fuzzy commitment is only optimal for the
totally-symmetric memoryless case if it operates at the maximum secret-key rate. For
secret-key rates which are below the capacity, the scheme is not optimal with respect
to privacy leakage. For the input-symmetric memoryless case, fuzzy commitment is
suboptimal with respect to both achievable secret-key rate and privacy-leakage rate.
However, it still enjoys zero secrecy leakage. In the general memoryless case we could
only determine outer bounds on the achievable regions. The results for the memoryless
case have shown that fuzzy commitment results in both secrecy and privacy leakage
larger than necessary.
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• Abstract

• A fuzzy extractor is a security primitive that allows for reproducible extraction of an almost
uniform key from a noisy non-uniform source. We analyze a fuzzy extractor scheme that uses
universal hash functions for both information reconciliation and privacy amplification. This is a
useful scheme when the number of error patterns likely to occur is limited, regardless of the error
probabilities. We derive a sharp bound on the uniformity of the extracted key, making use of the
concatenation property of universal hash functions and a recent tight formulation of the leftover
hash lemma.••• 1 Introduction

1.1 Security with noisy data• Many security applications require input bit.strings to be uniformly dist.ributed and exact.ly repro-
ducible. Cryptographic keys, for instance, have to be uniformly random in order to prevent attacks;
they have to be reproducible in order to allow for decryption of encrypted data, verification of signa-
tures, successful authentication etc. Even a single bit error in a key causes failure. Physical sources of
randomness, however, are neit.her uniform nor noise-free. The pat.terns in biometrics such as finger-
prints and iris scans do not follow a uniform distribution, and they are never exactly reproduced when
a measurement is repeated. Measurement noise can be due to many factors, e.g. differences in lighting
conditions or sensor alignment, physiological changes, difference between sensors etc. Another class
of physical sources that has received a lot of attention recently are the Physical Unclonable Functions
(PUFs), also known as Physical One-Way Functions, Physical Random Functions and Physically Ob-
scured Keys. PUFs can be regarded as 'non-biological biometrics'. Many types of PUF have been
described in the literature, e.g. multiple scattering of laser light [13], reflection of laser light from
paper fibers [2], randomized dielectrics in protective chip coatings [19], radiofrequent responses from
pieces of metal [6] or thin-film resonators [21], delay times in chip components [5] and start-up values
of SRAM cells [9].

For security and/or privacy reasons it is often necessary to apply a one-way hash function to
the biometrie/PUF measurement, in analogy with the letc/passwd file in UNIX. The storage of
biometrie/PUF data is assumed to be public; the hashing step hides the measurement data. However,
as measurements are noisy, it is not possible to directly hash; a single bit error in the input causes
roughly 50% of the output bits to flip. Hence, an error-correction step is required first ('information
reconciliation'). This is not trivial, since the redundancy data has to be stored publicly and may
reveal too much sensitive information. Similarly, if PUF data is to be used as a key, then it should
be thoroughly noise-corrected first. Here, too, it is crucial that the publicly stored redundancy data
does not reveal secrets.

After information reconciliation, the step of privacy amplification is applied, mapping a non-
uniform random string to a shorter, almost uniform string. The requirement of uniforrnity is obvious
in the case of key extraction. Interestingly, extracting uniform bitstrings is also desirable in biometrie
systems and PUF-based anti-counterfeiting, applications where the identifiers are not considered to
be secret. A uniform string is the most efficient way of storing the entropy present in a measurement.
Furthermore, database search speed is improved.

The concept of a Fuzzy Extractor [7, 8], also known as a helper data scheme [12], was introduced as a
primitive that achieves both information reconciliation and privacy amplification. The publicly stored
enrolment data (a.k.a. secure sketch, helper data or public data) suffices to reproducibly reconstruct a
string from noisy measurements, yet leaks only a negligible amount of information about the extracted
key. An overview of privacy-preserving biometrics, PUFs and fuzzy extraction is given in [20].

•••••••••••••••• 193•



•Thirtieth Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux •1.2 Problems with noise correction •One of the nontrivial aspects of the information reconciliation step is the 'shape' of the noise. The
noise patterns are not always nicely compatible with a representation in terms of binary strings.
Error-correcting codes (ECCs) work best on (binary) strings under the condition that the likely to
occur error patterns are completely random. This is the case e.g. for' .i.i.d. bit errors and for burst
errors that have no preference for a specific location in the bit string. Now consider an N-dimensional
biometrie feature vector (or PUF output) being the source. Such a source is typically not binary.
Mapping the feature vector to a binary string introduces problems for standard ECCs in the following
ways:
- It often happens that the errors are not uniformly random, e.g. certain burst errors are far more
likely than others.
- It is also common for error probabilities to depend on the value of the feature vector itself.
- Often, one-dimensional components of the feature vector are separately discretized [19], and the
discretization intervals are assigned a binary representation such as a Gray code. This procedure
causes unequal error probabilities of the bits that form the Gray code. (One bit flips when the noise
nudges the value one interval to the left, another one flips when the noise nudges it one interval to the
right; all the other bits have very low bit error probabilities.) Furthermore, the bit error probabilities
depend on the value of the feature vector.
.- When several components of the feature vector are combined into a D-dimensional space, the
binarization sometimes leads to asymmetries in the bit representation of equally likely errors. For
instance, when a two-dimensional space is discretized according to a hexagonal lattice [3], and the
noise is random, then the noise will nudge the feature value (center of a hexagon) to one of the
surrounding hexagons with equal probability, but the number of bit flips is not the same for these six
errors.

Even under these circumstances, an ECC is capable of dealing with errors no matter what their
probability distribution is. But there is a price to pay: The number of redundancy bits in the code
is far higher than what an 'ideal' code would have. If X and XI are two different measurements of
the source, then an ideal code would be able to extract I(X; XI) bits of inforrnation. (Here I denotes
the mutual information.) All the asymmetries listed above reduce the entropy of the error patterns
and hence increase the mutual entropy I(X; X'). Typical ECCs are not able to capitalize on the low
entropy of the errors, since they must be able to correct the 'worst case' errors, and consequently a
large part of the entropy present in the source gets wasted, Furthermore, ECCs can approach the
Shannon bound only when the code words are very long.

The challenge is to construct a practical error correction method that, in the case of very non-
uniform noise probabilities, extracts more information than typical ECCs.

•••••••••••••
1.3 Related work •
A lot of work has been done to convert data structures with various error patterns into binary rep-
resentations that allow for the use of error-correcting codes. (See e.g. [8J for an overview of schemes
for Hamming distance, set difference and edit distance), In this paper we follow a different approach,
We restrict ourselves to the case where the noise is in a certain sense well-behaved: the error patterns
may be very bad, and the noise may be very strong, but the number of error patterns that are likely
to occur is limited.

The inf~rmation reconciliation problem for PUFs and biometrics can be seen as a special case
of the Slepian-Wolf problem [16] with a single encoder and a single decoder, Fig. 1 shows the two
main procedures in a Fuzzy Extractor: The Gen procedure extracts a key S from the source X and
generates helper data W; in the Slepian- Wolf setting Gen is the encoder and W would be called 'side
information'. The Rep procedure reproduces S from a noisy measurement X and W. In the Slepian-
Wolf setting this corresponds to the decoder. A generic solution in this set.ting is Slepian- Wolf coding
[16J. It amounts to creating a codebock of random codewords for the typical set. Given XI, receiving
such a codeword is sufficient to determine which of the candidates X, jointly typical with XI, was
enrolled, provided that the codeword has entropy of at least H(XIXI). In this paper we consider the
case where the size of the codebook is 'manageable',

One approach to implcment Slepian-Wolf coding efficiently is to use universa] hash functions [41

•••••••••194 •
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•• X'---+~S'

• Figure 1: Fuzzy Extractor. Gen generates helper data Wand a near-uniform key S. Rep tries to
reproduce S from Wand a noisy measurement X I .

• (or a slight relaxation thereof, almost universal hash functions [18]). Universal hash functions are
easy to compute and behave Likeperfectly random functions as far as collisions in the target space are
concerned. Their use for Slepian- Wolf coding is well known [17, 8].

A Fuzzy Extractor has to achieve more than just error correction. First, W must not leak too
much about S. Second, S has to be as close to uniform as possible (privacy amplification). For
general sources, uniformity can be achieved by using (almost) universal hash functions! Thus, we see
that universal hash functions provide an efficient way to achieve information reconciliation as well ail
privacy amplification when the source is ill behaved.

•••
••
• 1.4 Contributions in this paper

We analyze an offiine fuzzy extractor scheme that employs (almost) universal hash functions for
both privacy amplification and information reconciliation. By 'offline' we mean that communication
between Alice and Bob is only one-way. A first hash function is applied to X to create a short string
that serves as helper data. It is just long enough to allow for reconstruction of X from X'. The secret
key is extracted by applying a second hash function to X. Such a scheme has several advantages:
- Information reconciliation is efficient even if the errors are highly non-uniform and strongly corre-
lated with the data, as long as the likely number of possible error patterns is limited.
- Computation of a short almost universal hash can be done efficiently. Hence it is feasible to com-
pute a large number of hashes.
- Two concatenated almost universal hash functions together form a new almost universal hash
function. This property is useful for security proofs.

We derive a sharp bound on the uniformity of the extracted key, given that the attacker sees the
helper data. We make use of the concatenation property of almost universal hash functions and a
recent tighter formulation of the leftover hash lemma [22]. The helper data Wand the extracted key
S are considered to be part of the same big hash value. If this is taken literally, then it can be said
that the scheme performs inforrnation reconciliation and privacy amplification at the same time or
even in the opposite order compared to other schemes.

We formulate our main result as a choice of key length c(e) such that the distance of the key's
distribution from uniformity is upper bounded bye. Use of the leftover hash lemma yields an expres-
sion for c(e) consisting of two parts: a positive term depending on the source entropy and a negative
'penalty' term which becomes more severe with decreasing e. Revealing k bits of the big hash as
helper data has two effects on c(e). (i) a trivial reduction of the key length by k bits; (ii) nontrivial
correction terms in the penalty term, arising from the fact that the key and the helper data are derived
from the same hash.

•••••••••
. For a source X with a lot of structure in its probability distribution, using a compression algorithm may be feasible

[11]; then the extracted entropy is close to the Shannon entropy of X, which is much better than what is achieved by
universa! hashing (see Section 2).
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Random variables are denoted in capitals. Sets are denoted in calligraphic font (e.g.
X, X' E X, we define the statistical distance as

L':.(X;X') = 4 L Iprob[X = x]- Prob[X' = xJI·
xE A:'

X E X). For •••The MAC of a message M with key K is denoted as MAC(K, M). We do not use any notion of
distance between X and X' in feature vector space. We use a very general approach to model the
measurement noise. •
Definition 1 Let 0 E (0,1) be a fixed parameter. Let X E X be the enmlment measurement and
X' E X be the uerification measurement. A set B c X is called an incoming (1 - O)-neighborhood
ofx' if •

L Prob[X = xlX' = X'J ~ 1- O. (1) •xEB

The set of all incoming (1 - 0) -neiqhborhoods of x' is denoted as B~'~9(x').

We assume that the probability distributions of the noise and the biometrie/PUF are known
sufficiently accurately to allow for explicit construction of (1 - O)-neighborhoods.

Definition 2 (Prom [l5}) Let 71> 0 be a constant. Let R, X and Z be finite sets. Let {![or}rER be a
family of hash functions from X to Z. The family {![or}rER is called 71-almost universal iff, for R
dmwn uniformly from R, it holds that

Prob[![oR(X) = ![oR(X')J <:: TI

for all x, x' E X with x' oF x. In the special case 1] = l/IZI the family 'is called universal.

Lemma 1 Let {![o"}rER ,1'--+ {O,l}e be a 2-e(1 + 6",)-almost universal family of hash functions.
Let {W'}'ET : X -> {O,l}k be a 2-k(1 + 6w)-almost univer'sal family of hash functions. Then the
concatenation {Wti I![or}'ET,rER is an 2-k-f(1 + 6w )(1 + 6", )-almost universal family of hash functions
from X to to, l}kH.

For a given probability distribution of X the Leftover Hash Lemma dictates how many near-
uniform key bits Alice and Bob can extract from X if they hash X using (a.lmost) universal hash
functions. In its most tight formulation, the lemma involves a quantity called smooth Rényi entropy.

Definition 3 (Paraphrased from [1Dj.) Let lP' be a probability measure on X. Let p ~ O. We define
the strictly bounded p--vicinity of lP' as

BP(IP') = {Q :VxOc Q(x) <:: lP'(x) and L Q(x) ~ 1- p} .
:r:EX

••••••••
Definition 4 Let lP' be a probability measure on X. Let p ~ 0 be a constant. The smooth Rényi

••entropy of lP' is
H~(lP')= max H,,(Q).

QEB"(P)

Here HQ(Q) denotes the ordinary Rényi entropy Q-_\log Lx[Q(l:)]".

Definition 5 Let X E X be a rotidom uariable. For any E > ° we say that a finite set Z is e-allouied
if there exists a function F : X -> Z such that L':.(F(X); U) <:: E, where U is a random variable
uniformly distributed on Z, independent of X. The s-extr-act.able randomness of X is defined as

e!xt (X) = rnax {log IZI :Z is E-allowed} .

Lemma 2 (Prom [22};tighter version of the result in [14j.) Let E ~ ° be a constant, Let X be a
random variable on X, Let {![o,.}rER be an n-almost unioersol family of hash functions from X to T,
with 1] = (1 + 6)/171. Then the e-cztractable randomness from. X using this family of hash [unctions
is bounded from below by

••••
[ 1]rnax H~(X) + 2 - log .

pEIO,e-8/14eJ) E(E - p) - 6/4

••(2)
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•• k bits o bits c bits

• Figure 2: The almost unioersol hash functions \[I" f'j and Pr compresses X to k, a and c bits,
respectively. The concatenation WV S is also an almost universal hash.•• Measure x.

Choose random r; t, j.
S = <Pr(x); W = "',(x);
v = rj(x).
a = MAC(v. r t j w).

Storage:
r,t,Î,w,a Measure x'.

Select neighborhood B of x'.
For Xj in B: Find matches lVt(xj)=w.
For these matches compute Vj = rJ,(xj).
Find unique match MAC(Vj, r t j W = a.
Reconstructed secret is 5, = <l>r(xj),

••• Figure 3: The offiine key reconstruction scheme.

•• 3 Offline key reconstruction

•
We present a scheme for offline key reconstruction, i.e. with only one-way communication. The two
parties, called Alice and Bob, are for instance a device manufacturer and a PUF device, or a biometrie
enrollment authority and a biometrie authentication system. The scheme is depicted in Fig. 3.

• 3.1 Offiine key reconstruction protocol
System setup phase:
Alice and Bob beforehand agree on three almost universal families of hash funct.ions {p,.}rER : X --->

{O, IV, {IJI,}'ET X ---> {O,I}k and {f'j}iE.7 X ---> {O, I}"". (See Fig. 2.) These a.re 2-«1 + ó,~),
2-k (1 + ó,,) and 2-<7 (1 + ór) almost universa.!, respectively. Alice and Bob also agree on a MAC which
uses a a-bit key and outputs an m-bit authentication code. The P, \[I, I' hash families are public
knowledge, as are c, a, k and the MAC.
Enrolment phase:
1. Alice performs a measurement and obtains an outcome x.
2. She randomly chooses r E R, t E Tand j E:J. She computes s = Pr(x), w = 1JI,(x), V = rj(x)
and a = MAC(v,Ttjw).
3. She stores 1", t, j, w, and a.
Reconstruction phase:
1. Bob reads the stored 1', t, j, w, a.
2. Bob performs a measurement and obtains an outcome Xl

3. He chooses a neighborhood B E B\n_o(x'). He compiles a list L = {Xi EB: \[I,(Xi) = w}. If L = 0,
the protocol aborts in failure.
4. For all Xi E L, Bob computes Vi := rj(Xi). He checks if MAC(Vi,TtjW) = a. In the event that a
single match x' occurs, thc protocol has succeeded, and Pr(x') = s is Alice and Bob's reconstructed
shared secret. If there are no matches, or more than one, then the protocol aborts in failure.
Remarks:
(i) In Bob's step 3, the event L = 0 occurs with probability at most (J.
(ii) In Bob's step 4, the verification of the MAC a achieves authentication! of the public data 1', t, j, w

••••••••• •If Bob correctly reconstructs v with overwhelming probabl lity, tben the probablfity of an attacker successfully forgîng
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in the spirit of 'Robust Fuzzy Extractors' [1].
(iii) The parameter k must be chosen sufficiently large, so that Bob does not have to compute too
many Vi values and MACs in step 4. The expected number of elements in L is of order IBI2-k_
The requirement of having the correct MAC further restricts the number of candidates to IBI2-k-m.
Hence, in order to reduce the probability of multiple matches in Bob's step 4 below some constant ,,/,
we need k: + m = G(Jog IBI + log 1h).

•••3.2 Security analysis of the ofHinekey reconstruction •The eavesdropping attacker, Eve, has access to t, r , j w, a. The security analysis amounts to deter-
mining the effect of Eve's knowledge on the security of the key s. As a security measure we use the
statistical distance from the uniform distribution. We have the following result. •
Theorem 1 Consider the protocol of Section 3.1. Let Ó = (1 + Ów)(1 + ó.. )(1 + ól') - 1. If c, k, a
wtisfy •

c<:::max[H~(X)+2-l0g ( \ ÓI] -k-a
P EE-p- 4

(3) •
then •~(RTJWAS; RTJWAUc) <:::E,

where U; is a random variable uniformly distributed on {O,l}C, independent of X, R, Tand J. •The theorem states that, averaged over all R, T, J, W, A, the distribution of the key S, given Eve's
knowledge, is s-close to uniform. I.e. the inequality can be formulated as

1E,·tjwa [~(SIR = r.T:> t,J =i, W = w,A = a; Uc)] <:::E,
••where IEstands for the expectation value.

Proof: A is a function of R, T, J, W, V, hence the combined variable HT JW A is a function of the
combined variable RT JWV. We use the fact that applying a function cannot increase the statistical
distance. Thus •

~(RT JW AS; RT.JW AUc) <:::~(RTJWVS; RT JWVUc)'

Next, for any random variables XE X,Y E Y it holds that ~(XY;UxY) <:::~(XY;UxxY), where
U.J( is a variable uniform on X. This gives

••
~(RTJWV Si RT JWVUc) <:::~(RTJWVS; RT.JUk+<7+c)· ••According to Lemma 1 the concatenation WvS is a 2-k-O--0(1 + 8)-almost. universal hash, with

1+ó = (1 +Ow)(l +or)(l +ow). Finally we apply Lemma 2 to the hash WVS to find how big k+a+c
can be while still having W VS s-close to uniformi ty. 0

The result (3) has a simple form. The s-extractuble randomness from X is given by the "max.,'
expression. Revealing k bits of helper data reduces the entropy of S by at most k bits. Employing a
bits of extracted randomness as a MAC key uses up (at most) a further a bits of the entropy of S.

However, Eq.(3) is not trivial. The parameter 0 does not only depend on the choice of <P, but
also all the choice of the functions \It and I'. This happens because the distribution of S, conditioned
on Wand V, becomes less uniform when W and V become less uniform. We see from (3) that all
three parameters o~" ól', Ó.. have to be significantly smaller than E2, otherwise they cause a loss of
extractable entropy.

••••the MAC is approximately 2· "". A detailed security analysis of the MAC is complicated, because of the non-uniformity
of the key V, and is beyond the scope of this paper. ••••198 •
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4 Practical issues• As mentioned, our scheme is only practical if Bob's (1 - B)-neighborhood of x' is not too large.
A second important point is the implementation of the hash functions W, <l>, I'. The W hash is

especially critical, since it has to be run on the whole (1- B)-neighborhood of Xl Fortunately, efficient
implementations are known. The 'PR' and 'WH' universal hashes proposed in [23], for instance, only
need operations in GF(2k), which are well suited for low-power hardware. Furthermore, it is useful
to split up W, e.g. into b-bit sub-hashes: this allows Bob to check the first b bits of W,(Xi) against
the first b bits of w, already reducing the number of candidate z, by a factor 2-b before having to
compute the rest of the hash. Each subsequent sub-hash achieves another factor 2-"-

Another important implementation aspect is the length of the (public) random strings r , tand j.
They have to be stored, and on constrained devices there is often a limit to the amount of nonvolatile
memory. Let us consider the W family. Typical constructions of a universal family of hash functions
require that log ITI is (almost) as large as log lXI. For instance, the construction of Example 8.39 in
[15] requires #bits = log ITI = log lXI - k. For highly non-uniform sources X this is prohibitive, It
is possible to save on memory by relaxing the constraints on the hash function: By allowing almost-
universality (Def. 2), onc gets a tradeoff between the quality of the privacy amplification and the space
needed to store t. There are constructions [15] of (1 + ó>j> )2-k-alrnost universal functions that require
only

••••••• log ITI = 0 (k - log k + log log lXI + 10g[1/Ó,,]) . (4)

• We see that the dependence on lXI has changed from loglXI to log log lXI, which is much smaller.
Hence, when storage is constrained it may payoff to uso an almost-universal instead of a perfectly
universal hash function.

A second benefit of the reduced size of r ; t, j is that the length of the MAC key v can be reduced,
leaving more entropy for the shared secret s.•• Acknowledgements• We kindly thank Stefan Katzenbeisser for useful comments.
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Abstract

In a scenario with two mutually distrusting players, Oblivious Transfer, a rather
fundamental primitive in the design of cryptographic protocols, cannot be imple-
mented with unconditional security over a standard, error-free communication
medium. Various results, however, show that we can make use of noisy channels,
where we can exploit errors in the communication to our advantage in order to
implement OT in a secure fashion. First tested against standard primitives like
the Binary Symmetric Channel, it has later been demonstrated how to build OT
over a fair number of new noisy channels models proposed over the years. How-
ever, these models are usually derived from the BSC itself, and different sources
of noise have been scarcely explored.

In this paper we propose a new noisy channel primitive, called Binary Discrete-
time Delaying Channel. The aim is to model a realistic scenario in communica-
tion systems, while basing it on as few assumptions as possible. In particular,
we make use of a rarely used error source, the delays in communication. We also
provide a way to securely build OT over this new model in the semi-honest sce-
nario, and then we add some robustness to the protocol, mitigating the influence
of a cheating transmitter. The flexibility and generality of this new model may
open the way for future implementation, especially in media where delays are a
fundamental characteristic, as in the case of wireless communications.

1 Introduction
The relevance of Oblivious Transfer (OT), as well as of other primitives like Bit Com-
mitment, in the design of cryptographic protocols is widely recognized [1, 2J. However,
in a scenario with two mutually distrusting players, such a fundamental primitive can-
not be implemented with unconditional security over a standard, error-free communi-
cation medium. Thus the importance of using noisy channels, where we can exploit
errors in the communication to our advantage in order to implement Oblivious Transfer
in a secure fashion. Crépeau and Kilian have in fact successfully demonstrated how
to build the primitive over a Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) [3], a theoretical com-
munication channel where bits have some fixed probability of being flipped during the
transmission. Other models of communication channels have since been designed and
studied, in respect of their property of being a good medium over which to build OT.
Crépeau later returned on the subject [4], and then, together with Morozov and Wolf
[5], observing how OT can be built over any non trivial noisy channel. A more recent
paper by Nascimento and Winter [6], explores the subject of which noisy channels are
useful for obtaining OT.

Over the years, a fair number of noisy channel models have been proposed, most
derived from the BSC itself, and it has been shown how to build OT over them. The
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Thirtieth Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux ••concept remains however similar: the channel is used many times by the parties, to
benefit from privacy amplification, and some error correcting codes are used to ensure
an error-free communication when needed. The Unfair Noisy Channel (UNC), a weaker
and therefore less assuming noisy channel, was introduced by Darngàrd, Kilian and
Salvail [7]. Instead of a fixed error probability, as in the case of a regular BSC, this
channel allows for a known range of possible noise levels, and, to add more generality,
it also let the potential attacker to be given the advantage of knowing exactly what the
actual noise level is (from which the name "unfair"). In this context, Damgard et al.
proved that a UNC can be used to build OT when the noise range is inside a specific
threshold, widened in a further work [8J,and that it is impossible for other values. Yet,
there is still today a part of the graph (and hence a set of possible noise ranges) where
it is uncertain whether or not OT could be possibly implemented with unconditional
security.

In [9],Wullschleger proposes a new set of noisy channels, called Weak Noisy Chan-
nels (WNC). In particular, he revised two common primitives redesigning them into
a new fashion: the Weak Erasure Channel (WEC) and the Weak Binary Symmetric
Channel (WBSC). The aim of this work was to define the channels not with a pre-
defined set of functionalities, but only by a set of conditions that the channels must
satisfy. In this way, the primitives allow the attacker some more freedom. For in-
stance, it is taken into account the possibility for a malicious player to know, with a
certain probability, if the bit received through the channel was in fact correct or not.
Wullschleger then successfully proves, for a certain range of parameters, that OT, or,
more generally, any secure two-party computation, can be achieved on the channels.

Every new proposed channel try to ease the inherent assumptions needed to imple-
ment OT over it in a secure manner, but we are still far from reaching a practically
implementable solution. Research has been, up until now, bound to information the-
oretic primitives like the BSC and has not provided a model apt to design a more
realistic scenario, based on actual communication systems. Moreover, while it has
been demonstrated that OT can be generally built on almost any noisy channel [5],
as seen before, there still is lack of studies on how to use for that purpose the errors
naturally present in various types of communication.

•••••••••••••1.1 Contribution •In this paper, we present a new noisy channel primitive, called Binary Discrete-time
Delaying Channel, whose aim is to model a realistic scenario in communication. In
particular, we make use of a rarely used error source, the delays in communication. We
then show how to build OT over this new model, and demonstrate that, in a scenario
where players are honest-but-curious, the proposed channel allows for any secure two-
party computation to be achieved. The last part of the paper analyzes how to add
some robustness to the protocol, mitigating the influence of a cheating transmitter.

The flexibility and generality of this new model may open the way for future im-
plementation, especially in media where delays are a fundamental characteristic, as in
the case of wireless communications.

••••
2 Transmission delay as a source of noise ••Reducing or limiting delays has always been one of the main challenges in the corn-
munication field. Delay is, by definition, difficult to predict and almost impossible to
eliminate. Moreover, in real and non-isolated systems it usually depends on external,
non-controllable factors. It is a fundamental matter in wireless communications (see,
as reference, [la]), but it is also a common problem in wired lP networks.

While having these appealing characteristics, delay has not been systematically used
as a source of noise in noise-demanding security application. In particular, complete

•••
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• and specific studies are still missing. We will address this lack by providing a new
channel model based on delay, and demonstrating how secure two-party computation
can be achieved using it.•• 2.1 Binary Discrete-time Delaying Channel (BDDC)
Our model of communication channel is a box which accepts strings of input symbols
and, for each string of symbols admitted, emits an identical output string after a certain
delay. The channel operates at discrete times, which means that it is not continuously
accepting inputs and emitting outputs, but these actions can only occur at specific
points in time.

For simplicity, we assume that the action of accepting or emitting a string is instan-
taneous, that is, it takes no time to be accomplished. We also adopted the mathematical
symbols < and>, when comparing two instants in time to and tj, to express that to
occurs earlier in time, when using the former, or later, when using the latter, than tj.
Accordingly, when using :S and 2:, we are also taking into account the possibility of
having to and ti occurring at the same time.

••••• Definition Let to < ti < t2 < ... be a sequence of distinct cotisecuiiue 'instants
in time called input times, and let Uo < UI < U2 < ... be a sequence of distinct
consecutive instants in time called output times, where, for every input time ti and its
corresponding output time Ui, Ui 2: t;. A Binary Discrete-time Delaying Channel with
delaying probability p is a channel accepting, at discrete input times, inputs made of
binary strings and emitting, at the corresponding output time, those same unchanged
binary strings with a probability p, for every string admitted into the channel at any
input time ti and due to be em.itted at output time Ui, to be delayed for emission until
Ui+l' That is, if S is the string transmitted at input time to, and Uo is the smallest
output time [or which Uo 2: to, UI the second smallest and so on and 80 forth, then
the channel is characterized by the conditionol probabilities Pr(uo), Pr(ud, Pr(u2),
... where Pr(ui) is the probability of S being outpuiled at time 'Ui

PT(Ui) = pi _ p(i+I)

Example The probability of a string S admitted at to to be emitted without delay at
Uo is

PT(UO) = 1 - p

•••••••••
The channel is memoryless. A string of symbols is delayed with probability p

independent of the history of symbols or delays. For instance, the probability for two
strings sent at the same input time ti of being both delayed while transmitted is p2
Moreover, neither the sender nor the receiver gets any feedback about the transmission,
i.e. they don't learn any information about whether or not a string sent or received
was actually delayed.

It should be noted that there is no strict requirement regarding the discrete output
times in relation to the input ones. For example, while logically Ui cannot precede on
the time-line ti, it is perfectly acceptable for the purpose of the channel both having
Ui and ti happen simultaneously, or having Ui happening later, even after any number
of tj with j > i.

•••••
3 Building Oblivious Transfer over a BDCC
The construction is inspired by the one proposed by Crépeau and Kilian while describ-
ing for the first time how to build OT over the BSC in [3].

•• 203•



Thirtieth Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux •••As per the original concept of Oblivious Transfer (presented by Rabin in [ll]) a
sender Sam has two secrets bits, ba and bI, and wants tocommunicate one ofthose two
to a receiver Rachel, without at the same time revealing the other. Rachel wants to
choose which one to receive without letting Sam know her choice s, but should not be
able to learn any information other than the secret bB she has selected.

3.1 OT from DCC in the Semi-Honest scenario

••
In this scenario, both parties are honest-but-curious, meaning that they follow the pro-
tocol, but try afterward to learn extra knowledge from their record of the conversation.
In particular, Sam will try to guess which secret Rachel selected, while Rachel's aim is
to get as much information as possible on the other secret.

Protocol
Before starting any communication, some preparatory computation needs to be
completed. In particular, Sam forges a set of bit strings C = Cl, C2, ... ,Cn, all of
the same length k, Then he fixes a constant h < k, such that, for every string c,
in the set

(a) the substring sn (c.) composed of the first h bits of c, and called sequence
number, is unique for every string in the set C;

(b) the substring si (c.) composed of the last (k - h) bits of c, and called string
identifier, is unique for every string in the set C.

After that, Sam forges another set C' = c~, c~, ... , c~. All the strings in C' are of
the same length k as those of C, and they can be logically divided into the two
substrings as well, so that

••••••••
(a) in any given string c;, the sequence number substring sti (cD is exactly the

same as that of the string Ci E C. That is, Vi E 1, ... n, sri (c;) = sn (c.);
for every string c;, the string identifier substring si (cD is unique in the set
C', and is also different from any other string identifier in C.

The values of k: and h can be arbitrarily chosen, as long as they are long enough
for the above properties to be respected, and the information is shared between
the parties. In particular, we can gather that the values of k and h are subject,
due to the requirement for the substrings of being unique, to the constraints

•••
(b)

2h?: ICI = Tl

2k-h ?: IC UC'I = 2n
Completed these prelirninary steps, the parties are ready to proceed with the
protocol as follows:

1. Sam sends the set C to Rachel using BDDC(p), a Binary Discrete-time Delaying
Channel with probability p. All the strings in the set are admitted into the
channel at the same instant to.

2. Sam sends the set C' to Rachel using BDDC(p) at instant t1.
3. Rachel at instant Uo receives over BDDC(p) all the strings in the set C that have

not been delayed by the channel. If less than half of the strings are received, then
the number of delays is too high for the protocol to be secure, and Rachel sends
instructions to Sam in order to abort the communication and start again from
the beginning. In this case, even the sets C and C' have to be recreated from
scratch.

••••••••••204 •
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4. Rachel at instant UI receives over BDDC(p) the strings from set C delayed once,
plus the strings of set Cl that have not been delayed. She keeps listening on the
channel at instants U2, U3, ... until all the delayed strings have been received.

5. Rachel picks a set of sequence numbers Is subject to the constraints

(a) 1151 = I~I = ~
(b) for every sequence numbers in IS) the corresponding string c, E C has been

received at ua

Then, she picks a set 11-5 where she puts the remaining sequence numbers, re-
gardless of their instant of arrival. Every sequence number should appear once
and only once in one of the two sets, and not in the other.
Rachel sends 10 and 11 to Sam over a clear channel.

6. Sam receives la and 11, and chooses a universal hash functions f, whose output
is I-bit long for any input. Let Tc be the value corresponding to the time at
which a string c has been sent (that is, Tc = 0 if the string c was sent at to, or
Tc = 1 if the string was sent at h). For each set Ii' Sam computes the string
sir, by concatenating each string identifier si in the set, XORed with TO if the
corresponding string was sent at to, or TI if it was sent at t,

The two strings stro, strl are given in input to the hash function f to obtain the
two values ha and hl

ho = f(stTo)
hl = f(stTI)

When the computation is complete, Sam sends to Rachel the function f and the
two values

7. Rachel computes her guess for bs, according to the formula

bs = f(strB) EB d,

Remark It should be noted that the steps 2 and 3 of the protocol could also happen
in the inverse order, or simultaneously. This is due to the fact that there is no explicit
constraint regarding the chronological order of tI and Ua.
In the same way, the string identifiers inside of the sets ID and 11, and the sets them-
selves are sent in no particular order (so that Sam cannot get any information from
this).

3.2 Why is it working?
As always in the study of security and cryptography, to show that an algorithm or
protocol is secure, we first have to give a clear definition of what we mean by the word
secure. In this case, the task is quite simple. In fact, with the proposed protocol, we
are implementing the well-defined Oblivious Transfer problem. Consequently, we have
to prove the two main goals of Oblivious Transfer itself:

1. the sender (Sam) sends ba and bi, but learns nothing about the receiver's choice.
2. the receiver (Rachel), gets the bit b., she has chosen, but no information about

the other bit bl-s.
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Proof (Sketch) We are first going to address the first requirement. Sam sends the two
bits during step 6. Given the fact that the Binary Discrete-time Delaying Channel gives
no feedback to the sender or the receiver about which strings are delayed and which
not (as per the channel definition), he can make no assumption about that. Following
this, he has no mean to get any information from his own transmissions (steps 1, 2 and
6 of the protocol). During steps 3, 4 and 7, no communication at all takes place, so
these steps are of no use when trying to get extra information as well. All that is left
for Sam to try to exploit is the step 5, where Rachel sends back to him the two sets
of identifiers 10 and 11, The communication here happens over a clear channel, and
the sets are sent in no particular order, so Sam's only hope is to analyze the content
of the transmission. The contents of the two sets are, however, already known to Sam
(they are the string identifiers he sent to Rachel himself). The dis crimen, the difference
between the two from which to disclose Rachel's choice is that she put in one, and only
one of the two all the delayed strings. Sam could therefore guess s, if only he had
any way of knowing a priori which strings have been delayed, but this is against the
channel properties, and so Sam is left clueless.

From Rachel's point of view, what's important is to receive the bit bs she has chosen.
XOR is both an associative and a commutative operation, and for its own properties
the formula she uses to compute b,

•••••••••f(strs) EB ds = f(strs) EB (f(strs) EB bs) = (f(strs) EB f(strs)) EB b, = 0 EB b; = bs

A clarification is needed about the operands of the formula. In particular, f(str.,)
appears twice. However, to get the result bs, Rachel uses two different values for each
of them. One of the two can be replaced by the value h., sent to her by Sam at the step
6, which is equivalent by definition. The other f(strs) is calculated by Rachel herself,
using the hash function f she received at the same step 6 and the string identifiers of
the set Is. She will compute the result with the same formula used by Sam

••••••
In the case of I" she has all the needed values. She has chosen the string identifiers
dl ... dlI,1 herself, while the Tl· .. T11,1 are clearly all 0 (she choose the strings in Is so
that they all arrived at 110)'

But we know Rachel is a curious person, and she will try to guess the other bit bl-s
as well. Unfortunately for her, using the same procedure as above will do no good. In
fact, during step 4, Rachel has no way of distinguishing the couples of strings (c., c;)
sharing the same sequence number and for which Cl was delayed by the channel and
c~ was not. Therefore she cannot determine accurately the values Tl' .. Til'_si, needed
to solve the equation and obtain the value of h-s from hl-s' Again, the property of
the Binary Discrete-time Delaying Channel of giving no feedback to the sender or the
receiver about which strings are delayed and which not is impossible to overcome.

•••3.2.1 About the values of p, ti

When sending strings through a delaying channel, one would usually expect that chan-
nel to actually delay at least some of those strings. But our channel only has a probabil-
ity of delaying each string, and, as always when dealing with probabilities, we cannot
rule out completely the possibility of having all of them being emitted with no delay at
the first available output time. This is a particularly bad case from our point of view,
since it would mean that Rachel would be able to get the values of both bits bo and bI'
But how realistic is this scenario? When calculating Rachel's probability of decoding
bl-s just in the same way of bs, we have two variables we need to take into account:
the probability of the channel p, and the number n of sequence numbers sent back to
Sam in the sets Is and I1-s, In fact, the higher this number is, the more strings will
have to pass through the channel unaffected. Thus the probability is equal to (1 _ p)".

•••••
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•••

Making sure that at least some strings are delayed is however not enough. To
understand why, we are going to adopt two new terms. We call a collision the event
in which both sequence numbers of the strings C; E C and e; E Cf arrive at the same
output time. We call a switch the event in which the sequence number of e; arrives
earlier than the one of ei' Rachel intuitively understands that a switch is not such a
likely event. In fact if, for instance, C; is delayed once, and e; is delayed once as well,
it is quite a safe guess to assume that the first sequence number received is ei and the
second is C;, rather than the other way around. If she tries to predict the set a string
comes from in this way, she will make a correct guess every time the delay of C; is equal
or lesser than the delay of c; (no switch occurs). Taking into account also the case for
which C; is not delayed (no need to guess), this happens for each string with probability•• 1Pr= ---

(1 + p)

Besides, one can estimate that, for the strings C; and e;, the probabilities of a
collision and of a switch are respectively•••

Pr(eollision) = p:_____:_(l_-_:cp_:_)
l+p

p2
Pr(switeh) = --

l+p

••
Since Rachel makes a correct guess with a probability higher than ~ only when

there is no collision nor any switch, we obtain that the probability for her to guess bl-s
correctly is

Pr(b _ ) = ~ + (1+ p)-n
1 S 2 2

which provides her with a negligible advantage as soon as p > O.•••
3.3 Robustness against cheating
Up to this point we did not take into account the possibility of having Sam or Rachel
actively trying to get extra information by deviating from the protocol. We call this
behavior cheating.

A way Sam could try to influence how Rachel builds the sets la and It, and then try
to guess which one refers to the strings she received with some delay, is to willfully hold
back one or more strings from the set C and artificially "delaying" them by sending
them only at instant tI' When, at step 6, he receives la and 11, he will recognize II-s as
the one containing those strings, thus being able to guess s. While we cannot prevent
this behavior completely, we can make it easier for Rachel to detect Sam's cheating
and act accordingly. In particular we can impose an upper bound over the number
of strings Sam can hold back, by having Rachel check at steps 3 and 4 that there
are not more than a certain number of delayed strings. If this happens, Rachel will
reject the transmission and instruct Sam to proceed with a new one. However much
we limit Sam's cheating, it is still true that only one artificially delayed string can be
enough to reveal II-s, A way to address this issue is to introduce more noise in the
communication, raising p and having Rachel accept at point 3 only sets with a number
of delays in

•••••••••
[!:!: !:!: + é]2'2

At the same time we will make use of strong enough error correcting codes to ensure
that Rachel always gets the correct result even with the é delayed strings selected for
Is. Since both la and It contain delayed strings, Sam cannot compute Rachel's choice.
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Rachel can also move from the protocol trying to enhance her possibilities of cor-
rectly guessing b1-s' However, her options are more limited. Being only responsible,
during the interaction with Sam, of choosing which string identifiers are placed either
into Is or 11-." she can try to improve her chances of decoding b1-s by placing differ-
ently the string identifiers into the sets. But this has a cost, and whenever she puts
one more non-delayed string into I1-s> she is taking one out of Is> thus reducing her
probability of correctly decoding even the chosen bit bso
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Abstract

For linear block codes correcting both errors and erasures, efficient decoding can
be established by using separating parity-check matrices. For a given maximum
number of correctable erasures, such matrices yield parity-check equations that do
not check any of the erased symbols and which are sufficient to characterize all
punctured codes corresponding to this maximum number of erasures. Typically,
these parity-check matrices have redundant rows. To reduce decoding complexity,
paritu-check: matrices with small number of rows are prejetred. The minimum
number of rows in a parity-check matrix separating all erasure sets of size at
most I is called the lth separating redundancy. In this paper, new upper bounds
on the separating redundancy are presented.

1 Introduction
Most decoding algorithms of linear codes, in general, are designed to correct or detect
errors. However, many channels cause erasures in addition to errors. In principle,
decoding over such channels can be accomplished by deleting the erased symbols and
decoding the resulting vector with respect to a punctured code. For any given linear
code and any given maximum number of correctable erasures, Abdel-Ghaffar and We-
ber [1] introduced parity-check matrices yielding parity-check equations that do not
check any of the erased symbols and which are sufficient to characterize all punctured
codes corresponding to this maximum number of erasures. This allows for the sep-
aration of erasures from errors to facilitate decoding. Typically, these parity-check
matrices have redundant rows. To reduce decoding cornplexity, parity-check matrices
with small number of rows are preferred.

The decoding technique using separating parity-check matrices is motivated by
the interest shown in the last decade in decoding techniques, such as belief propaga-
tion especially applied to low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes, that are based on
parity-check matrices with a large number of redundant rows. Decoding exploits the
redundancy of these matrices to yield good performance. The computational corn-
plexity of decoding is reduced at the price of storing parity-check matrices with more
rows than necessary to characterize the codes. Actually, decoding techniques based
on such parity-check matrices have been introduced already to decode words suffering
from erasures only [3]. For this application, the decoder seeks a parity-check equation
that checks exactly one erased symbol whose value can be determined directly from the
equation. A set of positions is called a stopping set if there is no parity-check equation
that checks exactly one symbol in these positions. Erasure decoding fails if and only
if erasures fill the positions of a nonempty stopping set. For codes with a Hamming
distance d, the separating parity-check matrices do not have nonempty stopping sets
of sizes less than or equal to the maximum number of erasures I ::::;d - 1, except in
the case of I = d - 1 and the code is maximum distance separable (MDS). Thus, ex-
cept for this case, for any pattern of I or fewer erasures, not only are there enough
parity-check equations not checking any of the erased symbols that characterize the
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Thirtieth Symposium on Information Theory in the Benelux ••punctured code, but also there is a parity-checkequation that checks exactly one of
the erased symbols. This greatly facilitates the retrieval of the erased symbols once
the errors are corrected. It is not surprising to see that work on separating matrices is
related to work on stopping sets, specially to [4],[5],[8],[9]. However, work on stopping
sets assumes that the channel does not cause errors, which limits its applicability. On
the contrary, separating matrices deal with errors in addition to erasures.

The minimum number of rows in a parity-check matrix separating all erasure sets
of size at most l is called the [th separating redundancy. In [1], upper and lower bounds
on the separating redundancy were presented. In this paper, we give improvements on
the upper bounds from [1]. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the concepts of separating matrices and separating redundancy as introduced in [1] are
reviewed. Then, in Section 3, we present upper bounds on the separating redundancy.
In Section 4, we focus on bounds on the sizes of parity-check matrices' separating a
single erasure. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

••••••
2 Separating Matrices and Separating Redundancy ••••••

Let C be an [71, k, d]linear block code over GF(q), where n, k, and d denote the code's
length, dimension, and Hamming distance, respectively, and q is a prime power. Such
a code is a k-dimensional subspace of the space of vectors of length 71 over GF(q), in
which any two different vectors differ in at least cl positions. The set of codewords of
C can be defined as the null space of the row space of an r x 71 binary parity-check
matrix H= (hi,]) of rank 71 - k. The row space of H is the [n, n - k, d-L] dual code
C-Lof C. Since a q-ary vector x is a codeword of C if and only if xHT = 0, where the
superscript T denotes transpose, the parity-check matrix H gives rise to r parity-check
equations, denoted by

PCEi(x) : 'L,';-=l h,,]xj = 0 for i = 1,2, ... , r .

An equation PCEi(x) is said to check x in position j if and only if h,,] =f. O.
In the most general scenario, if the number of erasures, t-, does not exceed d - 1,

then the decoder can choose two nonnegative integers ti and t! satisfying ••(1)

such that the following is true. If the number of errors does not exceed ti, then the
decoder can correct all errors and erasures. Otherwise, if the number of errors is greater
than t,f but at most t,f + ti, then the decoder can detect the occurrence of more than
ti errors and, in this case, may request the retransmission of the codeword, see e.g.,
[7].

Let U be a subset ofN = {I, 2, ... ,n} and T be a subset of R = {I, 2, ... ,T}. For
any H = (hi,]) of size T x n, let HZ; = (hi,j) where iET and JEU. Then, HZ; is a
[T[ x [UI submatrix of H. For simplicity, we write Hu and HT to denote HZ; in case
T = R and U = N, respectively. We allow for empty matrices, i.e., with no rows or
no columns, e.g., if either U or T or both are empty. The rank of an empty matrix
is defined to be zero. If x is a vector of length n, then Xu denotes the vector whose
components are indexed by U. Furthermore, for the code C of length n, define the
punctured code

•••
Cu = {cu : C E C},

i.e., Cu consists of all codewords in C in which the components in positions belonging
to the set 11, defined by 11 = N\U, are deleted.

Let H = [hi,j] be an r x n matrix over GF(q) and S be a subset of N. We define

••••
S = {i : 1::; i ::;T, hi,] = 0 'Vj ES}, (2) •••210 •
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i.e., H~ is the largest all-zero submatrix of Hs. Let

H(S) = Hf (3)

We consider combined erasure/error decoding of the code C. In this scenario, a
transmitted codeword c = (CI,C2, ... ,Cn), e; E GF(q) for 1 :::::i :::::n, is subjected
to errors and erasures resulting in a word r = (rI, rz, ... , Tn), Ti E GF(q) U {?} for
1 :::::i :::::n, where? denotes an erasure. Let £i- = {i : ri =I e;} and £? = {i : ri =?}
denote the error and erasure patterns, respectively. The decoder picks two nonnegative
integers ti- and ti satisfying (1)where t? = I£?I is assumed to be at most d-l. Then it
decodes the word xe. with respect to the code Ct?· If I£i-I :::::ti-, the decoder succeeds
in correcting all the errors and can then retrieve the erasures. If ti- < I£i-I :::::ti- + t!,
the decoder can detect the occurrence of more than ti- errors.

We say that a parity-check matrix, H, for the [n, k, dj linear code, C, over GF(q)
separates S ç {I, 2, ... ,n} if and only if the submatrix H(S) is a parity-check matrix
of Cs. If ISI :::::d - 1, this is the case if and only if H(S) has rank n - k: -ISI [IJ. For
i = 0,1, ... ,d - 1, we say that H is i-separating for C if it separates every set S of
size ISI = 0, 1, ... , i. It is shown in [IJ that if H separates all sets of size i for a fixed
i :::::min {d -1, n - k - I}, then it separates all sets of size i or less, i.e., H is I-separating.
Clearly, any parity-check matrix of any linear code is O-separating. Further, for any
[n, k, dj code Cover GF(q) and any i with 1 :S i :S d - 1, there exists a parity-check
matrix which is i-separating [IJ. The ith separating redundancy, SI, of C is defined to
be the minimum number of rows of an i-separating parity-check matrix of C. In [IJ,
the following lower bound on SI was derived:

(4)

In the next two sections, we will present upper bounds on SI.

3 Upper Bounds on the lth Separating Redundancy
In this section, we provide upper bounds on SI for any i :::::min {d - 1, n - k - I}. In
[1], a construction for I-separating matrices and a consequent upper bound on the Ith
separating redundancy were presented, which we repeat here since our improved upper
bound is based on these. Let H' be a full-rank (n - k) x n parity-check matrix of an
[n,k,dJ linear code Cover GF(q), and let Si ç {1,2, ... ,n}, where i = 1,2, ... , (n,
be the distinct subsets of {I, 2, ... ,n} of size i :::::min{d - 1, n - k - I}. For each
i = 1, 2, ... , (7), H~i has rank i as i :::::d - 1. By elementary row operations on H',
we can obtain an (n - k) x ti matrix, H~, for each i = 1,2, ... , (7), of rank ti - k such
that its last n - k - i rows have zeros in the positions indexed by S.i. For example, in
case Si = {I, 2, ... , I}, the resulting (n - k) x ti matrix has the format

(5)

where Oi,j is the i x j all-zero matrix. Let HI denote the matrix whose set of rows is
the union of the sets of the last n - k - I rows in H~ for i = 1,2, ... , (7)·
Theorem 1 ([1]) HI is an i-separating parity-check matrix for the code C.
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By observing the maximum number of rows in Hr, the following upper bound was
obtained.

Corollary 1 ([1]) Let C be an [n, k, d] linear code over GF( q) . Then, for 1 S l S
min{d - 1, ti -·k - I},

••
SI S (7) (n-k-l).

We will now improve upon this bound by constructing the matrices H; in such a
way that many of these have identical rows among the last n - k - l rows. To this
end, we will use covering designs. For 1 S t SuS v, a (v, u, t) covering design is a
collection of u-element subsets of {I, 2, ... , v}, called blocks, such that every t-element
subset of {I, 2, ... ,v} is contained in at least one block. In order to construct an i-
separating matrix for an [n, k, d] code, we will use an (n, b, i) covering design B, where
b is an integer such that i S b S min {d - 1, ti - k - I}. We assign to each i-element
subset of N a block of B containing this i-element subset. For each j = 1,2, ... ,IBI,
let Ij be the set of indices i for which block Bj is assigned to Si. By elementary row
operations on H', we can obtain an (n - k) x n matrix Hj, of rank n - k, such that
its last n - k - b rows have zeros in the positions indexed by Bj. Furthermore, by
elementary row operations on the first b rows of Hj, we can obtain, for each i E Ij, an
(n - k) x n matrix H;, still of rank n - k, with rows 1+ 1, 1+ 2, ... ,b having zeros in
the positions indexed by Si, and with rows b + 1, b + 2, ,n - k having zeros in the
positions indexed by Bj. For example, in case Si = {I, 2, , I} and Bj = {I, 2, ... ,b},
the resulting (n - k) x n matrix has the format

•••

(o;~;, ... ) (ti)

••••••••Let Hr' denote the matrix whose set of rows is the union of the last n - k - b rows in
Hj for j = 1,2, ... , IBI and the rows i+ 1, 1+2, ... ,b ofH; for i = 1,2, ... , (7). Since
the matrix HI' belongs to the class of Hr matrices, the following result follows from
Theorem 1.

Theorem 2 HI' is an l-separatinq par"ity-check matrix fOT the code C.

••
Let B(v, u, t) denote the minimum size of a (v, u, t) covering design. Then, byobserving •
the size of Hf' when using a minimum-sized covering design, we obtain the following
upper bound. •

Corollary 2 Let C be an [n, k, d] linear code over GF(q). Then, fOT 1 < < b S
min {d - 1,n - k - I}, •

SI S (n - k - b)B(n, b, i) + (7) (b -i). •
Hence, we need (upper bounds on) the minimum sizes of covering designs in order to
apply this bound. A vast amount of literature and tables regarding covering designs is
available, see, e.g., [2], [6]. Here, we restrict ourselves to a simple general upper bound,
which suffices to show the superiority of the new bound on the separating redundancy
over the old bound as stated in Corollary 1.

Lemma 1 For 1S t SuS v,

•••
(
V - Ut + t) .B(v,u,t)S •••212 •
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Proof. This bound follows from the (v, u, t) covering design consisting of all the blocks
of the format {I, 2, ... ,u - t} UA, where A is a t-element subset of {u - t + 1,u - t +
2, ... ,v}. •

Comparing the bounds from Corollaries 1 and 2, note that

• (n-k-b)B(n,b,l)+(7)(b-l) < (n-k-b)(n-:+l)+(7)(b-l)

• < (n-k-b)(7)+(7)(b-l)

• (7)(n-k-l),

•••••••••

where the first inequality follows from Lemma 1 and the second from the fact that
b 2: l. Equality holds in the second Inequality if and only if b = l, in which case
equality holds in the first inequality as well. Hence, if b = l, the two bounds are the
same. However, if b > l, the upper bound in Corollary 2 is strictly lower than the one
in Corollary l.

4 Upper Bounds on the 1st Separating Redundancy
For the case l = 1, we have the trivial result that B(n,b, 1) = In/b1 and Corollary 2
thus gives the bound

SI ~ (n - k - b)ln/b1 + n(b - 1). (7)
However, by another construction, we may improve upon this bound. From an (n-k) x
ti parity-check matrix H' of C, we can always obtain, by elementary row operations,
a full-rank (n - k) x ti matrix H" which contains an (n - k) x (n - k) submatrix A
with zeros in all entries outside the main diagonal. Hence, for all n - k sets Si = {i}
corresponding to the column indices of A, the matrix H" has n - k -1 zeros in column
i. For each of the remaining k sets Si = {i}, by elementary row operations on H',
we can obtain an (n - k) x n matrix, H;, of rank n - k such that its last ti - k - 1
rows have zeros in the positions indexed by Si' Let HIl denote the matrix whose set
of rows is the union of the last n - k - 1 rows in these kmatrices H; and the rows of
the matrix H". Since the matrix HIl belongs to the class of HI matrices, the following
result follows from Theorem 1.•

••••••••

Theorem 3 HII 'is a Y-separatinq parity-check matrix fOT the code C.

Since the number of rows in HIl is at most k( ti - k - 1) + (n - k), we obtain the
following bound.

Corollary 3 Let C be an [n, k, dl linear code ouer GF(q) with d 2: 2 and ri - k 2: 2.
Then

SI S (k + l)(n - k - 1) + 1.

In case the dual code of C contains a codeword z for which all coordinates are non-
zero, a further improvement (in case of small alphabet size q) can be obtained. Let H'
be a full-rank parity-check matrix of C containing z as one of its rows. Let M be the
(n - k - 1) x n matrix obtained by removing z from Hl For all Cl:' E GF(q), let Ma
denote the (n - k - 1) x ti matrix obtained by subtracting Cl:'Z from each row of M. Let
HQIbe the (q( ri - k - 1)) x n matrix containing all rows from the q matrices Ma·

Theorem 4 HQ1 is a l-sepamting paritu-check matrix fOT the code C.
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the first row of Mo, the result is z. Therefore, the matrices H and H' have the same •
row spaces, and consequently the same null spaces, which shows that H is indeed a
parity-check matrix of C. It remains to show that H is I-separating. It suffices!? •
prove that H( {j}) has rank n - k -1 for any given jE {l, 2, ... ,n}. The matrix HU}
consists of the n - k - 1 rows in H of the format mi - mi,j(zj)-Iz, where mi is the •
ith row of M, mi,j is the jth coordinate of this row, and (Zj)-I is the multiplicative
inverse of Zj. These rows are linearly independent, and so HU) has rank n - k - 1. •
Since H({j}) is obtained by deleting an all-zero column from HU}, H({j}) has also
rank n - k - 1. • •

Corollary 4 Let C be an [n, k, d]linear code over GP(q) with d 2: 2 and n - k 2: 2, for •
which the dual code contains a codeword all of whose coordinates are non-zero. Then

sl:::;q(n-k-l). •

Consequently, for a binary [n, k, d] code for which the redundancy n - k is at least •
equal to 2 and in which all codewords have even weight (which implies that the dual
code contains the all-one word), we have the upper bound

SI:::; 2(n - k: - 1).

Note that the lower bound from (1) gives

(8) •••••••••••••••••

n
SI 2: -d.i(n-k-l).n-

(9)

Hence, for binary [n, k, d] codes for which the redundancy n - k is at least equal to 2
and in which all codewords have even weight and for which the Hamming distance of
the dual code is n/2, e.g., for extended Hamming codes, (8) and (9) give

"1 = 2(n - A, - 1).

Example 1 Let C be the [16,11,4] binary extended Hamming code. The matrix

(10)

(

1 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1)
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 111

H/= 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
001 100 1 100 1 100 1 1
010 1 0 1 0 101 0 1 0 1 0 1

(11)

is a full-rank parity-check matrix of C. Removing the first row and appending the
complements of all the other rows give the matrix

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

HQ1=
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 (12)1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
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which is a I-separating parity-check matrix of C. For example, the matrix

(

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 111 1 1 J
000 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 III

HQ1({3}) = 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 '
1 101 100 1 100 1 100

(13)

••
which is obtained by removing the rows 3, 5, 6, and 8 from HQJ and then removing
the third entry from each of the remaining rows, is indeed a parity-check matrix of the
[15,11,3] code obtained by puncturing C in the third position. Note that

••••••••••••••••••••

(
0 0 0 0 000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1)

Hl ({3}) = 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 ,
o 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 101 0 1

(14)

which is obtained by removing the rows i and 4 from HI and then removing the third
entry from each of the remaining rows, is not a parity-check matrix of the [15, 11,3] code
obtained by puncturing C in the third position. This shows that HI is not a I-separating
parity-check matrix of C.

Since the dual code of C is the [16,5,8] first-order Reed-Muller code, it follows from
(9) that the matrix in (12) is a l-separatinq parity-check matrix of C of smallest size.

5 Conclusion
Separating parity-check matrices are useful for decoding over channels causing errors
and erasures. We presented improved upper bounds on the separating redundancy,
which is the minimum number of rows in separating matrices. In some cases, such
upper bounds are equal or close to the best known lower bound. However, in general,
there are still (big) gaps between the best known upper anel lower bounds. Hence,
more research on bounding techniques for the separating redundancy is required.
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Abstract
This paper is a report on the ongoing research concerning the extended coset
leader weight enumerator using the theory of arrangements of hyperplanes, geo-
metric lattices and characteristic polynomials.

1 Introduction
The probability of error in error-detection can be expressed in terms of the weight
enumerator of a code [lIJ, and for error-correction the coset leader weight enumerator
is used [12J. The coset leader weight enumerator is also used in steganography to com-
pute the average of changed symbols [13J. The computation of the weight enumerator
of a code is NP-hard [2, 18J. The complexity of computing the coset leader weight
enumerator of a code is considered extremely difficult [5J. The size of lists of nearest
codewords is considered in the list decoding of Reed-Solomon codes [8, 15J. This mo-
tivates the definition of the list weight enumerator and its extension.

Let G be a generator matrix of the code C of length n over lFq. Let C 0lFqm in lF~m
be the lFqm-linear code with G as generator matrix, where lFqmis the extension of lF'l_of
degree m. This motivates to consider qm as a variable in the following definition. See
[6, 7]. The extended weight enumerator Wc(X, Y, T) of a linear code of length nand
is a homogeneous polynomial in X and Y of degree n with coefficients A,u(T) that are
integral polynomials in T:

n

Wc(X, Y, T) = L Aw(T)Xn-wyw,
w=o

such that Aw (qm) is the number of codewords of weight 111 in C 0 lFqm.

2 Codes, projective systems and arrangements
Let q be a power of a prime. Denote the finite field with q elements by lFq. A projective
system P = (Pj, ... , Pn) in JlD1'(lFq), the projective space over lFq of dimension T is
an enumeration of points Pj in this projective space, such that not all these points
lie in a hyperplane. See [16, §1.1.2J Let Pj be given by be homogeneous coordinates
(POi : PIj: ... : Prj). Let Gp be the (T + 1) x n matrix with (POj,Plj, ... ,Prj)T as
j-th column. If lFq is a finite field, then Gp is the generator matrix of a nondegenerate
code over lF of length n and dimension T + 1, since not all points lie in a hyperplane.
Conversely, let G be a generator matrix of a nondegenerate code C of dimension k over
lFq. So G has no zero columns. Take the columns of G 3.'3 homogeneous coordinates of
points in JPk-l(lFq). This gives the projective system Pc over lFq of G. See [9, 16, 17J.
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Proposition 2.1 Let C be a nondegenerate code over IF'qof length ti and dimension k
with generator- matrix C. Let Pc be the projeciiue system of C. The code has minimum
distance d if and only 'if n - d is the maximal number of points of Pc in a hyper-plane
oflP'k-I(IF'q).

••
An n-tuple (Hl,'" ,Hn) of hyperplanes in IF'~ is called an arrangement in IF'~. The
arrangement is called central if all the hyperplanes contain {O}. A central arrangement
is called essential if the intersection of all its hyperplanes is equal to {Ol. In case
of an essential arrangement one considers the hyperplanes in JP'k-I(IF'q). Note that
projective systems and arrangements are dual notions and that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between generalized equivalence classes of non-degenerate [n, k, d] codes
over IF'g,equivalence classes of projective systems over IF'qof n points in JP'k-l(IF',J and
equivalence classes of essential arrangements of n hyperplanes in IP'k-I(IF'q).

••••
3 The characteristic polynomial of an arrangement

•••The translation for an arrangement of Proposition 2.1 gives:

Proposition 3.1 Let C be a nondegenerate code over IF'qwith generator- matrix C. Let
c be a codewor-d c = xC for some x E IF'~. Then n - wt( c) is equal to the number- of
hsrperpiones in Ac through x.

The number Aw of codewords of weight w equals the number of points that are on
exactly n - 'Wof the hyperplanes in Ac, by Proposition 3.1. In particular An is equal
to the number of points that is in the complement of the union of these hyperplanes
in IF'~. This number can be computed by the principle of inclusioii/exclusion:

•

n

••••l + 2_)-l)W L IH n···nH I~1 Zw • ••This counting principle is formalized in the notion of a characteristic polynomial of a
geometric lattice. See [4, 14].

Let A = (Hl?' .. 1 Hn) Le an essential arrangement over IF'qof hyperplunes in the vec-
torspace V = IF'~. Let L = L(A) be the collection of all nonempty intersections of
elements of A. By definition V is the empty intersection. Define the partial order :S:
by the reverse inclusion:

••X :S: y if and only if y ç x.
Then V is the smallest element which is denoted by 0, and the zero subspace is the
largest element denoted by 1. Let r be a nonnegative integer. A chain of length r from x
to y is a sequence of elements xo, Xl, ... ,xr in L such that X = Xo < Xl < ... < x; = y.
Let c.i», y) denote the number of chains of length r from X to y. Now cr(x, y) is finite,
since L is finite. The Möbius function of L, denoted by J-lL or J-lis defined by

•••00

J-l(x,y) = Z)-lYcr(x,y).
r=O •

and satisfies the following recurrence relations: ••
218 ••
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(NI.1) p,(x,x) = l.

(M.2) If x < y, then Lx:O;z:O;yui», z) = Lx:O;z:O;yp,(z, y) = O.

Define
xVy:=xny and x!\y:=n{zlxuy<;;;z}.

Then L is a lattice, since L has a smallest element 0 and a largest element 1, and x Vy
is the smallest upper bound and x !\ y the largest lower bound in L for all x, y in L.
Let r(x) be the codimension of x in V. So r(V) = 0, and r(x) = 1 if and only if
x = H, for some j. Hence the atoms of L(A) are Hl," . ,Hn. The rank r(L) is equal
to 1'(1) = k, the dimension of V.
Now L(A) is a geometric lattice with rank function 1', since the following conditions
hold:

(CL. I) For every x in L, x of 0 there exist atoms Ul>" ., ar such that x = al V ... V a-,
and the smallest possible r is called the rank of x and is denoted by rdx) or
r(x).

(CL.2) If x < y, then r(x) < r(y) for all x, yE L.

(CL.3) r(x!\ y) + r(x V y) ::; r(x) + r(y) for all x, yE L.

Let Let L, = {x E Llr(x) = n. Then L, is called the level of L. The Hasse dia-
gram of L is a graph that has the elements of L as vertices. If x, y E L, x < y and
r(y) = r(x) + 1 then x and y are connected by an edge. So only elements between two
consecutive levels Lj and Lj+[ are connected by an edge.
Define Lx = {y E Llx ::; y} and LX = {y E Lly ::; x}.

The characteristic polynomial XL (T) and the Poincaré polynomial ttL of L are defined
by:

xEL xEL
So p,(L) = xdO), and Xd1) = 0 if and only if L consists of one element 0 = 1.
Furthermore XdT) = Tr(L)nd - T-I). For the following we refer to [14, Theorem 2.69].

Proposition 3.2 Let q be a prime power, and let A = (Hl, ... ,Hn) be an arrangem.ent
in lF~ and L = L(A) its associated geometric lattice. Then

•
A nondegenerate code Cover lFq in lF~ with generator matrix G gives rise to the
arrangement Ac, and its characteristic polynomial will be denoted by Xc, since it does
not depend on the chosen generator matrix G of C.

Proposition 3.3 Let C be a nondegenerate lFq-linear code. Then•••••••

Consider an essential arrangement A = (HI, ... , Hn) over Fq in lF~. Then XA(qm)
counts the number of elements in the complement of Uj'=l H, in lF~m. Consider the
stratification of the affine space A"k of dimension k by:

X_I C Xo C XI C ... C Xk-1 C ..:t'k,
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where Xk = Ak, Xk-I = HA = Uj=IHj, .1'0 = {O}and X-I = 0, and more generally •

Xk-t= U (Hj,n···nHj,).

r(nl=l Hj., )=t

n n

••••••••••••••••

Then Xj is a closed affine subvaricty of Ak of dimension j. For a variety X that is
defined over lFq , we denote by X (lFq) the set of points in X that have coordinates in
lFq.

Proposition 3.4 Let A be an essential arrangement. Let L = L(A) be the geometric
lattice of A. Let XL,j(T) = LXEL,r(x)=j XLx (T). Then

4 Coset leader and list weight enumerator
Let C be a linear code of length n over lFq. Let y ElF;. The weight of the coset y + C
is defined by

wt(y + C) = min{ wt(y + c) ICE C }.
A coset leader is a choice of an element y E lF; of minimal weight in its coset, that is
wt(y) = wt(y + C). Let ai be the number of cosets of C that are of weight i. Let Ài
be the number of y in lF; that are of minimal weight i in its coset. Then ac(X, Y),
the coset leader we-ight enumerator of C and Àc(X, Y), the list weight enumerator of
C are polynomials defined by

i=O i=O

See [5, 12]. The covering radius p(C) of C is the maximal i such that ai(C) =1= O.

We have 0i = Ài = C)(q - l)i for all i:'::: (d - 1)/2, where d is the minimum distance
of C. The coset leader weight enumerator gives a formula for the probobilitu of error,
that is the probability that the output of the decoder is the wrong codeword. In this
decoding scheme the decoder uses the chosen coset leader as the error vector. See [12,
Chap.l §5]. The list weight enumerator is of interest in case the decoder has as output
the list of all nearest codewords [8, 15].

Consider the functions oi(T) and Ài(T) such that Oi(qm) and Ài(qm) are equal to the
number of cosets of weight 'i and the number of elements in lF;m of minimal weight i in
its coset, respectively with respect to the extended coded C®lFqm. Define the extended
coset leader weight enumerator and the extended list weight enumerator, respectively
by:

•
n n •••••••

i=O i=O

In [5, Theorem 2.1] it is shown that the function oi(T) is determined by finitely many
data for all extensions of lFq. This shows by Lagrange interpolation, that the oi(T) are
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polynomials in the variable T. In fact, let C be an [n, kj code over IF'q. Then there are
well defined nonnegative integers Fij such that

ft-Ic n-Ie

O'c(X, Y, T) = 1+ ~ ~ Fij(T - 1)(T - q) ... (T _ qj-l )Xn-iyi
i=1 j=1

This is similar to the following expression of the extended weight enumerator in terms
of the generalized weight enumerator. See [5, 6, 10J.

Ic r

Aw(T) = ~ ~(T - 1)(T - q) ... (T - qj-l)A;v.
r=O j=1

Although the extended weight enumerator, the Tutte polynomial and the matraid of
a code contain a lot of information of a code, they do not determine the coset leader
weight enumerator or even the covering radius of a code. See [3J. For instance all
[n, k, n - k + IJ codes over IF' are MDS and have the same generalized weight enumer-
ator, uniform matroid and Thtte polynomial but the covering radius varies for fixed
n, k and q.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between cosets and syndromes. It is a well known
fact that a coset leader corresponds to a minimal way to write its syndrome as a linear
combination of the columns of a parity check matrix. This idea is formalized as follows.
Let H be a parity check matrix of a [n, kj code Cover IF'q. Let y be a received word.
Then s = H yT is the syndrome of this word with respect to H. Define the weight of s
with respect to H also called the syndrome weight of s, by wtH(S) = wt(y + C). Then
O'i is the number of syndromes in IF'~-k with respect to H that are of weight i. See [5,
Definition 2.1J.

Let h, be the j-th column of H. Let J ç {1, ... ,n}. Let VJ be the vector subspace of
IF'~-Ie that is generated by the vectors hJ, j E 1. Let

Proposition 4.1 Let S in IF'~-Ic be a syndrome with r-espect to H. Then

wtH(S) = t if and only if sE Vt \ Vt-1·

Let J consist of t elements. If Vj has dimension ti, then there is a JI ç J consisting of
ti elements such that hi, i E JI are independent. So VJ = VJ'. Now VJ is a subspace of
the column space of H, which has dimension n-k. Hence there is an I ç [nJ consisting
of n - k elements such that and JI ç I and hi, i E I are independent. So

VJ = n 1Ii\{i}'

iE(J\J')

• is an intersection of the n - k - ti hyperplanes 1Ii\{i}'

•••• 221
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5 The derived code
Let H be a parity check matrix of a [n, kj code Cover JFq. Consider the arrangement
of all hyperplanes VI where I consists of n - k - 1 elements such that the hi, i E I are
independent. Let N be the number of such hyperplanes, without multiplicities. This
arrangement is essential and gives the (reduced) deriued code code D(C) of dimension
n - k with generator matrix D( G) of size (n - k) x N whose columns correspond to the
hyperplanes of the arrangement and where the entries of a column correspond to the
coefficients of the defining equation of the hyperplano. The matrix is reduced in the
sense that no columns is a scalar multiple of another column, that is all the N hyper-
planes of the arrangement are mutually distinct. This gives rise to the stratification of
the affine space An-k of dimension n - k as explained in Section 3:

,1'-1 C ,1'0 C Xl C ... C Xn-k-1 C Xn-k>
Furthermore we have the stratification

V-I C Vo C VI C ... C Vn-k-l C Vn-k,
of Section 4. Now Vj ç Xj for all j. That is to say: all components of Vt are
intersections of n - k - t hyperplanes of the arrangement, but it is not always the case
that allsuch intersections of dimension t are components of Vt. This can be formalized
for CY.j(T) by the following analogy of Proposition 3.4.

Proposition 5.1 Let A be the arrangement of D(C) and let L = L(A) be the geomet-
ric lattice of A. Let x j be the linear subspace generated by h, and define M = {x E
L I x = Xj, 1\ ... 1\ Xj,}. Let r*(x) = max{r(y) lyE M, y::::: x}. Then

xEL,r*(x)=j

Note that x is the subspace of V generated by Xj" ... , Xj" and that r*(x) = r(x) if
and only if xE M. A similar expression can be given for Ài(T).

We have a.i(T) = Ài(T) = (7)(T - l)i for all i :::::(d - 1)/2, where d is the minimum
distance of C. The polynomials Ai(T), a.i(T) and À;(T) are divisible by T - 1 for all
i> o. Let i(C) be the number of information sets of C. Then Àn-k(T) = i(C)a.n_k(T).

Several examples are considered:

Let C = JF~. Then Àc(X, Y,T) = ac(X, Y, T) = xn.

Let C = [ü}. Then Ài(T) = ai(T) = (7)(T - l)ixn-iyi and
Àc(X, Y, T) = CY.c(X, Y,T) = (X + (T - l)y)n.

Let C be the dual of the [n, 1, n] repetition code. Then
Àc(X, Y, T) = Xn + n(T - l)xn-l Y and a.c(X, Y,T) = xn + (T - l)xn-l Y.

Let C be the [n, 1, n] repetition code. Then this code has not such an easy description
of Àc(X, Y,T) and a.c(X, Y,T) as the previous example. Apart from the known ex-
pressions for Ài (T) and a.i (T) for i :::::(n - 1)/2 that hold for every code we have that
Àn-l (T) = na.n-l (T) and a.n-l (T) = (T - 1)(T - 2) ... (T - n + 1).

Let C be the binary Hamming code of length 7. Then Ài(T) = a.i(T) for i :::::1, and
a.o(T~ = 1, a.l(T) = 7(T - 1), À2(T) = 3CY.2(T) = 21(T - 1)(T - 2) and
À3(T = 28a.3(T) = 28(T - 1)(T - 2)(T - 4).
So pC) = 1, p(C®JF4) = 2 and p(C®IF2m) = 3 for TT!;::: 3.
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6 MacWilliams type property for duality
Research Problem 5.1 in [12, Chapter 5J asked whether the coset leader weight enu-
merator of C determines the coset leader weight enumerator of Cj_, as is the case for
the ordinary weight enumerator by the MacWilliams relations. This problem has a
negative answer by [1]. The authors give three binary [15,3,7J codes that have the
same coset leader weight enumerator, but the dual codes have mutually distinct coset
leader weight enumerators. In fact a much smaller counterexample will do.

The two codes of length 3 with parity check matrices Hl = (110) and H2 = (111) both
have the same extended coset leader weight enumerator X3 + (T - I)X2y. But their
dual codes have distinct extended coset leader weight enumerator, since

CXC_j_(X, Y, T) = X3 + 2(T - I)X2y + (T - l)xy2
1

Remark that the code Cf is degenerate. A non degenerate counterexa.mple is obtained
as follows. Let C3 and C:4 be the two [6,3J codes over F2 with generator matrices

(
100101)o 1 001 1 ,
00100 1 (

100101)o 100 1 1 .
001 100

The next table shows the coefficients of the extended coset leader weight enumerator
and the extended list weight enumerator of the codes and their duals. The values for
i = 0 are left out, since they are all equal to 1 because of the zero word.

i C3 C4
1 5(T - 1) 5(T - 1)

CXC,i 2 2(T - 1)(3T - 5) 2(T - 1)(3T - 5)
3 (T - 1)(T - 2)(T - 3) (T - l)(T - 2)(T - 3)
1 4(T - 1) 5(T - 1)

CXC_j_,i 2 3(T - 1)(2T - 3) 2(T - 1)(3T - 5)
3 (T - 1)(T - 2)(T - 3) (T - 1)(T - 2)(T - 3)
1 6(T - 1) 6(T - 1)

ÀC,i 2 2(T - 1)(7T - 12) 2(T - 1)(7T - 11)
3 12(T - l)(T - 2)(T - 3) 13(T - l)(T - 2)(T - 3)
1 6(T - 1) 6(T - 1)

ÀC_j_,i 2 13(T - 1)2 2(T - 1)(7T - 11)
3 12(T - 1)(T - 2)(T - 3) 13(T - 1)(T - 2)(T - 3)

We see that the extended coset leader weight enumerator of the two codes are equal,
but none of the other polynomials, so they are not defined by the extended coset leader
weight enumerator.

Question: Is the extended list weight enumerator of C determined by the cortespond-
ing enumerator of its dual?
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Transport Capacity of Wireless Networks:
Benefits from Multi-Access Computation Coding
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Abstract

We consider the effect on the transport capacity of wireless networks of different
physical layer coding mechanisms. We compare the performance of traditional
channel coding techniques, turning the wireless network in reliable point-ta-point
channels, with multi-access computation coding, in which nodes receive functions
of messages transmitted by different neighbours. In both cases, network coding
is used on higher layers. For one-dimensional networks, the benefit in transport
capacity of computation-coding over point-to-point channels is a factor of 2; for
two-dimensional networks, we show it to be at least 2.5.

1 Introduction
The benefits of network coding were first demonstrated for multicast problems in net-
works of point-ta-point channels [IJ. More recently, it was shown that in wireless
networks, that inherently do not consist of point-ta-point channels, there is a great
potential in applying network coding for multiple unicast problems [2J. Some of the
potential benefits are increased throughput [2J and reduced energy consumption [3,4J.
The work in [2-4J is based on exploiting the broadcast effect of the wireless medium.
By allowing multiple nodes to receive the same message, coding opportunities arise.

Of course, nodes also receive signals from multiple other nodes simultaneously. More
recently, it was shown independently by several authors that this can in fact also be
exploited in combination with linear network coding to gain in throughput [5-7J. The
work in [5]and [6J focuses mostlyon recovering the sum of messages, based on uncoded
transmissions at the transmitters. A more general approach is taken in [7], using
results from [8J, giving upper and lower bounds on the rate at which one can reliably
communicate a function of several messages across a multi-access channel. The above
techniques are known in the literature under different names, for instance physical-layer
network coding, analog network coding or multi-access computation coding.

In this paper we take the following approach. Channel coding techniques are used
to provide a means to reliably communicate over the noisy wireless medium. Network
coding is then used to perform operations on reliably received data. Traditionally,
channel coding is done in such a way, that the wireless medium is turned into point-
to-point channels. There are, however, many other coding techniques that can be used
to reliably communicate. An overview of some of these techniques is presented in [9J.
In this work, we analyze the difference in network capacity arising from two of these
techniques, where in both cases we allow network coding to be performed on higher

tAlso with Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Twente, The Netherlands.
§Work performed while visiting Delft University of Technology, Faculty of EEMCS, Dept. of

Mediamatics, Information and Communication Theory Group, Delft, The Netherlands, and supported
in part by 3TU.Cedict: Centre for Dependable ICT Systems.
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layers. We compare 1) point-to-point channels (PP) and 2) broadcasting together with
multi-access computation coding (CC).

The traffic pattern that we consider is multiple unicast and the capacity measure
of interest is the transport capacity of a network, i.e., the maximum of the weighted
sum of the throughputs per session, where the weight is the distance between source
and receiver and the maximum is over all multiple unicast configurations. We show
that for a line network, the ratio of transport capacity under CC and under PP is 2,
a result previously obtained in [5]. Using the proof techniques developed for the line
network we show that on the hexagonallattice, the ratio is at least 2.5 and at most 6.

In Section 2 we formulate our model. Some of the characteristics of the model are
captured in Section 3. In Section 4 we analyze a line network and in Section 5 the
hexagonallattice. In Section 6 we provide a discussion of our results.

•••••
2 Model and Notation

•••••••

We model a wireless network as an undirected graph G(V, E), where V is the set of
nodes and E ç V x V are the edges, which represent the interaction between nodes.
For notational convencience, we consider directed edges, i.e., (u,v) E E is a directed
edge from u to 11, but since the graph is undirected, (u, v) E E implies that (v, n) E E,
too. Signals observed by a node are noisy versions of the sum of all signals transmitted
by neighbouring nodes. Due to half-duplex constraints, nodes cannot transmit and
receive at the same time. We assume that channel codes exist that allow to reliably
communicate. All symbols and all operations are from the finite field IFq, where q can
be chosen appropriately. The unit of information is taken as log, q bits, i. e., the base
of the logarithm in entropy and mutual information measures is q.

Time is slotted. Let xv[t] and Yv[t] be the symbols transmitted and reliably received
respectively, by node v in time slot t. For S ç V, let XS[t] = {xv[t]lv ES}, with yS[t]
defined similarly. The half-duplex constraints are modelled by extending the input al-
phabet with a symbol a denoting that a node is not transmitting. Moreover, we assume
that if a node can not receive due to interference or half-duplex constraints, the output
Yv is uniformly distri buted over IFq- This means that v does not get any information. ~
We restrict our attention to transmission strategies in which the transmission schedule
is fixed ahead of time, i.e., strategies for which P(xv[t] = a) E {O, I}.

Symbols received at v E V depend only on symbols transmitted by neighbouring
nodes in the same time slot, i.e.,

••
p (Yv[t]lxV[t], XV[t - 1], ... ) = p (yv[t]lxN'[t]) ,

where the conditional probability distribution is constant over time and
N; = {w E VI(v,w) E E} U {v}.

(1)

••••••
(2)

The exact conditional probability distribution is now specified for each of the modes
of operation.

CC: Each node that is not transmitting receives the sum of the symbols transmitted
by all its neighboursll, i.e.,

if 3u E Nç: Xu i= a, Yv = L-uEN,,:xu"''' xu, Xv = a,
if Xv i= a or \In E Nv: Xu = a,
otherwise.

(3) ••, Another way to model collisions due to interference, would be to extend the output alphabet with
an erasure symbol. This, however, creates a covert channel.

IIln general, there are non-ideal effects such as noise and fading, and one can only implement this
model approximately. Details can be found in [7,8]. •••226 •
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PP: A point-to-point transmission from u to v prevents other transmissions from 'U,
as well as other transmissions to v. For notational convenience, we introduce, for each
node v E V, a variable Av that denotes the neighbour that v is transmitting to. Now,

{

I,

ppp(YvlxNv, aNv) = i,
0,

if:Ju EN,,: (Yv = Xu,a" = v,Vw E N; \ {u}: Xw = 0-),
if Xv =1= 0- or Vu E Ni; (xu = 0- or au =1= v)
or :Ju,wE Nv: (u =1= w, Xu =1= 0-, Xw =1= 0-),
otherwise.

(4)

The traffic pattern that we consider is multiple unicast. For a set of K unicast
sessions, let Slo and Dk denote the source and destination respectively, of the kth
session, and Rk its throughput. Each subset r ç V of nodes induces a partition of V
and hence a directed cut. We will, therefore, often refer to a set of nodes as a cut. For
r ç V, let r = V \ rand

(5)
Our measure of interest is the transport capacity of a network which is defined as the
maximum, over all configurations of unicast sessions on a given network and all possible
transmission strategies, of 'Lf:=1 dist(Sk, Dk)Rk, where dist(Sk, Dk) is the number of
hops on the shortest path from Slo to D"" i.e., the transport capacity is the maximum
number of bits x distance that can be transported in the network per unit time. We will
derive expressions for the benefit of CC over PP, which we define, for a given network,
as the ratio of the transport capacity under CC and the transport capacity under PP.

3 Interference Relations
We capture some of the structure of the topology and the communication models in
binary relations Jo: and .:lpp between edges in G(V, E). If no confusion can arise, or if
both relations apply, we will write .:l to denote any of these. The relations capture the
idea that if there is information being transmitted from u to v and \ (u, v), (Ui, Vi) ) E :J,
there can be no information transmitted from 'Ui to o', This will be made more precise
in Lemmas 2 and 3, but first we define the relations. Let (u, v) =1= (Ui, Vi) from E.

\ (u, v), (Ui, Vi)) E Jo: iff v = Ui or Vi = u,

\ (u, v), (Ui, Vi)) E .:lpp iff u = Ui or vEN", or Vi E Nu.

(6)

(7)

Lemma 1. .:l is symmetric. M ore precisely, let (u, v) =1= (Ui, Vi) from E be given. Then

\ (u, v), (Ui, Vi)) E .:l Ç=} \ (Ui, Vi), (U, v)) E a. (8)

Proof. Immediate. o
The operational meaning of the relations is made precise in the following two lem-

mas.
Lemma 2. If ((u, v), (Ui, Vi)) E .:lee, then for any joint distribution on XV satisfying
P(Xw = 0-) E {O, I} for all wE V and any subsets U, W, U', W' ç V

(9)
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I U U W U' U' W'I(Xu, Au; Yv X ,A ,Y ) > 0 ~ I(Xu" Au'; Yv'IX ,A ,Y ) = O.

Note, that G(E, J) is very similar to the conflict graph, introduced in [10].

(10)
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Proof. Assume w.l.o.g. that Ui = v. Suppose, that both I(Xu; YvlXu, yW) > 0 and
I(Xu';Yv,IXu',Yw') > O. This is only possible ifboth P(Xu ~ a) = 0 and P(Xu' =
a) = 0 (since, by assurnption, both these probabilities can only be either zero or one).
However,since Ui = u, it follows from modelling assumption (3), that Yv' is independent
of XU', and thus, that I(Xu'; Yv'IXU') = 0, which is a contradiction. 0

Along similar lines we can show the following result.

Lemma 3. If ((-u,v), (U',V')) E JpP then for any joint distribuiioti on XV and AV
satisfying P(Xw = a) E {O, I} for all 'W E V and any subsets U,W, U', W' ç V

4 Line Network
The results presented in this section are similar to some of the results presented in [5].
The modelling assurnptions and proof techniques are different, however. We consider
the line network represented by G(V, E), where

V={O, ... ,L}, E={(u,v)ÇVxVllu-vl=l}. (11)

Theorem 1. The transport capacity of G(V, E) under CC is L, i.e., for any set of
unicast sessions {(Sk, Dk)}, Lkdist(Sk,Dk)Rk:::; L, and there exists a set oj unicasi
sessions together with a coding scheme achieving Lk dist(Sk, Dk)Rk = L.

Proof. (Upper bound:) Let a set of unicast sessions and a network coding strategy over
T time slots achieving rate Rk for session k = 1, ... , K, be given. For i = 0, ... , L - 1,
let F, = {O,... , i} and S = {ri, fili = 0, ... , L - I}. Since a unicast session over d
hops crosses d cuts from S,

[(

L L n; =Ldist(Sk, Dk)Rk'
SES kEJ(s k=l

(12)

We start developing a cut-set bound following the line of proof found in [11, Theo-
rem 11.10.1], for instance. This gives

(13)

Summing the LHS and RHS in (13) over all cuts in S and using (12) give

J( 1 T L-l _ _ _L dist(S" Dk)Rk < TL L [I(Xri[t]; yri[t]IXri [tJ) + I(Xri[t]; yri[t]IXri[tJ)]. (14)
k=1. t=1 i=O

Now, due to the fact that the transmission schedule is fixed ahead of time, P(Xv[t] =
a) E {O,I} for each t and each vEV. We proceed by upper bounding the RHS.

J( L-l

L dist(Sk, Dk)Rk < max L [I(Xri [tJ; yf'i [t]lxî\ [tJ) + I(Xf"[tJ; yr, [t]IXf, [tJ)]. (15)
k=l t i=1
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••••
(a) G(E, Jee) for line network, where
E is represented by square shaped
nodes and Jee by solid lines. More-
over, G(V, E) is depicted by circle
shaped nodes and dotted lines.

(b) G(E, J'), where J' c Jee

•• ~I

••
(c) G(E, Jpp) for line network.
G(V, E) is now omitted for clarity.

(d) G(E,J'), where J' C Jpp.

Figure 1: Line network. Interference relations under different communication models.••••
This means, that for any achievable transport capacity, there must exist a joint distri-
bution on Xv, with P(Xv = 0") E {O,I} for each v E V, satisfying

J( L-1

:L dist(Sk, Dk)Rk S :L[I(Xri; yf"IXf'i) + iix>, yrilXri)J (16)
k=1 ;=0

L-l

< :L [I(Xi; Yi+1IXf'i) + I(Xi+1; YiIXri)],
i=O

(17)••••••

where the second inequality follows after decomposing the mutual information terms
and using (3)'"

We now argue that for all probability distributions of this kind, the right hand side
of (17) is upper bounded by L. Since each term individually can be at most one, it is
sufficient to show that at most L terms in (17) can be made positive. By Lemma 2, this
number is exactly the size of the maximum independent set in the graph G(E, :led,
which is depicted in Figure l(a). Since the size of the maximum independent set can
not decrease in size by removing some of the links of G(E, Jee), we consider the graph
given in l(b). Since, this graph consists of disjoint components which are cliques, the
maximum independent set is upper bound by the number of components, which is L.

(Lower bound:) We use two unicast sessions, with SI = 0, RI = L, S2 = L, R2 = O.
Using techniques demonstrated in [2,5Jwe can achieve throughput 1/2 for both sessions
(Details are omitted due to space constraints). The distance between each source and
receiver is L, giving L:Z=1 ISk - DklRk = L. 0•• Theorem 2. The transport capacity under pp ofG(V,E) is r!Ll i.e., for any set

of unica st sessions {(Sk,Dk)}, ~{;=1dist(Sk,Dk)Rk S r~L1,and there exists a set of
unicast sessions together with a coding scheme achieving L:k dist(Sk, Dk)Rk = r~L1·•• •• A more common form of the cut-set bound is to introduce a time-sharing variable and perform
an averaging argument instead of taking the maximum over t on the RHS. In general, however, the
averaged distribution does not satisfy the condition that P(Xv = a) E {D,l} for all vEV.•••• 229
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Figures 2 and 3 depict C(V, E) and the lines inducing the cuts in S, respectively.
Since on the shortest path between two nodes, the number of cuts crossed on each

hop is 2 and no cut is crossed more than once,

(22)
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PTOOf. For the upper bound we start from (17) and consider C(E, :lpp) as given in
Figure l(c). Again, by removing links we get l(d), which consists of disjoint compo-
nents which are cliques. By writing L as L = 20:+ {3, 0:,{3 E N, 0 ~ {3 ~ 1, we see
that the maximum independent set is of size at most 0: + {3, where 0: = LL/2 J and
(3 = L - 2 LL/2 J. The lower bound is omitted due to space constraints. D

Theorems 1 and 2 give the following result.
Corollary 1. The benefit in transport capacity of cc over pp on the line network is
L/iL/2l,i.e., it is2 ifL is even and2-2/(L+l) ifL is odd.

5 Hexagonal Lattice
We consider C(V, E), were V is a subset of size (L+ 1)x (M +1) of the hexagonallattice,
with edges between nearest neighbours. We index nodes with a tuple (Ul, U2) E N2.

The location in JR2 of (Ul,U2) is CA [Ul U2r, with CA = [1~2 l/2]' Now,

V = {(Ul, u2)10 < Ul < L, 0 < U2 < M}, E = {((Ul, U2), (Vl, V2))'IICA [:~~ =: ~~] 11 = I}.

Note, that the number of (directed) edges in C(V, E) is 6LM + 2(L + M).
Theorem 3. The transport capacity of C(V, E) under CC is upper bounded by 2(LM +
L + M), i.e., for any set of unicast sessions {(Sk, Dk)}

Ldist(Sk, Dk)Rk < 2(LM + L + M),
k

Moreover, it is lower bounded by LM - o(LM), i. e., there exists a set of unicast sessions
together with a coding scheme achieving Lk dist(Sk, Dk)Rk = LM - o(LM).
Proof. (Sketch for upper bound.) Consider the cuts

(18)

n={(Ul,U2)EVlul~i}, i=0, ... ,L-1,

r;={(Ul,U2)EVlu2~i}, i=O"",M-l,
rt = {(Ul, U2) E VIUl + U2 ~ i} , i = 0, , , . ,L +M-I.

(19)

(20)
(21 )

Let

K

L L n; = 2L dist(Sk, Dk)Rk'
SES kEKs k=l

(23)

By developing a cut-set bound of the same form as given in the proof of Theorem 1,
one can obtain an inequality similar to (17), with (23) on the LHS and, in this case, •
two mutual information terms for each edge in E on the RHS. Therefore, by Lemma 2,
the RHS is upper bounded by twice the size of the maximum independent set in
C(E, :lec), Figure 4 depicts a set of 3 edges forming a clique in C(E, :lec), Now, most •
of E can be covered by non-overlapping sets of this type. This will require 2LM sets,
leaving 2(L + M) edges uncovered, hence the size of an independent set is at most •
2(LM + L +M). The proof of the lower bound is omitted due to space constraints. D
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(0,2) - (1,2) - (2,2)

/ \ / \ /
(0,1) - (1,1) - (2,1)

/ \ / \ /
(0,0) - (1,0) - (2,0)

Figure 2: G(V, E) for L =
M=2.

Figure 3: Lines inducing
the partitions S.

Figure 4: Subgraph of
G(V, E), edges forming a
clique in G(E, Jcc).

Figure 5: Subgraph of G(V, E). The
solid edges form a clique in G(E, Jpp).
Also, the set of dashed edges form a
clique in G(E, Jpp).

Figure 6: Tiling the set of edges de-
picted in Figure 5 in such a way that
all edges in G(V, E) are covered exactly
once.

Theorem 4. The transport capacity of G(V, E) under PP is at most ~LM + o(LM).
More precisely, for any set of unicast sessions {(Sk, Dk)}

. 2L dlst(S", Dk)Rk < "5LM + o(LM).
k

(24)

Moreover, it is at least ~LM -o(LM), i.e., there exists a set oj unicast sessions together
with a coding scheme achieving I:" dist(S", D")R,, = ~LM - o(LM).

Proof. (Sketch for upper bound.) Consider the set of edges depicted in Figure 5.
The set is partitioned in two, such that the edges in each partition form a clique in
G(E, Jpp). This means that the size of the maximum independent set of this subset in
G(E, Jpp) is 2. Also, the set of edges from Figure 5 can be tiled around in such a way
that all edges in G(V, E) are covered exactlyonce. This is depicted in Figure 6. The
number of edges in Figure 5 is 30. Therefore, the size of the maximum independent
set of the whole of G(E, Jpp) is approximately 6LM/15 = 2LM/5, where the approx-
imation comes from boundary effects. The proof of the lower bound is omitted due to
space constraints. 0

Theorems 3 and 4 give the following bounds on the benefit of CC over PP.

Corollary 2. The benefit in iransport capacity of cc over PP on the hexagonallattice
'is at least 2.5 - o(LM) and at most 6 + o(LM).
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6 Discussion
We have considered the transport capacity of the line network and the hexagonallattice
under point-to-point and computation coding strategies. Our main result is that in
networks with nodes positioned at the hexagonal lattice, the benefit of multi-access
computation coding over point-to-point communication is at least 2.5. This improves
upon the previously known lower bound of 2 on the benefit of multi-access computation
coding. In future work we intend to analyze other coding strategies, e.g., exploiting
broadcast, but not multi-access, as well as other networks.
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Abstract

This paper formulates a new communication problem for smart LED lighting sys-
tems designed for light effect control. It introduces the key requirements imposed
on the design of the LED driving sequences, which include multiple access, arbi-
trary duty cycle and no disturbance caused on the normal illumination function.
We propose a class of orthogonal sequences that meets these requirements.

1 Introduction
Solid state lighting (SLL) using high-power light emitting diodes (LEDs) is considered
one of the most promising innovations in the last decades for energy efficient, versatile,
and flexible smart illumination [1,2]. A lighting system with a variety of LEDs, mostly
red, green, blue and white, can produce a light effect of different intensity and color,
depending on how the single LEDs are controlled. To adapt the intensity and color
of the light, individual LEDs are repetitively modulated by a binary (on-off) sequence
{O,1}N3 of length N3.

LEDs are non-linear devices that have a preferred operation current at which their
output efficiency and light spectrum are optimal. So to control the intensity of the LED
light, an on-off sequence is used to drive the LEDs such that the light output averaged
over the integration time of the human eye (say 10 msec) satisfies the specified visible
light output. A popular scheme to achieve this is pulse width modulation (PWM),
where repeated (at a frequency above 100 Hz) pulses are used as driving sequence.
The width of these pulses is related to the relative on-time, which is often called
duty cycle. Typically lamps consist of multiple LEDs of different colors, to allow
the light color out of the lamp to be controlled. The color control is achieved by
differently modulating these LEDs. Yet, the modulation sequence must adhere to
a number of other interesting properties. We explore the possibility to embed an
individual, unique identifier into the light output of each LED, which can be retrieved
for lighting control. Simultaneously the intensity of each LED can nonetheless be
controlled dynamically (slowly time-varying) and independently for every LED and
independently of the identifier embedding.

In complex illumination installations, hundreds of LEDs may contribute to the
lighting effect and it may not be practical for a user to separately control every single
light source. A new user-interaction modality is envisioned in which a user controls
the aggregate light effect rather than setting the various outputs of the light sources
directly. To this end, a remote control can be used to set the desired light output
in a certain location, even if a priori it is unknown which lamps need to be involved.
A key problem is how the remote control identifies the relevant light sources. It has
become clear that such new user-interaction modality can be enabled by a remote
control equipped with an optical sensor and electronic detector circuit. This device
can separately identify and measure the light contributions from every individuallight
source in a given location. Based on such illumination sensing measurements the
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remote control can identify which light sources should be addressed to modify the
local light effect. This paper addresses the challenge of embedding a unique identifier
in the light, which is invisible to the human eye, and which allows arbitrary light
rendering. Phrased in terms of interest to this symposium, this paper proposes a class
of orthogonal sequences with arbitrary duty cycle.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 defines the requirements on the
sequence design. In Section 3 we propose a solution meeting these requirements. Then,
in Section 4, a receiver for this sequence is discussed and its performance is evaluated.
Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions of this paper.

•••••
2 Desired Sequence Properties •
Depending on its desired duty cycle PI, for 0 :s; PI :s; 1, each LED lamp (indexed by I)
picks a set of two appropriate sequences out of a catalogue. One of the sequences is
chosen if the lamp transmit a "0" user bit. The other sequence is its complement,
and is chosen to transmit a "1". For the basic functionality of our User interaction
concept, such modulation is not a prime requirement, so in the following we address
only one sequence per LED, of which we want to estimate the received strength gl at
the receiver. We consider sequences of length N3, where the elements in the sequence
are indexed by i- As explained earlier these sequences are binary al,j,pl E {O,1}N3, such
that

•
1 N3

PI = NLal,),!'I'
3 j=1

for every LED. Moreover, there must exist a demodulation sequence {bl,j} to be used
in the detector for the corresponding al,j,PI' Preferably the detector does not need to
know the duty cycle in advance, i.e. {bl,j} is independent of PI' Also, it is desirable
that the sequences are mutually orthogonal, where orthogonality is defined as

••••(1)

•
~ b _ { ±c 'tiPI if I = m ,
~ UI,j,p/ m,j - 0 'ti if I ....L m .
j=1 ~ ~

•••(2)

To ensure the best possible signal-to-noise ratio, the constant c is preferably large.
Expression (2) implies that not only the demodulation sequence itself, but also the
quality of detection, largely determined by c, becomes independent of PI. This is a
desirable property, as for our application the accuracy of detection and illumination
contribution gl estimation should not depend on the actual LED duty cycle PI. Instead
of depending on the actual illumination intensity gIPI, it rather is optimized for LEDs
with a large gz, i.e. with a large potentiel contribution at the location of the detector.

Preferably the set of demodulation sequences is designed such that the detector
can simultaneously demodulate the si~nals from a large collection of LEDs with limited
computational complexity. Here, {bl,j J is not necessarily a binary sequence, but to limit
the bulk of the operations to additions and subtractions, preferably bI,) E {-1, 0, I}.

An important performance measure is the number of LEDs L for which the individ-
uallocal illumination contributions {gz} can be measured. Preferably the sequences are
designed such that L approaches N3, i.e. the number of LEDs approaches the length
of the sequence.

In a traditional communication problem, one takes the energy in the transmit se-
quence as the cost of transmitting information, which would result in Eb = PIN3TI VIlt.
Here VI and 11 are the operating voltage and current of the LED, and the duration
of one sample of the sequence {al,j,PI} is denoted by Tl. In our system, however, the

•••••
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emitted light output is determined by the desired illumination level. So, the best fig-
ure of cost for communication is the additional power needed beyond the power used
for lighting. Power LEDs electrically behave as a large capacitor Cl in parallel with a
non-linear (electric-to-light) power conversion element. When switching the LED on or
off, the energy stored in the capacitor is mainly consumed in a regime where the LED
is not effectively emitting light, or where it exhibits unwanted calor artifacts. Thus we
propose as the benchmark figure

(3)

where Emin is the switching energy loss for PWM, when the PWM timing is chosen
such that the flickering of the LEDs is just not noticeable. The unit step function is
denoted by U. From (3) we can conclude that a sequence with a minimal number of
on-switching instants, i.e. with a minimum Eb, is optimal.

3 Sequence Design: CTDMA-PWM
One solution to the problem formulated in the previous section is a hybrid code/time
division multiple access (CTDMA) scheme, which modulates the up ramp of the PWM
pulses. It is an improvement over the previously presented CTDMA-PPM [3,4], because
it can more easily accommodate a large number of LEDs. This is the case, because
the down ramp of the light pulses is not affected by the modulation sequence and its
position is only dependent on the duty cycle PI of a given LED.

We assume that all lamps share a common synchronization signal, such that they
have a common notion of the frame of length N3. This frame is built up as N2 blocks,
each of N1 samples, i.e. N3 = N1 N2· Each block contains one pulse, which starts
either at position Tl or Tl + kl, depending on the CDMA code Cl = [Cl,!, CI,2, ... ,CI,N2],

where Cl,i E {-I, I}. This is called the (modulated) prefix, and it is followed by
an (unmodulated, all 1) illumination pulse of width 'UI = PINj - kd2. Here kl, for
kl = 1,2, ... , NI, is the modulation depth for the lth LED.

~:L~-titc~1~I~'==U=l====~
, ,L , [~3 ! I

NI

Figure 1: Description of the binary waveform pulse format.

Thus, the on-off switching sequence is defined 'tiPI as

{

0 if j(modN1) < Tl

a. = HCl,fjlNll + 1) if Tl:::: j(modNI) < Tl + kl
l,l,PI 1 if Tl + kl :::: j(modN1) < Tl + kl + 'UI

o if j(modN1) ~ Tl + kl + UI

(4)

We propose to use Walsh-Hadamard (WH) codes for Cl, since they can ensure perfect
orthogonality and allow for computationally efficient multi-signal receiver algorithms.
By excluding the first WH code, namely the {I, 1, ... , I} DC word, all codes used have
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a balanced number of 1's and -1'so This balanced property further fixes the frame-
average duty cycle and contributes to the shaping of the illumination spectrum to make
the data modulation imperceivable. Moreover, the system becomes resilient to sources
of constant or sufficiently slowly varying interfering light sources such as sunlight or
incandescent bulbs.

••••••••
Figure 2: Example of N3 samples from a binary CTDMA-PWM signal for one LED,
represented as an NI xN2 matrix. Here, 71=2, k, =1, ]JI'=0.G5,NI =10, and N2=12.

•••
An intuitive way of explaining the principle is by reading the sequence into an NI

by N2 matrix, such that every block of NI samples fills one full row. This is illustrated
in Fig. 2. The data modulated onto the light emission then shows up in columns 71
to Tl + kl - 1. In column Tl we also see the sequences from other LEDs that use the
same Tl. These should therefore use different, orthogonal codes. Moreover, the column
may contain an ("all 1") DC contribution due to sunlight or incandescent light or due
to the illumination pulses of LEDs for modulating their codes in other collumns. The
latter do not cause multi-user interference (MUI), but result in a higher shot noise level
in the detector. Moreover, for this sequence design Eb = Cl~? (NjlTj - 100). Typically
N:Tj is in the order of 1000.

••••
4 Pitchfork Receiver Structure

•••4.1 Basic receiver
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the decoding of the received light signals can be performed
by applying a WH operation for each column vector in the array as shown in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 3, two LED illumination contributions are visible, namely Tl = 2 with code
index 'Y = 3, and T2 = 6 with code index 'Y = 2, both for k = 1. Applying this
processin~ limits the complexity for detecting L = NI (N2 - 1) LEDs simultaneously to
NlN210g(N2) additions/subtractions.

The above receiver structure has some resemblance to a rake receiver, known in
direct sequence radio communication. To discuss the main difference we will refer to
our receiver as a pitchfork, which reflects a large spacing of the fingers. Both the
rake and pitchfork sample the incoming signal at multiple time-shifted moments, and
multiply such series with the decoding sequence. For a dispersive channel, the rake
gathers all signal energy from series that largely contain the same samples. In the

••••••
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(a) write into matrix

rl = 2, "I = 3 LED 2
r2 = 6, "I = 2

(h) WH transform per collumn

LED 1 LED 2

(c) read-out of gl

Figure 3: Receiver operations: Storing the incoming signal into a matrix. Performing
a WH operation on each column. Omitting the first row, which corresponds to the
all-one WH code.•• pitchfork, however, each series contains samples with a relatively large spacing of NI
and the series draw samples from disjoint. sets, i.e. different. columns in Figs. 2 and 3.

If we define z, to be the r th column in Fig. 3(a), with Zr = [Yr, Yr+NI' Yr+2NI" .. ,
Yr+(N2-I)NI], where Yi is the ith sample taken from the incoming lightwave signal. Then,
focusing on index "Y and timing offset T, the despreaded variable can be written as••• (5)

•••

Here dr,"I corresponds to the entry at coordinates (T, "Y) in Fig. 3(b). For the lth LED
assigned (Tl,"Yl) and with modulation depth kl, we have the estimate for the local
illumination contribution as 91 = 1;;~:~~Idrl+i,"Il' Thus the demodulation sequence
bl,i = C"I,i for j = Tl + iNl, ... ,Tl + kl - 1 + iNI and i = 0, ... ,N2 - 1. For all other j
we have bi,) = O.

Using (5) we can derive the mean-squared error (MSE) in the estimation of gl,
which is given by

where 0'; is the aggregate noise variance, and T) denotes the responsivity of the receiver
photo sensor.

Figure 4 illustrated the normalized MSE (NMSE) in the estimation of gl, using
(6), as a function of the propagation distance 'Tl of the light. For our application, this
MSE is related to the accuracy with which a user can set his lighting atmosphere, so
we regard this as a more relevant performance indicator than BER or aggregate bit
rate. We used a 1 cm2 photodiode and a 1 W optical power LED with Lambertian
radiation pattern of the first order, i.e. the output intensity is proportional to cosine of
the light output angle. The LED is placed 3.5 m above the detector and the detector
is moving away from the LED, when 'Tl increases. The power spectral density of the
receiver electronics noise was equal to 1.69 x 10-24 A2/Hz. For the CTDMA-PWM
coding scheme we applied NI =1024, N2=32, k=l, and Tl=1 us.

The curves address a single CTDMA-PWM modulated LED in the following cases:
• in the dark.

• in the presence of 1000 extra LEDs, all with p = 1 - .t? and a unique Tand "Y
combination. The reduced performance is due to increased shot noise, but not
from MUI crosstalk.

•••••••••••

2 lE[( ~ )2] 40';O'E = gl - gl = 7\T k 2'
1 V2 LT)
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• with 50 lux of ambient sun light falling on the sensor, which creates shot noise.

• with 50 lux of fluorescent (FL) light falling on the sensor.

The FL light power is modelled as the sum of two components. The first component is
a DC signal, which causes shot noise. The other component is a Gaussian process with
a variance of 10% of the DC signal, which creates interference to the wanted signal.

••

-B- in the dark
--e-- among 1000 LED.
______ in sunlight

in FL light
~ in FL light) combiner

••••••••
8 10

TI[rnJ
Figure 4: Normalized MSE in estimation of the illumination contributions gl.

4 6 12 14 ••It can be observed from Fig. 4 that the best performance is achieved in the dark,
where the performance is limited by thermal noise. In the sunlight and among 1000
other LEDs there is increased shot noise, which becomes the dominant error source. In
the presence of the FL light the dominant error source is the Gaussian process, which
yields a very high MSE. When finger combining is applied (for (l = 1 - 10-11), as
described in Section 4.2, the performance is considerably improved.

•••4.2 Finger combining
An improved receiver optimally combines signals from multiple columns, particularly
when k > 1. This column-combining requires an appropriate weight factor if the step
transition of the power LED is not instantaneous [3], if the average light and the
corresponding shot noise statistics differ per column, or if the interference from other
light sources is non-white.

Other light sources, which are not part of the smart LED lighting system such as FL
light sources, typically emit a low pass spectrum which injects correlated noise into the
detector [SJ.Hence, two noise samples taken in adjacent columns of the signal matrix,
as in Fig. 2 become correlated, by a factor of p(l'.) with 0 < p(l'.) < 1. Consequently,
a detector circuit preferably not only evaluates the column(s) in which the wanted
signal is present, but also the neighboring columns in order to mitigate the noise. It
is reasonable to assume that p( l'.) "" 0 for l'. > NI. This implies that the detector
can restrict itself to exploiting the correlation between noise samples in each row, and
neglect noise correlation among different rows.

We analyze this as a finite impulse response (FIR) filter that combines the prefix
finger of the pitchfork with the contents of its two neighbors, by using columns ZT-l, ZT)

ZT+l . These contain correlated Gaussian random noise, plus a desired signal component
X3 = [0,0.5, OJgl' Here the third signal becomes zero-mean because the illumination

•••••
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pulse is cancelled in the despreading of (5). Yet, for accuracy of our analysis we must
consider the effect of increased shot noise due to the illumination pulse.

The covariance matrix Ry,y is given by

[

CT;h + éhbg + CT~ CT~p(l) CT~p(2) 1
Ry,y = CT~p(l) CT;h + é(hbg + gt/2) + CT~ CT~p(l) ,

CT~p(2) CT~p(l) CT;h + é(hbg + gl) + CT~
(7)

where CT;h is variance of the thermal receiver noise, and the shot noise is reflected in
e = 2qeBn1'}. Here Bn = T1-

1 is the effective system bandwidth, qe is the electrical charge
of an electron, and hbg denotes the power of the DC components of the background
light, i.e. due to other LEDs and FL light. The Gaussian interference from the FL
light is reflected by CT~p(~).

Our (linear) finger combiner weights Y3 = [dr-l." dr", dr+1,"Y], i.e. the output of the
despreader, with W according to s = WTy3. To achieve the minimum mean square
error (MMSE) filter, the orthogonality principle requires

(8)

So, the MMSE design for W follows from rewriting (8) as IE[WY 3Yf] = IE[X3YIJ,
thus

[~ 0:5 ~ 1
In other words, the filter consists of finger taps according to the middle row of Ry~'

to estimate the received light power. Instead of combining fingers in code domain (~s
in Fig. 3c), one can equivalently implement (10) as a prefilter that directly operates
on the incoming light samples in the time domain (as in Fig. 3a or Fig. 2). This
is particularly advantageous if a multi-LED receiver can perform analog prefiltering,
because it has the benefit that it reduces the dynamic range needed in the ADC. An
advantage of a digital filter is that it is easier to create a finite impulse response (i.e.,
3 taps) and to avoid crosstalk between LEDs employing the same code in neighboring
columns.

In the above analysis we assumed that the neighboring columns do not contain
interference from modulated prefixes at Tl - 1 or Tl + 1 from other LEDs using the same
code. Thus, either one must pay the penalty of a lower system capacity if every other
column remains unassigned, or a more sophisticated multi-signal detector is needed.

Figure 5(a) plots the three weight values of the prefilter for the samples [Yr-l,
Yr,Yr+ll as a function of the correlation coefficient 12· The correlation between the
FL noise samples is modelled as p(!">.) = 12t:.. As expected, the taps become non-zero
for high correlation of the noise. The resulting NMSE performance in estimation of
gl is depicted in Fig. 5(b). The top curve illustrates the performance without finger
combiner for the scenario of Fig. 4 with rl = 3.5 m, for a system experiencing FL light.
We conclude that we can greatly improve the MSE by using the combiner.

From earlier investigations, we concluded that the MSE is preferably below 10-2
From Figs. 4 and 5, it can be observed that this is relatively easy to realize when the
ambient light consists of other coded LEDs, or sunlight light. Yet, when FL light is
present finger combining or prefiltering is necessary to achieve this.

R-1y,y' (9)

5 Conclusions
We formulated requirements for sequences that can be used to drive power LEDs used
in smart illumination systems. The prime challenge is to satisfy illumination and
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Figure 5: Combiner weights and normalized MSE performance versus noise correlation.

communication properties simultaneously. We propose a class of orthogonal sequences
that can be given an arbitrary duty cycle, named CTDMA-PWM. This scheme allows
the separate detection and estimation of the received light intensity from thousands of
LEDs in a complex illumination system.

We evaluated the performance of a pitchfork, i.e. rake-like, estimator which can
detect N1 (N2 - 1) LEDs simultaneously, at a total processing complexity of N1 N2 logN2
additions/subtractions. We concluded that interference from FL light needs to be
addressed in detector algorithm design, and we studied a combiner for this purpose.

The embedding of identifiers in light, also named coded light, enables important
new features for convenient lighting control, and offers a challenging and potentially
fruitful new research area. .
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